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TURKEY NEWS LETTER 

From 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

February 15, 1928 

I suppose you are wondering when the report of last season's work witt be in your hands. 
I am wondering the same thing myself. Some of you are not real cooperators after all. A LOT OF THE 
REPORTS ARE IN but there are a lot of them sti II to come. If you have not sent yours in, please GET 
BUSY AT ONCE and fill out the blank which was sent to you some time ago. 

In the meantime I wili have to break the good NEWS to you. The last season's work has been 
a HOWLING SUCCESS. Almost without exception, everyone who actually yarded their flocks according to 
directions have had splendid success. THIS PLAN IS NO LONGER IN IT'S SWADDLING CLOTHES. Last 
year we gave it the hardest test of all an actual trial under AVERAGE FARM CONDITIONS. The work we 
are doing together is making TURKEY HISTORY. 

When the reports started to come in, I would bold my breath but soon got out of wind and I 
soon found it was uncalled for anyway, for they reported such wonoerful results. It surely was a "GRAND 
and GLORIOUS" feeling. 

Last year I received a few letters from some interested observers who thought yarding was all 
wrong because the birds would become stunted if they were confined. Here's the answer. Mr. Robert Peterson 
of Bisbee N.D. raised somewhere around 800 birds on an acre. Of course the acre was rotated at monthly 
intervals. He had splendid success and some of his yarded Toms weighed up to 29 pounds in December. So 
we have pricked that little bed time story. 

I wish it were possible for all of you to read the reports as they come .in. They made me 
very happy and you would notice the proverbial "ear to ear" grin on my face. 

We had a few failures but most of these folks admitted they only kept the birds yarded 
whenever they felt like it. SOME OF THEM EVEN PUT THE YARDS ON OLD CHICKEN GROUND OR ELSE 
TOO CLOSE TO THE FARM BUILDINGS. They must be kept on CLEAN GROUND, AWAY FROM CHICKENS 
thruout the ENTIRE season. 

You remember on the report blank, the question is asked, "did you rotate your yards on clean 
ground once a month." IN ALL CASES, when this was answered "yes," splendid results were reported. Ju~.~ 
as soon as I find that all the reports are in, I will compile them and send you a copy. It will probably · 
come as one of the regular News Letters. Expect a miracle and you won't be dissappointed. 

I AM ENCLOSING WITH THIS LETTER A RETURN POSTAL CARD. If you intend to follow the 
Minnesota Plan this year, please fill it in and mail it at once. IF YOU DO NOT INTEND TO YARD 
YOUR FLOCK THRUOUT THE SEASON, please do not return it because we are only interested in those folks 
who really want to get some place. 

Even though you were on our mailing list last year, we must have the signed card for the 1928 
season. Only those cards received will be continued on our list. If you have been helped this year and want 
to continue to cooperate with us, we will again welcome you. I think this is the LARGEST CLASS IN 
TURKEY RAISING IN THE WORLit.-· Our scholars come from every state in the Union and some other countries 
for good measure. . . 

.:J~~m~miL~-~m~m~m~:!"~milm~m~m~mr~m~tn.m~~ml1m~ml1m 
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It will soon be time for you to begin to think of the laying season. Take my advice and that 
of 01any others as well and put your breeding stock in yards. The breeding and laying pens need not be large. 
A yard 25 or 35 feet wide and about 50 or 60 feet long will handle the average flock of ten to fifteen hens 
very nicely. Provide a rough shelter of some sort in the yard. Place boxes or barrels around for the hens 
to lay in. In this way you will save a lot of shoe leather and keep your disposition sweeter and the eggs 
fresher. Don't let the01 lay a half mile from the bouse under a raspberry bush. 

The following is a co01mon standard ration which can be used to encourage the hens to break 
previous speed and egg records. 

Scratch Feed 

200 pounds cracked yellow corn 
100 pounds wheat 
100 pounds oats 

Mash 

100 pounds ground yellow corn 
100 pounds bran 
100 pound middlings 
100 pounds ground oats 
100 pounds meat scraps 

3 pounds com01on salt 

If you are feeding milk, the meat scraps can be cut in half. Feed the scratch feed at the rate of two quarts 
to 25 or 30 birds daily. Feed the 01ash in an open hopper. Also feed all the greens possible. Cabbage, 
turnips, etc, are fine. Keep- grit or oyster shells in a self feeder constantly. Provide lots of water. 

Now then, the first step for the 1928 season is to yard your breeding stock on clean ground. 
Feed egg laying rations, provide nests and store the eggs carefully. Don't use eggs over ten days or two 
weeks old for hatching. Successful hatches depend on this. 

Let's 01ake this year one to be remembered. We don't want any SIGHTSEE'ERS. We want only 
folks who will give this plan an honest to goodness chance to 01ake good. 

IF ANY OF YOU HAVE BREEDING STOCK OR EGGS FOR SALE, let 01e know how many, when, 
and what breed. More later. 

Very truly yours 

W.A. Billings 
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Dear Cooperator: 

Most of the letters I am receiving from people using incubators indicate very good results. 
When the eggs are FRESH and FERTILE the hatches should be good if the machine is run sensibly. It is not 
a bit more difficult to hatch turkey eggs than hens eggs. Follow the SIMPLE directions in your booklet and 
don't worry. In the absence of a GOOD hygrometer, use the pie tin as suggested. Keep the sand SOAKING 
wet. 

A lot of you no doubt are sti II doing Marathons all over the farm looking for turkey eggs. 
Why not sa\'e the shoe leather and avoid FALLEN ARCHES by keeping the turkey hens confined to a reason· 
able sized yard during the lay 1ng season. :\'lany are doing this and report increased egg production providing 
of course, they fed a good fresh mash. No matter how good a DETECTIVE you are I' II bet a dollar to a 
doughnut that you do not find all the eggs when the hens have the run of the farm. 

When I sit down to the typewriter to pound off this letter to my friends, I forget a lot of 
things I wanted to say and begin to think of them after the letter is in the mail. However I'll remember 
enough things to criticize you about to make this interesting. 

I have just received a NICE FINANCIAL STATEMENT from Mrs. Claude Wright of Minnesota. 
After paying ALL expenses, she had a NET PROFIT of $1544.23. That isn't hard to swallow, is it? I know 
there are a lot of others who did as well if not better but unless you can give it to me in BLACK and 
WHITE I can't tell anyone else about it. 

t\ lot of farm women tell me that they are sold on the idea of fencing the flock of turkeys, 
but they cannot persuade their better (?) halves to put up the fence. They say MONEY TALKS and I think 
it does in Mrs. Wright's case. If you have this trouble with your husband, just tell this story and ask him 
what other crop on the farm made that much net profit for him the last year. He will surely see the LIGHT. 
An acre of ground, for the average farm flock is plenty for a hundred or two birds, if it is fenced and 
CROSS FENCED according to the diagram on page 16 of your booklet. This is by far the EASIEST WAY. Get 
it up at once and then put your poults in it as soon as they can be weaned away from the brooder house. 
From then on, all you have to do is to rotate the yards once a month and that is no EFFORT because the 
yards are all ready for them. Keep moving around these lots for the entire season. Feed them and WATCH 
THEM GROW. 

Mr. Virgil Fisher of Alger, Ohio, writes that he hatched 120 poults from 150 eggs. Very 
good. The neighbors said it couldn't be done, but you see it was. Some of you who are trying this plan are 
doubtless being watched and LAUGHED at by a lot of your friends who probably think you are in your second 
childhood. Let all they tell you go, in ONE EAR and OUT THE OTHER. A lot of the unsolicited advice 
is not worth very much anyway. If you stick to your knitting, I am sure of your success and their 
discomfiture this fall. 

Most of you will have young poults hatched by the time this letter reaches you. The first six 
weeks are important. Use a brooder house if at all possible. It is MUCH the easiest way and much simpler. 
However, be absolutely sure you place the house far enough away from the farm buildings so as to be safe 
from chicken soil ings. If you do this, it should be perfectly simple to raise at least four fifths of what 

~m~m~m•m~m~m•mmmmmmmm~m~m~~m~m~m~~m~m~~~mm 
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you start with. There is no particular trick to successful broociing. By the way, again I want to caution yoa, 
not to take the children out to the brooder house with you when you close up for the night. They are apt to 
get the turks all excited and anyway, that is no place to entertain the youngsters. 

A good many folks say they are following this plan but with too many reservations. They 
will go as far as it suits their convenience and .then when they have trouble, they wonder why. If you do 
this YOU MIGHT AS WELL DO NOTHING AT ALL. This method means yarding them the ENTIRE SEASON. 
Mrs. Mary Seeley of White Rock, South Dakota says, "I THOUGHT I would not follow the plan closely 
because I could not afford the money for the fencing. NOW I REALIZE THAT I CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO." 
To cut corners is positively FATAL to your success. 

Last fall Mrs. Peter Refness of Goodridge, Minnesota, put a no.te in the crop of one of her 
turkeys she had dressed for market, asking the person who bought it to write to her telling how much she 
paid for it and how she liked the QUALITY. She got a letter from a woman in New York City saying that 
she had paid 79 cents a pound for the bird and that it was the b~st and most delicious turkey she bad EVER 
eaten. THATS WHAT THEY ALL SAY. These yarded birds are not trained like race horses and are bead 
and shoulders over the range turkey when it comes to toothsomeness. 

OH YES, before I forget it- -a lot of people are still worrying about the possibility of the 
little turks eating the sand which we recommend for litter on the brooder bouse floor. STOP worrying at 
once. Use coarse sand or very fine gravel, follow the feeding directions and they won't eat any more 
sand than they require. Of course, if they are half starved they wi II eat SAND ot anything else for that 
matter. 

I can not say too much about the necessity for LOTS OF GREENS. You can't very well overdue 
it. Feed any kind of lettuce or green onion tops for early greens. We don't have to bother about the onion 
smell on the poults breath. Also try to have a sizeable patch of cabbage for late summer and fall and 
winter feeding. IT'S GREAT AND THE TURKEYS LOVE IT. 

I have been on the farms of a good many Minnesota friends and there is still a tendency to 
place the yards too close to tl~ farm buildings. All manner of excuses are given for this. Thieves, owls, 
snakes, hawks and crows. If these pests are going to take them, they wi II anyway in spite of you. A thief 
who plans to stca 1 wi 11 get them near the house as easily. They steal chickens so I hear in some places. 
It will be good REOUCING exercises for you to walk out to your yards. After the poults are weaned and in 
the rearing grounds you will not need to see them only at morning and night. Keep the feed hoppers full 
and the milk dishes and tbats all there is to it. If you don't do this you will have a SAD TALE to tell 
me next fa II. 

Jlere's another suggestion--Get a nickel note book and hang it up in the kitchen right by the 
door. Whenever you spend even a cent on your turkeys- -charge them for it and put it down in the expense 
book. You can call it the turkey's EXPENSE ACCOUNT book. In this way you will have an accurate 
estimate as to your expenses and profits when the season is over. FOR THE AMOUNT OF MONEY INVESTED, 
the turkeys will beat anything else on the farm. 

Don't jump all over in the MATTER OF FEEDING. Our feeding suggestions are good. READ 
THEM CAREFULLY and follow the directions. Other methods are good but you are starting out to do 
something DEFINITE and why not do it. If you set out to find reasons why you can't do this, you'll 
be sure to find them. If you care to buy commercial feeds, go to it. They are expensive but a lot better 
than trying to raise birds on grasshoppers. If you use commercial feeds, be sure to use milk instead of 
water, if it is possible. Do this even though the feed does contain· dry buttermilk. Use NO WATER if you. 
can avoid it. Sweet or sour milk or buttermilk is fine. You can't beat LIQUID MILK as a beverage. 
Continue all season if possible. 

DO NOT FRET ABOUT WORMS. Everybody IS talking about worms these days. If you follow 
the suggestions I've given you about clean yards at a distance from the buildings and rotate them once a 
month you'll never be bothered with these things. They just CAN'T CATCH UP WITH OUR GROWING BIRDS, 
because we are dodging them by being on our monthly move. At any rate, DO NOT TREAT YOUNG POULTS 
with Kamala capsules. Wait until they are half grown at least. 
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If you are using either chicken hens or turkey hens for hatching and brooding, you 1fill have 
to 1forry about them because they may become infected from the older birds. HOWEVER, if you use movable 
brood coops and set them far enough from the buildings, that is the next best thing. A portable brooder 
will be one of the most profitable investments you could make. You are behind the times without one. 

Remember you are in the midst of the most important part of the gro1fing season. Make good. 
Don't fall do1fn by doing something you could easily avoid. We have a lot of ne1fcomers to our .CLUB this 
year and 1fe OLD TIMERS 1fant to set a good example. Good luck to you--no, I'll take that back--there is no 
luck to this, its just plaio USING YOUR HEAD and sticking to it. I'll call again in a couple of weeks. 
I travel a lot and may be late, but you'll hear from me in June. Oil up your cameras and use them for me. 

Sincerely yours 

W.A. Billings 

Extension Veterinarian 
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TURKEY NEWS LETTER 

From 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

DEAR COOPERATOR; 

I have just completed a trip around the state and found 
many excellent flocks. The ages of the poults run all tbe way from just out of 
the shell to as old as ei:;:ht weeks. At th"is point I would suggest that any of 
you who are going at this business seriously, might do well to keep at least 
fifteen breeding hens next year. Twenty- five or thirty would be better. This 
number wi II give you a large number of eggs in a short time if incubators are 
used for hatching. Later eggs can be sold to those folks who want to raise the 
late birds. The earlier the hatch the better progress the little poults will make. 

Some folks report good hatches and others are not so fortu
nate. As t general thing, I think the incubator was a bit more successful than 
the hen for hatching. This may not be true in individual cases. I have seen 
hatches as high as 98 per cent -- and of course others, not so good. 

Be sure to place COARSE sand on the brooder house floor. 
Use it about an inch and a half deep. Take a rake and stir it up every morning 
when you do your chores. This will keep the sand dry and prevent lumps from 
forming on the birds feet. If these form -- take a small hammer and crack 
them off much the same as you would crack a walnut. H not removed they wi II 
cause a deformity. SAND WILL NOT KILL YOUR niRDS. Some of you are too 
stingy with your mash. After the first few days or a week, keep the mash in 
a hopper and leave it in front of them all the time. 

DON'T WORRY TOO MUCH ABOUT A FEW CRIPPLES. 
You may have a dozen or so in a couple of hundred poults. If they are badly 
deformed -- ki II them. Don't have a lot of these poor things crawling around 
on their breasts. I don't know what makes them crippled any more than you do. 
We can all guess as to the exact cause. If the breeding stock is strong and vigerous 
and plenty of the proper feed is fed together with abundant greens and Cod Liver 
Oil, you should not have many cripples. Minnesota weather has been dark and 
rainy the last few weeks and this is hard on poults because of lack of the sunshine. 

I have seen several poults SWELLED UP LIKE A TOAD. 
If you have a little fellow that puffs up as big as a bailon -- the treatment 
is very easy. Take a pair of sharp pointed manicure scissors and cut thru the 
skin in several places. This will let the air out and in a few minutes the 
poults will be eating again. 

Pu61.1SHED IN FUR .-Ht::RANCE OF AGRio;;·JL.TURAL. EXTENSION ACT OF MAY !:i, 1914, F.W. PECK, DIRECTOR 
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In our booklet, under the treatment of ROUP, we mention 
bathing the eyes with a mild solution of BORIC ACID. This is excellent 
treatment for roup but if this treatment should not prove satisfactory in your 
case •• try a ten per cent solution of ARGYROL. Your druggist can prepare 
this for you. Inject it between the eye I ids with a medicine dropper. 

I have been on some farms where the owner is running 
himself or herself ragged looking after the feeding. This is not necessary. 
Build hoppers large enough to contain sufficient food to last the birds for a 
day and then you won't have to run out every hour or two to refill these little 
TOY HOPPERS so frequently seen. DO NOT FEED ON BOARDS after the first 
four or five days. This is too much work. If possible figure out a good big 
container for your milk or water so you won't have to refill it over two or 
three times a day. 

Again, I will remind you not to worry about the wing 
feathers hanging down and looking quite awkward. These will come back into 
place quite nicely later on . 

ANOTHER CAUTION ·· do not give the worm capsules to 
very small birds. The nicotine sulphate capsules should not be given to birds 
under eight or ten weeks old. The kamala tablets or capsules should not be 
given until the birds are one-third grown. All worm eradicatiors are 
POISONOUS if taken in large amounts or if the birds are too young. If your 
birds are brooded in brooder houses on clean ground, they wi II not need capsules 
of any kind. If, however, you are brooding with hens, either chicken or turkey, 
the li.ttle ones run a chance of infection from the old mother bird. The moral 
is to use artifical brooding if at all possible. 

It will soon be time to place your birds on the REARING 
GROUND. As soon as the various hatches are pretty much of the same size or 
as soon as the smallest ones are big enough to run with the others without the 
older ones picking on them, they can be placed together on the same rearing 
ground. If you are afraid to put smaller ones with the larger birds •. you 
might try two or three for a day or two and see whether they can hold their 
own. If tlie older ones pick them and chase them away from the feed hoppers, 
take them away. At any rate the time will soon come when they can be run 
together, if there is not too much difference in their ages. If they are over a 
month apart you may have to keep them separated for a good part of the summer. 

I hope all of you have made arrangements for the planting 
of a good plot of cabbages or roots of some sort. It will make mighty cheap 
fall and winter roughage for you and wi 11 cut your feed cost considerably. 
You can still plant a patch of rape which is fine greens and very luxuriant. 

If you have bad trouble with too large a percentage of 
infertile eggs, keep over an extra Tom or two for next year. It is simply 
playing safe. 

Very truly yours 

W. A. Billings 
Extension Veterinarian 
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TAKE TIME TO READ THIS 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I have been receiving a FLOOD OF LETTERS from a lot of people who 
like to read patent medici~e advertisements. They want to know about the new "cure" for 
Blackhead. Let me repeat again and then AGAIN, there is positively NO CURE for this disease. 
If you are gullible enough and want to spend the money, go ahead. It's yours anyway. You 
might better give it to the Red Cross, however. It will do some good there. That's that. 

To those of you who have been careless and have had losses, let me say 
this- -your only salvation is to ROTATE YARDS. Be SURE the yards are far enough away from 
the buildings so that the chickens cannot get to them. These yards MUST BE CLEAN and· free 
from chicken contamination. Those of you who cannot provide yatds far enough away to be clean, 
had better quit turkeys. I fully realize that this means a walk but that cannot be avoided. 
It will raise turkeys however. 

You needn't try to use a piece of ground that hens have been on last year. 
You cannot disinfect the soil. Sprinkling lime on the ground is a waste of time and lime. 

AGAIN LET ME REPEAT--Do NOT use Kamala on birds less than five or 
six pounds in weight. This means about ooe third grown. Read your book again and get this 
straight. If used on small birds, it may ki II them, especially those badly infested with worms. 
You say-·wha( then shall I do--l say CLEAN YARDS away from the buildings and the turkeys 
won't have worms. The whole success of the plan is SANITATION and lots of it from start to 
finish. 

Clean yards will do wonders--Folks like Mrs. C.E. Olson of Fergus Falls 
and others too numerous to mention don't need worm medicines. You couldn't sell them a 
nickles worth. Turkeys don't get wormy on CLEAN SOIL. If yours are wormy, you know the 
answer. There's no two ways about it. If you should have a few losses from either Blackhead 
or worms- ·DON'T GET EXCITED and bite on any foolish dope you hear advertised--and you'll 
hear of plenty- -Just get busy and change yards FAST. Do it often. Change once every ten 
days if necessary until the trouble stops and then get back to the monthly routine of change. 
Don't let a sick bird remain in the flock. BEHEAD it at once. There is no good worm 
eradicator for very small birds. If there was I would be overjoyed to tell you about it. 
DODGE 'EM, I say. 

Oh yes, don't let the old hens, either turkey or chicken, run with the 
young flock. The old birds do no good. All they do is to walk around with the little fellows 
on their trail. They teach them bad habits too. Out with them. If the little ones fly--CLIP 
ALL THE FLIGHT FEATHERS on one wing. 

P\JBI.ISHIID IN FUR fHERANCE OF AGRICULTURAl. EXTENSION ACT OF MAY 8. 1914, F.W. '"ECK, DIRECTOR 
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ABOUT FEEDING- -Stick to the Rearing Ground Ration on page 19 of your book. 
There are other feeds as good, but no better. Stand by the MILK. Don't putter around making Cottage 
Cheese. It's too much work and the plain milk is just as good. Ob, I know they will eat it and like it. 
If the milk runs short- -do as many milkmen do--water it. Anyone who tells you that milk is not good for 
turkeys is talking thru his or her hat. 

Soon the cabbage wi II be ready. Let the turks have a II they can stuff. You ~: 
cannot over-do greens of any sort. It is cheap roughage. 

I had the nicest letter from a little girl down in Tennessee. She bas 50 nice 
birds. A lot of her neighbors have lost all of their turkeys trying to raise them by the old grab bag method. 
I beard of a lady the other day who thinks this yarding is all bunk and is going to show us up. She swears 
she can raise them WITH CHICKENS. I think she will swear alright when the season is over. 

The trouble with a lot of our cooperators is this--they make the yards too good 
and too solid. So much so that they won't get moved. That is a mistake, make the fences easily moveable. 
Don't have the posts set in for keeps. Use steel posts if possible. They move easily with little effort. 

Those of you who have had good success so far are now on the home stretch, all 
you have to do now is feed and move monthly. The birds do not need attention more than three times a day. 

Use a good size feed hopper. I see some of the dinkiest little hoppers. They 
have to be filled every five minutes. Get a good big one. If you don't know bow to make one, send me a 
POSTAL saying, "Send plan for making a feed hopper." We will send it to you by AIR MAIL. 

Don't worry about turkey prices this fall. It doesn't make any difference who 
wins the fall election. Neither Mr. Smith nor Mr. Hoover will have any bearing on prices. No one can 
predict at this time. It's up to you to have the turkeys to sell. From present indications, I do not think 
the crop is much different than last year at this time. At any rate, you yourself won't flood the market··SO 
raise all you can. 

You wi II be interested to know that we have over a tbousattd persons who SAY 
they are trying this plan. I cannot say of course, whether they actually are. Every State in the union is 
represented. Something over eighty thousand copies of the turkey booklet have been distributed. 

Please try to keep an accurate cost account. I told you some time ago to have 
a little note book to jot down all expenses you incur. This will help you to figure profit in the fall. 

My correspondence bas been and still is very heavy. I 1ike to get your letters 
but please make them brief. If you do this I will try to answer them promptly. I am taking my vacation 
starting the middle of August so don't write for thirty days after that. If you followed me around the last 
year, you'd say I needed a vacation. I have had several invitations from friends in Colorado, Wyoming, etc., 
to visit them. Wish I could. I might surprise some of you at that. Therefore you had better have things in 
pretty good shape. This applies to those of you in other states. I surprised a few in New York State and 
Ohio last year. I think I' II go west this year, but you never can tell. 

Au revoir, until next month, 

W.A. Billings 
Extension Veterinarian 

P.S. Mr. Ed. Lloyd of Wadena County says he has been trying for 14 years to raise turkeys--this year he is 
doing it by our method. They are beauties too. 
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Vacation season is over and the writer is back in the harness. The 
fact is I have been back for a couple of weeks but it takes time to get caught up 
with the letters that piled up in my a 'bsence. The tur~ey growing season is pretty 
well along and from the tone of the letters I am getting, most of you seem to be 
getting along fine. 

Mrs.. Wright of .Aitkin county, Minnesota, wrote me on September 15 
that her oirds hatched on May 5 weigh 15 pounds for the Toms and 11 pounds for the 
hens. Last year at the same age her birds weighed much less. Her ·feed cost has not 
increased to any extent and she thinks it is because she feeds an abundance of 
greens. CARRY IT TO THEM IF NECESSARY. Greens such as cabbage or lettuce and 
succulent roots such as rutabagas are the cheapest feed you can use. Let them have 
ALL THEY CAN EAT. · 

Henry Zavoral, proprietor of the Gobble Ranch at Hutchinson, Minne
sota says that his Toms hatched on May 24 will go better than 13 pounds. Alvie 
Hoberg of River Falls, Wisconsin and formerly connected with the Poultry Dtvision 
at this University, reports excellent results. Hoberg has about 1000 beautiful 
birds. Anton Schroeder who has a large flock just outside of the city of Minneapolis 
is so pleased with the results this year that he is now located on a large farm at 
Grandin, North Dakota. The postman just this mi'nute brought a letter from Mrs. Mary 
Mathews of Ithaca, Michigan. She has had good success and sends a picture of her 
flock. She raised 96 out of 101. Isn't that pretty good? She is well pleased and 
so am I. 

I am starting out on a trip next week to visit a large number of 
Minnesota cooperators and will have some good stories for the next ~ssue. I will 
admit that we have had some failures but they are for the most part aue to the fact 
that the birds were not placed properly. This plan is common sense dodging disease 
and if that is done, you are bound to succeed. 

Your feed costs should not exceed 7 to 9 cents per pound. This is 
largely determined by the amount of green stuffs you are feeding. I urged you early 
in the season to plant cabbage and rutabagas. Now is the time to reap the benefits. 
Give the birds all they will eat, You can't ~verfeed greens. 

ABOUT NEW CORN. Dontt worry about feeding it so long as it is DRY. 
If the new corn is free from moisture, it can be readily fed. If it is not dry 
enough, put it in a place where it will dry out. Soft corn is not good feed. IT 
WILL NOT CAUSE BLACKHEAD however, Don't believe that old yarn. Soft corn will 
cause a fermentation in the crop that may cause death but no one in their right mind 
could accuse it of causing a contagious disease. That is quite impossible. Feed 
all the new corn or other grain you wish but be sure it is well dried out. 

Again, ANOTHER WORD ABOUT WORMS---Don't fret about worms. Don't 
imagine your birds ha~e them. If they lose weight or do not grow as fast as they 
should and you find worms in the droppings, then its time to worry. If you have a 
sick bird, open it up and go through the intestines carefully. Look for either 
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round worms or tape worms---you can easily see them. They don't hide. Aft~t they 
are found, give the proper treatment. Nicotine sulphate for the round ones and 
Kamala for the tapes. Consult the back pages of your booklet for directions. If 
you don't knoW where to get the capsules, drop me a line. 

ABOUT SHELTERS---if you haven't one, now is a good time t~ provide 
it, We will have fall rains and winds soon and the flock needs a rough shelter of 
some sort. Oh, I know they will like to sit on top of it, but in rough weather, run 
them in a few times and they are not so dumb as not to know where to go after a few 
directions. 

Some have had trouble with BUMBLE FOOT. It is a swelling of the 
foot, an injury to the sole of the foot which has become infected. If you notice 
any of this. just take an old safety razor blade and open it up. Squeeze out the 
pus and squirt in a little .peroxide or tincture of Iodine. 

If any of your birds fro:n now on develop a little ROUP, the treat
ment is easy if you get busy in time. First bathe with a solution of boric acid-
you can't get it too strong. If this doesn't help, try a TEN PER CE1~ SOLUTION OF 
ARGYROL. Get this at your d~g store. This is a nasty black liquid. Get a medi
cine dropper also and put a drop or two in the eyes. Repeat as often as necessary. 

I get quite a lot of letters from folks asking about a FATTENING 
FEED. If you have followed directions so far you won't be in any need of a fatten
ing feed. The growing ration described on page 19 of your book will produce perfect 
market birds if fed according to directions. Those flocks that are fed by the grab 
bag method during the season, of course need a fattening ration. If you have fed as 
directed, stick it out and you will be well satisfied. 

I hope you are all KEEPING ~RACK OF YOt~ FEED COSTS. You will re
member, early in the season I asked you to hang up a little note book some place 
and enter in it all the expenses you incur during the season. In your final report 
I will ask for these figures, so don'~ fall down on the job. I expect you thiru{ I 
am slow myself for not getting in my last years report to you. I admit I am but you 
do not have to run all over the country as I do and try to answer a terrific amount 
of letters as well. We expect a let up du.ring the winter and I assure you that I 
will make good. I have all last years reports stacked up here in a nice neat pile 
and haven't forgotten about it. .Anyway you. know these reports are going to be pub
lished. It is getting pretty near the time when I sho•.:tld. be getting some good 
pictures from you. Everybody promises them but they seem to have good forgetters. 
Get a camera that takes a good sized picture a~d see if you can flood me with 
pictures during the next month. Whoever sends me an especially good one may get 
his or her picture in the paper for we are always looking for good pictures for pub
lication. DON 1T FORGET THIS. 

If you are not feeding any EONE MEAL, it might be a good plan to 
place a hopper in the yard. It isn't necessary to mix it with the feed if you don't 
want to. Let the birds have free access to it and they will ea.t what they want. I 
do not know whether it will keep the breast bones straight or not but it is a sure 
thing, it won't do them any harm and it migpt help a lot. Personally, I think most 
of the crooked breast bones are a matter of breeding stock more than anything else. 
]ut just to play safe try a hopper full. 
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I will ~~e a ·good many of the Minnesota cooperators before tott get 
this letter arid·: .some a.ft~r you get it.. Save up all the questions you have and fire, 
th~m at me at tl'J.at Uweo Te · .. t;hciee of yo'l;l in vther stat,es e.nd in this ste.te e.lso, I 
wish the best of su.ooessc .If you.·a.re having good results, wr:ite and t!3ll mo a·bout 
it. I like tp··get ·tboe:e:·l·etters as \'V'ell as the one·s from those in troulle(' Just 
a. postal card will·~ do. · Just say iteverythin.g is going fine with the turkeys, il Do 
that a.nd see ~ow-~ ppstals I receive in the-next month. I will tell you how many 
I get in the xi.Bitt letter·. . · · . . . 

~in. best·wisAes. 

Yours sincerely 

W ./.A. :Billings 
Extension Vete~inarian 



TURKEY NEWS LETTER 

From 

1929 Series No. 2 May 1 1929 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

This letter is late again. One cannot travel and be in the office too, so that is the 
reason. In some parts of the country some of our cooperators doubtless have young poults in the brooder 
houses or under their hens. IN MINNESOTA and the DAKOTAS the little poults are just starting to make 
their appearance. 

( receive many letters from folks who have had trouble with SOFT SHELLED EGGS. 
The reason for this is perfectly obvious. The hen is not depositing enough lime in the shell. This condition 
frequently happens in YOUNG HENS. Even though you have plenty of oyster shells and grit in front of the 
breeding flock, ADD ABOUT FIVE POUNDS OF A GOOD GRADE OF BONE MEAL TO THE LAYING MASH. 
Bone meal can be secured from any good feed store. As the season advances the soft shelled eggs wi II become 
fewer anyway. The liberal use of milk will help to prevent paper shelled eggs. 

ABOUT THE MILK. I have told you many times that milk is fine for turkeys. You 
can't OVERDO it. As long as the milk holds out, it should be before them ALL THE TIME. Feed it either 
sweet or sour. DON'T JUMP FROM ONE FORM TO THE OTHER SUDDENLY. As the weather becomes warmer 
and you fear that the milk will become TOO SOUR, the milk can be soured before it is fed. Don't fuss too 
much making COTTAGE CHEESE and things of that sort. This is all right but it takes your time and is not 
necessary. 

I have been on several farms this season where the toms have MESSED UP THE HENS 
BADLY. In some instances several deaths of hers followed. A big HEAVY TOM will tear hens to pieces 
if care is not taken to see that his spurs and toe nails are trimmed. File down the spurs and bandage 
the leg with ordinary adhesive tape. Don't try to sew up a tom hen unless the intestines are actually out. 
Usually they will heal up nicely if placed by themselves for awhile. · 

Those of you who are bui I ding a new brooder house had better watch your step. Some 
of you are putting cement floors in them. This makes them IlV.o.MOYABLE an1d consequently USELESS. A good 
brooder house must be EASILY MOVED. Otherwise I would rather have no brooder house at all. A brooder 
house that has been used for brooding chicks can be used for turkeys if it is CAREFULLY SCALDED and 
scrubbed before the poults are put in. And don't forget to haul the house on a piece of clean ground some 
distance from the farm buildings. Those of you who have heard me discuss this point know that I always tell 
you that the WALK WILL DO YOU GOOD. Everyone is REDUCING nowadays and this will be a CHEAP WAY 
to acquire the desired WILLOWY WAISTLINE. You can eat ail the CANDY you want to, in this treatment. 

For those of you who have no alfalfa or sweet clover, it will pay to put in a plot of 
rape for early pasture for the growing poults. The early greens for the little feHows is best provided by 
lettuce and such things. Rape will make an excellent crop for the birds after they get to be several weeks 
old. Some say that rape is POISONOUS. If it is, there were a lot of turkeys that should have died last 
year. So far as I know I never heard of an AUTHENTIC case of rape poisoning. I would use it myself. 
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Mrs. Burton Skrove of Dalton, Minn. used it last year with good success. If you cannot find a good place 
for the turkey yards, use a field that was in some other crop last year and sow rape. YOU WILL LIKE IT. 

I expect to make my first ROUND TRIP VISIT to our cooperators in the regular counties 
where the work is highly organized, about the last of June and the first part of July. Try to have everything 
in tip-top shape so there won't be much to criticize. 

I continue to receive letters asking about the use of the various forms of powdered milk. 
THESE PRODUCTS ARE GOOD but they cost money. If you have lots of skimmi H{ on the farm, USE THAT. 
When this runs out or doesn't last the whole day,DILUTE IT AS THE MILK MEN ARE ACCUSED OF DOING. 
In other words if you have only five gallons of milk, add FIVE GALLONS of water to it. The milk will 
LOOK about the same to the birds. They de not like to drinlt milk and then switch to wat.-r. They are 
creatures of habit the same as we are. 

WATCH FOR CROWDING IN THE BROODER HOUSES. Be sure the brooder stove is 
cleaned up before it is put into use. This applies to both coal and oil burners. Don't ask me which is tbe 
best. I !ike them both. I have always been rather partial to the coal, but that doesn't prove anything. Tbe. 
new type of oil burners is fine and especially for late brooding when a fire is not needed all day. Run the 
stove for a day or two before the poults are put in the house. · 

DON'T FORGET TO CHECK YOUR THERMOMETER. Some of them are a mile off. 
They can be ehecked with your ordinary household clinical thermometer or you may take them to the creamery 
and have the butter maker test them for you. A thermometer ten degr<"es off wi II not help the poults to keep 
warm. A starting temperature of 98 degrees is about right. As the weather warms up and the birds get 
older, this can be reduced. Use good judgment. 

Don't overcrowd the brooder house. For the average person the ten by twelve brooder 
house will handle 125 poults without much danger. The twelve by fourteen house wi II handle more but 
extreme vigilence must be exercised. Try the I ight at night as mentioned last month. Be sure it is clean 
and does not smoke, otherwise don't use it. 

Best advice is not to put broods of different ages together in the same house. THEY 
FIGHT EACH OTHER. Even though it is separated by a partition, they get over the fence and the older ones 
pick on the little fellows. If you must do it, be very careful. 

MANY QUESTIONS ON LITTER FOR THE FLOOR OF BROODER HOUSE. Most folks 
used sand last year and liked it. If their feed is what it ought to be and the birds are not starved, they 
wont eat too mueh sand. USE COARSE SAND or fine gravel. Have it an inch deep on the floor. Rake it 
over eacb morning so that it wont get LIKE CEMENT. Peat litter is all right too. Don't use newspapers 
on the Boor. This makes a nasty mess. If the litter is kept clean and dry, yQu wont 'have to use a 
hammer to crack the lumps from the lit'tle poults toes. I've seen a number of people doing this for morning 
exercise. 

Goodby unt i I next month, 

W. A. Billings 

• 
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1929 Series No. 3 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

TURKEY NEWS LETTER 

From 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

June 1 1929 

I still receive a great many letters reporting on percentage hatches in incubators. 
As expected, these vary considerably, but in general THEY HAVE BEEN EXCELLENT (averaging 60-75 per 
cent). Chicks are only hatching about 50 per cent this year, so we have nothing to complain of. Of course 
there have been SOME CALAMITIES but a few are always in order. There does not seem to be any good 
prescription against accidents. 

A number have asked the proper way to judge moisture in an incubator. There are no 
good cheap moisture guides available for farm use. The cheap ones are makeshifts and do not prove 
satisfactory. Try this · in machines not provided with moisture provisions--put the machine in a well venti
lated room. The kitchen is not so good--it is red hot during the day and cold at night. Place a pie tin 
filled with sand under the tray and keep SOAKING WET during the entire hatching period. This should do 
very welL However, it is common to blame all failures of the poults to pick their way through the shell 
on to either too much or too little moisture. 

CRIPPLES are another source of complaint. I wish to admit right now that I do not 
kn()W what causes cripples in all cases, and don't know when~ you can find out. If pressed, I presume I 
could frame up some sort of an answer, but th:1t would not prove it was correct. SOME THINGS HOWEVER 
DO INFLUENCE CRIPPLES. First, weak parent stock; second, early hatched poults that receive no cod liver 
oH and do not have tbe benefit of direct sm~shine and greens. Early spring sunshine does not contain much 
in the way of ULTRA VIOLET RAYS and consequently corl liver oil should be fed. As soon as r>ossible get 
the little poults out in the sun and give them ALL THE GREENS THEY WILL EAT and b<~ sure it is either 
fed on the stalk or chopped very fine. Two or three incb pieces are apt to mat in the crop and cause death. 
Sometimes birds are almost DROWNED IN THE SHELL but manage to pick their way out und STAGGER 
around for a few days. Birds that have to be assisted out of the shell seldom live over a few days · THEY 
M:UST HAVE A GOOD START. Then too, the strong husky birds wi II sHack the weak ones and sometimes 
actually kill poults that would have become stronger and pulled through if kept apart from the others. 

HERE'S ANOTHER STICKER. What makes the eggs infertile? The reason is easy--the 
tom does not do his full duty or granting this, is constitutionally unable to fertiHze the eggs. l remember 
one instance last season when an ineubtor TRIED to hatch 500 infertile eggs--it failed. The remedy for this 
is a new tom. 

Another letter asks whether nne can RUN THE RADIO or PLAY THE PlANO while the 
eggs are in the incubator. By all means keep up uhe music. I cannot guarantee what some of the modern 
jazz music wi II do to turkey eggs but it should have the same effect as upon man, namely to pep them up and 
supply NEW LIFE. Seriously--of course music will not affect the hatch. I presume the anxxous asker was 
referring to the vibrations in the air set up by the continuous sound waves in the ether. 
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If you haven't begun already, it is time to TRAIN THE POULTS TO ROOST. You can't 
1 begin too soon. Use laths tacked on to four inch blocks and provide plenty of these perches. The little 

fellows 1 ike to hop up on them and the greater number on the roosts, the fewer left to crowd in the corners~ 

The kerosene burning brooder stoves are giving fine satisfaction this year. The newer 
types are quite economical and do their job without smudge or danger of fire. A lot nf users are substituting 
distillate for kerosene because it is much cheaper. It works well if the machine is kept clean. If you are 
not willing to take good care of the stove, do not use distillate. 

I have had a number of letters from folks who have tried the light all night in the 
brooder bouse. They testify COMPLETE SATISFACTION. If an oil lantern is used, it must be carefully 
cleaned each day to prevent the possibility of smoking. Light is an important factor in the PREVENTION 
OF CROWDING. 

Crowding is important at this time of the year. Do not leave boxes, pails or feed 
sacks about the floor of the brooder house. You'll be sorry, for some fine morning you will find a dozen 
or more smothered. Watch this. Early roosting habits, even temperature in the bouse, clean floors and 
light wi II control crowding. If the temperature in the house goes down at night, nothing wi 11 save the birds. 

Some folks have the idea that because they are using peat litter that it can be left 
on the floor throughout the brooding season. This is a mistake--it must be changed the same as any other 
litter or floor covering, such as sand. The litter becomes dirty whether it is peat, sand or newspapers and 
just because it does not show as much in the peat, this idea has become broadcast. One might as well 
wear black shirts and not change them frequently just because the dirt does not show. 

Oh yes, the hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs have bothered some of our cooperators. 
They want to know bow long this type of feeding must be continued. As soon as the birds take the mash 
freely, the boiled eggs may be discontinued, although if there is a supply of infertile ones to be used, the • 
eggs may be fed longer. 

Don't be disturbed because the poults throw the milk over their beads and get STUCK 
UP. They get excited when the milk is set out and some of the milk is tossed about pretty freely. They 
may paste up their noses some, but this seldom ki lis any. Milk is too good a food to be discarded on 
this account. 

I expect to make a round trip of visits to our cooperators in some Minnesota counties 
the last part of June and the first part of July. Those of you whom I am unable to visit should be on your 
toes just the same because there are a lot of critical and doubting neighbors watching and expecting you to 
fail--FOOL 'EM 

Yours until next month, 

W. A. BILLINGS 
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July 1, 1929 

Those of you who have heard me discuss the brooding of turkeys will remember that I always 
insist that the brooder house be placed far enough away from the farm buildings so as to be ABSOLUTELY· 
SAFE from chicken contamination. In addition to the safety factor I pointed out that EVERYONE IS RE· 
DUCING NOWADAYS and the exercise of walking back 1111d forth to the brooder house will furnish a CHEAP 
and li:FFECTIVE reducing exercise. In answer to this feature one of our friends writes that this ISN'T SO 
GOOD because she has to ALTER HER OLD CLOTHES or make new ones. 

One man writes that he is following our directions to the letter and that his birds are dying 
of blackhead when they are only a few weeks old. I am SURE he is not following directions and will bet 
that his birds are not far enough away from the old yards--H they were out on alfalfa for example this 
couldn't have happened. I visited one farm UNEXPECTEDLY a short time ago and the brooder houses were 
iined up within a hundred feet of the back porch. TllUS IS AS NEAR SUICIDE as anything I know of. The 
moral is -- get the birds away from the house and keep them there. There is NO HALF WAY MEASURE about 
this plan we are all trying to put over. I am interested in your success or I wouldn't go to the trouble of 
sending you these letters. You have got to swallow this plan HOOK LINE AND SINKER or not at all. It 
won't do to go only as far as suits your convenience. 

Most of the drudgery wi II soon be over. The birds wi H soon be ready to go on the rearing 
grounds and then H wi H be a matter of watchful care and proper feeding. H you do not want to make the 
four lot series of yards why not fence in about a half acre for one or two hundred birds and change this 
regularly once a month. It's an odd thing but a mo,nth to some folks means about ten weeks. 

ANOTHER WARNING ABOUT CROWDING--in the Northwest the days at this time of the year 
are usually warm but the nights are often CHILLY AND EVEN COLD. Be careful about discarding the brooder 
stove too soon. The birds may not require heat during the day but night is a different matter. Provide night 
heat as long as necessary. The birds should be roosting NOW. Forget the crooked breasts because roosting 
early does not cause this deformity. 

Conrad Ghinn of Clarkfield, Th~inn. has 675 turkeys--a flock so large as to be a local curiosity. 
Most of his neaghbors can't see how it is done. The average hatch on this farm was about 80%, the best one 
being 95%. 

Every day I receive another CURE FOR BLACKHEAD. I wish there was one but friends please 
take my word for it THERE IS NO SUCH THING. H you keep on looking for something of this sort in pre
ference to sem;ib!e rotation of yards on clean ground, I know just exactly wtere your flock of turkeys will 
end up--IN THE GRAVEYARD. It doesn't seem possible that aH experiment stations can be DUMB. There 
isn't a single one that offers or reconunends a cure for this disease. 

I just received a letter from a lady in KENTUCKY. Her letter is a SAD one. A quotation 
from her letter goes liS follows: "I have tried to raise turkeys every way I can think of but I bave NO . I 
JLUCK. This year i hatched 450 turkeys and they are all dead now but eight." That's what I call hard luck. 
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I like to get in touch with such folks because they have tried all other ways and failed and should now be 
ready to listen to reason. I sent her all our DOPE and will bet that she raises turkeys next year. 

Speaking of MAIL--Mine is very heavy. I like to get your letters and by the way don't send 
only the SOB STUFF· -send some GOOD NEWS along once in awhile. Please write on only one side of the 
paper and make the letters short and SNAPPY. I am on the road most of the time for the next two months 
and am in the office on Mondays and Saturdays only. This means that I must answer all your letters on 
those days. Write all you care to but make 'em short and if possible not over one page in length. In this 
way I won't have to neglect any of you. In looking over last weeks mail I find that the pile represented 
letters from friends in 33 states. 

I might just as well announce now that I expect to take a VACATION beginning about the 
fifteenth of August. Write all your letters before that time and then hold off until about the twelfth of 
September. 

DO NOT GIVE YOUNG TURKEYS WORM TABLETS--you wi II kill them if you do. This is a 
SECOND WARNING. Kamala and nicotine sulphate tablets are excellent for at least half grown turkeys but 
they are not suitable for small birds. If the flock is wormy it is positive proof that they have NOT BEEN 
KEPT ON CLEAN G.t~OUND. WORMY TURKEYS MEAN DIRTY lARDS. If birds four or five weeks old are 
full of worms you will have to take your losses because they are too young to treat effectively. 

Don't fuss around putting stuff in the drinking water--it is unnecessary. Red pepper is good 
for nothing except to be taken by the folks who won't do this job right. Remember what I have told you 
time and time again that shotgun prescriptions are worth exactly one-thousandth of a cent per barrel. 

If the chopped alfalfa bas a tendency to mat in the crop--feed the entire stalks and let the 
birds pick it off. Better still put the brooder house on an ALFALFA field and let them chop their own. 

There is also some misunderstanding about the mash and scratch feeds. Both should be placed 
in hoppers and kept in front of the birds ALL THE TIME. 

Keep the young birds out in the sun~bine as much as possible these days. It is better than all 
the cod liver oil in the world. Exercise and sunshine and proper rations wi II do much to prevent crooked legs. 

Remember folks rotation of yards is the thing--the neighbors are watching you--disappoint them 
because they are sure you are going to fai I. I KNOW YOU WON'T if you do as you know you ought to. 

SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT MONTH, 

W. A. Billings. 
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We are back on the job again and full of pep. I bad to pass up the September News 
Letter, but wi II try not to let it happen again. The desk is piled SKY HIGH with accumulated mai I and 
those of you who have not received an answer to your letter wi II bear from me in a day or two. 

During the last few weeks many farmers are being given a DEMONSTRATION that it 
DOES NOT PAY TO FOOL AROUND WITH LATE HATCHED TURKEYS. Many growers have an irresistable 
desire to keep on hatching eggs as long as the hens lay. May is the best hatching month for Northwest 
farmers--earlier if possible, but from May on into June and July the chance of raising profitable birds 
diminishes. Keep MORE BREEDING HENS and try to get the hatches off early. Sell the surplus eggs to 
those who wish to play with the late hatches. 

Many people are getting excited about TURKEY BROILERS. As yet this market is 
not firmly established and even when it is, it wi II not be able to absorb great numbers of birds. The 
Thief River Falls Ass'n is trying test shipments of broilers weighing from 7 to 9 pounds. This type of 
bird must be plump and in good condition. The price to the consumer is very high, possibly 75 or 80 
cents a pound. 

Again the old question of NEW CORN comes up. Feed new com or any other new 
grain as much as you like, but it must be dry. If the corn is not dry it should be stacked up back of the 
kitchen stove like cordwood and dried thoroughly. 

Much of the GREEN FEED is gone in most sections. Wouldn't it be fine if all of 
you bad planted enough cabbage to take care of your needs at this time? Turkeys wi II eat almost ANY 
ROOT after they become accustomed to it. Sometimes they do not like to eat cabbage or even lettuce 
FROM THE GROUND. In this case, place it in a rack where they can PICK and TEAR at it. 

Again I say "FEED 'EM AND REAP." The rations in your booklet are STANDARD, 
but not FANCY. They wi II do a good job of preparing your birds for market at a reasonable price. To 
starve the flock half of the season and then try to fatten them in a few weeks is PURE FOLLY. Some 
complain that their birds eat so much. That is just exactly WHAT YOU WANT THEM TO DO, ISNT IT? 
If you have fed as directed, you have no use for a HIGH POWERED FATTENING FEED. 

RAPE and CORN planted together make an excellent forage crop for turkeys. Many 
growers tried it this year with splendid results. The birds do not hurt the com and thrive on the rape. 
Try it next season if you are contemplating using a one year green crop. If you have any CUtL potatoes 
to spare a few may be boiled and fed mixed with a wet mash. Potatoes are high priced this ye'lf and not 
many will be fed to turkeys so I am not afraid you will feed too much. 

The DOG SEASON has arrived. I have repeatedy warned against permitting even a 
pet house dog to run in the yard with the turkeys. The dog sometimes develops TOO playful habits. One 
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of our best cooperators lost over 200 half grown birds a few days ago. Dogs got into the enclosure and 
ikilled turkeys right and left. At least one such instance has come to my attention each year. It is best 

r to KEEP THE DOGS OUT OF THE YARD no matter how harmless you may think they are. They may PLAY 
TOO ROUGH with the birds and ki II them without evi I intent, but that does not bring the birds back to 
life again. If STRAY dogs bother your flock, YOU know what to do to them WITHOUT ANY ADVICE FROM 
ME. 

It is time for a shelter for your flock if you do not have it already. ·This need not 
be elaborate. Any old makeshift will do. An open shed with a straw roof and back will do very well. 

A lady writes to ask whether watermelons wi II hurt tarkeys--eating them I mean. This is 
not a serious question for most of us b~cause watermelons are not common in the North. I can imagine 
that some birds might overload their tummeys with too many seeds and this might cause trouble. Pumpkins 
have been fed in small quantities with good results. As a rule turkeys love almost any succulent root and 
when fed in reasonable amounts they provide a splendid appetizer. 

A few letters have come in asking whether the growing young toms and hens may be allowed 
to run together. Sure--there is no harm if the birds are about tbe same age. Twelve or thirteen pound 
toms running with four pound hens probably would not be good practice because the big toms would lord 
it over the smaller birds and often pick a few to death. 

A friend from another state writes that many of her neighbors are astonished at the size and 
sturdiness of her birds. At first, when she started to follow our plan they solemnly shook their heads 
and told her the whole business was ALL WRONG. Now they have changed their minds and are singing a 
different tune. A lot of people who can't raise turkeys themselves seem to like to imagine themselves 
authorities on this subject and frequently advise a neighbor who has more birds than they ever raised in 
their lives. This lady says she is HOLDING HER BREATH for fear something will happen to them. Don't 
hold it too long because nothing will happen if the birds are cared for as they should be. 

I am no fortune teller or price fixer but it would appear that prices will be very good 
again this year. It is your business to raise num~er one turkeys and then try to market them through an 
honest dealer who will give you a square deal on grade. This letter goes to every state in the Union 
and it is of course impossible for me to help you with your individual marketing problems. If your local 
dealer offers you a fair price and an honest grade--take it. 

It should be about time to make a new yard for your birds to bring them up to Thanksgiving 
time. Don't forget to rotate the yards once each month and FEED all the birds can guzzle. 

Yours truly, 

W.A. Billings 
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FROM 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
March 1, 1930 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I expect that some of you think I have passed out or frozen up in one of those • FIERCE 
MINNESOTA WINTERS you read so much about. Neither is true- -am still very much alive and the weather 
here in Minnesota is great, not a particle of snow on the ground and as warm as May. 

I have had several nice trips this winter·· was in Idaho in December at Boise and got 
acquainted with a lot of folks I've been writing to for several years. The Idaho State Show was very 
successful and I am sure wi II be bigger and better next season. Turkey Folks are the same the world over·· 
the FINEST CLASS OF LIVESTOCK PEOPLE IN THE WORLD. 

In February, I bad the opportunity to meet with turkey growers at Columbus, Ohio and at 
Lansing, Michigan. The Ohio growers are much interested in going into turkeys a bit stronger and we have 
a large number of friends there who have raised turkeys very successfully. The same is true of Michi1an. 

The All-American Show at Grand Forks, N. D. was well attended and appears to be 
getting bigger and BETTER every year. Its always a pleasure to visit there and renew old acquaintances. 

Attached to this letter you will find the report sheet for 1929. We are a bit late with 
it but that should make it all the more complete because all of you will have bad time to complete your 
records. If you bave'nt this year, I hop·e EVERY ONE OF YOU will make a special effort next year to 
keep ACCURATE COST RECORDS. There are some skeptical people who don't think turkeys can be raised 
PROFITABLY in confinement when all the feed must be provided. You and I know it is possible, but we 
must provide the proof. 

Also-you will find a NEW REGISTRATION CARD for the 1930 season. If you wish to 
continue with us in this effort to improve turkey growing methods you must sign and return this card. Last 
year's list will be destroyed and only those who return the card will be continued on it. DO THIS AT 
ONCE. 

I have come to the conclusion, in spite of many BEAR STORIES to the contrary that 
turkeys lay about the same time the country over. In the far West and South they have the jump on us a 
little, but this is not a great handicap. Minnesota hens have not started to lay yet but they will be UP 
AND AT IT VERY SHORTLY· ·sooner than we think if this· nice weather continues. I suppose we will have 
a blizzard tomorrow just because I have been bragging about the weather. Your hens are getting their egg 
mash of course with the cod liver oil added. If your breeding stock is yarded as they should be, you wont 
have to run yourself ragged trying to find the nests. They actually lay better too. 

Watch the old heavy toms. If too heavy they may injure the younger hens. Trim their 
spurs and toe nails. As a general thing heavy old toms are not as effective as HUSKY, WELL DEVELOPED 
YOUNG TOMS. I have seen hens with their sides torn open, many of which die. 

This is also a good time to clean up the brooder bouse. SCRAPE, SWEEP, AND SCALD 
the floor of the house. If you wish you may apply any GOOD disinfectant to the floor afterward. Scalding 
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water will effectively destroy all GERMS and BUGS if it is applied before it cools off. The brooder house 
should not be placed on the same ground as last year. Set it on a fresh plot of ground 'WAY OUT FROM 
THE FARM BUILDINGS and use the four yard method of dodging around the house. This is easy and effec
tive. 

I receive a lot of letters from folks wondering whether its safe to use the same land 
this year for the growing flock. POSITIVELY NO. We are trying to DODGE TROUBLE. I had a note 
from a lady in Michigan yesterday saying she had a sure CURE for BLACKHEAD. I wish I had a DOLLAR 
for all the sure cures I have received the last year. My friends, there isn't any, so any of you who are 
inclined to save yourself the trouble of yarding on clean ground by using any of these cures are in for a 
MESS OF TROUBLE. 

Your incubator can be CLEANED AND DISINFECTED easily by scrubbing out the trays 
and floor of the machine and then exposed to direct sunshine for several days. DONT FRET about this B. 
W.D. or what is popularly called "white diarrhea". It is not a serious factor as yet in this business. 
DONT LOSE ANY SLEEP over WORMS or COCCIDIOSIS either. Both of these troubles can be easily 
controlled by using clean ground AT LEAST TWO HUNDRED YARDS FROM THE FARM BUILDINGS. I was 
on a farm the other day and the brooder house and yard was actually a couple of good JUMPS from the back 
stoop. That's one nice way to get into trouble. CHECK and DOUBLE CHECK that particular point. 

In the light of my experience last year I can HONESTLY say that without exception 
EVERYONE who has ACTUALLY done his or her stuff properly has raised 80 to 90 per cent of their birds. 
The plan we are trying to put over is as simple as washing your face. It means WORK though and tbats 
where some people lose out. ITS TOO MUCH TROUBLE and it is because it is too much trouble that it 
will be profitable for the rest of us. 

BE SURE TO READ THIS PARAGRAPH CAREFULLY. You remember that a number of 
the Jadit>s kick, pardon me, I mean COMPLAIN about having to walk out to the distant brooder house a 
dozen times a day especially when the birds are small. This year we will remove that objection. This 
is how we wi 11 do it. In your booklet we have used the OFF and ON method of feeding the poults. This 
takes timt> and a lot of MONKEYING AROUND with HARD BOILED EGGS, JOHNNY CAKE AND SUCH. 
TRY THIS WAY --place the mash hopper in front of the poults as soon as they are placed in the brooder 
house. THEY WILL NOT OVEREAT if the feed is there all the time. This was proven many times last 
year. Save yourself a lot of steps and useless worry. Consult your booklet and use the formula mentioned, 
namely twenty per cent of finely ground corn meal, wheat bran, oat flour, wheat middlings and meat scraps. 
Add to this one pound of salt and two pounds of charcoal. No one seems to know just what the charcoal 
does but it is the stock STOMACH SWEETENER and will do no harm anyway. If you have lots of milk, use 
no water at all and feed milk exclusively, sweet or sour, but not sweet one day and sour the next. Try 
this method and save yourself a lot of unnecessary steps. 

So far as over production is concerned would say that prices last fall and this winter 
were in the main quite satisfactory. A lot of hard working city people tasted turkey for the first time in 
years. The price was within their reach. Its our business to raise turkeys economically so that the plum
ber, shoemaker, carpenter and city shop men can afford to eat them. If we depended upon the use of turkeys 
by wealthy people only we would'nt need to raise very many to flood the market. My advice to you is not 
to expand but raise about the same number as last year but do the job better and keep your costs down. If 
we can't raise turke~s profitably at the price we received last year, I feel sorry for the swine grower who 
takes a lot less per pound and has a feed cost of at least 8 to 10 cents a pound. 

I think I' 11 excuse the class for today- -with this parting shot. Get your breeders in 
yards- -arrange the nests in boxes and barrels--shove the mash to 'em- -clean and scrub the brooder bouse-
feed up the better half carefully so he will be in the proper mood to move the brooder house to clean 
ground TWO HUNDRED YARDS OUT- ·they say a man is best reached through his stomach-·thats true for I 
am one myself. 

YOURS TRULY 

W. A. BILLINGS 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

TURKEY NEWS LETTER 

from 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

! ;_ :· ,· 

December 1929 

By the time this letter is printed and in your bands it will be very near the 
Christmas season so I will take this opportunity of wishing you the MERRIEST OF ALL CHRISTMASES 
and equally HAPPY NEW YEAR. 

I have been traveling almost continuously for the last two months and consequently 
the November News Letter had to be passed up. Since the season is about over most of you probably did 
not miss it anyway. Your own SUCCESS or FAILURE was already assured and if you have diligently foll
owed the simple plan we are promoting, l have NO FEAR OF YOUR SUCCESS. You remember a few short 
years ago when we started this plan of growing turkeys in CONFINEM£NT a lot of critics thought we should 
HAVE OUR HEADS EXAMINED. It is very interesting to note that confinement growing of turkeys is now 
being hailed as the SALVATION of successful turkey husbandry. We knew it all the time and as Davy 
Crocket bas put it, "be sure you're right and then go ahead." 

The latter part of October I made a trip to Lexington, Kentucky and had the pleasure 
of speaking to several hundred turkey growers of the BLUE GRASS STATE. During November I attended 
the TURKEY SHOWS at Cavalier and Michigan, North Daltota. In spite of the BLIZZARDS .and SUB-ZERO 
weather the shows were successful. On December 18th and 19th I expect to meet the Idaho turkey growers 
at Boise. 

All of our fall TURKEY TROTS in Minnesota were a huge success. In several of the 
counties we ended the day's tour with a BANQUET at which the growers told interested business men just 
how ·they did their stuff. I took it easy myself and just sat back and listened to the scholars recite. On 
some of the tours as many as three hundred people took part. 

I have received a few letters from some of our cooperators who complain about the 
pl'ices this fall. Some fear that the country is FLOODED WITH TURKEYS and that the GOOD OLD DAYS 
of 45 and 50 cent turkeys are a thing of the past. That may be true, but don't lose sight of the fact that 
the man or woman who raises turkeys efficiently with few losses can easily afford to take a lot less than 
50 cents and make money. It is your business to raise NUMBER ONE turkeys as cheaply as possible. If 
you do this I have no doubt but you will find them profitable. 

As a rule NUMBER TWO turkeys are not profitable. There are alwa~s too many of 
these birds on tbe market. I know a man who went into a town to buy 50 barrels of NUMBER ONES and 
came away with 200 barrels of NUMBER TWOS. Birds that wiH not gradt- top should be held and fed until 
they do. Even though the price may be less, the increase in weight and the raise in grade wi H more than 
make up for the price drop if any. 

This year I have seen great numbers of birds graded as number two or thrown out 
altogether because they were not starved out properly BEFORE they were dressed. The CROP MUST BE 
EMPTY. No one wants to buy a bird so green or blue that "mortification" appears to have set in. They 
caRnot be sold at any price. 
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So far as I have been able to learn, folks who have bad vn&LL FINISIU&D birds for 
sale and marketed them at the RIGHT TIME, and by that I mean in time to be shipped by freight to the 
East, were well paid for their birds. Late express shipments are always expensive to the grower. 

As soon as possible after your marketing is completed and you have time to think of 
other things, make your breeding stoclt COMFORTABLE for the winter. Provide a yard • it need not be 
large • with a shelter so the bird~ will not have to fight the weather. Your breeding stDck at least most 
of the ones I've seen are not in grave danger of being TOO FAT, but if the hens are well grown out they 
may be placed on a maintenance ration until the 15th of January. Shortly after that, begin with the mash 
to which you have added one QUART of cod LIVER oil to each one hundred pounds of the mash. BEWARE of 
some cheap grades of oil. Many are nothing more than CODFISH oil. This is tbe juice of tbe whole fish 
and perhaps a shark or two thrown in for good mensure. All of which reminds me of the old FIFTY -FIFTY 
uusage--one horse and one rabbit. When buying cod liver oil, avoid the tasteless kind. This may be ali 
right for CHU.DREN but the SMELLY, HORRID TASTING KJND is the best for stock. The refining process 
takes away some of the valuable parts of the cod I iver. 

Once a month during the winter and early spring it would be a good idea to give the 
breeding stoclt a SHOT OF EPSOM SALTS. Figure the amount at the rare of one pound of Epsom salts to one 
hundt·ed birds. Take Cbe drinking water away for sevtral hours and then give the salts dissolved in enough 
water that wi II be consumed in three or four hours at least. 

DO NOT WORRY ABOUT TONICS and patented egg layers. Good feed and the ability 
to lay ue all that is required. Some folks want to put CAYENNE PEPPER in the mash. This is worthless. 
Mate the birds early so tht> toms wi II have a chancf> to get acquainted with their harem. If o1ore than one 
breeding pen is used, place them some distance apart so one tom will not be able to see tbe other tom's 
consorts. Mr. Ralph Ctmnable of Depew, N.Y. bas figured that ibis separation is necessary to prevent the 
epidemic of jealousy among tbe breeding toms especially. This is said to have a direct bearing on the 
fertility of the eggs. All of which sounds reasonable. 

Some growers have complained that their feed costs have been too high. Upon ioves. 
tigation we frequently find that. due to very expensive mixtures the cost has been unnecessarily high. WHY 
NOT TRY a home mixed ration according to the foraaula given in your "Talking Turkey?" 

This has been a most p1~asant year fM me. I have enjoyed the contacts with growus 
all over the Northwest and in many other states. I have yet to visit a farm where they have followed 
directions to the LETTER as well as the SPIRIT not to find that they have raised 80 to 90 per cent of 
those they started witb. 

I want to take this opportunity to thank you all for your splendid cooperati~n. lfben 
I visit a grower on his farm it is customary not to hand out BOUQUETS unless called for. Your success is 
just as importllnt to me as it is to you. When you write saying that y011 have bad a good year, I get just 
as much KICK out of it as you do yourself. DON'T FORGET THAT. You have all been fine and bave taken 
suggestions well and I am sure bave profited by them in most instances. Very soon you will be receiving 
the aunual report blank and please fill it out and return promptly. 

Again I wish you all a MERRIE CHRISTMAS and wbi le you are knawing at a nice big 
juicy turkey leg, thinlt of me because I' II be doing tht> same thing. Best wishes and good luck. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Billings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

TURKEY NEWS LETTEft\~,·\ .. ~:'. 

FROM 
\ 
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\ 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION \ 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA \ 

.. .: 

There are a lot of reports STILL to come in. Let's get busy and send these in before 
they get too stale. A good many of you did not keep cost records last year--DO IT THIS SEASON--find out 
for yourself how much your turkeys are costing you. Any old note book will do--hang it up someplace handy 
and enter all expenses. 

Some of you perhaps noticed the SPASM which appeared in the Turkey World for March. 
The gentleman who wrote it is evidently looking for some CHEAP publicity and INVITES a DEBATE. Please 
bear this in mind--when I debate, it will be with someone who at least knows a little of what he is talking 
about. Anyone who takes stock in such PIFFLE is welcome to his information. As I have stated many times 
before, we are preaching COMMON SENSE SANITATION and so far as feed is concerned, you may feed any 
good feed and have the same results. BUT REMEMBER THIS----FEEDING WILL NOT PREVENT CONTAGIOUS 
DISEASES. Last, BUT NOT LEAST--we have no pills for sale. Many thousands of sensible farmers ALL OVER 
THE UNITED STATES and many other countries have tried our yarding on clean ground method and will testify 
that it pays. BUT ENOUGH OF THIS· -too much space has already been devoted to it. 

All turkey flocks are now laying. Do not hoard the eggs too long. If you haven't got 
enough to fill a small incubator--buy a few eggs from a neighbor to fill up the machine. We have plenty of 
cooperators in all parts of the country who wi II have a few for sale. Be sure the machine is in a dry and 
well ventilated place. A basement is O.K. if it is dry and has good ventilation. Moisture guides are not 
to be depended upon--at least the cheap ones--try the pie tin of sand placed under the tray. Keep it soakin~ 
wet during the hatching period. Any good standard make of machine should hatch eggs succes~fully. 

We still have a lot of inquiries about PEAT LITTER. It is fine, but there seems to 
be an impression that since it does not show the soiling, it does not need to be changed often. This is ALL 
WRONG. It should be changed the same as other I i tter. For myself, I have seen hundreds of folks use 
coarse sand or very fine gravel with excellent results. The poults won't eat too much sand if the mash is 
in front of them all the time. Change the sand every few days. 

Any good starting mash is 0. K. The mash we suggest is as good as any. IT POSI
TIVELY WILL NOT PREVENT DISEASE. No other mash will either. This is TOO MUCH to ask of any feed. 
THE formula is given for those who wish to cut expenses and mix their own. If you can't or do not want 
to take the time, why of course you will buy the ready mixed mashes. Most of them are good. Our sug
gested mash will not prevent WORMS, BLACKHEAD, COCCIDIOSIS, OR LICE. We will guarantee it NOT 
to do this. It WILL howev~r supply the necessary food ingredients. 

CROWDING as usual caused a lot of losses last year and will again this year, espe· 
cially if you are not careful to take a few extra precautions. Don't have any boxes, barrels, or pails on 
the floor-no empty feed sacks either. The birds may hop or crawl into them and suffocate. Place a win 
fender around the inside of the wall. You OLD TIMERS understand what I mean ·-an eighteenth inch strip 
of quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth tacked slanting around the inside will prevent corner or side wall 
crowding. Get the birds to sit on very low roosts as early as possible- -SOONER THE BETTER. Try burninr 
a light in the brooder house all night. A lantern --not a brilliant gasoline lamp. 
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The comparatively new type of round creosoted house for brooding has been used with good 
success, but be sure the house has been thoroughly heated up and dried and well ventilated before the 
birds are placed in it--otherwise the fumes may cause. trouble. 

If you are comtemplating the purchase of a new brooder stove be sure to buy the large size-
either kerosene or coal. Some like the coal burners for early brooding and the oil for later, especially 
when the heat is not needed in the middle of the day. Difference of opinion makes horse races and in 
this case we have many growers who swear by kerosene and others who prefer the coal brooder stoves. If 
properly operated both are splendid. 

Speaking of over-product ion of turkeys last year. One county in Minnesota has only 46 turkeys 
on the tax list. That isn't enough to supply local consumption. At a meeting recently when three or four 
hundred farmers were present I asked how many had eaten turkey ONCE IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS and only 
a half a dozen hands went up. Just think, if every family ate turkey only ONCE a year it would mean a 
big increase in consumption. 

A letter just came in from a lady who said her feed cost last year was 18 cents per pound 
of dressed turkey--this is WAY OVER THE AVERAGE which is between 7 and 9 cents per pound. This is 
one reason why I would like you to keep close tabs on feed costs. This will show you whetht-r your birds 
are costing you too much and give you a chance to make changes to reduce the net cost. 

Quite a few folks ask about cement floors for brooder houses. I do not like them myself 
because I much prefer the MOVABLE HOUSE. The cement floored house is not movable. Others want to 
know about raising the house up from the ground and allowing the birds out on a sort of FENCED IN 
FRONT PORCH. The idea of this is to save the trouble of having the brooder house at a distance from 
the farm buildings and to avoid the labor of moving. IT MIGHT BE ALL RIGHT in some cases but one is 
apt to become careless about cleaning or the birds may fly out or YOU might carry infection into the house 
from the yards about the building. THEORETICALLY it is all right, but my best advice to you from OBSER
VING the results on THOUSANDS of farms is to stick to the MOVABLE house. 

About milk products, dried and otherwise. If you have liquid milk in plenty , use no water. 
It may be fed either sweet or sour but do not feed it sweet one time, and sour another. If you are afraid 
the mi'lk wi II hurt the birds if it is fed in galvanized vessels, use crockery of some sort. The dried milk 
products are fine, but cost money. If you want to use some you can reduce the amount of meat scraps we 
recommend in the mash. For example, if you use 8 pounds of dried milk, cut the meat scraps down to 12 
per cent making 20 per cent in all. The mash we have given you in your booklet TALKING TURKEY is an 
all around mash and will serve for all purposes. 

I had a letter from a man in Montana who compared me to a CHAIN STORE and suggested 
that I discontinue the NEWS LETTER because he said I caused an overproduction in turkeys last year. WELL, 
WELL, I sometimes wonder --but perhaps I had better keep what I am thinking to myself. You will under
stand I am SURE. WE ARE TRYING to make it easier for people to make some money at this business- -not 
to increase production. 

Let's all make a resolution to try to do a better job of rotation and sanitation this year. 
It will soon be time for me to commence making my spring and su-mmer farm visits and I would like to see 
everyone doing a little better this year. All we are trying to do is to use clean ground (away from chickens 
and their droppings) and keep the birds confined in yards which are rotated. Now will you tell me WHO 
ON EARTH CAN HONESTLY FIND FAULT WITH THAT PROGRAM. 

I am enjoying this work IMMENSELY. I get a big KICK out of it. I have met HOSTS of 
fine people who can provide their own farm relief so far as turkeys are concerned. I am not concerned 
with PRICES. HIGH or LOW the ones who can raise the birds the most EFFICIENTLY and LOSE the 



FEWEST will make the most money. When prices are high anyone can get by--when prices are low the best 
manager makes good. DON'T TRY TO BREAK THE WORLD'S RECORD so far as numbers are concerned but 
I would like to HEAR FROM SOME ONE THIS YEAR WHO RAISED EVERY TURKEY HE OR SHE STARTED 
OUT WITH~ I' II consider offering a prize a little later. 

I send you all my best wishes. I hope all the family is in good health and that "father" 
moves the brooder house and the yard whenever the "better half" asks him too. See you again in May. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings 
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May 1, 1930 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Hatching time is here again. Make a resolution to use ONLY THE EARLY HATCHES 
this season. This will have a tendency to reduce the numbers and at the same time it WILL BE A FAVOR 
TO YOU because the early ones PAY much better. So, while the grower of wheat is being EXHORTED ON 
ALL SIDES to reduce acreage, let's us climb on the band wagon and CUT OUT THE LATE HATCHED POULTS. 

As soon as your hens have laid their quota of eggs, why not shut them up closely, 
fatten them and PUT THEM ON THE MARKET. Even though they do not bring more than twenty-five cents 
a pound at this time, they wi II bave given you your eggs and whatever they bring wi II be so much velvet. 
Besides you WONT HAVE TO SUPPORT THEM THE BALANCE OF THE SEASON. And still another reason
well grown and early hatched pullets lay the most eggs anyway. You may do as you please of course, but 
I believe most of you have already convinced yourselves that the late hatches are a great care and require 
a much longer growing period. 

About the Toms--many are complaining because the Toms are TOO ROUGH with hens. 
I have suggested before that the toe nai Is and spurs be trimmed but even this wi II not help much if the 
Tom weighs more than thirty pounds. I thing y0u wi II be better off to use big well developed young Toms 
rather than the great big BUSTERS. Many of these are ROWDIES and have no manners to speak of. I have 
s~en a lot of hens this spring that look as though they passed through tbe LATE WORLD WAR. 

Lest you forget again--here are the standard suggestions FOR THE PREVENTION OF 
CROWDING in the brooder house. FIRST--keep boxes, pails, empty feed sacks and kegs off the floor of 
the brooder house. They have no business there anyway and the birds are almost sure to hop in and 
smother. This is NO JOKE- -I'n seen hundreds die this way and it's pure ca£elessness after you know 
beUer. SECOND·-don't think just because your brooder says it is a thousand chick size that you can put 
that many or anything like it in the house. They say "thousand" to make you think you are g~tting a lot 
for your money. For a HIGH DEGREE OF SAFETY not more than ISO poults should be placed in a 10x12 
bouse. A 12xl4 will handle about 175 in comparative safety. Of course you can put more than that 
number in but it will mean that you will have to practically sleep with them. THIRD--put an 18 inch 
strip of quarter inch mesh hardware cloth slanted up against the wall all around the inside of the house 
including the door. This will help to prevent side wall and corner crowding. FOURTH--get the poults 
on roosts as early as possible. Set out little roosts a few inches from the ground--the more birds on the 
roosts1 the fewer there will be to jamb up in a corner. Forget about the crooked breasts from early 
roosting--many birds have this deformity that never saw a roost. FIFTH--burn a lantern ALL NIGHT in 
the house. Try this and you wont be sorry. Keep the lantern clean so that it wont smoke. Have the mash 
hopper before the birds 24 hours of the day from the start and save yourself a lot of needless steps. Give 
'em some lettuce or other greens as early as possible. 

Some folks want to know whether they may use the same brooding ground this year. 
NO--at ·least not if you wish to keep out of trouble. Others wish to know whether it is possible to purify 
this soil by SPRINKLING LIME on the ground. I expect it may be possible but it is highly improbable. 
If you ·want my opinion, here it is--1 would as lief throw some D.TER KISS talcum powder about the yard 
and believe I would derive pr:actically as much benefit. It's easier to move the brooder house than it is 
to fuss and fume around trying to dodge doing what you and I know ought to be done. 
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There's a lot of wailing and gnashing of teeth this spring about the low prices of 
turkey eggs for hatching· purposes. Last year we heard much the same complaints except they came from 
those who had to buy the eggs. As a result of last years high prices, quite a few growers thought they 
could make a barrel of easy money by keeping SEVERAL HUNDRED hens and selling the eggs for the· other 
fellow to raise. UNFORTUNATELY, there were too many breeders who thought the same thing, and con
sequently eggs can now be bought at reasonable prices. This is no cause for HANGING CREPE--sell what 
you can and hatch the rest during MAY ONLY and then fatten the hens and send them on their way--rejoic
ing or otherwise. 

In some parts of the country, spring is backward and egg laying is late. This should 
help to reduce the crop somewhat. So-called low prices last fall discouraged a good many _people and increa
sed the number of easy quitters. Since these folks don't often actually know what thejr birds actually cost 
them, the rest of us will profit in goodly measure. Let the GET RICH QUICK and EASY growers quit if 
they so desire. We who raise and GROW CHEAPLY only the EARLY BIRDS will therefon~ reduce the number 
of scrubs coming on the market each fa I I. 

Keep account of your feed costs. Mix the feed yourself if possible and raise your 
birds at the lowest possible figure. This doesn't mean that you are going to deprive them of anything 
they need. Give them all they can STUFF, but use your own home grown ingredients as much as possible. 
I have many letters saying that the standard ration is being mixed at a very low price. 

GRASSHOPPERS are getting a lot of advertising lately. I read one article which 
stated that this is going to be A GOOD GRASSHOPPER YEAR and that the turkey crop would be much 
better on this arcount. STUFF AND NONSENSE, you and I know this is about as true as that propaganda 
about the groundhog controlling the weather. If the farm flock of turkeys is allowed to roam to eat these 
hoppers, there wont be many birds left in the fall. 

When your poults get out on GREENS for the FIRST TIME, take care they do not GORGE 
themselves on it. BREAK THE GOOD NEWS TO THEM GENTLY. Their eyes are bigger than their tummys 
and some may load up and die because they were gluttons. If the little fellows are starved for greens they 
should be handled carefully to prevent such trouble. This applies to alfalfa, rape or any other green, leafy 
plant. 

About front porches on the brooder house- -use them if you wish, but I'd much rather 
move the house onto clean ground--it's a lot less work in the long run and safer too. As soon as the 
weather permits allow the young poults out in the bright sunshine. This is better than all the poultry 
medicine in the world. 

Talking about the OLD TIMERS--they aren't beyond making mistakes either. I talked 
with a lady a few days ago who has done a splendid job of raising turkeys for two or three years. A short 
while ago a peddler called on her and assured her that all this talk of CLEAN GROUND and CONFINE
MENT was POPPYCOCK and that if she would use a CERTAIN KIND OF MINERAL MIXTURE she would not 
have to yard her flock and worry about their health. If you ever are tempted to believe such stuff as this 
remember that you are sure to take a licking. All of you who get this letter receive it because you have 
asked for it. Everything is entirely VOLUNTARY. The flock is yours and I 11m simply trying to help you. 

Let's stick to our knitting. The next six weeks are CRUCIAL ones. Clean the brooder 
house and for your sake, NOT MINE, haul it FAR away from the farm buildings and keep the poults away 
from chickens and you will AUTOMATICALLY dodge, blackhead, worms, coccidiosis and a lot of other things 
the many fret so much about. The best treatment fQr a. Sf(fk tllrkey is the AX. Let's have as few sick ones 
as possible. · 

BEST WISHES 

W. A. BILLINGS 
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If the weather doesn't' perk up mighty quick and show some signs of summer there's 
going to be a lot of disappointed JUNE BRIDES as well as disgusted turkey growers. It's hard enough on 
the brides but it's tougher on the turkeys. It has been raining CATS and DOGS bert in Minnesota nearly 
all of May and when it doesn't rain, it's cold and windy. This sort of weather AUTOMATICALLY cuts 
down the number of turkeys because many, in fact, most farmers st iII allow the old turkey hen to control 
the destinies of their poults. Most of the little fellows die from exhaustion or exposure. 

There's a lot of folks who sti II think it is a sacrilege to interfere with natures 
processes and refuse to use a modern-up-to-snuff brooder house. Here the poults can be kept DRY and 
WARM. Greens like the OUTSIDE leaves of cabbage, lettuce and stuff of that sort can be supplied. 
Bottled sunshine, namely COD LIVER OIL, is mixed with the feed at thf' rate of one quart to each one 
hundred pounds of the mash. If greens are not available for the early hirds, add about 5 to 8 per cent 
alfalfa meal to the mash. And DONT PUT MORE THAN AROUND ISO POULTS IN A TEN BY TWELVE 
BROODER HOUSE. Follow the ANTI-CROWDING suggestions given last month and everything will be 
LOVELY. 

BAD NEWS -- one cooperator who uses a kerosene brooder stove lost a WHOLE HOUSEFUL of poults. The 
stove went out and the oil kept on flowing and sloshed all over the floor. My confidence in the oil 
brooders is SLIPPING a little on account of such accidents. Keep 'em clean and have a FIRE DRILL once 
in awhile to make sure the oil cut-off is working. 

GOOD NEWS ·· one. lady says she couldn't keep house without our News Letter. That helps a Jot because 
you remember I told you a while ago about the man from OUT WEST who told me to quit broadcasting so 
turkey prices would rise. If this rain keeps up, they will rise all right. The rain doesn't help the ones 
using brooder houses, but it is positively FATAL for those who dont. 

NEW IDEA ·• a man writes to say that he uses sand on the brooder house floor but covers part of it so the 
poults wont eat too much sand--that's.hard on the sacks and is not necessary. If the feed is before the 
bi.rds at all times they wont eat too much sand··that's the truth. 

NOW ABOUT HARD BOILED EGGS ·· they are 0. K. but do not go to the trouble or expense of buying them 
even though they are sold cheaply as infertile. They are not a substitute for meat scrap. Feed the regula
tion mash we suggest or any other good one and save yourself all the agony of puttering around with the 
eggs. Speaking of surplus turkey eggs--did you ever eat them--but of course you have. There's a lot of 
townspeople who think they are POISON. I myself would as soon have them as chicken eggs and what's 
more three of them will make a full meal for a LUMBERJACK. They make wonderful ANGEL FOOD cake, too. 

OAT FLOUR --·some of you have written saying you cannot secure this part of the ration we suggest in 
our feeding directions. If your local elevator does not carry this, get ground oat groats or common ground 
oats with most of the hulls sifted out. Later on, when the birds are older it isn't so important that the 
hulls be removed. As a matter of fact when the birds grow older they will throw out the hulls themselves. 
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FEED HOPPERS- -Be sure your feed hoppers are all ready for the growing season when your poults graduate 
from the brooder house and are ready to go on what we call the REARING GROUND. Make them plenty 
big so you won't have to fill them often. If you'd like our feed hopper plan--a post card will bring it to 
you on the run. Our mailing department is full of "WIM and Wigor" and it is itching to send this. 

LANTERNS--Many who have used lanterns in the brooder house so fa.r this year report fine results. Try it 
yourself - it works slick, BUT BE SURE the lantern does not smoke or you wi II be blaming me for trouble. 
A clean new lantern wi II do very well. 

ROOSTS--the little roosts should be on the floor NOW. Make them low enough so the poults can hop up 
easily. Laths tacked on 2x4 blocks work nicely. The only thing you have to worry about in the brooder 
house stage is crowding. This can be kept down by following the sug1estions I have made in pnvious letters. 

MILK-· You can't beat milk as a beverage for turkeys. Sure • it plasters them up sometimes, but what of 
it. They get too anxious and slobber a little and then stick their heads in the mash hopper all of which 
doesn't add to their tidiness. Any kind of milk is satisfactory -- sweet or sour, but don't switch too 
fast-that isn't so good. If the milk runs short, water it like SOME milk men do. You of course remember 
the milk mens national anthem, "We shall gather by the River". Seriously though, I advise that if the 
milk runs low that water should be added to increase the volume. The birds get accustomed to the WHITE 
WATER and don't like to change. Use up-side-down-cream cans for a fountain. If you have all the milk 
the birds can drink, you might cut down the meat scrap in the. mash to 15 per cent--1 said you MIGHT--I 
wouldn't myself. 

BONE MEAL OR MINERAL MIXTURES--if you are feeding as you should, I doubt if you need any of these 
HIGH POWERED COMPLEX min~ral mixtures. With your ordinary grit and oyster shells and balanced grain 
feed--that's enough. However, if you think your birds are not taking enough- as evidenced by crooked 
legs etc., it's more likely to be a lack of sunshine, but for good measure, buy a few pounds of a GOOD 
GRADE of bone meal and put it in a box and let the birds eat as much as they like. 

SUNSHINE- ·whenever possible and the temperature is right- -let the poults out in bright sunshine. This 
is the WORLD'S BEST TURKEY TONIC. Here's a bargain--if you feed right and have your birds on clean 
ground away from the farm buildings and the birds have plenty of greens and sunshine, you won't need a 
drop of any GOULASH in the drinking water. 

CROWS AND HAWKS·-don't forget our crow and, hawk remedy. This is patented but you may use it. Tie 
strings CRISS CROSS over the yard (brooder or rearing ground) and fasten one string to each post and the 
crows won't go near them. Pull the strings tight. 

FAST GROWING WINGS--some folks worry and fr'et when the wings grow what they consider TOO FAST. 
This never ki lied a bird yet. They look a bit awkward but those gawky looking wings wi II soon fall into 
place as nice as can be. Some say they are growing too fast··all right let them go, they will slow up soon enough. 

BROOD COOPS--those of you who use portable or movable brood coops for hen mothers ought to make them 
big enough so the hens can stand erect and move around freely. DON'T LET HER OUT. Set the coops at 
some distance from the bouse-as far as possible. When the poults are big enough to wean, discharge the 
mother and keep the poults by themselves the rest of their life. 

WORMS--this is a warning NOT to worm young poults--you are almost sure to kill them. You cannot worm 
four week old poults safely. If your birds are wormy it is ABSOLUTE and CONCLUSIVE proof that they are 
not being reared on clean ground. Worms don't rain down--they are picked up from the soil chiefly--the 
tapes of course--at least some varieties, pass through the common housefly. Keep your growing poults 
'WAY OFF FROM THE HOUSE--so far in fact that you'll reduce going back and forth. If you do this 
the poults won't be wormy. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO SHOT-GUN METHOD TO PREVENT WORMS. I'd 
like to say more but there's no more room, goodby until the FOURTH OF JUI,Y. 

CORDIALLY YOURS 
W. A. Billings 
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July 1, 1930 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

This letter is sent by mail to several thousand growers of turkeys who have 
REQUESTED it · it also goes to a number of magazines which print all or a portion of it · this is 
also BY REQUEST. 

In a late issue of one of these publications the representative of a feed company 
complains because we have outlined for you a HOME MIXED BALANCED RATION. Thank goodness we do 
not have gag rule in this UNITED STATES of OURS. This home mixed ration is NOT A "CHEAP" RATION 
except in price. It is well balanced and will raise beautiful turkeys. If you have the necessary ingre
dients as outlined in our booklet TALKING TURKEY by all means mix your own feed in the interests of 
economy of production. You or I DO NOT HAVE TO APOLOGIZE for this formula. It has been in use 
for a GENERATION. Don't be STAMPEDED by everything you read and hear. You never have to believe 
this if it doesn't sound like common sense. 

If however you do not have the necessary ingredients for our balanced ration which 
is as follows: · equal parts, by weight of corn meal, ground oats, wheat mids, wheat bran, and meat 
scraps. To this may be added a few pounds of chemical and bonemeal. The scratch feed is 2 parts corn 
or barley and 1 part wheat. Both are fed in self feeders ·· if as I say, you cannot secure these ingre
dients, by all means purchase a good commerir.al grown feed. Some folks do not care to go to the trouble 
of mixing feed and for them a good commerical feed is a God-send. 

Our WOULD-BE-CRITICS are hurting their own cause when they are so narrow as 
stoop to such PENNY -ANTE TACTICS.. As a matter of fact one large feed company ha·s distributed 
thousands of our booklets · so dear friends, don't look for a BATTLE ROYAL in some FARM or TURKEY 
MAGAZINE. This is OUR PARTY. Those who don't want to play don't have to. Our SEVEN YEAR 
RECORD is PROOF OF THE PUDDING that we are not far off. As a matter of fact use any feed you 
wish • · if you follow th~ sanitation and yarding directions to the letter YOU'LL RAISE LOVELY TURKEYS. 

So let's not worry about these NOISY SIDE LINERS · saw wood and raise your birds 
as cheaply and as BIG and PLUMP as possible. Forget this short sighted program of some folks who would 
try to GUM UP our little private party. 

The cripple" letters still come PILING IN. Let the professional "explainers" handle 
the problem. FRANKLY I don't know the cause of these SPRAWLERS. It may be weak vigor in the feeding 
stock, faulty incubation, feeding or lack of sunshine. No doubt one or the other is the cause. The num
bers are not usually great, so destroy those badly affected. They aren't nice to look at and the other birds 
pick 'em to death anyway ·· SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST YOU KNOW. 

All but the late hatched birds should not need beat now. All May hatched flocks 
should be on rearing ground now. You can use your brooder house for first month's shelter . after that 
open roosts will do very well. Change your rearing ground yard once each month if possible all steel 
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fence posts to save digging post boles - they cost about 30 cents apiece. The husbands are coming around 
nicely now and are changing yards without much exhortation -· work on '·em again to provide steel posts 
and make l if e easier. 

I just finished a round trip of farm visits. A lot of our cooperators still are using 
TOY FEEDERS. Get out the SEVEN FOOTERS and save steps. 

Don't forget too, about the upside down 10 gallon cream can for a drinking fountain -
f iII the can with milk or water and turn it over in a small pan. Your birds have outgrown those little 
teeny-weeny quart Mason jar fountains. 

The milk may be WHOLE OR SKIMMED -· SWEET or SOUR. I expect the frost is out 
of the ground in most states now and it may be hard to keep the milk sweet. In that case, feed it all 
sour - but feed all you can spare and NO water. It may MUSS UP THE FEATHERS a bit but that .won't 
be noticed when the birds are on someone's table. 

Again let me caution you -- DON'T WORM LESS THAN HALF GROWN BIRDS witb 
either kamala (tape worms) or nicotine sulphate (round worm) capsules unless you want a funeral 
-· MORAL -· use a brooder house and place it 300 YARDS away from the farm buildings and you won't 
net>d worm medicine. After the poults are 16 WEEKS OLD you couldn't make 'em wormy if you tried. 
That's what we call AGE IMMUNITY. 

Those of you who are using hens for brooding had better watch out for LICE. Use 
SODIUM FLUORIDE in small pinches on several places on the bird's body --DON'T USE TOO MUCH. You 
can buy this chemical from any drug store. 

Hen brooded pouHs should be taken away from the mothers and corralled by them
selves in a yard as soon as possible. . The old hens worry and drag them all over the farm. Give the 
little ones their own feed hoppers and change yards once each month. 

Hundreds of growers have gotten rid of their old hens -- it isn't too late yet. 
Save the feed bill on 'em. Retain this year's big well grown out pullets for next year's breeders 
-- tht'y lay best in their first year anyway. Try hotels, restaurants, resorts, etc. If you get only 20 
cents a pound, you are money ahead. The spring and summer market has been exceptionally good. 

Prospects for good prices are fine unless business in the large consuming centers 
goes to pot entirely. There doesn't seem to be as many turkeys generally and the Thanksgiving and 
Christmas surplus is being consumed normally. Unless accidents happen I look for a lot of happy grins 
on our grower's faces this fa II. Grow 'em big -- grow 'em econom i ca II y -- make number one birds early 
and you have little to worry about. 

I guess most of you know by this time that the advice you are getting comes from 
farm experience. I make hundreds of farm visits each year. We surprise 'em too, so they don't have a 
chance to DOLL UP the brooder houses. The growers and I get along fine -· most of them realize that 
the suggest ions offered are for their benefit. I am mighty proud of them too. We have to get a little 
hard boiled at times but it's all in good faith and what's more WE RAISE the TURKEYS. I suspect turkey 
growers in general represent the cream of the livestock industry -· at any rate they are the best coop
erators in existence. 

I am getting ready to go on my annual vacation August 15th so if you have any 
questions, get 'em out of the way before then. I've had enough invitations to visit turkey grower friends 
to use up ten vacations ·· wish I could see you all. 

The slogan for July: · big feed hoppers - change yards monthly . outdoor roosts or 
cheap shelters and keep a stiff upper lip and you'll come thru • I'm betting on you. 

Yours cordially, 
W. A. Bi II ings 
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August 1, 1930. 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I suppose most of you have been experiencing all the discomforts that have accompanied 
the HOT SPELL during July. We have had some VISITORS from the South whO came North to cool off and wore 
their HEAVY RED WOOLEN UNDERWEAR. They shed it mighty quickly here because the temperature that 
greeted them ranged from 101 to 107 in the shade. This "unseasonable" weather has been tough on turkeys, 
too. Nearly all green pastures are as brown as the soil and the flocks have to get along with a very scant 
supply of green stuff. Don't fret though, they will come through all right. 

At various times we have suggested a green crop of mixed rape and oats as a good pasture 
crop for turkeys. Some folks have SUBSTITUTED barley for the oats. This ISN'T SO GOOD. It is all right 
as long as the barley does not head out, but as soon as the BEARDS or AWNS begin to form, trouble follows. 
The birds reach up and grab off the whiskers which work themselves into the space in the roof of their 
mouths. A lot of poults have died on this account--many didn't suspect the barley awns either. The moral 
is--keep poults off barley after the beards form or better still, don't use barley at all. If 'you should see 
the trouble, take a pair of FORCEPS or PINCERS and pull the beards out. The birds wi II have a sore mouth 
for a couple of days but they' II get over it. 

Some more about WIND PUFFS. A number of letters asking about this trouble have 
arrived. I mentioned it in last years' letters, but some of you may have forgotten. These are blisters or 
SWELLINGS in the skin, usually under the wings. At times the birds BALLOON up and can hardly stagger 
around. Some look and act as they were walking on air and look very silly with their mincing steps. The 
cause is too complicated for description here. The cure is easy--take a sharp pointed pair of scissors and 
cut a hole in the skin over the swelling. Make the hole PLENTY BIG so it won't get a chance to fill up 
again--if it should, simply repeat the ope rat ion. This is a bloodless procedure and even the most squeamish 
of you need not shrink. No ANESTHETIC is needed because the birds do not feel it at all. If the air is 
not released the birds will die. 

I have just returned from a week's trip visiting cooperators in Minnesota, and found 
that on one or two farms trouble has overtaken the flock in the form of ROUP. Now, get this point--roup 
in turkeys of this tender age is easy to overlook because their EYES SELDOM SWELL as in chickens. In the 
small birds they merely appear SJ.EEPY and the lids are TIGHTLY closed. Upon examination, the lids are 
found to he STUCK together. This disease is often called a SUMMER COLD. It is nearly always caused by 
overcrowding too many birds in a house. The ventilation is often bad, too. This time of year if the broodE"r 
house is used as a roosting shelter the doors and windows should be removed entirely. 

Better still, place the brooder house in the middle of your yard and provide both in· 
side and outside roosting places--then the birds may take their choice -·inside or out, whichever suits their 
fancy. The simplest TREATMENT for roup is to kill those birds badly affected. Take care of the above 
mentioned faults and reduce numbers. This is important. The sick birds should be removed and placed by 
themselves. Pry open the eyelids of the affected poults and place a drop or two of a 10 per cent solution 
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of Argyrol directly ON THE EYE BALL. Use a medicine dropper for this operation. Repeat as often as 
necessary and don't be afraid to put the medicine right on the eye itself. This is a nasty disease to 
handle and treatment takes a lot of care and patience. Keep the sick treated outdoors in the bright 
SUNSHINE as much as possible. 

I was on a farm last week where the owner had birds about eight weeks old still shut 
up in the brooder house. They are far better in an open shed or on outside roosts. A couple of SAW HORSES 
about 8 feet long with poles or 2x4's across makes a fine and easily moved roost. For protection from 
storms--a straw roof can be easily devised. An ORDINARY SHOWER will not hurt the birds a bit. 

A lady writes that she can't make the poults eat much scratch grain. Very true--the 
little ones don't take to the coarse grains very fast, but wait until late summer or early fall--they'll eat 
their full quota then. Remember to feed hard at all times--we do not recommend a special fattening ration 
in the fall. Keep them coming ALL THE TIME on all the mash and scratch grain they can stuff and you won't 
have any use for a fancy fattening ration. This DELAYED FATTENING SEASON is obsolete on the best 
regulated turkey farms. 

I have noticed in my travels a great many of our UP-SIDE-DOWN ten gallon cream cans 
used as drinking fountains and everyone likes them fine. · They save a good many steps. There are still a 
MILLION or MORE of these TOY FEEDERS still in use and it just about runs the housewife ragged trying to 
keep them filled up. When the man of the house gets a little time to spare, try to persuade him to make a 
good BIG feed hopper- -one that will hold at least a bushel or two of feed. We sti II have plenty of free 
plans for the asking. A post card will bring it to you pretty quick. If you have a large flock--what's the 
matter with cleaning up an old hog self-feeder and giving it to the turkeys. 

The only trouble I have seen this summer so far bas come from trying to house too many 
birds in TOO SMALL QUARTERS and also failure to get started on CLEAN GROUND FAR ENOUGH AWAY 
FROM THE FARM BUILDINGS. The yard should be rotated or changed regularly. If you should start to lose 
birds--look 'em over for BLACKHEAD or COCCIDIOSIS. You should be able to recognize blackhead by this 
time-- if not, consult your book again. Blackhead means spots on the liver you know. That other disease with 
the JAW-BREAKER name affects birds mostly from 2 or 3 weeks to 2 months of age. It is a bowel disturbance 
caused by a tiny bug which sets up a severe inflamation in the blind gut or appendix. There's lots of cures 
for this trouble but none of them are any good. If things go wrong, here's what you should do--birds standing 
about listlessly with a LACK-LUSTER look in their eyes about the age mentioned should be first examined 
for blackhead and if this is not present and the blind gut is enlarged and filled with a BLOODY mass you 
might, for the time being at least, consider it COCCIDIOSIS and proceed to scald the shelter house (if 
it's a brooder house) once every four days and move the yard at the same time. Three MOVES and SCALDS 
of this kind will usually stop all losses. Get the idea?--scald and move once every four days. This will 
stop an outbreak of blackhead also. GET AWAY and STAY AWAY from the farm buildings--300 yards at 
least. 

I was on a farm the other day where the owner does not seem to know what it means 
to separate the turkeys from the chickens--as a matter of fact I saw two farms this way. The turkey yard 
was right up against the chicken yard. In one flock I counted fifty white leghorn chickens in with the 
turkeys. This is not following any plan at all. The birds would be safer running at large all over the farm-
then at least they would be away from the farmyard part of the time. This plan of ours is so simple that 
it is difficult to see why some folks make such hard work of it. It consists only of a clean yard about 
300 yards from the farm buildings and this to be changed once a month. 

ASK for all the information you need before AUG. 15th--VACATION YOU KNOW. 

Cordially yours. 

W. A. Bi II ings. 
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October 1, 1930 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Here it is Fall again and nearly time to think about marketing turkeys. Every mail 
brings in a flock of letters from ANXIOUS ASKERS wanting to know what the price is going to be this 
year. I wish I knew FOR SURE because there is no one I'd rather tell than you. It looks as though 
prices will not blow up as some of the calamity bowlers have been predicting. The storage situation is 
in a healthy condition and there are not as many turkeys in the country as last year. That is certainly 
true of the Northwest, and if reports mean anything (they often don't) there are fewer turkeys in other 
states. It is true that there are a number of large flocks in 111any states but they aren't a drop in the 
bucket. Don't be sta111peded by what you bear--sock the feed into the birds and grow 'e111 out big and fine. 
If you have number ONE turkeys and market tbe111 intelligently (that's a sticker too isn't it?) I feel sure 
you will make money this year. 

I have been BAWLED OUT so much lately by a lot of would be critics that I am 
getting almost afraid to say my soul is DIY own--I DON'T THINK. If I can't talk FRANKLY to you in 
this little PRIVATE EPISTLE of mine I am going to have a collllllittee appointed to find out why. What 
I am getting around to say is this--don't be afraid to stuff the turkeys. You have our STANDARD MASH 
FORMULA and know what a good 111ash is. Give the birds PLENTY of MASH and be sure that you have 
one 111ore hopper than you actually need. I saw 250 birds trying to eat out of a four foot hopper the 
other day. That many birds would require about TWO SIX FOOTERS at least. 

If you can't get corn or if.it's too high priced in your neighborhood -substitute 
barley, It isn't as good as corn, perhaps, but it's a whale of a good substitute. If you have wheat, oats, 
and barley on the farm, have this finely ground. Use 20% of each of these grains and add 20 pounds of 
111eat scrap or meat meal. Any good growing mash will fill the bill. We don't claim to have a CORNER 
on mash formulas. That is more than some of our gentle critics will admit. The ration I have just sug
gested is a HARD TIMES RATION. I saw a flock raised on it last week that the TOMS tipped the scales 
at 18 pounds at a bit over 4 111onths of age. DON'T THROW A MESS OF OATS OR BARLEY IN A HOPPER 
AND CALL THAT A BALANCED RATION. If you don't know bow to take a simple formula and by using 
the grains you have and adding what you need in addition, why for goodness sake go out and buy a ready 
mixed mash. THE BIRDS MUST HAVE IT or you will only increase the number of SECONDS on the market. 
FEED- -FEED·-FEED. 

ABOUT BIG HANGING CROPS--don't get into a sweat about a few birds that have 
eyes bigger than their stomachs and after persisting in overloading their tummys all summer long are now 
paying the piper by developing a great big BAY WINDOW. The crop muscles become tired trying to carry 
such a big load and become paralyzed. The crop sometimes drags on the ground. BEST TREATMENT--it is 
very easy • chop the bird's head off while it is in good flesh, invite in the neighbors or if you owe your 
pastor a treat--SURPRISE him. I hope the shock will not be too great. There is no cure. It is part of 
the WAGES OF SIN for overeating. 
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OWLS··if they are stealing a bird now and then you will have to shut the flock up 
at night in a wire enclosure. It isn't so hard to do this if you are SORELY troubled. A good rifle 
helps too. 

SNEAK THIEVES--it's almost time now for these LOWEST of the LOW. I have no 
respect for any thief but these are the most despicable. SOLUTION--clean out the brooder house, put 
down a rug, move in a good stove and a pair of TWIN BEDS and sleep out there with the flock. Keep 
a lantern burning and have a double barrett shotgun handy. Three hundred turkeys are worth a thousand 
dollars more or less and I' II sleep with a thousand dollars any old time. This plan is better than ten 
signs on the farm gate. 

TATTOOING ··is fine and dandy IF YOU CATCH THE THIEF and the BIRDS. It 
won't help you much unless you get a chance to identify the birds. It strikes me that dealers do not stay 
awake much nights worrying as to whether purchased birds bear some one's else tattoo mark. Maybe I'm 
wrong however. 

SOME MORE FOLKS have discovered this year that it doesn't pay to batch birds after 
the FOURTH OF JULY. I saw some three weeks old only a few days ago. They look like the LAST ROSE 
OF SUMMER, and won't make a cent for the owner besides looking like the dickens. 

BEGIN TO THINK about selecting your best and earliest hatched pullets for next 
year's breeding flock. Do this before Thanksgiving sale season starts. Let your old hens go this fall 
unless of course you have some fancy ones and are in the breeding business. Young, early hatched hens 
lay the most and usually the earliest eggs. Keep a nice big young tom ,say about twenty or twenty-five 
pounds, and let the old big BRUISER to HIS REWARD. 

I ALMOST FORGOT TO MENTION ABOUT A WET MASH--feed a crumbly wet mash 
in the morning or at noon time from now (or earlier) on. Use your regular mash in an old fashioned VEE 
shaped hog slop trough. Wet the mash with water--milk is better to be sure. Feed enough so that they 
will get a good FILL, BUT GO AWAY WANTING MORE. Fix 'em so they will pitch into it HARD every 
day. Your best birds should be gaining from a pound to nearly two pounds a week from now on. A pound 
and a half would be an average. Tag one and weigh it every Sunday morning before you go to church. 

THE FIRST WEEK IN NOVEMBER, go over your flock and when the first call for 
turkeys comes be sure you do not let one go that will not grade NUMBER ONE. Keep these that don't 
measure up for Xmas market. 

I am on the road continuously these days--the flocks look fine. I hope you are 
all getting on famously. Best wishes to you all. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Billings 
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November 4, 1930 · · 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I have been so very busy conducting the regular Fall Turkey Tours that I almost forgot 
my monthly letter to you. Many of you have written letters and think me a bit slow in answering. I do 
not mean to be but when you are out in the country looking over turkey flocks, you cannot be in the office 
too. It won't be long now though. 

There are go.ing to be a lot of folks disappointed this fall. Many predicted that the 
market would all go to POT and turkeys would have to be given away. We are glad to report that the pros
pect is fine and· dandy. The price level will probably be about even with last season which is unusual in 
the .face of the WELL ADVERTISED BUSINESS DEPRESSION. They blame everything on to the stock market 
crash last year but it won't FAZE the turkey market in the least. 

All the yarded flocks I have seen that have fed as they should are in WONDERFUL 
condition. Some flocks were so far advanced that they have already been marketed at prices better than 
forty cents. That isn't bard to take, now is it? There's something for YOU TO SHOOT AT. USE EARLY 
HATCHES only and let the June and July hatches remain in the egg where they belong. 

• Before you make selections for market, be sure to pick out and band your BIGGEST and 
BEST young hens for next year's breeders. As a rule they will do the best for you. After that job is done, 
·the next thing· on the program is to pick out all birds that will make a NUMBER ONE grade. DO NOT UN
DER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES put a thin under-weight bird on the market. You will be GIPPED BADLY if you 
do. The produce folks ACTUALLY HATE to handle them. You don't make any money on them and they don't 
either. 

Don't forget the wet mash about the middle of the day. Make it SOUPY WET and feed 
it in a regular Vee shaped trough. I said last month to make it CRUMBLY wet. SOUPY is better than 
crumbly--you know, just like very THICK BEAN SOUP---not like they serve in the ARMY, namely one bean 
and a GALLON of water. 

Oh yes, a lady writes and says that some pedlar looked over her flock and said the 
birds were wormy. Isn't it wonderful what INSIGHT some of those fellows have. If your flock has shown 
no evidence of worms in the droppings and elsewhere---FORGET about the worm dope. SHOVE THE FEED TO 
THEM HARD. If you were going to have trouble with worms you would have known it before now. And as 
a parting SHOT--if your birds are wormy it should be a good le.seon to get them out farther from the farm 
buildings and CHANGE the yard REGULARLY once a month. 

I was on a farm last week where the HIRED MAN knew more than the owner. He has 
assumed the ROLE OF EXPERT and told the lady of the house that it was ALL NONSENSE to change yards. 
That happened the first of August--they havn't been changed since. I got a hurry call to come out there a 
few days ago---BLACKHEAD HAD DEVELOPED and now this particular hired man has GOT RELIGION. At 
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least I hope he bas after he was made to see the LIGHT. IF ANY OF YOU GET BY WITHOUT CHANGING 
YOUR YARDS REGULARLY--all I can say is--you sure have got a HORSE SHOE hid away in your clothes 
some place. Regular rotation on clean ground spells freedom from worms and blackhead. ---AT PRESENT 
there is no other way out. · 

Goodness, I nearly forgot to say that this worm fellow wanted FORTY -FIVE ROUND 
dollars for his wonderful worm treatment. That much money would pay a man five dollars a day to change 
the yards NINE times during the year- -and the dead turks would now be alive too. 

OATS AND SPELTZ positively DO NOT constitute a balanced ration. Speltz isn't muob 
good anyway and certainly not now. I gave you a good simple home mixed ration last month or the month 
before. If you can't mix this up--why for goodness sake buy a ready mixed feed. 

Corn on the cob is not usually relished by turkeys. Some flocks won't even eat it 
shelled and fed whole. Some desire it cracked. Give 'em what they will eat. It's wasteful to feed it 
on the ground. Don't feed corn alone. Use a mixture of wheat and corn or wheat, corn, and barley for 
scratoh. If you havn't got and can't buy corn use badey instead. 

Some of our growers don't know ROUP yet. It starts as a SLIGHT COLD in the bead 
and causes a swelling IN THE FACE BETWEEN THE EYE AND THE NOSTRIL. It begins most often from ex
posure or the like--give your flock at least some sort of a BACK·STOP for protection from WINTRY BLASTS. 
Take away the affected birds from the rest of the flock. If only one is noticed--wring its neck and eat it·· 
it's perfectly all right unless you wait until the bird's head is as big as a TURNIP--then of course--well 
you have to draw the line SOMEWHERE you know. Seriously, if the bird is fat and just beginning to dribble 
at the nose, it's safe. Of course if there are a number of them, you'll have to treat. Use the 10 per cent 
.solution of Argyrol as directed. Drug stores have this. Open the swelling--and by that I mean slit it wide 
and then press out the pus and inject the Argyrol. At best the treatment is laborious--keep at it. Better 
still, give the flock some protection. 

GOOD NEWS--LAND 0' LAKES and some other big marketing organizations will accept 
a bird of ANY WEIGHT as a number one providing it is PLUMP and well DRESSED. Now don't think for a 
minute this means they will take in a LOT OF SCRAWNY HAWKS for that is farthest from their thoughts. 
The birds MUST be PLUMP. If your local buyer won't play with you in this regard, try marketing the smaller 
ones at your nearest town. There are thousands of housewives who don't buy turkey because they cannot get 
a GOOD one small enough to fit their pocketbook. Feed out your small ones EXTRA good and give these 
folks a break for once. Get together with your dealer on this point, but be sure those you offer him are 
number one except for the old standard of 8 pounds for hens and 12 pounds for toms. He wi II play fair with 
you I am sure. They don't like them under that weight because they have learned from sad experience that 
the great majority of birds under those standard weights are NOT PLUMP. Let's all do our part and try to 
changP. this standard. 

I hope you all have a happy Thanksgiving. I hope your early marketing is a hugh suc
cess. I am sure that you will be satisfied as to price if you have QUALITY birds for sale. I know whereof 
I speak for already some of our best birds have sold for as high as 47 cents--that's a very early and FANCY 
market. Aim at it yourself. Keep lots of good hens for next year. Don't save the RUNTS. By keeping a 
lot of hens, I don't mean that you will raise more turkeys, but rather that you will be able to get a lot of 
early eggs and then you won't need to hatch after May. Sell the hens early and realize a good price as we 
did last year. 

Bushels of luck to you, see you again next month. 

W. A. Billings. 
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December 8, 1930 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Now that the Thanksgiving marketing period is over, lettere telling of GOOD PRICES 
and BAD PRICES are pouring in. You will recollect that in my last letter I mentioned a lady who realized 
47 cents per pound DRESSED for a bunch of several hundred EXTRA FINE birds. Immediately I received a 
FLOCK of letters asking where others could get the same price. · I guess I' II have to keep quiet after this. 
This lady ACTUALLY DID RECEIVE THAT AMOUNT but she had beautiful EARLY birds and hit the market 
shortly after the middle of OCTOBER. That's just like getting the LITTLE PIGS TO MARKET early before 
the main run starts. TRY it yourself--hatch early, grow 'em out fast and furious and beat the other fellow 
to it. . 

The ordinary run of GOOD birds at Thanksgiving brought 28 to 30 cents per pound 
dressed and that's nothing to SNIFF at either. It isn't as high as we perhaps would like it, but just 
consider the prices now being paid for other farm livestock and you'll change your mind about the turkey 
business being SHOT TO PIECES. Watch your feed costs--use well balanced rations utilizing the grains 
grown on your own farm and you won't have a great deal to be excited about. 

A,nd again--the Christmas market may be better than Thanksgiving. I was in the 
Southern part of Minnesota the other day and a man came to me with his jaw hanging. He complained that 
folks were selling locally for about 17 cents a pound. That's their own fault if they did that because 
Minnesota's largest marketing association paid a cash advance of 23 cents and a final payout of 28 cents. 
You remember that old gag about "If farmers don't hang together, they'll all hang separately." There is 
some truth even in that ancient wheeze. 

Mrs. Blankety Blank of Pennsylvania says she sold her birds for 50 cents per pound 
dressed. Another woman in Massachusetts got 70 cents for hers. Still another in Ohio netted 45 cents 
dressed. Many are 'the different prices. These, by the way, are probably sold locally to QUALITY CON
SUMERS. I merely mention thP.se prices to show that there is no one set price that fits all sections and 
types of marketing. The fellow who got a lot should be tickled--he who gave them away because there 
was no local, ORDERLY marketing program, should get busy and urge an organization of his fellows. 

This 13 to 16 cents for No. 1 birds is all HOOEY. Good birds will and do bring 
twice that if marketed intelligently. This means too that some sort of organization must be available. 
If it isn't, DEMAND it and see that you GET IT. 

I wouldn't be at all surprised if the so~called poor market this year caused a lot 
more folks to quit growing birds. That should have a very beneficial effect on the number of birds. We 
have NEVER urged folks to try to break the world's record, but rather to QUIT LOSING TWO-THIRDS OF 
THE NUMBER THEY START WITH. We feel that we have taught at least a few folks to raise them with
out suffering heavy losses. 
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PIN FEATHER COMPLAINTS--there's still no secret about these things. Pin feathers 
represent underwear. If the weather is warm and fine, we wear our B. V. D. 's--they are the hidden pin · .. 
feathers. If the weather is chilly and windy, we slide into our RED FLANNELS. The turks do the same._.;_ 
except that their "HEAVIES" represent the feather undercoat which sprouts through the skin when cold 
weather arrives. Early cold weather hastens pin feather growth and makes them easy to yank out. If the-· 
weather is warm the feathers are buried under the skin and bard to extract. Pin feathers usually do not 
cause much grief at Christmas time. 

A lady from Ohio says her birds grow TOO BIG and wants to know how she may RE
TARD their growth. That's rather ODD, for the rest of us are trying to get size. The chances are she 
sells locally and many housewives find the big ones too expensive. This goes to show that there is a mar
ket for small ones if you do your marketing locally. DON'T TRY TO STUNT the growth, but rather change 
your breed to a smaller variety. There is no way to stunt them except by withholding the feed and that, 
of course, won't work. 

BLACKHEAD AGAIN--so far as we know now, blackhead is NOT transmitted through .. 
the eggs. Secure healthy stock, keep theiD on clean ground with rotated yards--rotated yards means changed 
once a month. YOU know that, to be sure, but you would be surprised to know that soiiJe folks think a 
IDOnth is made up of 90 days. 

WORMS--the pedlars are surely working overtime on these pests. These interior deco
rators, (worms, I mean) are NOT carried through turkey or hen eggs. That's SILLY. A few people still 
think angle worms RAIN DOWN because they see them on the sidewalk on a rainy day. WORMS LAY EGGS 
INSIDE OF THE BIRD--these eggs pass out in the droppings and land on the ground. Some eggs stay alive 
a long time --especially in a GROVE OR WINDBREAK (keep birds out of there) and wait until some young 
and unsophisticated chick or poult picks up the egg. These batch out in the bird and grow up to be PAPA 
and MAMA worlDs. That's the WHOLE STORY and I'll stick to it. 

About worm expellers--there is positively no such thing as a SHOTGUN WORM EX
PELLER which will chase out ALL 3 varieties of worlDs at one blow. Your UNCLE SAM at Washington, Q .• C. 
says, in an official stateiDent· -now listen to this ·· "No drug or mixture of drugs is known at the present 
tilDe that can truthfully be offered to the public as an expeller or veriDifuge (that last means a chaser) for 
all the types of worlDs 'that infest poultry.'' You IIJay take this or leave it--suit yourself. I've already 
told you what to use to rid birds of tapeworiiJs aqd round worms--consult your turkey book--if you have lost 
H, I' II send you another. 

I get a letter now and then about BOWEL TROUBLE. My friend, that is usually black
head, especially this tilDe of the year. I've already told you there is NO MEDICINE for blackhead and I 
mean it. Bowel trouble is another word for diarrhea--some think it is a little more genteel but I question 
that. Diarrhea is merely a SYMPTON and not a disease. Bowel trouble then will bear investigation rather 
than dumping some purple stuff in the drinking water. Putting things in the drinking water is the NIGHT
MARE of the pool try business. 

Next month is report month. I'li send you an official blank with the next letter. 
I haven't decided whether I' II coot inue this monthly News Letter next year or not. It's up to you. 

.. 

I hope your Christmas marketing is a huge success. Don't start crying until you have 
figtired your costs. If your feed costs have eaten up your profits, turn over a new leaf. If you don't knQw 
your feed costs--that's your fault for I've harped on· that for a long time. 

I hope you have a wonderful time at Christmas. I hope the family are all well and 
of course the children are especially good at this time of the year. As our friend Graham McNamee would 
say, this is W. A. Billings signing off until 1931. Don't the years fly by! 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 
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January 8, 1931 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

You folks who love to brag about the lovely weather you are having in the SOUTH or 
on the PACIFIC COAST haven't anything on us here in the Northwest when it comes to weather. The air 
here today .is BALMY and a gorgeous and salubrious real CALIFORNIA sunshine bathes the landscape. I 
suppose, to get even with this effusion, we will have a blizzard tomorrow. But, no foolin' the climate 
here is wonderful. 

I would have enjoyed sending Christmas cards to all of you, but when I c~unted the 
number of stamps it would require, I had to give in. I received a number and take this opportunity of 
thanking you publicly. 

· From the number of requests, it appears that the "ayes" win. The News Letter will 
therefore be continued this coming season. It may be a little wabbly until March first but after that I'll 
try to be very regular. 

I've been working with some of you folks for quite some time. Many of you I feel 
that I know quite well enough to call you by your first name. I received a letter the other day, signed 
"Mabel". If Mabel doesn't receive a reply to her letter she wi II understand that I've forgotten her last 
name. As I started in to say, I am proud of a whole lot of you. I can't call you all by name for the 
I ist would reach from be.re to JERICHO . 

• 

I bad a letter from old friend Beverlin of Illinois. He plays the game correctly 
and bas bad good success but be can't understand how it is that Mrs. So and So down the road gets by with 
her flock of turkeys running with the chickens all summer. That's easy--Mrs. So and So just doesn't have 
any blackhead infection on her farm--BUT--when she does get it (in a trade perhaps) ·· her goose is cooked. 
Please forget that old argument--it is now an established fact that turkeys and chickens DO NOT MIX. 

With this letter comes a report sheet. Please fill it out as soon as your final sales 
are completed. You will also find a return postal card. If you want this letter to come to you the coming 
year, mail it TODAY or you won't receive it. 

You remember months ago, I asked you to keep feed costs. This is for YOUR benefit, 
not mine. Some of you probably have been careless. The coming reports wi II tell me whether you have kept 
a good cost account. If your feed costs have been TOO HIGH,. write me and we'll go INTO A HUDDLE 
and emerge with a good ration that will fit YOUR case. 

I don't believe in New Year's Resolutions, so won't ask you to make any BUT, it you 
have made any mistakes this year then you must know your WEAKNESS and for goodness sake don't do it again. 
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I have a letter from Mr. Henry Zavoral, Prop. of the GOBBLE RANCH here in Minne
sota. Zav is rusticating in Russia this year. He writes that in the several months he bas been in the land 
of the GREAT EXPERil~ffiNT he has not seen a turkey. This is rather comforting when we hear so much abo.ut 
Russia trying to raise such great quantities of food stuffs. Perhaps we will be able to sell the Soviet some 
of our good breeding stock. 

A good many letters come from friends who feel that they have been treated unfairly 
by commission men. There may be some SKULLDUGGERY and CITY SLICKER tactics among a few dealers 
but on ~he whole I think most buyers try to do their best for the grower. Many birds do arrive in bad colt. 
dition for various reasons. When this happens and you live at some distance it is easy to feel that you 
have be.en cheated. I have been around re{:eiving stat ions long enough to know that I i terally TONS of turkey 
reaches the market in very poor shape. This is not meant to be an ALIBI for the unscrupulous dealer who 
deliberately cheats, but remember that they have their troubles too. Birds well fed out, starved, dressed, 
cooled and packed will usually be handled fairly. 

Most of the big cooperative selling agencies paid abo~t 28 cents at Thanksgiving and 
possibly a bit better at Christmas. Independent sellers realized more in some instances. The Western 
growers should feel fairly well satisfied this season for one of the Nevada pools sold for 34 cents F. 0. B. 
Fallon, Nevada. 

I myself think that everything considered, the turkey market is nothing to be despon
dent about--in fact it is the reverse. Perhaps we can do much to help matters each in his own way by 
peddling a little SUNSHINE instead of this everlasting GLOOM. 

Let's pack up our troubles in the old kit bag no matter how disgusted you may be 
with things this year. Keep a stiff upp('r lip and you will find that turkeys are still a doggone good side· 
,line. 

If you need a bit of new equipment, this spring should be a fine time to buy it. 
Most dealers will be tickled pink with the order and give you rock bottom prices. Don't try to expand 
and attempt to corner the world's supply of turkeys. Raise the number you can give proper care to and 
you won't be STUCK next fall. 

Those late hatched birds should be ready for the January pools. Last year they brought 
good prices · in many instances better than that at holiday time. Feed 'em and fill 'em out before you let 
them go. 

Your next year's breeding stock should have been selected before this. Some folks 
sell their best and keep the rest for breeders. This doesn't apply to you though, dear reader. Keep an EX
TRA Tom or two for safety. One Tom will do nicely for ten or a dozen hens but why be stingy. One may 
die during the winter. You never can tell, so be prepared. 

About the middle of January or earlier if you I ive in a warm climate, start feeding 
your regular egg mash. Add a pint of cod liver oil to each 100 pounds of the mash. This is barrelled sun· 
shine. It won't perform miracles. It won't make an egg produce twins. It may not even increase egg pro· 
duction. It should help however (in dark weather especially) to put and keep hens in good shape so that 
they will do their job properly as nature intended. That's all you and I can honestly expect. 

I always get a hearty laugh when I read of all the stuff that is offered to farmers 
to feed to their hens and turkeys to make them lay more eggs. You don't think really that you can actually 
make a hen lay an egg. NOT REALLY? Of course not. All YOU can do is to feed her, make her happy and 
in the proper frame of mind--then if she's a regular hen and in good trim, she will lay the eggs never fear. 

Cheerfully yours 

W. A. Billings 
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March 26, 1931 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

You are again in at the BIRTH of the 1931 series of Turkey News Letters. I skipped 
February as punushment for some of you who did not send in your reports. I have received a lot of them 
but there is still many to come yet. I think some of you had better SHAKE A tEG and fire in the good 
news or bad as the case may be. 

We are having such wonderful summer weather in Minnesota tbat many of our flocks 
have started to lay. This meaa~s that we wHl have a lot of fine EARLY HATCHED poults this spring. The 
breeding flock should be getting a good egg mash and scratch feed so they may produce nice big strong and 
fertile eggs. Of course, you know that the feed dosn't make the eggs fertile eveo though some of the yeast 
shouters may leave that impression. A good VIGOROUS Tom is the HEAD MAN of that department and ordi
narily doesn't need any outside help. 

We still have OODLES of feed hopper plans which we will be happy to send. A post 
card wiU do, tbauk you. A big, rangy feed hopper will save a Jot of labor and keep a plentiful supply of 
feed before the birds at all times. There is a DANDY cheap drinking fountain on the sheet TOO. 

You remember how all the CREPE HANGERS told us last summer that the turkey busi· 
ness was overdone. I had a letter from a gro.wer this morning who sold a hunch of birds in Philadelphia only 
2 weeks ago for 43 cents. That isn't hard to take and certainly doesn't prove to me that the market is 
GLUTTED with turkeys. 

The OUTLOOK FOR 1931 is splendid. That doesn't mean that you will see how many 
late birds you can h!itch. As a rule they don't pay. Last year was an exception on account of the extreme
ly mild fall and winter. Make a resolution right NOW that you won't hatch any birds after JUNE at the 
very latest. Even that is PLENTY LATE-·May is better still. Let's all make May 15th the DEAD LINE for 
early birds and June 15th the last date for the later ones. 

Let's not fool around with 4th of July and Labor Day hatched birds. Remember we 
may not have another FLORIDA WINTER next season. We haven't llad a winter like this since 1821 and un· 
less you expect to live another 110 years you probably won't see it again. You know how the tate hatched 
ones usually just seem to SHRIVEL UP AND BLOW AWAY. 

There are less turkeys in storage than at an,v time in more than ten years. Turkeys 
paid better this year than any other form of farm livestock. Don't get excited about this and tackle more 
than JOU can take care of. Stick to about the same number as ~~!st. season hut see if you can't make 'em 
look even better if possible. 

My recommendation is to raise as many as you can take care of and provide the proper 
feed for. Don't be tempted to OVERCROWD your brooder houses. A ten by twelve house wil1 not SAFELY 
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• handle more than 150 poults regardless of the fact that you have a 1000 chick size brooder stove. 

Feed is CHEAP this season---you may never see it as cheap again. If you have your 
home grown grains, by all means use them. Add to them what you need to make it a balanced ration. Our 
HARD TIMES RATION is composed of 40 pounds of wheat, 20 pounds of corn, 20 pounds of oats. Have this 
finely ground and add to it 20 pounds of meat scrap, 5 pounds of bone meal and a pound of salt. From now 
until JUNE 15TH add about a pint of COD LIVER OIL to each hundred pounds of the mash. 

If you haven't corn, and can't or won't buy it, barley may be used instead. It isn't 
nearly as good though but will do in a pinch. This is not claimed to be the WORLD'S Ji'ANCIEST RATION 
oeHher is it the worst. It is intended for you who must use your own grains and it wi B grow nice tur
keys. I know because I've seen them -- and EATEN them too. 

On the other hand if you haven't any of the usual farm grains there are many excel· 
lent mixtures on the market which can be bought this year at exceptionally low prices. So far as feed is 
cm1cemed, remember that a hopper full ~f SPELTZ is NOT A BALANCED RATION. I have been on farms 
where this situation existed. Speltz never was generally well spoken of anyway. 

J wish you all could see the two pictures of two (11fferent ff<H'ks raised by a lady in 
Iowa. 'fhe first Hock consisted of ONE LONE OLD WARRIOR. He stands alone dejectedly eating out of a 
tin cnn and was aH that remained of a flack which the owner tried to RAISE WITH CHICKENS. The other 
picture was a beautHul flock of birds raised away from the farm flock and was something to be proud of. 
H reminded me of the old HAIR TONJC ads. -- You know how they rearl, something like this -· "before I 
took or rather before I used your hair tonic, my hair was SHORT and STUBBY -- now it is LONG and 
CURLY" It was the same hair though. 

I have had a number of letters about SOUR CROP or whatever you choose to call it. 
Boiled down, H usually means a BIG, HANGING, BULGING CROP, or BAY WINDOW which has become par
alyzed and the feed stays in rather than to move on into the intestines. The best treatment is a good sharp 
hatchet applied JUST BACK OF THE EARS. This treatment SELDOM FAILS. Oh yes, I know that it can be 
emptied and sewed up and all that, but even then the crop many times fills right up again and you have your 
trouble for your pains. The best thing to do would be to catch the bird (usually a Tom) when he first shows 
the trouble, wring his necl\ and invite in a bunch of neighbors to whom you ow~ a menJ and feed 'em up. 
The bird is all right a10d won't hurt anyone--you don't have to tell them anything about the cause of your 
sudden generosity. 

Some have had a little trouble with ROUP or SWOLLEN FACE. In turks it shows itself 
as a swel Hng in the front of the face between the eye and the nostriL Take a sharp pointed knife and slash 
it open wide. Of course it will bleed, hut DON'T FAINT. Squeeze out the PUS and then squirt in a medi
cine dropper fuH of a ten per cent solution of ARGYROL. You can buy this at any drug store. To tell you 
the truth though, tl!e treatment tal{tlS a lot of patience. Here again, BE GENEROUS. If only a bird or two 
is affected -· take them out right away \vhen the trouble is first noticed and have a party. You don't have 
to take any turkey yourself. Roup is probably started as a common cold from undue exposure and then too, 
some foH~s coddle their Hocks or kill them with kindness -- that is, give them too much protection. Then 
wnen they do nm into a bit of rough weather, they haven't the resistance of a grasshopper. 

Now is the time to give the brooder houses a good SCALDiNG out. Get every thing 
hunky dory and then tell friend husband that you \Yant him to STAND BY and be ready to move them (if you 
have two or more) out on to some place that's clean and was not used last year. 

H's also a good time to get the portable or movahlr bro0rl ~'~or~ all fixed up and ready 
to go. Mnke 'em big enough for the hen to he (~mufortable in. Then when the hens are ready, set the coops 
up in 01 row out on a clean pasturP. wh{'re Ht~re have bem1 NO. CHICKENS. Don't let th.e hens outside to walk 
the birds aJI over the place. 

Cordially yours, 
W. A. Billings. 
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TURKEY NEWS 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

For many moons I have been pondering as to whether this News Letter was of any real 
value to you. I have also wondered whether aH of you were actually practicing what we have been preaching. 

The first question is now answered to my satisfaction, Many of you have missed it. 
We PURPOSELY :skipped the February number just to see what would happen, We found out - for many have 
written to ask why they did not get their regular copy. So now the secret is out. 

The second question is not so Msily answered. In the course of the summer I visit 
severa! bmt.dred farms so I am able to check up on some of you. I know from observation that many of you 
are doing a wonderful job. Those of you whom I do not see or visit during the season can JUST IMAGINE 
that you are being watched through the medium of this letter. 

Then too, your NEIGHBORS ARE WATCHING you try out something new. Many of 
them may be secretly hoping that you will fail for a lot of folks still think that yarding turkeys is kind of 
a "nutty" idea and will not work. As to that, you wiH remember that a lot of people thought Christopher 
Cohunbus was crazy \Vhen he said the earth was round. P..s a matter of fact there is stHI a group of people 
in this United States of ours who still hope to prove that the earth is flat All of which is neither here 
nor there •• let's you and i stick to our knitting and raise turkeys. 

Most of you must know BY TIUS TIME that the writer has YOUR INTERESTS at heart. 
We have nothing to sell except simple information whicl:n has helped thousands of turkey growers. Now Let's 
quit foo!in' and get dO\VO to business this year. Let's do the job better tha~ ever before. 

Each year we have a lot of NEWCOMERS in our ranks. H I have to repeat some of 
the instructions you have had before -- be patient ·· the new ones ueed the help and H won't do YOU any 
harm either for some of you may need a bit of prodding to keep going on the STRAIGHT and NARROW path. 
It's pretty easy to get careless and start CUTTING CORNERS. You knm:v what happens to the corner cut· 
ters. They graduate and join the overcrowded ranks of EX-TURKEY growers ·• disappointed -· disgrruntled -
disg'Usted and sore. YOU and I know that turkeys can be successfun!y raised nn yards FAR from the MAD
DENiNG chicken yards and on ground where chickens have not roamed. We have proved that to the satis
faction of the most hard-boiled doubter. 

REMEMBER -· we are going to raise turkeys for the MASSES to consume. Not just 
for HENRY FORD or JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER. Our aim is to produce them (and at a profili to ourselves) 
so that the butcher, the baker, and the candle-stick malu~r can share in the eating of this wonderful-to-be
eaten-year-around-bird. Not just simply on HOLIDAYS. That LIMITS the game too much. Watch your feed 
costs. Don't be tempted to FANCY UP YOUR FEEDS too much. You don't need a lot of the dinguses and 
dodad:s that are often put in mashes. At the present ridiculously low prices for farm grains, YOUR feed 
costs should be the lowest in years. 
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Now is the time to get in that patch of LETTUCE, SWISS CHARD or some other garden 
"reen so that your early poults may have a taste of nice juicy greens. It is a sort of SPRING TONIC and is 
good for you too. 

A DUST STORM is in progress as I write this letter. I am in Southern Minnesota 
utilizing spare moments between jobs. The wind is Blowing 'steen mHes per hour and the air is full of 
IOWA MUD. This is the sort of day when poults and chicks should be kept inside the brooder house. It's 
bard on their eyes and the first thrng you know they'll be getting tonsilitis, or bronchitis or roup or what 
the poets commonly call the KRUT. 

THE HATCHING SEASON is now in FULL BLOOM. Early reports indicate that we will 
have earlier hatches than in many years. That's fine. HOWEVER, don't you get too ambitious and try to 
keep on hatching ALL SUMM:ER. The high after-Christmas prices may lead many to do this. If we get any 
early cold Fall and Winter it is usually JUST TOO BAD for the late hatches. Get all you can early •• get 
rid of the surplus breeding stock and concentrate on the poults. 

YOU MAY RECOLLECT that last fall I cautioned you to keep an extra Tom or two •• 
just in case --. Well it always happens. I have a lot of letters about lame Toms, Toms that have died, or 
were non-breeders for various reasons. I expect that some of them just didn't have any of this "IT" that 
one hears so much about. At any rate many have asked where they could get Toms and there haven't been 
any to sell. TOO BAD, but keep an extra one or two next year. If you don't need him there's always 
someone in the neighborhood who's looldng for one. 

DON'T OVERLOAD the brooder house. You may GET BY with more than you should 
have in the house but it is a nerve racking experience and wi II take a lot of horseshoes and rabbits "foots" 
for many of you. A 10 x 12 house will handle about 150 with comparative safety. More than that may mean 
a heartache or-brea!c for you if they pile up. 

USE COD LIVER OIL at the rate of a quart to each 100 pounds of the mash up 'til 
about the middle of June and the pouHs are on fine green pasture. Stir the oil carefully into a peck of 
the mash and then mix this peck with the balance of the hundred pounds. 

ABOUT LITTER · • everyone has a different opinion. Personally I cast my vote for 
COARSE SAND OR FINE GRAVEL. Cover tbe brooder bouse floor with an inch and one half. Stir it over 
each morning with a rake and CHANGE it cnce a week at least. Don't fret about the poults eating too 
much sand -· they won't if the feed is before them ALL THE TIME. NO they won't overeat. There are all 
sorts of litter in use, but please don't use bran -· unless you are looking for trouble. The poults jump in
to the milk and water and then run around in the bran. The bran sticl;;s to their feet and in a little while 
the birds have- a nice round lump glued to their toenails. They hop around like a lot of TOE DANCERS. 
They act somewhat like a CAT that has stepped on a piece of fly paper. Now you' II have to get a flat 
iron and a hammer and sit tailor-fashion on the floor and crack these nuts off their toes two or three 
times a week. If you try to PULL the lumps off--the toenails will come too. 

PEAT IS ALL RIGHT, but it costs money -· sand does not. Peat should be changed 
once a week at least even though it doesn't look dirty. SAWDUST is not satisfactory .• neither is straw. 
Some of you may have used several other kinds of I itter but the experience of many growers seem to point 
to coarse sand as the cheapest and most satisfactory. 

FORGET about the hard boiled eggs and bread crumbs, cottage cheese, clabbered milk 
and Johnny cake as a starting feed for the poults. We still leave that in our feeding instructions for the 
old fashioned feeders. Its fine for them, but its too much MONKEY BUSINESS. Start the poults right in 
from the beginning with any good starting mash--our own or any other good one. Keep the mash before them 
at all times. They WON'T OVEREAT. After the first few days or a week, finely cracked scratch, may be 
put out in hoppers for them. They won't eat much of it. Let's quit the old style STOP and GO type of 
feeding. 



OH YES, do not use 11ewspaper for litter. It's slippery and slimy and the birds skid, 
all over it. I get into a lot of houses and see the J.~adies Home Journal spread all over the floor. The 
birds must think they are on a ballroom floor--it's so hard to stand up. It may cause cripples for some of 
them actually do the SPLITS and no doubt throw themselves out of joint. The Saturday Evening Post is just 
as bad too. 

KEEP A SMALL HOPPER of bone meal before the poults from the first. This together 
with the Cod Liver Oil, greens and sunlight should prevent a large proportion of our cripples. 

I AM NOT HIGHLY EXCITED about wire floors in a brooder house. I have yet to see 
one that was kept one tenth as clean as a good sand floor. It's bard to clean the wire mesh aad consequently 
it just gets a LICK and a PROMISE. 

WHICH IS THE BEST BROODER STOVE--I wish I !mew the best one for everyone--guess 
there is no such thing. If you buy a coal stove -- get the BIGGEST one you can buy. It's bard to keep the 
fire going in the small ones. The OIL bumers are fine. They cost about as much as a good coal burner. If 
operated properly they are no more of a fire hazard than the coal stoves. They are especially fine for late 
brooding vvhen o fire is not needed during the day. 

THE 1931 CROP OF BLACKHEAD CURES is at hand. All of them are worthless. 
Don't bother to put STUFF in the drinking water. Keep the poults far away from the house, scald all drink
ing and feeding utensils frequently, move brood coops or brooder house frequently. Keep the birds in yards 
on clean ground and you won't need all these PESTIFEROUS and NONSENSICAL concocotions. 

WORMS-·they say everything was put on earth for some good but I can't see any use 
for these INTERIOR DECORATORS. Both the TAPE and ROUND worms are preventable. Clean brood coops 
or houses set up on clean ground at least 300 yards from the farm buildings where the soiJ is free from 
worm eggs and flies will give the flock nearly perfect freedom from these pests. 

LICE ARE LUXURIES just like cooties. If you use hens for brooding, be sure to 
DELOUSE the hens before the brood is hatched. Scrub the coops too, Sodium FLUORIDE from the local 
drug store will do very welL Place a pinch of this white powder on the SKIN fll several places, not for
getting the VENT. Repeat in about ten days to .g·et the nits when they arrive on the scene. 

This is a big letter. If you do half of what I have outlined I' II be proud of you. 
Get everything organized and oiled up early this year. I am going on my vacation in JULY this year and 
waut you going like a bouse afire before I start out. CLASS DISMISSED. 

Best Regards, 

W. A. Billings. 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

We have been bragging all WINTER about the SUMMER weather we have been llaving and 
now w~ are paying for it. The last ten days or more h~ve been cold and sunless and the prospect isn't so 
good for improvement. This is bad weather for turkeys. 

LEG WEAKNESS -- letters galore are coming in asking what to do when the poults squat 
on their HAUNCHES, give a "cheep, cheep" or two and throw up the sponge. Others sprawl out and appear 
to be O.K. except that they caD't stand up. A good deal of this is probably due to the fact that the birds 
can't have the benefits of direct warm sunshine. We can't hardly get along· without it. l expect if the 
weather changes and the birds can get out in the sun the letters complainh1g about this trouble will let up. 
I can't provide the sunshine friends, so you will have to hope for it. 

COD UVER OIL is a much overworked food and while it won't do a miracle it is 
helpful in preventing this "going down in the legs". I like to use about a quart of the oil to a hundred 
pounds of the mash. Another thing I'd do would he to pla~e a small hopper filled with a few pounds of a 
good grade of steamed BONE MEAL in front of the birds ALL THE TIME. 

Give the poults all the GREENS you can find -- succulent green leaves or sprouts of 
almost any sort will do. Lettuce is splendid. 

POOR HATCHES -· letters bemoaning this fact of course arrive in great numbers. We 
don't get letters from the fellows with the GOOD hatches. l have come to til~ point that if the eggs are 
fertile and the machine operated according to the simple instructions in your booklet ''Talking Turkey" and 
the moisture is satisfactory, that fairly good percentages sbould be obtaised. You won't hardly ever get 
TOO MUCH moisture. Keep the pan of SAND under the egg tray SOAKING wet during the hatching period. 
When the birds begnn to pick through and the membrane over the poult appears white and dry like PARCH
MENT, it would do well to remove the tray and dip each egg quickly in warm water and replace in the 
machine. Sometimes the poult will immediately climb out of the shell. Of course you will turn the eggs 
once each day up to about the 15th or 18th day. 

A LOT OF YOU are still using the old STOP and GO style of feeding. Why don't you 
forget it and keep the mash feed hopper in front of the birds at all times. Don't he afraid of overfeeding 
them. This doesn't happen one time in ten. 

ROUP -·· some letters tell of roup in the poults. This shows itself as a sticking to
gether of the eyelids and the birds appear to be BLIND. They are not REALLY. The lids must be pried 
apart and a drop or two of a ten per cent solution of ARGYROL placed directly on the eyeball. Winngle 
the I id around to get it thoroly spread around. Get the Argyrol at any drug store. 

MEDICINE ·- J}Uease do not put medicine in the poults' drinking water. It is an abso
lute WASTE of time and money. There islil't any disease they have that can be cured this way. I wish there 
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was but you must have the truth. 

STARTERS -- if you do not wish to mix up the mashes I have suggested in previous 
letters -· use any good commercial chick starter. Most of them are good. The turkeys will do quite as 
we 11 on them. 

DRIED MILK of various kinds is cheap this season. In some sections it is much cheap
er than MEAT SCRAPS. In this case the dried milk may be substituted BUT remember that pound for pound 
the dried milk does not contain the SAME AMOUNT OF PROTEIN. Tbe meat scrap runs considerably higher. 
Milk around 30 per cent protein and some grades of meat run above 50 per cent. Whole milk should be fed 
whenever possible in place of water. MHk you recall is a complete food in itself and is very bard to beat. 

JOHNNY CAKE, cottage cheese, clabbered milk and other frills are all right to feed 
but they are quite mmecessary if a balanced mash is used. Some folks are natural "fuss budgets" and aren't 
satisfied unness they make a lot of extra work for themselves. If you are that way, why go ahead and take 
the exercise. 

GALVANIZED drinking dishes have gotten a BLACK EYE of recent years because it is 
said that if milk is fed in such utensils that a mysterious poison caused by the lactic acid in the milk com
ing in contact with the sides of the galvanized vessel will form a deadly POISON. I have never seen this 
take place a Hhough I have been on hundreds of farms where these vesse Is are used for mi Jk. If you have any 
scruples about this -- feed the milk in crocks or wooden troughs. 

ELECTRIC LIGHTS or lanterns in the brooder houses are fine insurance against crowd
ing. If you hmven' t tried this -- do it NOW. Get the birds to roost as young as possible. Set out low 
roosts so they can hop up easily. Bye and Bye they will try it high-er up. Don't forget to keep the floor 
clear of pails, boxes and partially empty feed sacks. 

RAPE -- H you haven't tried RAPE for a past\lre -- get it planted right NOW. I don't 
know of anything that wi II provide MORE greens than this plant. It won't poison the birds. Start them in 
easily so they v;ron't make pigs of themselves the very first day and BLOAT up much like a cow. Of course 
they'll die sure then. 

WORMS -- now is the time to PREVENT worms. H you do this you won't be writing 
to me a MONTH FROM NOW asking for a worm expeller. Keep the poults away from the farm buildings at 
least THREE HUNDRED yards and they won't get wormy. I have been on literally thousands of turkey farms 
and nn IlO case have the birds been wormy IF they were reared out on a CLEAN pasture. This isn't half as 
hard as it SOUNDS. It means a walk though and perhaps you .need the exercise. This is better than GOLF. 

'I expect to start the spring rounds of FARM visits and will be seeing many of you very 
soon now. We may not let you know when we arc coming so we can catch you when you are not expecting us. 
After all they are your turkeys and you don't have to follow suggestions unless you want to. 

I warnt to remind you that I am taking my annual vacation in July this year. I bad 
expected to drive WEST and make a number of calls from here to the Pacific ocean. I almost promised 
Mr. and Mrs. Koger of Meriditm, Idaho to visit them bot must give it up this year. Instead I am going 
East ami if a have a good TAIL WIND wi II probably be able to hit New York. I want to stop and see 
some of you on the way. 

I know yon are all busy. I hope you all have good batchp,s, Don't batch too late. A 
~.lmrt crop will be very helpful this year in keeping prices up to the point where they are profitable. Busi
ness doesn't look too good and we don't want to try to flood the market this year of all years. 

There is an old HYMN that says that "Somewhere the Sun is Shining" -- I siacerely 
hope it is in your sect ion. It isn't here. Turkeys need the sunshine and must have it. 

Best Regards 
W.A. Billings 
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·' July 25, 1931 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Didn't go on my vacation in July after all. Business picked up so that it was im
possible to get away. I had scads of invitations to visit friends on the way East but this will have to 
be postponed. Thank you just the same. 

My last letter stated that a host of folks were writing in about .POOR HATCHES. 
No sooner had this letter been released than I had one back from my good friend Mrs. C. E. Olson of Fergus 
Falls telling me to CHEER UP that her hatches this Spring were Fine and Dandy. Got a lot of others too 
so that helps a lot. 

The hatches generally this year WERE light and it may be a BLESSING in disguise for 
it will have a tendency to cut down production somewhat and that won't hurt the market any. Prices this 
fall should be satisfactory. The number of birds in storage is SMALL. I expect that buyers will capitalize 
on the SLUMP in business in general and try to BEAR the market by bidding low at the start. THIS is to be 
expected but don't be STAMPEDED- -nothing is ever quite as bad as it SEEMS. No one can tell NOW whether 
Thanksgiving will be higher than Christmas or lower for that matter. I have my own guess though. 

DON'T WORRY ABOUT FALL PRICES NOW--just you step on the GAS and see that your 
birds are ready when the time comes for them to go. Every year about this time a lot of people go into a 
SLUMP themselves and start FRETTING that they will have to GIVE TURKEYS AWAY in the Fall. STUFF 
and NONSENSE--and what's more YOU know it too. I' II bet anyone a DOLLAR to a big holed DONUT right 
NOW that all of you that have NUMBER ONE birds will have a profitable season. Let's have a little more 
BALLYHOO in our conversation and not so much of this BUGABOO stuff. The world isn't going to come to 
an end right away so let's each one of us try to BRIGHTEN UP THAT LITTLE CORNER we hear so much 
about. Let's go. 

CRIPPLES AGAIN--this letter is kind of a mixed up mess but who cares--just so we 
understand each other. I was on a farm a few days ago and the Lady met me with a LONG, LONG face. I 
thought at first that all her turkeys were either dead or DYING. Instead of that there were TWO or THREE 
misshapen CRIPPLES among them. PLEASE end their misery. They seldom if ever amount to anything except 
as an EYESORE. There are VARIOUS and SUNDRY causes for this and if you have been feeding 0. K. and 
the birds have sunshine and greens--you have done your part. As a rule there aren't so many of them after 
all. No liniment or SPAVIN CURE will do them any good. 

FEED HOPPERS TOO--I still see a lot of little DINKY feed hoppers around. RIGHT 
NOW is the time to see that YOURS is big enough for your flock. Even try to have TOO MANY of them; 
that's one thing you CAN'T OVERDO. 

WET MASH--even at this time of the year a wet mash is fine. Leave your REGULAR 
mash hoppers in front of the birds and IN ADDITION to these, make one or more V shaped bog slop troughs 
about six feet long (several if the flock is large). About TEN in the morning and THREE in the afternoon, 
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give the birds a THICK (not runny) wet mash made from the same stuff you have in the dry mash. DON'T 
feed MORE than they will CLEAN UP in an HOUR. They will be CRAZY for it and fall all over each 
other to get to the trough. When not in use the troughs should be scraped out and set on end to dry in the 
sun. Try this stunt NOW. Don't let it sour. 

RANGE or YARDS?-·yards of COURSE. It's better in a SCORE of ways. It must be 
on chicken free ground though. If you don't believe this by this time, I could--if I bad the space--quote you 
hundreds of TESTIMONIALS that would make the old time patent medicine adds turn GREEN with envy. Stick 
to the yards and change them when they NEED it. Remember what I have said before about FRIEND HUS· 
BAND. If he BALKS about changing the yards when you TELL him to--PAY him five dollars for the job-· 
BUT--HOLD BACK THE MONEY until fall. Then pay him IN FULL and you are square. This advice applies 
only to the farm wife who is in charge· of the turkeys and finds it difficult to persuade her better half to 
move the fences. 

SCARECROWS and SUCH--the best way to put a stop to this is to stick up a pole in 
the center of the yard and from it--Maypole fashion--tie strings (binder twine is great) from the center pole 
to each post about the yard. This when completed will resemble a Maypole. It will STOP crows and hawks. 
I was in a yard a while back. They had a SCARECROW so lifelike that I went up to shake hands With it. 
It didn't keep the crows away tho. It wouldn't surprise me if they built nests in the pockets of the coat. 
The strings put up as I have described will FOOL 'EM--they think it's a trap--looking at it from above as 
they swoop down and decide to go about their REGULAR business of digging corn or eating dead chickens 
and suth or sumpin'. 

ROUP- -SORE EYES or whatever you want to call it. The eyelids may be stuck to
gether. You may think they are sleepy or BLIND. In older birds a POUCH or swelling takes plate In the 
front of the face, between the eye and nostril. Examine the birds carefully--pull the lids apart. Get a 
couple of ounces of a ten per cent solution of ARGYROL at your drug store, also a medicine dropper. Sit 
or squat on the ground with your bottle and have someone hand you the birds. Put a drop or TWO of the so
lution RIGHT ON THE EYEBALL and then WIGGLE the lids over it with your fingers. TREAT them once or 
twice for (usually) a cure. 

CANKER--this is similar to roup. Investigators are not. agreed about it. It shows 
up as a cheesy yellow mass sticking to the corners of the jaws or inside of the mouth and down the throat. 
I don't like this disease. It requires a lot of time and PATIENCE to stop it. I nearly sajd I'd rather have 
blackhead--but not quite. You have to separate the sick birds and then scrape off the YELLOW patches and 
burn the spots with LUNAR CAUSTIC. Be careful to wrap the stick of caustic with a piece of paper or 
you wi II BURN your fingers. 

ROOSTS-·I've seen a lot of flocks with birds 7 or 8 weeks old that don't know how 
to roost yet. That's a shame and may get the owner into trouble. Get them up. I'd rather they roosted 
outside than in. A rough and tumble shelter is good enough. Make one that can be moved with the yard. 
Put a hay roof over it for protection from rain or hail. 

FEED--is eheap this year. Use the home grown gralns if you have them. What's the 
matter with our HARD TIMES RATION--here it is: 40 pounds of wheat, 20 pounds of corn, 20 pounds of oats 
(hulled to be preferred)··have this FINELY GROUND and add to it 20 pounds of meat scrap, 5 pounds of bone 
meal and a pound of salt. You do not need charcoal unless you want it yourself. This ration can be gotten 
together anYwhere in Minnesota for about $1.75 a hundred and what more can you deslte. If you don't want 
to mix your own feeds then of course you'll resort to the commercial mixtures--but feed HARD. 

MEDICINE·· I guess I have told you all dozens of times that there is NO cure or PRE· 
VENTIVE for blackhead EXCEPT by practicing this rotation of yards on CLEAN ground. I mean it. Still a 
lot of turkey growers get into trouble and start falling for everything they see or hear about. OF COURSE 
they are all GUARANTEED. They'd have to be or they wouldn't sell any. I have never seen a blackhead 
cure yet that wouldn't do more good if it was poured down the KITCHEN SINK. That's THAT. 
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HERE IS A GOOD MODERN STORY (not FAIRY) that should carry a lesson to some 
of you who ate still trying to prove that BARNUM was tight. A lady I know (not once upon a time) had a 
flock of nice turkeys--this happened a couple of weeks ago and is TRUE. A few of the birds were ill--per· 
haps it was the tummy ache or something. A VERY CLEVER EXPERT in the disguise of a patent medicine 
salesman visited her flock and and told her that the birds had COCCIDIOSIS. As a matter of fact investiga· 
tion proved that this gentleman dido' t know coccidiosis from SMALLPOX--still he is an EXPERT. With his 
SILVERY tongue and WONDERFUL powers of SALESMANSHIP he persuaded her that all her birds were about 
to die of this TERRIBLE DISEASE and that it was a Godsend that he arrived in the NICK of TIME. When 
he finished the lady was so GRATEFUL that she FELT I ike inviting him in to, dinner. She dido' t however. 

To make a long story shorter--it's painful enough as it is--she bought some of his 
wonderful KILL or CUREALL. She gave the pills to the birds at seven in the morning and by four o'clock 
in the afternoon 150 birds were flat on their BACKS with their feet in the AIR. Stone dead. SOME cure, 
I' II Say. 

I hope all of you are feeling cheerful. If you should run into blackhead--don't run 
to the nearest drug store and grab a bottle of a ridiculous concoction. Pull up stakes and change the yards 
regularly every four ot five days. The losses wi II stop if the entire flock is not affected. Do this. 
You'll find it better practice than all the dope in the world. 

Those of you that are still raising the flock around the brooder houses for shelter 
will be better off to aban4on them and use the movable shelter I spoke of. 

With vety best wishes--and by the way those of you who do not live in Minnesota bad 
better take a vacation and come on up here fishing. I won't say it's cool here but the FISHING is good. 
You may see some of our good flocks too. 

Yours for RAIN and COOLER weather, 

W. A. Billings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I suppose some of you have wondered what became of the August News Letter. There 
just W9sn't any. I have been so busy running around the country that I haven't even had a chance to take care 
of the regular mail. Am on my vacation now, but will take time to fire this copy into the office just to see 
how long it will be before you get the letter. Anyway, most of you are getting along fine and all you need 
is a little encouragement. 

I bad the pleasure of attending a REAL TURKEY TOUR at Wellman, Iowa last week. I 
believe we visited about a dozen farms and saw in the neighbOrhOod of 20,000 turkeys, All the flocks looked 
splendid and their owners were doing a real job of growing turkeys in confinement. Turkey growing in this 
community is encouraged by Mr. A. C. Gingerich who has several thousand himself. I don'.t believe it would 
be an exaggeration to say that there are more turkeys in this terri tory than the rest of Iowa combined. I DIS• 
TINCTLY remember a few years ago they SAID one couldn't raise turkeys in Iowa because the SOIL WAS TOO 
HEAVY. That bugbear has been exploded. Wellman, on the morning of the Tour, looked like county fair day. 
When we lined up for the tour - well, if I told you the number of cars, you wouldn't believe me. I WILL 
say, bowenr, that over three hundred TURKEY ENTHUSIASTS sat down to a fine turkey dinner donated by the 
aforesaid Mr. A.C.G. I would be willing to gamble that the Wellman community will continue to be heard 
from. Every farm I visited was doing a fine job of rotation of yards and I do hope this doesn't _prove that 
old and ancient WHEEZE that "a new broom sweeps clean." If you folks around Wellman plan your turkey 
operations so that you do not come back on the same ground till the third or better still the fourth year, I 
have little fear for your success. 

Continued SUCCESS doesn't make a real grower anyway. It's the fellow who takes the 
bumps and comes back smiling that finally realizes the truth of what we have all been preaching. While in 
Iowa, I had the good luck to be able to visit the Narragansett flock owned by Herbert Rosengren of Indianola. 
I can't prove it, but I suspect that this is the largest flock of turkeys in this section of Iowa. At any rate, 
it's a sight and any of you in driving distance shouldn't miss this opportunity. They'll be just about right 
now to show off in good shape, 

I don't want to talk too much about Iowa ...... yes, they do have very TALL CORN - but 
they are using a green roughage crop there that was an eyeful to me. That's SOY BEANS. They haven't been 
used for long, of course, but so far they are I iked very much. Those of you who can grow them might try some 
next year. They will come in fine in August when the alfalfa begins to play out. 

·Half of my mail -'- no, that's stretching it a bit - but anyway a lot of it still inquire• 
about BAGGY CROPS. Friends, there isn't a thing you can do about them. As a rule, there are only a few; 
and if they are big enough to eat ~ that's the PROPER CURE. Baggy or pendulous ........ that's high brow for 
the same thing - crops simply mean that the walls of the crop become DISTENDED and paralyzed. Some say 
from too heavy feeding. Don't believe it - it is seen as commonly in a common farm flock where no attempt 
is made to force feed. Some folks FRET themselves a lot about these and it's not worth it. The same with 
CRIPPLES or SPRADDLES. The larger the flock the greater the number of these weaklings. They should 
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have been destroyed soon after hatching. They are an EYESORE and seldom recover. You can operate on the 
baggy crops by scissoring them open, dumping the contents, and sewing it up. After you have congratulated 
yourself of the SWELL job you've done - the old thing fills up again. 

ROUP ~ when I mention this trouble, don't get the idea that there is· a lot of it -
there isn't. Only when it gets into a flock - well it's JUST TOO BAD. This is the disease that affrcts 
the birds with a SWELLING in front of the face BETWEEN the eye and the nose. This puffs up, and if noth· 
ing is done, the bird becomes so disfigured that it's a total loss. It gradually loses weight and finally 
dies. The best treatment I know of is to get busy IMMEDIATELY and take away the bird first affected. 
OPEN the swelling. If you are a bit SQUEAMISH about this, let someone else do it. Open the swelling 
WIDE with an old abandoned safety razor blade. I don't mean one of these peek holes, but a good big slit. 
Squeeze out the pus and then PACK the space with a piece of gauze soaked in ARGYROL (10 per cent). Re· 
peat the treatment as often as necessary. This takes time and unlimited patience, BUT it is a MILLION 
times better than to put a lot of GOULASH in the drinking water and then expect a miracle. 

'Member last month I told you of the lady who BOUGHT SOME CURE·ALL PILLS and 
gave them to her turkeys. She lost something under 200. That's nothing at all. I just heard of a fellow 
near Mason City, Iowa who used the same pills and lost nearly a thousand. Both of these folks should have 
known better - they will next time. Someone else Will be doing the same thing again, but see that you are 
not the one. 

I saw one MESS of tapeworms this summer. This comes from brooding the young birds 
TOO NEAR the farm buildings. Yes, l know very well that flies are the carriers of tapeworms; bu't if your 
birds are far away from the barnyard, you won't need to worry about worms. If you find these tiny WIGGLY 
white segments about the size of the head of a safety match in the droppings, it wouldn't be a bad idea to 
pick out a scrubby bird, open it and LOOK for the worms IN THE INTESTINES. If you find them and the 
birds are at least half grown ~ use KAMALA in one gram doses. Your druggist can secure them for you. 
Do not worm just for exercise. It hurts a flock unless they are actually wormy. Just KEEP THIS IN MIND 
TOO - if you will religiously keep your growing flock away out in the field for TWELVE WEEKS, you have 
little or NOTHING to fear from worms. Isn't that something? 

THIS YEAR'S PRICES - this question is with us again. All I can say is we should 
have excellent prices this year. There are very few turkeys in storage. The market the last few years has 
been FAIR to the consumer and he is beginning to think about turkey as something that HE can buy. Of 
course, there is so much CREPE HANGING about business in general that I suppose that buyers will come out 
with their lower jaw hanging a mile and offering low bids. My advice is not to be in too much of a hurry 
to sell your birds. There are probably fewer turkeys in the country this year than last. This is due to the 
fact that hatches were very spotty and the losses in the AVERAGE run of farm flocks where no attempt is 
made to apply modern methods have been exceptionally heavy. We do have a few large flocks that run into 
the thousands; but as yet, these do not influence the general market. Turkeys have a better outlook than any 
other form of farm livestock. Sit tight - if you are offered a fair price, take it and don't be sore if the 
price goes up later on. Feed prices are in your favor this year. Thousands of our growers are mixing feeds 
for less than a dollar and a half a hundred. If you are able to do any special marketing yourself, so much 
the better for you. If you are not, it is probable that you will be better off to sell your birds through 
some pooling agency if one is available. I cannot and do not recommend commission firms. The only caution 
in this connection is to be sure the firm you sell to is reliable. Your banker can look them up for you. 
I knew one man last year who shipped to an UNKNOWN FIRM and never saw bide nor feather of them after· 
ward. 

Now is the time to force the feed into your flock. WET MASH them with all they 
can handle. Most of the flocks l see are short of feed hoppets - mash hoppers I mean. Figure about one 
ten foot hopper for about a hundred birds it this time of the year. Sure, you are beginning to notice that 
the feed bill is getting big. If it wasn't, I'd think something was the matter with the flock. Use YOUR 
OWN GRAIN if you have it - this fall's threshing, I mean. It's perfectly 0. K. if it is well cured. 
When it comes time to select birds for the Thanksgiving market, don't slaughter one that will not make 
FIRST GRAUE. The seconds don't make you much, FEED, FEED, FEED all the time. Keep lots of gravel 
before them, too. 



INSURANCE - at this time of the year we always hear a lot of BEAR STORIES about 
hundreds of birds being stolen. I have investigated many of these and it's like the old story about "fifty 
cats out in our barn," Brown's cat and our cat. No doubt some are stolen, but you can usually bet that some· 
one in the community took them. The best protection I know of is to SLEEP WITH 'em. Another way to 
save yourself loss is to have the flock INSURED. I can't mention the names of such concerns in this letter, 
but ask your banker to look this up for you or write to me. TATTOOING may be all tight to identify the birds 
if you GET A CHANCE to see them again. In most cases you do not. Sleep with or INSURE them. 

By the way, if you have an especially good flock, why not give the folks in the neighbor· 
hood a chance to buy some for breeding purposes. Run a tittle advertisement in your local paper and you'll 
be surprised to find that you can dispose of a lot of them quite easily. If you need new blood yourself, 
don't buy any old place. If you have been free from BLACKHEAD so far - stay that ~ay and don't import 
any if you can help it. Investigate the flock where you intend to buy and remember as a rule you don't have 
to send a thousand miles away for birds. I expect they seem better when they come from a long distance. 

It wouldn't be a bad idea from now on to provide some sort of rough shelter for the flock. 
This can be made of anything from corn shocks on down - just anything that will break the wind and give some 
protection from rain or snow. The birds will live if they don't have this, but they will appreciate it and put 
on weight better, too. Build your protection on SKIDS so that it may be moved when the flock goes to a new 
yard. 

Talking about yards and the size required for a thousand birds - I've seen a thousand and 
more on an acre comfortably. Of course, the acre is changed often. To see that many birds on such a small 
area would make some of the old timers turn over TWICE. It isn't the size of the yard that counts. It's 
where it is and how often it is changed. 

I hope when you get this letter that everything is going fine with you and the flock. 
Keep right on feeding them and don't worry about prices NOW. Don't be in too much of a hurry to sell your 
flock. I feel sure that prices will make money for you. 

I haven't forgotten you and your effort to raise turkeys a bit better than before. I 
did neglect you last month, but it wasn't because I haven't been thinking about you and the flock. My work 
takes me around and when I see anything that may be of value to you it's my pleasure to tell you of it. 
It's the SOY BEANS this month. TRY 'em next year. 

I've got a lot of letters sent to me and I' II answer them just as soon as the law allows. 
I've just been thinking, after the wonderful Tour at Wellman, how nice it would be if there were many more 
communi ties like this. If they have a tour next year and you live anywhere near, be sure to make it a point 
to attend. I am sure you will get at least one idea that will be worth the trip. All tours are that way. 
We have about two dozen of them in Minnesota each Fall. 

Wi II be with you again in THIRTY DAYS, 

Sincerely yours, 

W.A. Billings 
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'DEAR COOPERATO'R: 

. . Thanks for sending in your ~eports so promptly. I got a huge kick out of the an~ 
swers to tbe last question on the report sheet. You will remember I asked-you if anything on the 
farm made you more money than your turkeys. Almost without exception EVERYONE said nothing came 
anywhere near paying as well. Of course, I knew that but wanted to make. sure of it and have YOU 
REALIZE IT YOURSELF. As far as this season rs concerned, I am still OPTOMISTIC altho I am 
looking for rather· LOWER prices this fall., I sincerely hope .I am wrong BUT if you could read the 
letters ram getting from growers, you would think so too. Lots of you tell me you are buying huge 
incUbators and are going into the day-oldpoult business besides increasing production generally. If 

WHAT ABOUT THE 
OUTLOOK. SHALL 

- WE GUESS A BIT 
TOO? 

these were NORMAL times, I wouldn't raise an eyebrow BUT· it is far from 
that. They have told us that prosperity was just around the .c9rner for so long 
now that many of us ere beginning to think we live in round houses. As I write 
this letter, chicken eggs are selling for as low as FOUR CENTS A DOZEN in 

. so~e of our small towns. That doesn't look as tho the depression is over yet. 
I have been hoping that turkey. growers generally would pull in their belts and 

use a lot of good judgment. I AM NOT WORRYING ABOUT YOUR RAISING TOO MANY BIRDS but 
rather that the fQlks- wbo normally eat them won't have the money to pay for them. The thing. that 
wJII lower prices---if they are---will be the fact that Mr. Tom and Mr. Dick and Mr. Harry don't 
have the price to buy them. HOWEVER, let's you and I forget about next fall and raise what you 
have set out to as cheaply as possible and still do a GOOD JOB. You can do it. NO ONE knows for 
SURE what next fall will bring any more than you do. Oh Yes, there will be a lot of KIBITZERS 
who will know all about it next November---that's hind sight. 

This time of year always means a lot of new folks joining up with us for the 
FIRST TIME. ~You old timers will be patient when we repeat some of the instructions necessary for 
beginners. Some of you will do well to renew YOUR OBLIGATION also. You who are getting this 
letter for the first time should be told that all of us are trying to grow turkeys BETTER and avoid 
the discouraging losses that always follow the· old aimless methods. You can't raise turkeys and 
chickens together. Turkeys must be raised on ground where chickens have NOT been. Get them FAR 

ADDRESS OF 
WELCOME 
TO N~WCOMERS 
. TO OUR RANKS. 

AWAY from the farm buildings and keep them there in yards which are changed at 
least once a month. Read over your TALKING TURKEY again from cover to 
cover---1 fear some of you never do. Of course, it isn't an encyclopedia, but 
it contains about all the dope you need. We could easily make that bulletin 200 
pages if we wanted to, but what's the use? We are handing out suggestions from 
time to time and they always refer to the man or woman who is ACTUALLY grow

ing birds in yards on clean rotated lots far from the MADDENING chickens. Those of us who have 
tried this method assure you that it works so you needn't fret for fear that you are being made the 
GOAT in trying out some new hair-brained idea. We hereby INITIATE you all and wi II mail you your 
BADGE when, by due signs and tokens, you have shown us that you know how to do your stuff carefully 
and ·well. GOOD LUCK . 
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Many write- in to ~ay their Toms are fighting when several are allowed- to ru~ to· 
getber Jn the same yard with a group of hens. 'This sometimes happens. If you can!t find the GUY 
who is causing all the HULLABALOO and remove him, it will probably be necessary for you ~to make 
' separate breeding pens. Be sure NOT TO HAVE THEM SIDE BY SIDE··the scnppy 
FIGHTING· •not -toms wi II then fight thru the fence and won't even give the hens a PLEASANT 
PEEPING TOMS. SMILE: The pens must be set up at some distance from each other or it some· 

_ times works if the yards are screened from each other with BURLAP BAGS sewed 
together. If possible it is better to have the pens separated even tho it is more work. Fortunately 
most folks do not have this trouble for it means more work and we all try to dodge that. Toms that 
spend all their time battling each other won't help the fertility of the eggs, so watch them a bit. 
Keep your eye on these big heavy toms too. They haven't an ounce of courtesy in them and frequently 
rough up the hens badly. Trim. down the spurs and round them off a little or bandage with a bit of 
adhesive tape. I have seen hens injured so their intestines were dragging on the ground--they usually 
die.' 

While I have been NAPPING a brand NEW BREED OF TURKEYS must have been born. 
It is hailed as the salvation of the turkey industry and the KITCHENETTE BRAND. It is also 
termed the POOR MAN'S BIRD because it matures FULLY at about ten pounds and according to my in· 
formants··is what the country needs right now. Wasn't it Vice-President Tom Marshall who used to 
say "What the country needs right now is a GOOD FIVE CENT CIGAR?" Well, we have that so what 
we need next· ·according to some-- is a SMALL turkey. I have SCADS of letters from folks who want to 

EXTRA··EXTRA 
THE POOR MAN'S 
TURKEY BAS 
ARRIVED. 

know where they can get SAMPLE COPIES of this new bird. I will have to admit 
that I have never beard of--much less seen--such a breed, BUT I HAVE SEEN 
THOUSANDS of ten pound turkeys go on the market··AS SECONDS. All this HUE 
and CRY about the market DEMANDING a smaller bird and wi I I pay a premium_ 
for it seems to me a bit PREMATURE and is going off HALF-COCKED. It would 
be a grand and glorious thing if we really did have a variety of bird that would 

actually mature at ten pounds,- but the fact.remains··WE HAVE NOT. All this talk will do nothing 
more than to encourage a lot of people to put many THIN, UNDERSIZED birds on the market next fall 
and then they will wonder why they don't get this MUCH ADVERTISED PREMIUM for the small birds. 
Instead of that they will be paid for as SECONDS. Then too, many birds will be hatched LATE in 
June and July--hoping that these late hatched, s111all, unfinished birds will get this attractive 
pre111 i um. For goodness sake, a TURKEY wou 1 dn' t be a TURKEY if we d i dn' t have the big ones. 
I guess those folks who insist on a very small turkey will have to be satisfied with a DUCK. 

Let's forget all this HYSTERIA and saw wood. Feed is cheap. Hatch out all the 
birds you can take care of COMFORTABLY and feed properly. I would hesitate to increase equipment 
but lYOuld rather stay around .the nu111ber you raised last year. Set out to keep the costs down and I 

LET'S KEEP OUR 
HEADS AND GROW 
GOOD TURKEYS·· 
CHEAPLY 

am sure you wi II 111ake a fair profit this year. I don't know of anything on the 
far111 that you can put feed into that has the prospects of returning as much 
profit. You don't need expensive equipment to raise turkeys··don't 111ake it so. 
Those of you who have on your far111 wheat, corn and oats should buy a good pro
tein supplement such as 111eat scrap and mix your own ration. We will say 111ore 
about feeding later on after your birds arrive. Now is the ti111e to get your 

equipment ready. Drop us a postcard for free feed hopper plan··you can make it yourself now and 
have it ready to go. 

What's the matter with house cleaning the brooder house right NOW? Dig it out 
and then get in with several buckets of hot SCALDING water·· -not wa.ter you can stick your foot 
in···l 111ean real BUBBLY BOT WATER. This is better than the use of a lot of cheap disinfectants. 

CLEANING UP 
THE BROODER 
HOUSE 

After this is done, have Mr. Husband haul the bouse or houses out where you 
want them··on ground where chickens haven't been. Get at least 300 yards from 
the farm buildings. Clean out the brooder stove and give it a coat of good 
stove enantel or paint. St~rt the stove and let it run for a day or two so as 
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~to ,make- sure. it Qperate~ 0. K. It ma; b~ the old stove n~eds a new part or 11sumpin." Bet "wat-er 
and a· lot of ~BOW', GREASE will puf the bouse in first-~Ias$ shape to receive the youngsters when, 
they arrive. -If you want to use-some disinfectant in the water--all right--it isn't necessary bolV~ 
ever U the water Is H20-T. Have a few loads of COARSE sand or FINE grave·I hauled in from som.e 
nearby gravel pit for litter. Why BUY litter when this is as good or better than most···doa't you 
know we are -in a DEPRESSION and should save all'we can? The birds· won't eat sand' if the feed 
hoppers are right bandy and FULL ALL THE TIME. Quit fussing around with the bard boiled eggs, 

- johnny cake, clabbered milk, cottage cheese---a good well mixed st-arter will do fully as well and 
save you a lot of work. Have the fe~d waiting for the ~irds when they are placed in the bouse. ~ 
Lots of milk too if you have it--it's better than water. Ob, yes--you don't need to vut anything 
in the drinking water as a LIFE SAVER for the Ii ttle fellows. Clean water, clean feed, clean lit· 
ter and the brooder bouse far from the farm buildings will prevent worms, coccidiosis, scours and 
a HOST of other baby turkeys '...-llnxieties. 

Don't store eggs over two weeks AT THE OUTSIDE for good hatches. They should 
be held in a cool place--not cold--and turned daily. Collect eggs as soon as possible after they are 
laid so they won't become chilled--it's a good thing to date them as you lay_ them away. No ben, 
home incubator or commercial hatchery can batch out stale eggs. If hens are used for hatching, they 

don't need any special instructions, BUT it's your job to DELOUSE the hens · 
EGGS AND before or during hatching. Be sure the nests are free from mites for they have 
YOUR INCUBATOR. been known to kill setting hens on the nest. Dusting the SKIN of the hens 

with sodium fluoride will ehase out the lice and treating the nests with waste 
crankcase oil will free them from mites. Keep this in mind for either of these pests is SURE 
DEATH to little poults. If you are not familiar with the 'incubator you are operating for the first 
time--drop a line to the manufacturer and ask for specific directions--he usually knows best. Have 
plenty of moisture and don't let the machine go out. Don't be frightened to tackle an incubator-· 
they work fine if operated properly. Any good standard make is satisfactory. 

The robins are beginning to put in an appearance--the turkey hens are beginning 
to show signs of SPRING FEVER and the Toms are courting with their best bib and tuckers all 
shined up. It won't be long now until the eggs are coming in full flush and the incubators set. 
Then before you realize it, ftfay will be here and the brooder house will be full of lively poults 

HAPPY DAYS 
ARE HERE 
AGAIN. 

and you will be having your hands full watching them to prevent early crowding, 
etc. Sure, it's a lot of work--but if you really like turkeys, you get a kick 
out of it and the first thing you know they will be out of their swaddling clothes 
and ready for short pants. And so like Walter Winchell of Lucky Strike fame, we 
say "O.K. 1932--Let's Go." Best wishes and I'll be seein' you right soon. Pack 

up your troubles--FORGET NEXT FALL PRICES---and let's raise turkeys better than you ever did be· 
fore- -grasshoppers or NO grasshoppers. 

Auf Wiedersehen, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Thanks for sending in your reports so promptly. I got a huge kick out of the an-
swers tQ the last question on the report sheet. You will remember I asked you if anything on the 
farin made you more money than your turkeys. Almost without exception EVERYONE said nothing came 
anywhere near paying as well. Of course, I knew that but wanted to make sure of it and have YOU 
REALIZE IT YOURSELF. As far as. this season Js concerned, I am still OPTOMISTIC altho I am 
looking for rather LOWER pric~s this fall. I sincerely hope I am wrong BUT if you could read the 
letters I am getting from growers, you would think so too. - Lots of you tell me you are buying huge 
incubators and are going into the day-old poult business besides increasing production generally. If 

WHAT ABOUT THE 
-OUTLOOK. SHALL 
WE GUESS A BIT 
rom-· 

these were NORMAL times, I wouldn't raise an eyebrow BUT it is far from 
that. They have told us that prosperity was just around the corner for so long 
now that many of us are beginning to think we live in round houses. As I write 
this letter, chicken eggs are selling for as low as FOUR CENTS A DOZEN in 
some of our sma II towns. That doesn't I ook as tho the depress ion is over yet. 
I have been hoping that turkey growers generally would pull in their belts and

use a lot of good judgment. I AM NOT WORRYING ABOUT YOUR RAISING TOO MANY BIRDS but . 
rather that the folks who normally eat them won't have the money to pay for them. The thing that 
will lower prices---if they are---will be the fact that Mr. Tom and Mr. Dick and Mr. Harry don't 
have the price to buy them. HOWEVER, I e t 's you and I forget about next fa II and raise what you 

- have set out to as cheaply as possible and still do a GOOD JOB. You can do it. NO ONE knows for 
SURE what next fall will bring any more than you do·. Oh Yes, there will be a lot .of KIBITZERS 
who will know all about it next November---that's hi~d sight. 

This time of year always means a lot of new folks joining up with us for the 
FIRST TIME. You old timers will be patient when we repeat some of the instructions necessary for 
beginners. Some of you will do well to renew YOUR OBLIGATION also. You who are getting this 
letter for the first time should be told that all of us are trying to grow turkeys BETTER and avoid 
the discouraging losses that always follow the old aimless methods. You can't raise turkeys and 
chickens together. Turkeys must be raised on ground where chickens have NOT been. Get them FAR 

ADDRESS OF 
WELCOME 
TO NEWCOMERS 
TO OUR RANKS. 

AWAY from the farm buildings and keep them there in yards which are changed at 
least once a month. Read over your TALKING TURKEY again from cover to 
cover---1 fear some of you never do. Of course, it isn't an encyclopedia, but 
it contains about all the dope you need. We could easily make that bulletin 200 
pages if we wanted to, but what's the use? We are handing out suggestions from 
time to time and they always refer to the man or woman who is ACTUALLY grow

ing birds ln yards on clean rotated lots far from the MADDENING chickens. Those of us who have 
tried this method~assure you that it works so you needn't fret for fear that you are being made the 
GOAT in trying out some new hair-brained idea. We hereby INITIATE you all and will mail you your 
BADGE when, by due signs and tokens, you have shown us that you know how to do your stuff carefully 
and well. GOOD LUCK • 
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Many write' in to say their Toms are fighting when several are allowed to run to· 
ge tb_er "in the same yard with a group of hens. This some times happens. If you can' t f ind the GUY 
who is causing all the HULLABALOO and J:emove him, it will probably be necessary for you to make 

FIGHTING· ·not 
'·'- PEEPING TOMS. 

separate breeding pens. Be sure NOT TO HAVE THEM SIDE BY SIDE-·the scrappy 
toms will then fight thru the fence and won't even give the hens a PLEASANT 
SMILE. The pens must be set up at s-Ome distance from each other or it some
times works if the yards are screened from each other with BURLAP BAGS sewed 

together. If possible it is better to have the.pens separated even tho it is more work. Fortunately 
most folks do not have this trouble for it means more work and we all try to dodge that. Toms that 
spend all their time battling each other won't help the fertility of the eggs, so watch them a bit. 
Keep your eye on these big heavy toms too. They haven't an ounce of courtesy in them and frequently 
rough up. the hens badly. Trim down the spurs and round them off a I i ttle or bandage with a bit of 
adhesive tape. I have seen hens injured so their intestines were dragging on the ground--they usually 
die. 

While I have been NAPPING a brand NEW BREED OF TURKEYS must have been born. 
It is hailed as the salvation of the turkey industry and the KITCHENETTE -BRAND. It is also 
termed the POOR MAN'S BIRD because it matures FULLY at about ten pounds and according to my in· 
formants--is what the country needs right now. Wasn't it Vice-President Tom Marshall who used to 
say "What the country needs right .now is a GOOD FIVE CENT CIGAR?" Well, we have that so what 
we need next--according to some--is a SMALL turkey. I have SCADS of letters from folks who want to 

EXTRA·· EXTRA 
THE POOR MAN'S 
TURKEY HAS 
ARRIVED. 

know where they can get SAMPLE COPIES of this new bird. I wi 11 have to admit 
that I have never heard of- ·much I ess seen-· such a breed, BUT I HAVE SEEN 
THOUSANDS of ten pound turkeys go on the market··AS SECONDS. All this HUE 
and CRY about the market DEMANDING a· smaller bird and will pay a premium 
for it seems to me a bit PREMATURE and is going off HALF-COCKED. It would 
be a grand and glorious thing if we really did have a variety of bird that would 

actually mature at ten pounds, but the fact remains--WE HAVE NOT. All this talk w!fl do nothing 
more than to encourage a lot of people to put many THIN, UNDERSIZED birds on the market next fall 
and then they will wonder why they don't get this MUCH ADVERTISED PREMIUM for the small birds. 
Instead of that they will be paid for as SECONDS. Then too, many birds will be hatched LATE in 
June and July··hoping that these late hatched, small, unfinished birds will get this attractive 
premium. For goodness sake, a TURKEY wouldn't be a TURKEY if we dido' t have the big ones. 
I guess those folks who insist on a very Sf!:lall turkey will have to be satisfied with a DUCK. 

Let's forget all this HYSTERIA and saw wood. Feed is cheap. Hatch out all the 
birds you can take care of COMFORTABLY and feed properly. I would hesitate to increase equipment 
but would rather stay around the number you raised last year. Set out to keep the costs down and I 

LET'S KEEP OUR 
HEADS AND GROW 
GOOD TURKEYS·· 
CHEAPLY 

am sure you will make a fair profit this year. I don't know of anything on the 
farm that you can put feed into that has the prospects of returning as much 
profit. You6 don't need expensive equipment to raise turkeys--don't make it so. 
Those of you who have on your farm wheat, corn and oats should buy a good pro· 
tein supplement such as meat scrap and mix your own ration. We will say more 
about feeding later on after your birds arrive. Now is the time to get your 

equipment ready. Drop us a postcard for free feed hopper plan--you can make it yourself now and 
have it ready to go. 

What's the matter with house cleaning the brooder house right NOW? Dig it out 
and then get in with several buckets of hot SCALDING water---not water you can stick your foot 
in···l mean real BUBBLY HOT WATER. This is better than the use of a lot of cheap disinfectants. 

CLEANING UP 
THE BROODER 
HOUSE 

After this is done, have Mr. Husband haul the bouse or houses out where you 
want them··On ground where chickens haven't been. Get at least 300 yards from 
the farm buildings. Clean out the brooder stove and give it a coat of good 
stove enamel or paint. Start the stove and let it run for a day or two so as 
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to mttke- sure it op~rates 0. K. It may .be the old stove needs a new part or "sump in." Hot _water 
-and a Ia-t of ELBOW G,REASE will pot the house in first-class shape to·receive the youngsters when· 
they arrive. If you want ta use some disinjeetant in the water--all right--it isn't necessary how
ever if the water is H-0-T. Have a few loads of COARSE sand or FINE gravel bauled in from sOme_ 

;I nearby gravel pit. for litter. Why BUY litter when this is as good or better than most·· -don't you 
,-1, know we are in a DEPRESSION and should save all we can? The birds won't eat sand if the feed · 

hoppers, are right bandy and FULL ALL THE TIME. Quit fussing around with the hard bo i1 ed eggs, -
johnny cake, clabbered milk, cottage cheese---a good well mixed starter will do fully as well and 
save you a IQ( of work. Have the feed waiting for the birds when they are placed in the house. 
Lots of milk too if· you have it--it's better than water. Oh, yes--you don't need to put anything 
in- the ·drinking water as a LIFE SAVER for the little fellows. Clean water, clean feed, clean lit· 
ter and the ·brooder house far from the farm buildings will prevent worms, coccidiosis, scours and 
a HOST of other baby turkeys' anxieties. 

Don't store eggs- over two weeks AT THE OUTSIDE for good batches. They should 
be held in a cool place--not cold--and turned daily. Collect eggs as soon as possible after -they are 
laid so they won't become chilled--it's a good thing to date them as you lay them away. No hen, 
home incubator or conunercial hatchery can batch out stale eggs. If hens are used for hatching, they 

- don't need any special instructions, BUT it's your job to-DELOUSE the hens 
EGGS AND before or during hatching. Be sure the nests are free from mites for they have 
YOUR INCUBATOR .. been known to kill setting hens on the nest. Dusting the SKIN of the hens 

with sodium fluoride wiiLchase out the lice and tr,eating the nests with waste 
crankcase oil will free them from mites. Keep this in mind for either of these pests is SURE 
DEATH to little poults. If you are not familiar with the incubator you are operating for the first 
time--drop a line to the manufacturer and ask for specific directions--be usually knows best. Have 
plenty of moisture and don't let the machine go out. Don't be frightened to tackle an incubator-· 
they work fine if operated properly. Any good standard make is satisfactory. 

The robins are beginning to put in an appearance--the turkey hens are beginning 
to show signs of SPRING FEYER and the Toms are courting with their best bib and tuckers all 
shined up. It won't be long now until the eggs are coming in full flush and the incubators set. 
Then before you realize it, May wi II be here and the brooder house wi II be full of lively pool ts 

and you will be having your hands full watching them to prevent early crowding, 
etc. ~ure, it's a lot of_ work--but if you really like turkeys, you get a kick 

; 

HAPPY DAYS 
ARE HERE 
AGAIN. 

out of it and the first thing you know they will be out of their swaddling clothes 
and ready for short pants. And so like Walter Winchell of Lucky Strike fame, we 
say "O.K. 1932-·Let's Go." Best wishes and I'll be seein' you right soon. Pack 

up your troubles--FORGET NEXT FALL PRICES---and let's raise turkeys better than you ever did be
fore- -grasshoppers or NO grasshoppers. 

Auf Wiedersehen, 

W. A. Billings 
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FROM 
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••••••••••••••••• · April 22, 1932 -

Now that the SULPHUR and MOLASSES and SARSAPARILLA season is upon us, I suppose 
. most of you are diligently feeding our famous LAY or BUST egg mash (by the way, don~ t let the TOMS 
get any of this) and all your turkey hens are in FULL BLOOM and laying their beads off. Steam is up 
in the incubator and many little turks are beginning the annual TREK to someone's Thanksgiving dinner 
table. Now I call that a real useful career. 

I'LL STILL STAND BY MY GUNS 
and urge you not to be FOOLISH about all this "small turkey" outcry. If there was a small breed of 
turkeys that could be popularized to meet the present emergency--all well and good, but the fact re
mai·ns, we have been breeding for SIZE for many years and this program can't be DUMPED OVERBOARD 
in one season. Don't I know that many hardpr~ssed housewives scurried around the neighborhood meat 

.markets looking for a turkey. of a size,to meet their SQUASHED POCKETBOOKS? They loo~d with 
longing eye at the 15 pounders (they I ike 'em you know) and bought the ones they could afford. YOU 
answer this one- -does the temporary embarrassment the country finds itself in just now mean that, in 
the future, the NORMAL TURKEY is to become a memory? I don't think so myself. I have heard of 
folks who used to ttave ten-room houses and a Packard who are NOW content (?) to live in a kitchenette 
and drive a MODEL T, btit don't you think that bye and bye when conditions right themselves they will 
want about the same thing as before? The thing that bothers me in this SMALL BIRD ANVIL CHORUS 
is that many of you will be encouraged to attempt the marketing of small UNDERSIZED birds and 
instead of a premium you wi II. be nicked. Some small boned strains may be able to make the grade, 
but our MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEY .would need to have its name changed and that beautiful, big, 
juicy morsel would become a thing of the past.· 

• 
- ANOTHER GOOD WAY TO GET CHISELED 

is to ship your birds to some WILL-0-WISP buyer whose only stock in trade is a cute street address 
or a post office box in some large city and a supply of post cards on which to REGALE you with 
ALLURING BAITS. I know very well this subject is out of order at this time of the year but many 
report writers beg me to broadcast this warning so that others won't be stung in the same place they 
were. I've preached this sermon before--1'11 preach it again. After you have worked hard all season 
and have raised a ftn.e flock of turkeys, it seems the height of NONSENSE to ship these birds to some 
HI-JACKER who hasn't the slightest intention of giving you a square deal. If your local banker is 
"i(e awake he can help you to investigate the financial standing of the concern dangling these SUPER
ATTRACTIVE prices. A firm or individual without a satisfactory rating should be avoided ALWAYS. 
There are plenty of reliable sales agencies without flirting around with "FAKERS. 

GRAND OPERA AND THE INCUBATOR 
is something to worry some of our cooperators, This morning I had a letter from a friend who wants 
to know wHether be may turn on the radio or permit his wife to sing while the incubator is going. 
BY NO MEANS allow the incubator to interfere with music in the home and don't forget that a sing
ing housewife is a blessing beyond measure. 

PUBLISHED IN FURTHERANCE OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION ACT OF MAY 8, 1914. F. W. PECK, DIRECTOR 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISIO~, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,-
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. PbaN' -YOVB.- FEEDING SCHEDULE lUGHT NOW . . , . ·_ . 

and don't overiook the fact' that feed is cheaper than in rtt.ANY, MANY ~OONS. Let·'s not be. foolish 
and tn4ke your feed costs eat up all your profit. At present prices in Minnesota,, you should be able 
to mix our STANDARD RATION for less than $25 per ton. If' you have some of 'the· ingredient&_on 

.. four farm and don't have· to go to the mill or elevator for it, you can do it for·a much smaller CASH 
outlay. Some of the large coounercial feed companies are now using our standard mix and selling it 
at attractive price~. If you live in a section where wheat is a drug on. the market you may substt· 
tute ground whole wheat for both the bran and middlings. If you have forgotten-·1'11 give you the 
formulas again. 

STAI_tTING MASH 
/ ~. 
: ' t\ 

20 pounds finely ground cornmeal 
20 " wheat bran 
-20 " oat flour 
20 " wheat middlings 
20 .,. meat scraps 

Add to this 5 pounds of bone meal and a pound 
of sa.tt. Up till June 1st, add 1 qt. cod liver 
oi I to each 100 pounds of the mash. 

SCRATCH FEED 
{fe~ in hoppers) 

Equal parts of finely cracked corn and wheat 
makes a good starting scratch grain. Put 
out a hopper of this after the birds are four 
or five days old. 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO APOLOGIZE 

REGULAR 
GROWING MASH 

20 pounds ground corn 
20 " ground oats 
20 " wheat bran 
20 11 wheat midds 
20 " meat scrap 
5 " bone mea I 
1 " salt 

HARD TIMES RATION 

If you live where wheat is cheap
er than bran and middlings 

40 pounds ground wheat 
20 " ground corn 
20 11 ground oats 
20 11 meat scraps 
5 " bone mea I 
1 " salt 

.. to anyone for any of the above mixtures. They are cheap and GOOD too. The difference between the 
starter and grower is so slight that either will do if you use ground HULLED oats in the regular 
mash. The s.tandard growing mash is a GROWER, DEVELOPER, FATTENER and FINISHER all wrapped 
up in one bundle. Simply change the LAJSELS when you go from one season to the other. In some parts 
of the country it may be cheaper to make certain~ubstitutions depending upon local feed conditions. 
Meat scraps is a fine soutce of protein and there is NO CONCLUSIVE evidence that you have to supply 
15 different forms of protein for this portion of the mash. 

IF YOU HAVE PLENTY OF MILK 
you will of course give the birds all they can use at all times. ·In the early part of the season 
while the weather is cool, I thlnk it best to feed the milk SWEET. Later on as the birds grow older 
and the weather warmer, you may change to SOUR milk and keep it up that way. You wi II likely use 
some sort of trough arrangement for feeding the milk. Use NO WATER AT ALL if you have all the 
milk the biras can use. It is not at all necessary to add dry milk to the mash. The price is oft 
ti111es prohibitive. If you care to add--say five per cent dry milk to the starter, you may reduce the 
meat scraps just that much. However, if you are feeding lots of liquid milk there is no earthly 
reason for adding dried. YOU DO NOT need yeast in any 111ash. 

YOUR PROFITS THIS YEAR 
01ay depend on your feed bi ll··keep it as low as you can and sti 11 feed the birds ALL THEY CAN EAT 
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·AT ALL TIMES. Don't. be ridiculous and fry to depend upon the~ big grasshopper -crop this year. . 
There is nothing in them but· TOBACCO JUICE anyway. Let's get real intelligent on ~his feed bus- · 
iness this year and YOU'LL MAKE SOME MONEY. As the season wears on--don't get so PENURIOUS 
that you want to turn the birds out tzyhustle,for themselves--they'll do it, of course, but you'll be 
the loser in mgre ways than one. 

. . 
IT'S A GOOD TIME TO PLAN YOUR GREEN CROPS 
now for the first thing you know the birds will be ready for it. Alfalfa is fine, but it doesn',t 
last very long. If you are hard pressed 'tor a new field fot your turkey operations, why not use ground 
s0\ved to rape? If we have frequent rains, it will do well- -sometimes growing higher than your knees. 
Soybeans have been used to good advantage, also. Sweet clover hasn't been generally liked because it 
)s too WOODY. The dwarf variety may be better in this respect. 

WIRE FLOORS and WIRE PORCHES 
may be all right for certain growers but for the farmer who is raising an average sized flock they are 
entirely unnecessary. Haul the brooder house out on to ·a CLEAN field FAR, FAR, FAR from the farm, 
buildings and let the birds run out on NICE GREENSWARD· -what could be better? Then, too, you get 
the benef'i t of this free reducing exercise some people pay money for. It's FAR safer, too. 

THE 1932 BLACKHEAD CURE SEASON IS ON--HERE'S STILL ANOTHER HEARTBREAKER 
that should whet your appetite--this is how it goes--when the birds get real sick, you call in one of 
the THREE WISE MEN and he injects a small amount of CARBOLIC ACID into the skin of the wattle 
(I know what I'd like to do with it)--this acid in turn causes a severe inflammation and the bird's 
blood rushes in ANGER to this very spot. Now then, LISTEN TO THIS--the germs or bugs causing the 
disease being in the blood, die as soon as they reach the spot where the carbolic acid is. I am ask
ing YOU--isn't that an ingenious FAIRY TALE? If the mails keep on bringing in these cures, they'll 
have me believing in SANTA CLAUS yet. 

FRIE~DS, AGAIN I REPEAT 
there is no cure for blackhead. This 'vhole plan we are trying to put over of raising birds on clean 
ground far from the farm buildings is designed to DODGE it. The next time you get careless and are 
inclined to CUT CORNERS'and get into trouble with blackhead, coccidiosis, worms, etc., etc., etc., 
and feel an irresistible desire to try the TONIC WAY OUT, why not make one yourself? First take 
a quart Mason jar and retire to your pantry. Take an ounce of red pepper, one half bottle of catsup, 
a couple ounces of castor oil, a bit of stove polish, some saleratus, two ounces of corn flakes {for 
bulk), a tablespoonful brown sugar {for taste),·a little hair tonic (nice smell) and last, but not 
least, a large helping of APPLESAUCE. I make no claims for this tonic but it should be fully as 
effective as the above mentioned HAIR RAISER. 

IT WON'T BE LONG NOW 
until I'll be seeing a lot of you right on your own farm. Many of you do not need any advice for 
you know what OUGHT to be done. The main thing wi II be to keep you walking the STRAIGHT and 
NARROW path. As a general thing, I think it would be better if you didn't know what day I was 
coming to visit you; then you wouldn't have time to get things shined up too much. Keep cheerful and 
keep your feed costs down. Do your routine in the way you should and raise at least 80 per cent of 
the birds you start out with. Be sure the brooder houses are on CLEAN ground so the pout ts get a 
good start--then you won't be worrying about coccidiosis and worms about six weeks from now--GET 
THE HOUSES OUT. 

I CAN SAY GOODBYE IN ALL LANGUAGES 
so this is a sample of another on my list. Don't try to call my bluff, however, and write me a letter 
in this stuff for I'd be SUNK. I hope you are fine and that all your turkey eggs hatch out--oh, say 
about 80 per cent, with no cripples, spraddles or anything. 

.... .. 
HJARTLIGASTE ~LSNINGAR, 

W. A. Billings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

That Swedish heading on last month's News Letter certainly started something. 
One lady got back at me by writing a note in SHORTHAND. Guess I' II have to get back to normal 
or someone wi II be addressing me in SANSKRIT. 

GRASSHOPPER FEEDERS-······~ -BEWARE. / 
It always gives me the JITTERS when someone starts all this silly talk about what wonderful feed 
grasshoppers are for turkeys. About this time each year, some misinformed person starts this yarn 
and a lot of people swallow it. Last year the NEWSPAPERS had a lot of fun telling how the hop
pers ate the fenders off the FORD, the handles off the pitchforks and ·on another farm they ate the 
feathers off so and so's turkeys and ended up by saying that, in spite of these PLAYFUL ANTICS, 
the ·hoppers were a real blessing to the turkey growers of the Northwest. City folks no doubt got 
a la9gh out of these ancient wheezes, but YOU on the farm should know by now there is no food 
value in grasshoppers. 

It looks as though we are going to have a BUMPER CROP of hoppers and there 
may be a tendency for some of you to turn your birds out of their yards to get this "cheap feed." 
Whenever you get such a notion--just pinch yourself and say, "GET THEE BEHIND ME SATAN" and 
keep right on yarding and feeding your birds. I have seen flocks die from hoppers. When opened, 
the crops and intestines are JAMMED FULL of FEET and LEGS and WINGs: 

GRASSHOPPERS. and TAPEWORMS--
It is pretty wet I known that the common housefly transmits tapeworms to both chickens and tur
keys. It is so well known that tapeworms come in several different SIZES and SHAPES and DE
NOMINATIONS, each having a different method of transmission. One kind of tapeworm is carried 
by grasshoppers; so, for more reason than one, give your birds a break this year. Life may be a 
BOWL of CHERRIES to the hoppers this year, but it won' t be to your turkeys if they get their 
gizzards full of hoppers--or perhaps the poisoned bran that will be spread to kill the pests. 
Let's be SMART and forget the grasshopper MYTH. 

IN EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD 
there are a few BILIOUS FOLKS who love to hang crepe. I suppose there are some people who are 
really ENJOYING this depression just like the ones who thrive on ill health and LOVE to talk 
about THEIR OPERATION or bow awful it hurt to have that wisdom tooth pulled. Well--there are 
a few folks who are spreading a lot of GLOOM that turkeys will be ten cents this fall. I don't 
know where they ge,t their information, but I don't believe such TWADDLE and remember this--if 
everyone would try to spread a I i ttle sunshine and CONFIDENCE, we'd all feel better. Walk 
away from these calamity howlers--keep your chin in. the air, do a good job of yarding your birds 
and KEEP YOUR FEED COSTS DOWN. If you do, you' II make enough at least to pay that tax bi It 
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m:any ·are -fretHng about. So cheer gp··turkey growers are not quitters--just you go right aJong 
- in the even ~enor of your ways and you' II come thru 0. K. ·-see if ,I am not right. 

) 

NOW FOR THQSE KNOCK-KNEED CRIPPLES. , 
Some,·call them spraddles--with their legs sprawled out. Some birds are so weak when they come 
from the incubator, they can't stand up, while others develop this condition a few days or weeks 

'_,, _ after they are in the brooder house. Birds that have to be PRIED OUT OF THE SHELL might just 
as well be executed then and there for they seldom live. This trouble may be the fault of incu· 
ba tton or it may be an inherited weakness from the breeding stock. At any rate, we can't help 
the BORN CRIPPLES now. If the weakness develops in your birds--try the usual remedies··! 

• don't mean ~dicines, there aren't any--but rather, be sure you are using a balanced ration such 
as I mentioned last month. If possible, see that they are out in the SUNSHINE--the world's 
greatest natural healer. A bit of greens regularly helps. Too long confinement indoors will 
bring birds down at times in spite of the BEST of feed. Vse about a quart of good cod liver oil 
to each 100 pounds of mash. Feed plenty of milk. My best advice is to destroy the BADLY 
crippled birds--get the rest out in the sun and feed as directed. Don't use newspapers for 
litter--they are SLIPPERY and_ the poults can't get a toehold. Use coarse sand, or if you have 
money to spare and want to spend it, peat is excellent--but no better. You may want to tie some 
of the knock-kneed birds' leg~ together with yarn and perhaps some will get better--1 don't know. 
Sunshine, greens, proper feed and exercise wi II do the trick in most cases. A small hopper of 
PURE BONE MEAL set before the pool ts is also suggested. 

THE LADY FROM NEW ZEA~AND. 
I had a nice letter from a lady who is trying to raise turkeys in that country. She would like 
to import some of our good breeding stock but the laws of that country won't permit it. There 
are few if any good flocks there it seems. 

REPORTS ON HATCHING. 
Letters I receive and folks I visit report generally good hatches. Some have the usual trouble 
of course but on the whole they are apparently running considerably better than fifty per cent-· 
some as high as ninefy. There appears to be a stiff demand for poults and some growers who last 
year had large flocks are selling practically· their entire output of poults. 

IT WON'T BE LONG NOW . 
until you will be thinking of disposing of your old hens. They have done their bit and deserve 
their REWARD. I don't know what name is given to the turkey's heaven, but these old mortgage 
lifters sure have a good one coming to them. The hog used to have the LIFTER'S TITLE and prob
ably will again but just now the turkey has his place in the sun. 

This letter will be a short one this month. I haven't run out of SOAP by any 
means··but business _is rushing. I've got to leave town in a couple of minutes. From now on the 
balance of the summer we are making our regular farm visits to turkey growers in Minnesota. It 
won't be long now until I'll be seeing a lot of you. 

I hope everything is going fine and dandy with you. Don't cut any corners and 
you'll be able to dodge worms, blackhead and all the other ills to which turkeys are the undeserved 
heirs. ·When I get back from this trip I'll have a lot of interesting comments to make for next 
month. 

Best wishes, 

W. A. Bi II ings 
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, Many are asking _whether there.are inore turkeys in the country than last year. I can· 
not speak for other sections but from general observation in Minnesota would say that ftte numbers 
are about the same .. Hatches were extremely SPOTTY in some sections while in others the number 
of poults hatched was ,about normal. In some few cases the flocks are larger. My guess is .that 
the- count_ry is- NOT oi:' rather wi 11 no·t be flooded wi tb turkeys. · 

Turkey growers are NOT DOWNHEARTED. Lower prices· can Of course be expected in 
view of the general trend, but Wi-th SHARPLY lowered feed costs, t~rkeys should again be the most 
profitable crop on our farms. Good, well-balanced feeds can be mixed hi almost any section of 

, Minnesota for about twenty dollars a ton. A year or so ago we thought forty-five dollars a ton· 
was very reasonable. There doesn't seem to be much excuse for DOLL.ING UP simple feed formulas 
the way some growers are doing. The best Bock I've seen this .year is being raised on a .simple 
home-an.ixed ration costing $19.75 per ton. The last' couple of years has seen the introduction of 

·various elements in feeds that are very QUESTIONABLE as to their actual value. One might com
pare them ·to the FROSTING ON AN ANGEL FOOD CAKE--it appeals. to your palate and slides 
down a bit -eis ier. 

- ' 
Was on a farm recently where FERMENTED mashes were being fed. Yeast of course 

was used. Yeast has been advocated for everything from PIMPLES to FALLEN ARCHES. A certain 
1entleman--name withheld·· it appears, made a visit to this community and BAITED HIS HOOK 

. WELL--saying" to a group of turkey growers that, if they used· yeast in their feeds, Blackhead would 
disappear from the face of the earth--that is as far as they were concerned. It was also stated 
that if yeast was used it would be unnecessary to use CLEAN GROUND and that one might raise 

·. turkeys with chickens on ground LITERALLY PLASTERED with blackhead germs. Now isn't that 
some-tiring? I was told-later on that the gentleman was quite' interested in the sale of this SUB· 
TILE ingredient--and THEREON hangs the tale. Friends· -yeast no doubt has its merits, but it has 
never been demonstrated as a cure for blackhead and I doubt very much if concerns makitig yeast • 
would back up such fool ish claims. You do NOT need to ferment feeds with it to grow good tur
keys, HIGH-POWERED PROPAGANDA to the contrary notwithstanding. A word to the WISE should 
be suff ici'ent;-

A_large part of last year's breedirtg stock has gone on the market at fairly good 
prices. Some people complained about low prices for their hens, but· -you should have seen some of 
them··many were battle-scarred veterans and not attractive carcasses, ~o say the least. Many were 
thin. Give them • chance •. Take the Toms away and fatten the hens before they are sold. Perhaps·· 

·if you look about you--there may be a local hotel or resort _that can use them to advantage and still 
give their patrons a treat. 
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Saw some turkeys a few days ago that wtHgb.ed about twelve pounds. They were hatehed 
in February. I 'doubt whether this is good practice for most growers. The month of May' is 'the 
ided time, at lea&t in this section. There are a lot of late-hatched birds, too. They will do 
quite well. if pushed hard and IF we have t~e.California Falls we have been experiencing the last~ 

\ . ~ 

few years. · , 

NO--there ts no more Blackhead than usual this year--it just SEEMS that way when 
·· -- you get a dose of ft yourself. That reminds me of the riddle--"Why do married men live longer 

than single men?" They don't--it ju~t SEEMS LONGER. I have always tried to point out to you 
that Blackhead alw~ys has been and STILL IS the thorn in the side of the turkey industry. No one 
wishes more heartily than I that some smart fellow would develop a REAL cure, but I've given up 
long ago. We wi 11 just have to 'go right on DODGING it as well as we can. I am beginning to be 
a bit skeptical about the v~lue of alfalfa as a pasture crop for turkeys. It is a permanent ~rop 
and is subject to frequent top dressing which makes it rather dangerous for turkeys--at least from 
a sanitary standpoint. If blackhead starts in YOUR flock· -go after it immediately and MOVE. 
If possible get out on to another field whether there are any edible greens or not and move the 
flock regularly every five days or a week. Your deaths will stop after three or four moves. If 
this program won't do it--nothing wi 11. It is POSSIBLE that some farms are so badly infected 
that clean uninfected fields are impossible to find--if so the grower in such a fix will have to 
join the army of ex-raisers. This blackhead business has put a CRIMP in thousands of turkey 
operations. You won't realize it until you get it in your own flock.. That's why I have been 
apparently HARD BOILED on the subject of NOT FLIRTING WITH TROUBLE. If your flock is com-

, ing along 0. K. ··don't be careless--move regularly no matter what the other fellow does next door-
maybe he's got a horseshoe in HIS pocket. This is nothing but plain life insurance. 

If you wish· -you may now give the flock a wet mash once a day. Use your regular 
finely ground mash and add water or milk enough to make it CRUMBLY wet. DO NOT ALLOW THE 
BIRDS TO GORGE THEMSELVES. Put out only enough to get a FILL. Enough for twenty minutes 
feeding should do this. The birds may look cross-eyed at the wet mash at first--so start with 
just a small SAMPLE. The way some flocks SQUINT at it when first offered is COMICAL--one 
would think they thought it was POISON. They soon learn to I ike it and look forward to their 
daily portion. DON'T OVERDO. 

A SOLOMON in the disguise of a nature-lover lecturer recently made a visit to 
Minnesota whil'e we were in the midst of our anti-hopper campaign. He made the public statement 
that all we needed to fight grasshoppers was to populate the state with TRILLIONS of wild tur
keys and the grasshopper problem would be solved. It's too bad we didn't hear about this sooner. 
Instead of that we used POISONED BAIT and are .licking the grasshoppers in grand style. By the 
way, I don't know for sure--but if I were some of our Minnesota turkey growers, I wouldn't feed 
bushel baskets of dead poisoned hoppers to my turkeys. They might not set so well. 

It's about time to get out your last year's BIG feed hoppers and put them into use. 
Nearly every flock I have visited has too few hoppers. Throw away these little TOYS and make 
some big ones that hold at least a couple of hundred pounds of mash. Provide a hopper of scratch 
feed also. Wheat is excellent--whole. Cut out the cod liver -oil from now on. It won't be long 
now until you have new grain and you may use that as soon as it is thoroly dried or cured. Meat 
scrap is the lowest in my memory- -don't skimp on it. 

Summer BLOW-OVERS have started. Perhaps you had better ANCHOR your field shelter 
wiJh wire stays to make it more stable--just like you would set up a tent with guy ropes. There's 
one reason why I like open roosts--the birds may be blown off but you wouldn't lose three hundred 
in one bunch. One man did last week. The shelter turned over and "SQUSHED" them. 

Good Luck; I'll be with you again in 30 days. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings. 
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August 1, 1932 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

The BAGGY CROP season -1s at hand. Some of you may never have seen a bird 
afflicted with this ailment. I have bad at least a dozen letters this week complaining about this 
condition. Various causes are given for the crop becoming enlarged and pendulous or hanging. Some 
say it's too much GREENS--some say too much GRAVEL--others swear it's too much wet mash etc., 
etc., etc. As a matter of fact, it is· probable that none of .these things is the cause. A few 
birds in some flocks may develop this BAY WINDOW front even tho the best practices are strictly 
followed. This unsightly hanging crop is not usually cause for worry because, as. a rule, only a . 
few develop it. If you are feeding a good mash, together withgreens and the other essenti~ls, and 
some few birds get themselves in this shape· -don't throw everything overboard and think all you 
are doing is wrong. · Under heavy and intensive feeding methods there may be a few birds that are 
not able to stand the GAFF. If only one or two or three have .enlarged crops- -eat them at. the 
first opportunity.· There is no sure cure for theni because even though you do empty the crop··this 
is fairly simple--it usually fills up again and the .. performance must be repeated. The crop be·_ 
comes dis tended and the muse 1 es apparently paralyzed. I have dumped out as much as five .pounds 
of gravel from one Tom's crop--sewed it up again and he lived happily ever after--that is, until 
Christmas. One feeding of wet mash each day is all right, but don't overdo it-·a half hour's 
feeding is sufficient, in warm weather at least. 

I mentioned last month that ·1 knew a man who mixed a FIRST-CLASS growing 
mash for $19. 75 per ton. Since then I have had many letters asking_ how it is done. I have a s t i 11 
better one this month. I visited a farmer lastweek whose well-balanced mash is costing htm only 
a bit over fifteen dollars a· ton •. This is in Minnesota. I realize that conditions _vary in the 
case of a good many of you who receive this letter. This price was in Southern Minnesota where 
corn and meat scrap is cheap. Those of you who live at a distance from here should NOT get the 
idea that ALL our growers are mixing their own home-grown mixtures .. We ourselves sti II have a 
lot of OPTIMISTIC folks who think turkeys wi II sell for forty cents a pound this Fall. Holding 
to this belief, some are paying forty, fifty--and even more than that for their growing mashes. 
Maybe I am old-fashioned, -but I still hold the idea that most intelligent growers of turkeys CAN 
mix their own ·feeds very -cheaply this -year--especially when prices for ALL farm products have 
been NOSE-DIVING to new low levels. I' II repeat our standard rations for those of y.ou who 
didn't get the April Letter or have mislaid it. Either of these may be mixed cheaply in most 
sections at your local mi 11 or elevator. Perhaps you grow most of the ingredients yourself. In 
some instances, substitutions may be made. Both should be FINELY ground and both should contain 
PLENTY of protein. Please understand that the turkeys are YOURS--my only interest is to save 
you some money and at the same time grow GOOD turkeys. We charge no dues or commissions . .......................... 
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STANDARD RATION 

Corn • • • 20 pounds 
Bran • - • • • 20 pounds 
Middlings • 20 pounds 
Oats • • • 20 pounds 
Meat scraps • • 20 pounds 
Bonemea I • • • 5 pQunds 
Sa It · · · · • · 1 pound 

·2· . 

HARD TIMES RATION 

Wheat • • 
Corn • • 
Oats • 

• 40 pounds 
• • • 20 pounds 

• • 20 pounds 
20 pounds 
5 pounds 
1 pound 

Meat scraps • 
Bonemeal • • • 
Salt • • • • • 

Take either or both formulas to your local mill or elevator and 
ask for bids. If you have part of the ingredients, use them. 

It is perfectly all right to use this year's wheat, oats, etc., so long as it 
is thoroly dried and fit to be ground. If there is a suspicion of moisture left, grind it in small 
amounts so it will not beat. 

You musn' t be confused by many early weight claims for poults. It is the 
weight at SIX MONTHS that counts··that's when you sell them. Get the frame on them now and 
FILL 'EM OUT IN THE FALL. It is also important to know the cost at the end of the season--not 
the first of August. Maybe my mathematics is a bit fuzzy, but I fail to see why a GOOD home
mixed ration costing--say about $20 a ton--won't grow GOOD TURKEYS more cheaply than a ration 
costing around $50 a ton. You tell me if I am wrong. Taking it for granted that you are doing 
other things the way you should--your satisfaction with turkeys, THIS YEAR AT LEAST, will de
pend upon how much it costs you to put them on the market. OTHER YEARS, at better prices, it 
may not have spelled the difference between a good profit or none, but this year things are quite 
different. YOU will make money if you keep your feed cos_ts within the bounds of reason. 

At this time of the year we hear the customary predictions floating around as 
to the number of birds on the farms--whether there are more than last year, etc. I AM OPPOSED 
to these early season GUESSES--most of the ones I've seen are nothing more. A lot can happen 
between NOW and next November. Buyers of turkeys have enough CREPE to hang now about the hard 
times, and the TWELVE MILLION MEN out of work, and the low prices for stocks and bonds--thus pre· 
venting the city man from buying your turkeys. I do not believe in BROADCASTING that there are 
10 or 15 or 20 per cent more turkeys than last year. A number of agencies have been making such 
statements without GOOD foundation. I do not believe Minnesota will GLUT the market this year. 

Don't be in too much of a HURRY to contract your birds to every TOM, DICK, 
and BARRY who make you a propositi on. Don't market ANY bird that won' t make # 1 grade. Don't 
be stingy with this cheap home-grown feed. You may never again see it so cheap. Don't be in too 
much of a sweat to let your birds go to the first bidder. Shop around a bit. This may seem like 
early season advice--it is--but I want you to be generous with feed and fill the birds out well 
and then get the BEST PRICE it is possible to get. Don't hand your birds over to some handsome 
stranger on some F·ISHLY promise to get you an EXTRA good price for your birds. I wish you could 
read a few of the pathetic letters I got from people last Fall who were fleeced--GYPPED--out of 
everything. 

In making my regular farm visits I still find many of you WOEFULLY short of 
feed hoppers. Why not drop me a post card and ask for a simple diagram so you may make a good 
one yourself. It will save the LADY OF THE HOUSE innumerable steps. She will have extra time 
to prepare a couple of CHERRY PIES for the man of the house. It i so' t extravagance to have an 
extra hopper or two--ALL the birds get their chance to eat when there is a surplus of feed space. 
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As I sit here punching this letter off on the typewriter, the mail girl just 
dumped a batch of letters on my desk. One is from a Lady in Michigan who paid us a nice com
pliment. She says our monthly Letter is as though a good friend had dropped in for a friendly 
visit. I like that--it's exactly what we have been trying to make you feel. Sometimes our criti
cism may sound harsh, but it is offered in a good spirit and I am sure it is taken that way. After 
all, we are trying for the same end--namely to make some money for you. 

Outside shelters or roosts are of every shape and style imaginable. Whatever 
design you decide on, it will save a lot of work if you make it MOVABLE. Most people build them 
on skids so as to be changed when the yards are changed. Some growers use uncovered roosts made 
by laying poles across long SAW HORSES. Of course there is a risk from hail and wind; but then, 
too, even a roofed shelter may blow over and be crushed with the birds inside. Take whichever 
risk you prefer. 

In some sections the grain is cut and the harvest is in full blast. I>on't let 
this be a temptation to turn your growing yarded flock outside their fence to roam over the newly 
cut stubble fields to harvest any loose grain on the ground. This is poor economy and the first 
thing you know your turkeys wi II be wandering up to the farm buildings and then TROUBLE starts. 
Stick to your KNITTING, change yards regularly, feed, and you' II come through 0. K. 

I am taking my annual leave beginning about the fifteenth of August. Ask your 
questions before that time please. I haven't been fishing this year as yet and am watering at the 
mouth for a whirl at a couple of BIG ONES. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 
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· October 6, 1932 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Remember how every once in awhile you bear about some lady in the neighborhood 
who SMASHED up a whole set of dishes trying to "persuade" herbusband to do something or other? 
Well··l now have one explanation for such actions and will pass it along to you. I had a letter 
from a turkey raiser the other day who either'thought or was told that blackhead was caused by the 
lack of sufficient GRIT in the feed--(I wish it were). She said she smashed up all the cracked 
dishes in the house and fed the CRACKLINGS to her turkeys; since then she hasn't lost a bird. So 
after all, these noises you hear may be just·friendly dish-smashings to supply grit to the turkey 
flock. When you hear of one of these .battles--just ask if the family has a flock of turkeys-·I'Il 
bet they have. NO, MY FRIEND, blackhead is not caused by LACK OF· GRIT anymore than smallpox 
is caused by eating too little sauerkraut. 

ANOTHER LADY WRITES··"-My birds stand too straight--just like pouter pigeons. 
Was it constipation? I used 'NR' Tablets--(Nature's Remedy)." No, I don't think it was constipa
tion and standing too straight is a good fault. I get altogether too many letters from folks who 
complain about their birds LYING DOWN and staying there. It's a funny thing--when turkeys or 
chickens, for that matter, get sick, for some unknown reason or other they are fed everything from 
STEWED PRUNES down to CASTOR OIL. Which reminds me of another correspondent who is trying to 
ward off blackhead by feeding RED PEPPER in the mash twice a week. 

I HAVE THUNK AND THUNK of ways to persuade people that blackhead is a real 
live contagious disease--that it is incurable~-that it can be prevented to a very great degree by 
practicing a simple plan of sanitation or prevention. Most of you have accepted this view but 
there are stilt many who BLISSFULLY SWALLOW all the hocus-pocus cures they see advertised. It 
doesn't make any difference where you see it advertised--there is NO KNOWN CURE or drug pre
ventive·. Oh, sure-·I know we are all human and grasp at straws when we get in trouble, but it 
gives me the CREEPS when I hear of someone who has parted with ten dollars or more for a jug of 
some CONCOCTION which might. just as well guarantee to grow hair on a BRASS MONKEY. Ho, 
HUM- -let's change the subject. 

NOW I'LL STEP FROM THE FRYING PAN into the fire and take up some real 
ticklish business--namely, what you'll get for your turkeys. There won't be any IF'S or AND'S to 
my prediction and I' 11 stand or fall by my guess. I suppose you have been wondering what price 
you will get for your turkeys this year. I have done a lot of wondering too. I have even asked 
all the business experts I know and they won't say. One told me that he would furnish me with a 
complete report abo~t the first of NEXT JUNE. First of all--this is an "unusual" year--perhaps 
none of youbave ever experienced such a period of low prices for farm crops--keep this in mind 
while l'm .. guessing. None of the experts agree as to the cause of the depression or when the NOW 
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FAMOUS around-the-corner prosperi.ty will be reached. SO FAR AS TURKEYS ARE CONCERNED--I 
do not believe there are a great many more birds this year than last although there may be a Thanks· 
giving rush to get hold of ready cash. With butterfat, beef, hogs, sheep, and eggs at a low level 
it is reasonable to suppose that this will constitute a DRAG on turkey prices even though the crop 
turned out to be short. 

MY GUESS IS THIS--you wi 11 MAKE MONEY on your turkeys THIS YEAR. That's 
more than I can say for any other farm livestock. Feed prices have been and still are ridiculously 
low. Home~made mashes can be assembled for considerably less than a cent a pound.· Feed that 
costs $20 a ton this year, set you back 4 times that three or four years ago. ·If you have watched 
your feed costs and have not been adding BATH SALTS or some other high priced accessory to it and 
haven't had any unusual losses, MY PREDICTION is that you will net (for your labor) about one· 
DOLLAR per bird this very year. Isn't that good? That means for NUMBER "ONE" birds; of course, 
for "TWO'S" ··they are always a drug on the market. Now then·· if you have 500 first quality birds, 
you may reasonably expect to have about $500 after all your bills are paid. Say--wouldn't that be 
the SWEETEST KIND OF MUSIC to the harassed hog raiser--when they· are striking in many sections 
to secure merely the COST of production. 

THIS GUESS OF MINE is based on good birds· -NOT thin, scrawny, underfed num· 
ber "two's". Also, that you use good judgment in marketing your birds. Sell through some RELI· 
ABLE agency. In the Northwest, we are especially favored in having probably the largest turkey 
cooperative selling agency in the world, together with a number of reliable independent selling · 
agencies. 

RULES FOR GETTING BEST PRICES THIS YEAR·· 

1. Sell nothing but No. "One's". Hold all others until they make that grade. No one WANTS 
the "two's"··they take 'em because they have to and get rid of them as best they can. It 
isn't the weight alone that makes a "One" bird. As a rule the hens are about 8 pounds 
and the Toms about 12, but that doesn't prove anything. I have seen a 12 and 14 pound Tom 
go as "two" and another 11 pound Tom as a "one". It's the finish. that tells the tale in 
the long run. Be sure they are plump, bones well covered, straight breasted and the 
weight will usually be ().K. 

2. DRESS CAREFULLY. Starve completely for 24 hours before ki 11 ing. A croppy bird wi II 
be "two " if it is perfect otherwise. The feed sours in the crop, molds, and the bird 
turns blue or black and who wants that sort of carcass? Bleeding is very important. If 
you don't know how--have someone who does show you bow to stick and bleed. Cooling is 
extra important--you may starve perfectly and bleed well, but if the birds are not cooled 
at low enough temperatures t9 get rid of animal beat they will sweat in the boxes or 
barrels and get "slippery". You yourself wouldn't eat one of these on a bet. If possible 
use bead wrappers to keep blood from the rest of the carcass. Then pack tightly in boxes 
or barrels--tight enough so birds won't slosh around in the container. This bruises other
wise fine birds. AND DON'T FORGET to Jabel the box or barrel extra well. PAINT your 
return address on the box. Also the name of the person it is going to. Lots of them get 
lost every year. You know how carelessly folks wrap Xmas packages--well, some turkeys 
are packed even worse and it'' s sma 11 wonder they arrive at a J I. · · · · · · .. · · ·· · · 

3. Don't ship to some fly-by-night agency with no assets other than a shipping address and a 
few post cards quoting fancy prices. If you don't know the firm--have your banker inves
tigate. Forget the hucksters. 

There, isn't that quite a sermon? Some of you need it, and some don't. It 
would be a good idea for a group of you to get together and ask your county agricultural agent to 
arrange to secure an expert turkey dr~sser and put on a demonstration. He .will show you exactly 
bow it's done. 
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SLEEP WITH YOUR FLOCK--due to hard times, thievery may be more common this 
year than usual. The best preventive I know of is to go to bed with the turkeys. Clean up a brood
er house--haul it out to the flock; put up some lace curtains and furnish it with a cot or cots and 
don't forget the cannon. If you want to--you may hang a lantern, turned low--to keep up YOUR cour
age. Oh, I know how you'll feel about midnight when a rat or a mouse frightens your turkeys and 
they start to gabbing--the hair on your head will tingle, but then .maybe you don't ever get scared. 
Besides that, the light will discourage marauders who are not usually professional thieves, but · 
rather county residents who know of your flock. 

IN TRIPS LATELY, I have been snooping around the feed-hoppers. Some of you are 
leaving out the meat scraps- -and making a MISTAKE in the bargain. Certainly, it has raised in 
price lately, but it is still cheap enough and you can't afford to be without it. The birds are 
used to the taste and odor of the scraps in the mash and RESENT its absence. Some flocks actually 
quit or go on a strike until the meat scraps is returned. It is POOREST economy to leave it out. 

NEW GRAIN. may be used if it is well dried. If the corn shells nicely and is 
dry there is no danger. The same is true of other grains. The regular mash or the "hard-times" 
mash together with a BIG HOPPER filled with scratch grain made up of two-thirds wheat and one
third cracked corn is great. Fill your turkey yard with all the hoppers you can dig up. Sock the 
feed hard and MAKE the birds grade-number-one. You can do it· -but not by SKIMPING. You old· 
timers probably don't need this exhortation, but a lot of others I have seen really do. 

I'VE BEEN ON SOME FARMS lately where the turkey yards are right up by the 
BACK DOOR and haven't been changed since NERO was a very small pup. You MAY get away with 
this practice, but just as sure as the sun rises and sets, you will take your medicine one of these 
days. If it isn't in the form of blackhead, it will be an awful mess of tapeworms. Take my ad
vice and change yards and keep away from the farm buildings. It isn't too late even this year for 
you to lose a couple of hundred birds. I know very well that you can tell me all about MRS. SO
AND-SO who doesn't change her yards and you may be copying her. She, too, will join the great 
army of ex-turkey growers if she doesn't watch out. Why take a licking when it can be avoided? 

YOU WILL SOON be sorting the flock for Thanksgiving marketing. Don't sell 
all the good hens and keep the scrubs for breeding purposes. It isn't necessary to separate the 
selected hens just now, but you may sort them out and leg-band them so you won't forget and send 
them to the Guillotine. If your flock is straight-breasted this season--don't go out and select a 
few Toms from a crooked-breasted flock in the neighborhood. I still stick to it that crooks are 
largely HEREDITARY. They say the BULL is half the dairy herd and why shouldn't this hold for 
turkeys? You can buy FINE breeding stock in your own state without taking a chance of something 
a couple of thousand miles away. 

AND AS A LAST SHOT--keep cheerful. You turkey people are in a better position 
than a lot of other folks. You won't get rich this year, BUT YOU WILL MAKE A NICE PROFIT. 
There are hundreds of folks who haven't any seat in their pants and if you can come through with a 
fair reward for your work, let's not be downhearted. I know one man who is figuring that he has 
lost money on the rest of the farm, but the turkeys wi II carry on. They say RED INK is the best 
se IIi ng commod i t y this year· ·I ' II gamb I e you a do II ar to a doughnut that you won' t use any on your 
turkeys. Everything isn't exactly LOVELY, but the GOOSE of the turkey grower is still HANGING 
HIGH· -perhaps not as high as it might be, but st iII you shouldn't have the BLUES. 

I'M SQUEEZING for every one of you. I hope you make more from your turkeys 
than I've guessed. Most of you have done a good job--or at least are trying hard, and if I don't see 
you again before Thanksgiving Day--save the neck for me. I don't like it best but that's what I usu
ally get. What am I thinking of ··of course I' II be with you again in a month from today or sooner. 
Bushels of luck to you, and don't be downhearted. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings. 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I suppose you have forgotten by now .. but I wound up my last letter with a remark 
about SAVING THE NECK FOR ME. Did I get it? I' II say the wor I d. We had a WHIZ of a tour 
up in Aitkin countY··about 300 people sat down to a very scrumptious turkey dinner and just before 
the fun started, a charming damsel WALTZED IN to the banquet room and planked down in front of 
me a PLATTERFUL OF NECKS--there·must have. been more than FORTY by the look of the pile. I 
didn't say much at the time, but I sure am glad I didn't mention the PART THAT GOES OVER THE 
FENCE LAST or to be more modern and flapperish··the RUMBLE SEAT. 

• • • • • • * 
We had a lot of wonderful turkey tours this fall. Every one was a success and so far 

as I have been able to observe the growers are pretty well satisfied with the season's work. Of 
course prices were not as high as in the past years, but we have done extremely well in the face 
of an apparently BOTTOMLESS price level for other fa.rm livestock. Our state cooperative market· 
ing association advanced 13 cents (cash) per pound and will probably pay out a final settlement that 
wi II bring the total to 17 or 18 cents per pound dressed weight. Many independent sellers received 
somewhat more than this according to their outlet. We might say offhand that MINNESOTA growers 
realized at least 17 cents per pound for good birds· -and· that's nothing to sneeze at. My predict ion 
that each bird .would net the owner at least one dollar· has been verified. l have letters from many 
parts of the East reporting much higher prices--some as high as 30 cents. This likely means direct 
marketing of so~e sort. * * * "' * "' "' 

lVhen you consider that feed WAS and still IS less than a cent a pound, it isn't any 
wonder that hundreds of our growers raised birds for from 4 to 5 cents a pound--live weight of 
course. Taking everything into consideration; the turkey grower is STILL MAKING MONEY •. Now 
before you start shrugging your shoulders ad talk about THE GOOD OLD DAYS when turkeys. brought 

· you 40 cents a pound, just look up today's prices on PORK, BEEF, MUTTON, ETC. In comparison, 
turkeys have held t~eir own remarkably welL ANYWAY, here's hoping that we have hit BOTTOM 
and that we will still be able to keep out of the RED. 

"' "' "' "' "' "' "' 
When you get to ·feeling sorry for the low prices-·don't forget the city consumer of our 

turkeys is having a struggle to get enough money to pay for these birds. Even though we want tur
keys to be more generally consumed the year around, it is a fact that they are still in the LUXURY 
class. Money is so hard to get that an INDIAN walked into one of our large department stores the 
other day and wanted to buy a BLANKET WITH TWO PAIRS OF PANTS. 

"' "' "' "' * * "' 
Speaking about turkeys being unprofitable this year-·l've got a news clipping right here 

in front of me. It was taken from a daily paper in Iowa. Among other things, it says, "Mr. So 
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and So shipped 145 hogs last year and received $1100. He also sold 700 turkeys and took $2500. 
His income this year (1932) is almost double that of a year ago." This is a newspaper story of 
course, but as the saying goes,--if half of it is true, it's still a GOOD STORY. 

* * * * • * * 
Again this fall quite a few farmers have been SWINDLED, GYPPED or whatever else 

you choose to call it. Most of this comes about through dealing with UNKNOWNS who either hand 
out BOGUS CHECKS or nothing but a promise. In spite of my lecture last month many gave their 
birds away. It is sad to hear of someone who has worked hard all season to produce a crop of tor-· 
keys and then handed them over to somebody for just exactly NOTHING. 

• • • • • • • 
With Thanksgiving now history, you are on the Christmas homestretch. DON'T SELL A 

SOLITARY NUMBER TWO BIRD. Make everything grade number one; or, should they be late hatched, 
hold them over unti I the January or February pools. A number two bird is an ABOMINATION in any 
man's language--buyers don't like them and YOU pay the penalty. Shove the feed into the flock 
FULLTILT. GORGE EM' if you can. Remember--feed is CHEAP. Keep the regular mash before them 
all the time and, in addi tron, give them plenty of coarse grain. They ADORE it this time of year 
and even slight the mash when cold weather comes. If you have plenty of corn--make the scratch 
grain two-thirds corn and one-third wheat or oats. I'd rather have the wheat than oats. Feed the 
corn cracked until they eat the whole kernel freely. If you have barley, oats, and corn and want to 
use some of each--try50 poundsof corn, 25 pounds of barley, and 25 of oats. You can fix almost ANY 
VARIETY of scratch, but remember that barley, oats, and speltz carry a large amount of fibre which 
is largely indigestible. Try to use as little as possible,, if you have plenty of corn and wheat. 

* • * • • • • 
I hope you have selected your breeding stock for NEXT YEAR. It isn't always necessary 

to separate the birds you have picked out from the remainder of the flock. Just leg band them and 
let them run with the others. They will be much happier and will do just as well if not better. 
As to the SIZE OF THE BREEDING FLOCK-- if I were you, I wouldn't do any expanding this coming 
year, but rather keep the number your equipment calls for. This doesn't mean that you won't keep 
a goodly number of hens. It means that with plenty hens you wi II get your egg requirements quickly 
and then market the surplus hens early in the sununer--say late May or at latest, early June. Some 
people keep their toms unti 1 they ACTUALLY get rheumatism and are old and decrepit. These great 
big old boys get cranky, finicky, and altogether hard to please. These three- to five-year-old toms 
are heavy and when used with a flock of young and FLIGHTY hens, the results are far from satisfac
tory. I've seen some breeding hens in June that looked as though they had been pulled through a knot 
hole. Maybe you had better take these old fellows FOR A RIDE. 

• • • • • • • 
Select the most compact hens you can find-·ones that will reach their full maturity by 

Christmas or sooner. It isn't wise to keep July hatched birds for breeding purposes. A vigorous 
YOUNG TOM from a good, well-bred and STRAIGHT-BREASTED flock will do very well--say, one tom 
for every dozen or so hens. If you are selecting a tom or two from a neighbor's flock, investigate 
its FAMILY HISTORY as much as you can. Were crooked birds common in this flock? Are they 
reasonably well marked? If you don't know what correct markings are--get a Standard of Perfection 
and read up on the subject. Don't select the BIG, GAWKY or LEGGY type. ·Pick out toms weighing 
better than twenty pounds with not too much DAYLIGHT under them--not too LONG a breast, but 
rather deep and well muscled. If in doubt as to your ability to select a good tom, why not enlist 
the help of someone who does? * * * * * * * 

There has been a lot of PURE CONVERSATION about small turkeys again this fall. That 
is all well and good, but neither you nor anyone else can make a LEOPARD change his spots overnight. 
We CAN scale down the size of turkeys by persistent CARE AND SELECTION, but it CAN'T BE DONE 
OVERNIGHT, after we have spent I don't know llow many years developing a BIG bird. How do you 
suppose the Mammoth Bronze turkey got its name if is wasn't on account of its magnificent size? 



Everybody is down in the DUMPS lately, financially and mentally. Money is short and the consumer 
is scrambling for birds within reach of his purse. That's fine and dandy, but I don't know how to 
shrink the big fellows--do you? My guess is this--a turkey always was and always will be a fine, 
gorgeous, big bird. Those folks who· cannot afford a normal s.ized bird wi II have to be content with 
a goose or something they can pay for. When conditions right themselves (and they WILL) the con
sumer wi II be right back after the big ones. Oh well, I suppose by that time we wi II have them so 
small we will have to stretch them out again--wotta life, wotta life .. 

* * * * * * * 

We are receiving quite a few letters lately about ROUP. In turkeys, roup differs some
what from that seen in chickens. In turkeys, the eye seldom becomes GLUED SHUT and swollen. The 
swelling is usually in the front of the face between the eye and the nose. This fall has been rather 
rough and as a result there is evidently more roup than customary. The resistence or vitality of the 
birds is lowered and a "cold" sets in. The nost-rils become glued shut and the first thing you know 
a swelling appears. The sinuses or CAVITIES in the front of the head fi_ll with pus and since the 
outlet (nostril) is plugged up, the face bulg~s. If a turkey could relieve itself by BLOWING ITS 
NOSE, it would help a lot. Vaccination is frequently recommended as a PREVENTIVE. The results 
are not guaranteed, by this office at least. When the birds have badly swollen faces, you might just 
as well SQUIRT PERFUME on them as vaccinate. I can't for the life of me see how doping with this, 
that, or the other thing wi II remove a HUGE accumulation of pus INSIDE the head. Putting things 
in the drinking water is WORSE than useless. Rubbing SALVE on the swelling is just about as 
effective as a CORN PLASTER on the outside of your shoe. · 

* * * . • * * * 

The best treatment avai fable requires the patience of JOB and it doesn't always work 
either. The affected birds should be removed from the rest of the flock and DON'T WAIT TOO LONG 
EITHER. The swelling must be opened with a sharp pointed knife or OLD safety razor blade. Make 
a good big opening--one that won't close a few minutes later. It will bleed a little so you had 
better have a bit of COTTON handy. After making the opening SQUEEZE OUT THE PUS. Have on 
hand a couple of ounces of a. ten per cent solution of ARGYROL and a medicine dropper. When the 
pus is out, inject some argyrol and press it still FURTHER in by pressure with the fingers. Open 
the nos tri Is w i th a piece of straw and maybe you can force the so I uti on out through the nose. If 
this is done, the treatment works much better. Repeat treatment as often as necessary. I am not 
so very proud of this method of hand I ing, but H is better than a lot of others I've read about. 

* * * * * * * 

Just heard another BLACKHEAD CURE the other day. It's a beaner. A gentleman comes 
into our state and recommends that CARBOLIC ACID be used. All you have to do is inject some of 
this stuff under the bird's skin. It 'is supposed to prevent and CURE. Well, well, -·last summer 
it was YEAST CAKES and this fall it is CARBOLIC ACID and next spring I expect it will be a 
couple of ASPIR~N tablets. A word to the INTELLIGENT should be sufficient. 

* * * * * * * 

· TO CHANGE THE SUBJECT··I've eaten a whole lot of turkey as usual this fall with ALL 
varieties of dressing. Here's a dressing recipe that's a KNOCKOUT, and so easy too. Take suffi· 
cient "yesterday's bread"··cut off the crusts. With a fairly coarse grater, the bread is FINELY 
CRUMBLED in a dish pan or something of that sort. This leaves it nice and FLUFFY. It will take 
about three loaves of bread to fill a 17 pound bird. Have someone who doesn't CRY EASILY chop a 
good sized ONION into very fine particles--one onion is enough. Stir this evenly into the bread. 
Now, shake in enough salt to taste well. Add POWDERED SAGE--shaking it on as you stir--just 
enough to taste, but not GAG you. Melt up one pound of BUTTER--have your helper pour this on the 
bread while you stir it in thoroly. That's all there is to it. Have the bird tipped up on its neck 
and SPOON or POUR in the dressing--DO NOT PACK it in with a ramrod. Sew up the bird and 
you're all done. Some dressings lie on your "Stummick" like a ton of brick, but this is LIGHT and 
a DELIGHT to put away. I suppose some of you ladies wi II SNORT at me and the dressing recipe, 
but the laugh is on you if you don't try it for Christmas. It's so easy I can make it myself. 



By the way, we have just issued a brand new chicken disease bulletin. We would ·be very 
happy to send you a copy if you wi II just say so. A post card' wi II do the trick. Just ask for a 
copy of Special Bulletin #154. If you do get H, I wish you would sit down and read it from cover 
to cover.· It has PICTURES in it _too. 

• • • • •• • • 
It won't be long_ until Christmas. I can't afford to send all ·of. you a card as I would 

like to. I hope your turkeys bring as much or better .than they did at Thanksgiving time·· that would 
help a lot. I hope all the family are in fin~ health, for without 'that it's always depression. I 
was going to say that I hoped the children were well behaved but all kids are LITTLE ANGELS from 
now until. ~fter the presents are p~ssed out so_.that wQn't be 'necessary. I hope the prices Jor every· 
thing you have to sell go ~p; and, well, ··I could go on hoping a lot of other things, bu·t th~ main 
thing is to be well and HAPPY. Goodbye and Good Luck and a Merry Christmas. 

Sincerely yours, 

·- w. -A.· Billings 
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March 2, 1933 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I have bad many letters asking whether this News Letter would be continued 
for the 1933 season or whether the DEPRESSION had dried us up, too. The answer to the first 
question is YES and the second is NO. As long as this letter continues to be helpful to you, 
it will keep right on coming--so that's that. We had to take a temporary layoff to catch our 
breath. 

Just to start the year off with a BANG-· I' II have to tell you a funny one. 
It's TRUE, too. I was at a gathering a short while ago and it seems someone told someone else 
that I was supposed to know something about turkeys. One little lady came up to me all in a 
RLUTTER and said, 110h, Doctor, Doctor, I am so very much interested in turkeys- -can you tell 
me whether turkeys really LAY EGGS or is it true that they give birth to their young ALIVE? 11 

Was I EVER embarrassed? After I stopped laughing, I can't remember what I did tell this 
little seeker after the truth, but I guess I should have told her the STORK brought 'em. 

Due to--well things in general--and to save expense we will not revise our 
mailing list this year but will continue with the one we have. So if you got the letters last 
season you will continue to get them unless you CANCEL your free subscription. 

The LAYING SEASON is at hand in some sections right now but in most in· 
stances it is st iII to come, at least this is _true in the GREAT NORTHWEST. Of course, you 
know that you should be feeding THIS INSTANT a good, balanced laying mash. Any mash used for 
a flock of laying chickens will do very well. What's the matter with THIS ONE? You can mix 
it yourself if you have somewhere near the right grains. 

MASH 

100 pounds ground corn 
100 11 bran 
100 " middlings 
100 " ground oats 
100 " meat scrap 

3 " salt 

SCRATCH 

200 pounds cracked corn 
100 '' wheat 
100 " oats 

During the laying season, add one quart of Cod·Liver Oil to each 100 pounds 
of the mash. Oil is very cheap now··in some places a good brand can be bought for a dollar a 
gallon. You may feed about a handful of scratch per bird night and morning. Some growers I ike 
the all-mash method and do very well. Keep the mash before the birds AT ALL TIMES in either 
case. Bran and Mids are very cheap in this part of the country. If high in your locality and you 
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have lots of WHEAT--you may substitute 200 pounds of finely ground wheat for the bran and mids. 
I don't like buckwheat. I would rather have the meat scrap than the TANKAGE. Tankage varies 
too much in quality to suit me. Otherwise it is 0. K. 

Don't forget folks--there is NOTHING in the FORTUNE TELLERS' cards to lead 
us to believe that turkey prices wi II be much higher next fall. That should warn you to KEEP 
YOUR FEED COSTS DOWN as far as you can pare them and still feed a GOOD ration. I have no 
axes to grind myself. I will try to give you decent home-made formulas as we go along and you 
can use your own judgment. There is no mystery about a good feed. No one person has a CORNER 
on the BEST formula. There are I i terally HUNDREDS of good ones. After all, they are much the 
same BASICALLY. They vary largely in the TRIMMINGS. 

STARTING MASH--while we are on the subject of feeds, you may be wanting to 
get your starting mash ready. There are innumerable mixtures, both commercial and home-made. A 
very simple one that closely resembles our regular ration is composed of equal parts of FINELY ground 
corn, bran, middlings, oat flour or finely ground hulled oats and meat scraps. To this add one quart 
of cod-liver oil to each 100 pounds of the starter. The scratch grain may consist of 2 parts finely 
cracked corn, 2 parts finely cracked wheat and 1 part steel cut oats. 

If you care too, you may add dried milk to about one quarter of the protein 
and reduce the meat scrap proportionately. If you have plenty of liquid milk, let the poults have 
it instead of water. Remember these are DEPRESSION RATIONS in that they can be assemb'led very 
cheaply and will raise BEAUTIFUL birds--that is so far as the feed can do it. I will admit frank· 
ly that there are many FLOSSIER rations but I am yet to be convinced you can't raise fine turkeys 
on this mixture. If you have only a small flock and do not care to bother mixing your own STARTER 
any of the good commercial starters are lovely. Use your own judgment. I' II trust you for that. 

It won't be LONG NOW until the old brooderhouse will need a cleaning. Scrape 
it out and then SCRUB HARD with SCALDING water--not lukewarm--it's gotta be hot; so hot you 
would not dare to stick your finger in it. That treatment will KILL EVERY GERM in the house. 
Some disinfectant afterward won't do any harm. It wouldn't be a bad idea to have Mr. Husband do 
this before he gets too busy with the spring work. 

If the Toms do not SCRAP too much they may be allowed to run alI together. 
If they spend all their time fighting, you may have to separate the flock into indiv.idual breeding 
yards. Be sure to separate the yards if you have to do that. A bleeding tom should be removed. 
It may start a general epidemic of blood eating and THAT'S BAD. 

Roup has been severe this winter in many places. Lots of letters on this. 
OPEN WIDE the swelling--say a half inch opening--drain out the pus. Soak some cotton or bandage 
gauze with ARGYROL and poke it in the opening and leave it there so the hole can't close right 
off. Try to get the argyrol down through the nose. So much the better. Squirt some right on the 
eye if necessary. It won't hurt the eye at all. This treatment requires the patience of a couple 
of JOBS but is the best I can recommend. Vaccination won't help them--might just as well vac· 
cinate for BALD HEADS--get the same results. 

I hope you are not plannin~ to raise all the turkeys in the WORLD this year. 
I know several who plan to double their flocks· ·a I I a mistake you know. Use your own judgment, 
but remember we are NOT OUT OF THE WOODS yet. Why not hatch all you can during MAY and 
then--well, lay off and send the hens on their way rejoicing. They will be off your hands--no 
more feed--no more care--and they will likely bring about as much as though you keep them over. 
Think this over, won't you? 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

This letter is going to you on time this month if I have anything to say about it. 
Whenever it's late, we 1et a lot of letters from friends wondering whether they have been cut off the list. 

Last August, Secretary of Agriculture, Hyde, visited Minnesota looking over the state 
in respect to the drouth situation and the damage done by the late GRASSHOPPER invasion. While here he 
was shown the usual SIGHTS, but the climax was reached when he was presented to the large flock of Bronze 
turkeys on the Murphy farm at Battle Lake. You know, you can show off a herd of pure bred .cattle, hogs, 
sheep or chickens; but when a BEAUTIFUL flock of yarded turkeys comes on the stage, this STOPS THE SHOW. 
It did in the case of Mr. Hyde. There is a fascination about a flock of turkeys that no other form of live· 
stock can equal, especially at this time of the year. So as well as having a profitable crop, you have one 
that makes a great public appeal. 

About that INSURANCE business. I spoke a little out of turn last month. I thought 
I had everything sewed up, but not so after all. It is possible to secure liability insurance covering wind, 
h~il, etc., but the THEFT end of it is not so good. Even insurance companies haven't much respect for 
chicken thieves. After due reflection, I believe the best. theft protection you can get is a DOUBLE BAR• 
RELLED SHOT-GUN. Most of the theft companies do not do an inter-state business and for that reason do 
not come under the jurisdiction of the out•of-state insurance departments. Forget theft insurance and get 
a BARKING dog and a GUN. One will set off the other. A light in the turkey lot will make sneak 
thieves hesitate long enough for you to get a BEAD, on them. Don't use rock salt either. That stings but 
the receiver can still navigate. 

I don't know whether anyone else gets as many Blackhead CURES sent to them as t do, ' 
but this last month has been a record breaker. It looks as thOugh someone is trying to SPOOF me, for it 
doesn't seem possible tha~ fifteen NEW and REAL cures could spring up in one month. Friends, there is no 
reputable, long-time-tried cure for this disease. As far as testimonials are concerned, they are easy to get. 
Read some of these "DUCKY WUCKY" cigarette ads and you will appreciate this. However, we won't stew 
any more about them. I have no interest in any and up to now haven't been able to get real excited about any. 

EATING THE DROPPINGS - I hesitate to bring up this subject but what can I do? 
Have had letters from some growers who complain that their birds have developed this indelicate habit. It 
is a habit in most cases. I suspect that it may begin when birds are kept in yards that are not changed as 
often as they might be. Then too, the feed may be off in some respect. I am inclined to think that if 
the feed is o. k., the lack of a GREEN FLOOR under the birds may be one cause ~ not always of course, 
for.I've seen 111any flocks on clean bare ground that did not have this habit. J\s far as I can learn, this is 
a case of POOR TABLE MANNERS and should not cause any grave trouble. As a precaution, it might be 
well to have plenty of greens (if possible) before the flock. Also a tub or feeder of gravel and another one 
fi lied with a good grade of bone meal. · 
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Just because wet mashes are good - don't overdo a good thing. This is simply a means 
of force feeding. I surmise that now and then a bird is not able to stand the GAFF, but what of that. Two 
or three birds in a hundred or two with a baggy crop never ruined anyone. I've seen many, many flocks fed 
wet mashes without a sign of a baggy crop. I've also seen baggy crops in flocks that never saw a wet mash. 
Don't let one of these BAY WINDOWED fellows give wet mashes a black eye. Give the flock all they can 
eat in an hour or so and leave them WANTING more - but don't give it to 'em. 

The letters I receive from our cooperators each month probably cover the subject of 
turkeys from SOUP to NUTS. I like to get them - they are an education to me as well as the writer of the 
letter. A letter from a lady this month starts another subject for you to MULL over. Here it is. 

This lady writes that she is trying to learn how to raise turkeys and reads everything 
she can get her hands on along this line. Aftet trying to keep up with the Joneses for a long time, she 
gives up. She tells me that she gets POSITIVELY DIZZY trying to follow all the suggestions she reads in 
farm and poultry papers. Poor woman, I'd not only be dizzy but goofy as well. The moral of all this is 
that you can't follow the advice of everyone. We have never claimed for ONE MOMENT that we had all 
the dope on turkeys CORNERED and PATENTED. Not by a long shot. We do think we are giving you good 
advice. Others may do the same thing. There are several ways to raise a baby I am told, but a young mother 
would go insane if· she tried to follow the advice of all the women in the neighborhood. The following are 
some of the things that one frequently reads. 

One grower testifies that his success is ENTIRELY due to the fact that he fed "HUN· 
KY DORY" turkey feed - in fact he wouldn't think of trying to raise turkeys without it. If that is true, 
the other feeds are a drug on the market. Remember this, ANY really good feed will raise good birds -
other things being satisfactory. 

Another says that when she feeds "TURKEY HEAVEN" mash she doesn't have to be care· 
ful about keeping her birds on clean ground or away from chicken because this feed contains a secret prepara· 
tion that dissolves worms in the turkey's INSIDES. Still another claims that his feed contains some sort of 
stimulant that give the birds so much PEP and VITALITY that they are able to lick any bug or worm that 
dares to flirt with them. 

Can't pass this one up either - this grower states that if his flock is fed a CONTINU
OUS wormer called "TURKEY SUICIDE", clean, rotated yards are entirely unnecessary. Continuous medica
tion is contrary to what most of us have been taught. But, what's the use - all this might be continued 
FAR INTO THE NIGHT. All I can say is that it is this sort of thing that will always make turkey raising 
profitable for the person who practices real sanitation. 

I hope the weather cools off by the time Thanksgiving dressing arrives. That will 
make the pin feathers come out easier. They are the turkeys B. V. D.'s you know. When cool weather comes, 
the pin feathers sprout through the skin and are quite easily removed. 

Don't market any bird at Thanksgiving that will not grade number one. Select carefully 
and hold the others 'til Christmas. Be sure to starve the market birds until the crops are EMPTY before the 
dress out. If you don't they will be seconds. Don't just take the feed from them ~ put them someplace 
where they can't eat ANYTHING. They will fill up on dry grass if they get hungry and it is before them. 

When selecting your breeding birds for next season from this year's flock, be sure to 
save only those well developed, early and STRAIGHT breasted birds. It is the writer's opinion that most of 
the crooked breasted flocks are the result of a TAINT in the breeding stock. 

If you have many undersized birds in your flock it might be a good thing to pick them 
out and feed them by themselves They will do better. Some select the Toms and Hens and keep them sepa-
rate. Others do not. There isn't a great deal to be said about this one way or the other. 

If you plan to ship turkeys yourself in late October or early November, be sure they 
are TIGHTLY packed so they won't jostle in the barrel and bark the skin. If the weather is warm ~ pack 
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'em in ice. A layer of ice between each layer of turkey does nicely. 

' Cooling the birds before packing is important -don't neglect it for if all the animal 
heat is not out of the carcass, they will SWEAT and spoil. 

/ 

Remember that most RELIABLE dealers are not cheats. Don't sell to anyone, however, 
who hasn't a rating that your banker can look up for you. Each fall many growers complain that they shipped 
or delivered a consignment of number one birds and the buyer graded them as number two. Sometimes there 
is a deliberate intent to be unfair but many times the shipper does not know a number one himself. A number 
one Tom is a bird that weighs about 12 pounds, plump, clean, crop empty, few pin feathers, unbarked or 
bruised, well bled, straight breasted and above all, SALEABLE. Some buyers take toms under 12 pounds if 
they qualify in the other ways. A hen must weigh about 8 pounds and fill the rest of the above requirements. 

At times the shipper may h.ave birds that made the grade; but through careless packing 
or shipping, the birds are in poor condition when they arrive in Minneapolis or Chicago. Then the buyer gets 
the blame. Watch these things and you will profit. 

If you are going to haul your birds in to a dressing station, don't crowd too many in a 
crate and don't cramp them down so that they bump their heads, breasts or backs whenever the flivver hits a 
hole in the road. You'd be surprised to see how some live birds that left the home farm in perfect condi
tion look when they arrive at the receiving door. 

I am PULLING FOR YOU all the time and mention these things so that you will get 
the full number one price. CHEER UP, I am optimistic again this year. Lots of other things may have 
gone to pot, but lots of people will eat turkey this year just the same. Don't be buffaloed into giving your 
birds away just because some pessimistic buyer hands you a yard or two of CREPE about the terrible condi
tion the country is in. 

I'll repeat again what I cautioned you about last month. DO NOT SELL to wildcat, 
unknown buyers that offer you a cent or two more. If you are not satisfied with the prices offered by local 
and other reliable selling agencies, all well and good; but be sure the fellow you do sell to will pay for 
them. What good does it do you to get 90 cents a pound if you never see a cent. This stunt was pulled 
last year several times. Some of these fellows are clever enough to HORNSWOGGLE a man out of his false 
teeth, so be CAREFULL. 

Encouraged by the reports of others who have made money by marketing in October, 
many will probably try it this year. Don't make this mistake. Either get in a pool or make your own mar· 
ket BEFORE you ship. The October market is not wide. Only a limited number can be handled at this time 
and ONLY those birds that have nearly reached their peak should be sold at this time. Keep in mind that 
your birds are putting on fast gains just now, and the next month probably will mean 4 to 6 pounds gain and 
even with a lessened price at Thanksgiving; the increase in poundage will often make up for lower prices. 
October is o.k., but be sure you have the market before you let go. By and by we hope to have folks edu· 
cated to eat turkey throughout the year, but the number of prospective turkey eaters in October is relatively 
few. 

The birds are eating a lot right now, aren't they? They should or they are sick. Sock 
the feed to them and put a RED RIBBON around the leg of one and weigh him every Sunday morning either 
before or after Church. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Billings 
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~ . .,, · . TURKEY NEWS LETTER 
':., 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

FROM 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Thanksgiving is now history ··with some of your turkeys sold, you are now able 
to take a breath • a happy one too • for the prices held up wonderfully. I just hung up the phone a 
moment ago • Land 0' Lakes announced that the PAYOUT for the Thanksgiving will be 27 CENTS for 
both TOMS and HENS • number ones of course. I don't think that's anything to SNEEZE at with 
pork selling at MAYBE 5 or 6 cents a pound. 

In Minnesota at least • it's just TOO BAD if any of you sold for less when 
you have this very excellent cooperative selling agency at your elbow • to be sure, some of you were 
so happily situated that you were able to sell for MORE than this • others no doubt, if located far 
from the market • or subjected to the tactics of high pressure DEPRESSION HOWLERS may have been 
stampeded to sell birds for less than their actual value. Be that as it may • the turkey business 
is still good • 27 cents this year with cheap feed is better than several cents more with feed (even 
home mixed} at $3 per hundred. 

When you take everything into consideration, cheap feed, about normal produc
tion and oh yes, the "depression" • I think turkeys should win the CROCHETED COFFEE POT for 
being the best property on the farm • that isn't applesauce either. I've got a flock of letters 
from SATISFIED growers that makes even me blush with pleasure • I 'II give you a sample before I 
finish with this letter· some of 'em read like a HAIR TONIC advertisement. 

I know what you are thinking about now • what about the Christmas market? 
If you are good at reading tea leaves or reading bumps, you may be able to guess • I am a complete 
washout myself • I frankly admit I don't know. If last year's history is repeated • prices may be 
higher • and then again, they may go down. A few days before Thanksgiving the market skidded • 
people from the territory immediately surrounding large receiving centers brought them in by truck, 
wagon or in one instance • a baby carriage. A lot of birds were bought on the drop and with an ad· 
vance at Christmas • someone stands to make a nice wad of money. 

At Christmas • again I URGE you NOT TO MARKET ANYTHING that wi II not 
make TOP grade • feed out the TAIL·ENDERS and sell them later. Remember how nice the after 
Christmas price was last year? A good rule to go by • one year with another • is to market only 
those that reach their PEAK at Thanksgiving • shove the rest hard and skim the TOP ones for Christ· 
mas. If you have any left at that time, keep them going and dispose of them after the holidays. 

I wish some of you could stand by the grading table at some receiving points 
and see some of the terrible stuff that is offered for sale • skinny, full-cropped, bruised, discolored, 
pinny, torn • at one place I heard of a woman who thought she would make her birds look REAL JAZZY 
so she wrapped them with Christmas tissue • the boxes got sweaty and the SANTY CLAUSES came off on 
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the turkeys. These birds are HARD to sell after they get on the market and the grower takes a I ick· 
ing too. I stopped in a butcher shop a day or two before Thanksgiving to look over the birds offered 
for sale • they had one old HOARY REPROBATE hanging on the hook that nearly spoiled my appetite 
for turkey • his breast was pushed 'way over to one side like the hump on a camel. THINK OF THIS • 1 how far do you think the Pacific apple grower would get if he put a half dozen ROTTEN apples in 

, each box of good ones? 
i 

While on the subject of CROOKED BREASTS - I've had a bushel of letters the 
last week or so on this subject. Now is a good time to think of this trouble. Many and varied are 
the reasons given for crooked breast bones • some say it's feed • some say it's lack of mineral • 
some say it's from roosting too soon • others aver it is caused from too narrow or sharp edged roosts • 
and on and on. It has been my observation - corroborated by seeing things • that the biggest percent· 
age of crooks is caused through inheritance· in other words it is carried over in the breeding stock. , 
I've seen birds fed the best of everything • and this year went forty or fifty per cent crooked. I've 
seen birds fed nothing except what they could pick up that came through as straight as a string. 

No dairyman would buy a bull with a SLOPING RUMP or a high tail head for 
fear this characteristic will be transmitted to the offspring. And it is. Why then is it not within 
the bounds of REASON to apply the same principles to the selection of Toms. It is. There is this 
difference • turkeys are not registered, pedigreed and tagged • it is therefore difficult to observe 
more than the immediate generation. It's always a good idea (if possible) to look over the flock from 
which the new Toms come from - never UNDER ANY CONSIDERATION • buy anything but a straight 
breasted Tom • don't buy Toms from flocks that have had considerable crooks • retain only straight 
breasted birds for breeding purposes and you w i II go a I ong way toward freed om from this unhappy 
trouble. 

Here's a good sample of good feeding and management - a Mrs. So and So in 
Minnesota says • "I must write and tell you of our successful turkey crop. My records show a total 
investment of $318 (including cost of breeding stock, feed, hatching cost, gasoline, wire, etc.) Our 
sales amounted to $732 making a net profit of $414 • this is from 23 hens. Every turkey went NUM
BER ONE." 

Here's another • this man says • "There is no depression around OUR bouse • 
here is the proof of the pudding: 

Number of turks raised • • • • • • • • • 879 
Average dressed weight per bird - • 13.4 
Total dressed pounds produced • - • • • • 11,613 
Total feed costs • - • • • • • • • • • - $833.77 
Total feed cost per bird • - • • • • • • $.94 
Total feed cost per pound dressed • • • • $.071" 

The selling price is not given but you can figure that it was at least 27 cents. 
I give you these typical instances merely to show that there is still money to be made in turkeys. 

I will make this suggestion • don't try to double your production next year • 
raise your normal number and let it go at that. EVERYBODY I know is still looking for that COR· 
NER just around which this bird cal led PROSPERITY is said to be lurking • it is just possible that 
we won't get a peek at its tai I feathers next year. So just in case • let's give the old FARM BOARD 
a break and do a little turkey BIRTH CONTROL on our own hook. I'll talk more about this some other 
time • but you just MULL this over in the meantime. 

If I don't get to talk to you again before Christmas • let me wish you the 
happiest time you've ever had • if your turkey balance sheet shows anything like the two I've quoted • 
you haven't a thing to kick about • I hope all the family are in good health and able to "rastle" a 
drum stick in the approved TWO-FISTED style • and • are you listenin' • I am PROUD of all of you. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings. 
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_TURKEY NEWS.·LETTER · ~" 
UNM~f?SiTY Oi~ MINNESOTA' • 

FROM· 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION DIVISION 
.UI\:IVERSITY OF MINNESOTA: 

.- .. ~~ .... ~~ ~~ ~~ ·~ ~~ .. ~~ .. ~~ ~~ .. ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ST.~~~-:.: ;w:·~-~ 
February 18, 1932 

DEAR· COOPERATOR: 

Here it is February and the snow is FOUR FEET deep outside of my window 
and in spite of that a few days ago I had a letter from a man in ALASKA who wants to know how 
to make his turkey hens STOP laying. If it keeps on snowing here in Minnesota, we wi II have to 
build IGLOOS for the birds to lay in. You need not worry as to why you dido' t get a letter 
from me in January--there wasn't any--1 thought you needed a rest. 

Attached to this letter somewhere or other you will find a 1932 registration card. If you wish 
to receive the NEWS LETTER for the coming year, you'd better sign the car~ and return it at once. 

Don't SHOVE IT UNDER THE SEARS-ROEBUCK CATALOGUE and then, -in a couple 
of months, wonder what you did with it. This season's mailing list is being 

1932 NEWS made up RIGHT NOW and onh those cards returned will be listed .. All you need 
LETTER is a lead penci I and a one cent stamp. ·If the letters are not worth that to you, 

why just toss the card into the waste basket. We like to prune the list every 
year. It costs money to send out the letter and we want to be sure it goes to folks who want it 
and actua.lly get some benefit from it. 

If you look diligently you will find hereabouts a simple REPORT sheet. I am not trying to ·PRY 
into your business, but there are a few things we are all interested in and your answers will 

help us a lot. So TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT and-when the dishes are washed and 
HERE'S SOME- the chores all cleaned up, I wish. you would take a few minutes off and do this 
THING YOU'LL little thing for me. Let's see if we can't get them all in within--oh, say a. 
LIKE week. The hoi iday marketing season is a thing of the past, and most of you 

will be able to figure an answer to the questions. I'll embarrass you by 
thanking you in advance for sending them in so promptly. 

NEARLY EVERYONE I TALK TO OR GET A LETTER FROM TELLS ME THEY ARE GOING TO RAISE 
TWICE OR EVEN THREE OR FOUR TIMES AS MANY TURKEYS AS THEY HAD LAST YEAR. DO YOU 
THINK THAT IS USING YOUR HEAD? OH YES, I KNOW I MIGHT JUST AS WELL HOLLER DOWN A 
RAIN BARREL BUT I'LL DO IT JUST THE SAME. MY ADVICE TO YOU AS GROWERS IS TO RAISE 

A TELEGRAM 
FOR YOU 
PLEASE 

YOUR NORMAL NUMBER. FEED IS CHEAP AND IF WE DON'T GO "WHOLE HOG 
OR NONE", I BELIEVE WE WILL BE ABLE TO PASS THRU NEXT YEAR'S MARKET
ING SEASON WITHOUT GETTING SCORCHED. THIS DEPRESSION IS NOT OVER 
YET, SO LET'S NOT TEMPT PROVIDENCE TOO MUCH. LET'S SHOW THE GROW
ERS OF OTHER LIVESTOCK THAT WE KNOW OUR ONIONS. DON'T INCREASE 
YOUR FLOCKS THIS YEAR. IF THE CROP SHOULD BE SHORT--WELL, SO MUCH 
THE BETTER. WHY NOT LET THE CONSUMER LICK HIS CHOPS A· BIT, FOR 

AFTER ALL, YOU CAN'T BEAT OLD MAN "SUPPLY AND DEMAND". I CAN'T PREACH A FOUR 
HOUR SERMON IN THIS·TELEGRAM··BUT YOU REMEMBER THAT SONG EDDIE CANTOR SINGS OVER 
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THE RADIO ABOUT "BANANAS ARE CHEAPER, POTATOES ARE CHEAPER11 ···LET'S SEE IF WE 
CAN'T KEEP TURKEYS FROM SUPPLYING THE CHORUS FOR ANOTHER VERSE. I DON'T HAVE 
TO TELL YOU THAT I AM NO CREPE HANGER, BUT WITH 'STEEN MILLION EATERS OUT OF 
WORK, DOESN'T IT SOUND LIKE GOOD SENSE? ANYWAY THAT'S MY PLATFORM. 

We hear a lot of complaints from some growers who kicked because the market turned tbumt;s down 
on the big toms this year. It is true that in some sections buyers paid a couple of cents more 
for the MEDIUM sized bird. In other words they said they were having some difficulty getting 
rid of the big fellows and of course YOU were selected to pay th_e bit I. What could be sweeter? 

THE WELL 
DRESSED 
TURKEY 
FOR 1932 

···for the dealer, I mean. You remember that it wasn't so long ago that YOU 
were penalized because you didn't get them big enough. Now if I were you I 
wouldn't get too excited about this situation and change y~ur regular methods-
at least--not just yet. I don't believe this situation will continue. It is no 
doubt true that there is a wide market for a SMALL but WELL DEVELOPED bird·· 
not a SMALL and UNDERFED bird. HERE'S my guess as to the situation--for a 

long time we have been trying to get birds hatched out early---by that I mean the first two • 
weeks in May. Many of you have succeeded in doing that and STILL MORE have imported eggs from · 
California in February and March and have hatched birds out in April. This was done to shoot at , 
that early October mar~et. Well, what happened--it didn't take much to flood this early market 
and consequently we bad some to spare. In many instances these birds dr~ssed out at better than 
22 to 25 pounds. Money was scarce this year and many folks who normally entertain a lot--didn't 
entertain, steamship lines are not prosperous and didn't use so many· of the big ones--neither 
did the railroads and on and on and ON. This year, don't try to have the birds come before the 
first of May and from then until the 15th if possible. That will limit the size of your flock 
and at the ~arne time have them well grown out for Thanksgiving-- -NOT OVERGROWN. In a nut· 
shell, I don't think we are justified in thinking that the market for the full grown tom is gone. 
On the other hand, if any of you can develop a strain that is PLUMP and MATURE at, say ten 
pounds or so, we will all join in the cheering. 

It is time to think of starting your breeding flock on their egg laying ration. Any good chicken 
ration is good. Equal parts by weight of cornmeal, ground oats, middlings, bran and meat scrap 
is a good one. To this I would add 5 pounds of .a good grade of bone meal and a pound of salt. 

About a pint of cod liver oil to each 100 pounds may help some too. Charcoal 
FEEDING THE or not--suit yourself. Scratch grain can be made of 2 parts cracked corn, 1 part 
BREEDERS oats and 1 part wheat. The mash should be placed in hoppers for the birds at all 

times. If the birds are fat, it will be well not to feed them too much scratch 
grain--say about a handful per bird night and morning. Have a box of oyster shells bandy for the 
flock all the time. This should take care of the soft shelled eggs--this and the bone meal. 
Early laying pullets will sometimes Ia~ soft shelled eggs in spite of the best of feed. They 
will harden up when they hit their stride. 

No, dear friends, you do not need to put sulphur in the mash. Some do it to prevent or eradicate 
worms--others do it as a tonic, etc., etc., etc. ~ulphur isn't and never was advocated as a worm 

SULPHUR IN 
THE MASH 

expeller. It has a dubious (uneasy) reputation as a SPRING TONIC. Perhaps you 
wi II recall how your mother used to serve it along with a generous helping of 
molasses. The molasses was to make the sulphur slide down easy. This MESS 
was taken as part of the regular SPRING HOUSE CLEANING. After that we had 

to ·swish down that awful turpentine and granulated sugar--that was for worms. Thank goodness, 
those days are over. THE TURKEYS NEED FEED not tonics and blood purifiers. If your flock 
has tape worms--not imaginary ones--worm them with Kamala at the rate of 1 gram per bird in 
capsule or pressed tablet. Do it now before they· start laying--not afterward. Sulphur wouldn't 
chase a worm out of a goldfish. 
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Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 



ANNUAL REPORT 

NAME _____________________ TOWN, ______________________ _ 

STATE_ BREED of TURKEYS ________ _ 

How many hatched out as poults_, ______________________ _ 

How many raised to maturity _____________________ __ 

Did you use brooder house or hens for brooding _________________ _ 

Which do you like the best __________ _ 

Did you brood poults FA.R from the farm buildings 

Was your flock ACTUALLY (not Imaginary) bothered with worms. ____ _ 
~ 

Did you have losses from blackhead. ________________ _ 

How do you suppose it happened ___________________ . ______ _ 

Did you change yards once a month or oftener ____ ·---------------

What did you use for pasture crop if any __________________ _ 

What was your feed cost per pound of bird (I ive or dressed) _________ _ 

Did you mix your own feed. ________________ Do you like it. _____ _ 

What was selling price (average) at Thanksgiving ______ Christmas __ _ 

How many breeders did you have in 1931 ______ , ___ 1932 _____ _ 

Did you market direct or through a pool or cooperative. __ _ 

Were any of your birds stolen. _____________________ _ 

Do you carry hail, wind, fire insurance ________________ _ 

Do you actually, to the best of your ability, practice confinement growing of turkeys 
on clean ground, inside of fences, and far from the farm buildings ____ _ 

Do you rotate, by that I mean will you use different land for your turkeys this 
coming year _____________________________ _ 

Would you go back to the old "let 'em run" style of growing turkeys ____ _ 

Taking the "depression" into consideration, were you satisfied with your 1931 turkey 
profits __ _ 

What else of YOUR farm paid better _____________ . __ _ 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Let me see.· it 's been a good I ong month s i nee you have had a NEWS LETTER. 
From now on we will hit the ball regularly. ln·Minnesota we do most of our hatching during the 
month of May and considering the weather being dished out to us, it is just as well we do not 
hatch earlier. I am not bragging about it~ but I am told we had a SNOW STORM in the northern 
part of the state a few days ago. Californians··please note weather report. 

NOW··TO GET DOWN TO BUSINESS, most of you who read the newspapers know 
that the U.S. A. is getting a good shaking up and the banks have had their SPRING HOUSECLEANING. 
This should make it an excellent time to take an inventory of your turkey SUCCESS or FAILURE and 
give yourself a NEW DEAL also. 

PASTE THIS INSIDk YOUR HAT, TOO. Make your plans this year to raise GOOD 
BIRDS as cheaply as possible. There isn't anything in Mr. Roosevelt's new deal to indicate that 
turkey prices will reach 1929 levels, so if your feed bills are permitted to RUN WILD, don't 
blame anyone but yourself if you come out at the little end of the horn. During the last month 
farm grains have increased in value, but they are STILL cheap. If you have plentiful supply of 
wheat, oats, and corn, for example, USE THESE with the addition of a good protein supplement such 
as meat scrap, and perhaps some dried milk if you do not have an abundance of I iquid milk. Don't 
wait until next fall to balance your budget •. Economy is in the air--remember, I said ECONOMY·· 
not penny wise and pound foolish. If your feed bill last year reduced your profit to the vanishing 
point··there's only ONE THING to do and that is··CUT IT. Take my advice and plan on last year's 
prices for your birds this fall··tben, IF and WHEN business picks up and everyone gets a job by 
Thanksgiving {here's hoping) maybe prices will be a pleasant surprise. 

'MEMBER THAT OLD SONG, "Let Your Smi Ie Be Your Umbrella?" Well, why 
not let your lowered feed costs be your umbrella on that rainy day when prices are low. Last 
year a pi Je of RED INK was sold to folks engaged in many different lines of effort. Most turkey 
growers were able to keep out of the red. Do it again this year. You can if you will. LET 
THIS SINK IN--your success or failure this year wi II depend on TWO THINGS··1st, your abi I i ty 
to raise at least 80 per cent of the birds you start out with, and 2nd, your desire to keep feed 
costs down within proper bounds. I say your DESIRE· -because you CAN if you really want to. If 
you do this, I predict you w i II make some money tb is year. 

I HAVE BEEN SWAMPED with letters about STARTING and GROWING rations. 
I gave yon one or two last month as something to shoot at. Of course, VARIOUS OTHER combina· 
tions can be concocted with excellent results. We do not pretend to have a CORNER on good feed 
formulas. There are others just as good •. If you have any trouble fixing up one to snit your 
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needs at prices you can afford to pay· ·all you need is ·a THREE CENT STAMP. Tell me the ,rains 
you have on band and we will see if we can't rig up a mash that will serve you nicely. Our 
STANDARD starter and re211lar five point ration are pretty hard to beat both as to quality and 
price. If you have lost your last month's News tetter--consult your Talking Turkey bulletin. 
These rations are not fancy and WHAT'S MORE··they are cheap only in price, NOT QUALITY. Some 
growers seem to think you must have everything from soup to nuts in a ration with a bit of CAY· 
ENNE pepper thrown in for good measure. 

YOUR FEEDING MASH does not need to contain any so-called worm expeller. 
Most of these additions are worthless and the only purpose they serve is to INCREASE the cost of 
the mash. There isn't ANY continuous worming necessary. No good ration needs a DEWORMER. 
It is good sales talk, however. If you are handling your flock in such a SLIPSHOD manner that 
they need worming all the time·· YOU won't be in the turkey business very long. Don't lose sight 
of our original plan··haul the brooder houses WAY out on clean ground--a NEW place every year. 
Then ROTATE or if you prefer an easier word CHANGE your yards regularly, say once a month or 
OFTENER if necessary. If you do this YOUR FLOCK WON'T BE WORMY. 

THIS IS THE TRUTH and I am NOT STRETCHING IT one bit either. In the last 
eight years I have been on literally thousands of turkey farms or at least farms on which turkeys 
are a principal side I ine. I have NEVER been on a SINGLE, SOLITARY farm where it was found to 
be necessary to worm the flock AT ALL··here's where the catch comes in··IF: THE OWNER WAS AC· 
TUALLY following out our simple recommendations. 

IT GETS ME A BIT HOT UNDER THE COLLAR when I read all this PIFFLE about 
breeding strains of turkeys that are ESPECIALLY RESISTANT to blackhead and worms. The one who 
makes these statements usually infers that his or her strains ARE more highly favored in this re· 
spect than the other fe-llows'. Now, listen to this··and DUNK it good too··NOWHERE··NO TIME·· 
NO PLACE has anyone developed a breed or strain of I ivestock that has proven to be IMMUNE or even 
partially immune to the common diseases of this or that species. This is TRUE of turkeys for ALL 
strains are just as apt to get blackhead or worms as any other. More could be said about this, but 
space won't permit. Every once in awhile someone comes out with a statement that if you use this 
or that feed combination it wi 11 make your birds SO HEALTHY and so full of PEP that when black· 
head bugs come along, they take a look at these fine big healthy fellows and say to themselves, "No 
chance here" and pass them by. lsn' t that GOOD? 'Member the old saying, "The bigger they are 
the harder they fall?" 

THIS IS THE LAST CALL for cleaning up brooder houses. Scrape them and sweep 
them. Then scrub them with SCALDING HOT WATER. Dry and then apply a good standard disinfec· 
tant. The house is then moved OUT FAR from the farm buildings on ground that was not used last 
year·· in other words ROTATE. · 

FOR LITTER, I' II repeat what I have said many times before. I don't favor 
newspapers. They are slippery and slimy and altogether nasty in appearance. Then we have straw, 
shavings, excelsior, peat, and innumerable others. I prefer coarse sand or very fine gravel. The 
birds WILL NOT eat too much of it IF the feed hoppers are full all the time. You newcomers--for· 
get the bard boiled eggs, clabbered milk, cottage cheese, etc. Sure it is alt right, but it is a lot 
of bother and quite UNNECESSARY. Use the standard starter and keep it in front of the birds ALL 
the time. Use lots of liquid milk. Sweet is probably best the early part of the season. Water 
is not needed if milk is in front of the birds all the time. 

DON'T OVERLOAD YOUR BROODER houses or you may be sorry later on. A ten 
by twelve house should not accommodate over 150 to 175 poults. The first figure is the best. If 
you do overcrowd, yon are in line for TROUBLE. You will have MORE RUNTS, and MORE deaths 
from crowding. Teach your birds to roost as early as possible. In other words get them OFF THE 
FLOOR. A lath tacked to a couple of 2x4 blocks wi II do to teach them to get their feet off the 
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ground. Then later on you may introduce some higher ones. Give the birds the ENTIRE brooder 
house floor. Don't clutter it with feed sacks, boxes, pails, etc. Drive a few nails in the wall 
and hang up these things. A light in the house all night is favored by many to help keep down 
crowding troubles. I'd guess offhand that about 90 per cent of the crowding talk you hear about 
is due to overcrowding the house, irregular heat and failure to get the birds accustomed to roost· 
ing early. 

HATCHING REPORTS SO FAR indicate that in general the early hatches have 
been going light. This will vary however in different sections. In most instances home hatching 
has far outshone that carried on in the large coounercial machines. The reason for this is hard to 
say. I am not prepared to express an opinion. The second batches will doubtless be much better. 
Outside of the simple directions on incubation given in your turkey booklet, I have nothing new to 
offer. 

FROM NOW ON WATCH FOR LEG WEAKNESS--by this, I do not mean those birds 
born as cripples. They had better be destroyed at once for they seldom recover and are an eyesore 
besides. You are bound to lose a few the first week or so. These usually include some weakened 
or runty birds that are not able to survive the hardships of the first few days. Due to the cold 
weather, many birds have been kept in for some time with no sunlight, greens or cod-liver oil. 
The first nice warm and sunny day they should get a good SUNTAN. A pan of chopped alfalfa or 
lettuce is an excellent part of the menu. Strengthen the mash to about a quart of cod-liver oil 
to the hundred pounds of mash. Plenty of exercise in bright sunshine together with a good mash, 
oil and greens will reduce cripples to a very few. 

DRINKING WATER does not need to be medicated. Lots of growers feel that 
they must add a bit of this, that, or the other thing to the water. It does little if any good 
and you must be careful LEST YOU DO ACTUAL HARM. If you must have colored water--get some 
potassium permanganate at the drug store and add a few crystals to the water FRESH EACH DAY. 
As much as you can get on the point of a knife blade in a gallon of water won't be too much. It 
makes the water a LOVELY purple color and won't burt the birds one bit--can't say that it will 
help 'em much either. 

DON'T FRET about the wings growing too fast as to look awkward. It doesn't 
hurt at all and as a matter of fact is a good sign. The wings sprout--the feathers I mean--pretty 
fastand tend to drag a little. They will lie all right after awhile. All brooder house birds 
grow faster and LOOK ROUGHER when small than birds running thorugh the grass with the mother 
hens. Nothing odd about that is there? The grass keeps them well brushed and manicured. The 
brooder birds are eating all the time and bumping against their brothers and sisters and may not 
look so SLEEK but watch them make the gains. 

I suppose now that the GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE is over our turkeys won't do so 
well this year. Thank goodness for that, for we can raise delicious turkeys if they never see a 
hopper. Goodbye and good riddance, I say. 

IN PARTING··don' t keep hatching .turkeys half the summer. Let's have some 
practical turkey birth control and not hatch any after June fifteenth at the latest. If you have all 
the eggs you require--sell your breeders now--the price isn't at all bad. They say that the Lord 
helps those who help themselves, so why not help out all we can by keeping these late hatched birds 
off the market. 

I'll be seeing you again the first of June. Goodbye and goodluck. 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Let me see··it's been a good long month since you have had a NEWS LETTER. 
From now on we wi II hit the ball regularly. In Minnesota we do most of our hatching durin~r the 
month of May and considering the weather being dished out to us, it is just as well we do not 
hatch earlier. I am not bragging about it, but I am told we had a SNOW STORM in the northern 
part of the state a few days ago. Californians··please note weather report. 

NOW··TO GET DOWN TO BUSINESS, most of you who read the newspapers know 
that the U.S. A. is getting a good shaking up and the banks have had their SPRING HOUSECLEANING. 
This should make It an excellent time to take an inventory of your turkey SUCCESS or FAILURE and 
give yourself a NEW DEAL also. 

PASTE THIS INSIDE YOUR HAT, TOO. Make your plans this year to raise GOOD 
BIRDS as cheaply as possible. There isn't anything in Mr. Roosevelt's new deal to indicate that 
turkey prices will reach 1929 levels, so if your feed bills are permitted to RUN WILD, don't 
blame anyone but yourself if you come out at the little end of the horn. During the last month 
farm grains have increased in value, but they are STILL cheap. If you have plentiful supply of 
wheat, oats, and corn, for example, USE THESE with the addition of a good protein supplement such 
as meat scrap, and perhaps ·some dried milk if you do not have an abundance of 1 iquid milk. Don't 
wait until next fall to balance your budget. Economy is in the air--remember, I said ECONOMY·· 
not penny wise and pound foolish. If your feed bill last year reduced your profit to the vanishing 
point--there's only ONE THING to do and that is··CUT IT. Take my advice and plan on last year's 
prices for your birds this fall-·tben, IF and WHEN business picks up and everyone gets a job by 
Thanksgiving (here's hoping) maybe prices will be a pleasant surprise. 

'MEMBER THAT OLD SONG, "Let Your Smile Be Your Umbrella?" Well, why 
not let your lowered feed costs be your umbrella on that rainy day when prices are low. Last 
year a pile of RED INK was sold to folks engaged in many different I ines of effort. Most turkey 
growers were able to keep out of the red. Do it again this year. You can if you wi II. LET 
THIS SINK IN--your success or failure this year wi II depend on TWO THINGS··lst, your abi I ity 
to raise at least 80 per cent of the birds you start out with, and 2nd, your desire to keep feed 
costs down within proper bounds. I say your DESIRE--because you CAN if you really want to. If 
you do this, I predict you will make some money this year. 

I HAVE BEEN SWAMPED with letters about STARTING and GROWING rations •. 
I gave you one or two last month as something to shoot at. Of course, VARIOUS OTHER combina
tions can be concocted with excellent results. We do not pretend to have a CORNER on good feed 
formulas. There are ot~ers just as good. If you have any trouble fixing up one to suit your 
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needs at prices you can afford to pay--all you need is a THREE CENT STAMP. Tell me the 1rains 
yon have on hand and we wi II see if we can't rig up a mash that wi 11 serve you nicely. Our 
STANDARD starter and reeular five point ration are pretty hard to beat both as to quality and 
price. If yon have lost your last month's News Letter--consult your Talking Turkey bulletin. 
These rations are not fancy and WHAT'S MORE--they are cheap only in price, NOT QUALITY~ Some 
growers seem to think you must have everything from soup to nuts in a ration with a bit of CAY· 
ENNE pepper thrown in for 100d measure. 

YOUR FEEDING MASH does not need to contain any so-called worm expeller. . 
Most of these additions are worthless and the only purpose they serve is to INCREASE the cost of 
the masli. There isn't ANY continuous worming necessary. No good ration needs a DEWORMER. 
It is 100d sales talk, however. If you are handling your flock in such a SLIPSHOD manner that 
they need wormin1 all the time·· YOU won't be in the turkey business very long, Don't l.ose si1ht 
of our ori1inal plan··haul the brooder houses WAY out on clean ground··a NEW place every year. 
Then ROTATE or if you prefer an easier word CHANGE your yards regularly, say once a month or 
OFTENER if necessary. If you do this YOUR FLOCK WON'T BE WORMY. 

THIS IS THE TRUTH and I am NOT S1'RETCHING IT one bit either. In the last 
eight years I have been on I i terally thousands of turkey farms or at least farms on which turkeys 
are a principal sideline. I have NEVER been on a SINGLE, SOLITARY farm where it was found to 
be necessary to worm the flock AT ALL··here's where the catch comes in··IF THE OWNER WAS AC· 
TUALLY followin1 out our simple recommendations. 

IT GETS ME A BIT HOT UNDER THE COLLAR when I read all this PIFFLE about 
breedin1 strains of turkeys that are ESPECIALLY RESISTANT to blackhead and worms. The one who 
makes these statements usually infers that his or her strains ARE more highly favored in this re· 
spect than the other fellows'. Now, listen to this··and DUNK it good too··NOWHERE··NO TIME·· 
NO PLACE has anyone developed a breed or strain of I ivestock that has proven to be IMMUNE or even 
partially immune to the common diseases of this or that species. This is TRUE of turkeys for ALL 
strains are just as apt to get blackhead or worms as any other. More could be said about this, but 
space won't permit. Every once in awhile someone comes out with a statement that if you use this 
or that feed combination it will make your birds SO HEALTHY and so full of PEP that :when black· 
bead bu1s come along, they take a ·look at these fine big healthy fellows and say to themselves, "No 
chance here" and pass them by. Isn't that GOOD? 'Member the old sayin,, "The bi1ger they are 
the .harder they fall?" 

THIS IS THE LAST CALL for cleaning up brooder houses. Scrape them and sweep 
them. Then scrub them with SCALDING HOT WATER. Dry and then apply a good standard disinfec· 
tant. The house is then moved OUT FAR from the farm buildings on ground that was not used last 
year·· in other words ROTATE. · 

FOR LITTER, I'll repeat what I have said many times before. I don't favor 
newspapers. They are slippery and slimy and Iii together nasty in appearance. Then we have straw, 
shavings, excelsior, peat, and innumerable others. I prefer coarse sand or very fine ,ravel. The 
birds WILL NOT eat too much of it IF the feed hoppers are full all the time. You newcomers··for· 
1et the hard boiled eggs, clabbered milk, cottage cheese, etc. Sure it is all ri1ht, but it is a l.ot 
of bother and quite UNNECESSARY. Use the standard starter and keep it in front of the birds ALL 
the time. Use lots of liquid mi Jk. Sweet is probably best the early part of the season. Water 
is not needed if milk is in front of the birds all the time. 

DON'T OVERLOAD YOUR BROODER houses or you may be sorry later on. A ten 
by twelve house should not accommodate over 150 to 175 poults. The first figure is the best. If 
you do overcrowd, you are in line for TROUBLE. You will have MORE RUNTS, and MORE deaths 
from crowding. Teach your birds to. roost as early as possible. In other words get them OFF THE 
FLOOR. A lath tacked to a couple of 2x4 blocks will do to teach them to get their feet off the 
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ground. Then later on you may introduce some higher ones. Give the birds the ENTIRE brooder 
house floor. Don't clutter it with feed sacks, boxes, pai Is, etc. Drive a few nai Is in the wall 
and hang up these things. A light in the house all night is favored by many to help keep down 
crowding troubles. I'd guess offhand that about 90 per cent of the crowding talk you hear about 
is due to overcrowding the house, irregular heat and failure to get the birds accustomed to roost· 
ing early. 

HATCHING REPORTS SO FAR indicate that in general the early hatches have 
been going light. This will vary however in different sections. In most instances home hatching 
has far outshone that carried on in the large commercial machines. The reason for this is hard to 
say. I am not prepared to express an opinion. The second hatches will doubtless be much better. 
Outside of the simple directions on incubation given in your turkey booklet, I have nothing new to 
offer. 

FROM NOW ON WATCH FOR LEG WEAKNESS··by this, I do not mean those birds 
born as cripples. They had better be destroyed at once for they seldom recover and are an eyesore 
besides. You are bound to lose a few the first week or so. These usually include some weakened 
or runty birds that are not able to survive the hardships of the first few days. Due· to the· cold 
weather, many birds have been kept in for some time with no sunlight, greens or cod·liver oil. 
The first nice warm and sunny day they should get a good SUNTAN. A pan of chopped alfalfa or 
lettuce is an excellent part of the menu. Strengthen the mash to about a quart of cod·Iiver oil 
to the hundred pounds of mash. Plenty of exercise in bright sunshine together with a good mash, 
oil and greens will reduce cripples to a very few. 

DRINKING WATER does not need to be medicated. Lots of growers feel that 
they must add a bit of this, that, or the other thing to the water. It does little if any good 
and you must be careful LEST YOU DO ACTUAL HARM. If you must have colored water--get some 
potassium permanganate at the drug store and add a few crystals to the water FRESH EACH DAY. 
As much as you can get on the point of a knife blade in a gallon of water won't be too much. It 
makes the water a LOVELY purple color and won't hurt the birds one bit··can't say that it will 
help 'em much either. 

DON'T FRET about the wings growing too fast as to look awkward. It doesn't 
hurt at all and as a matter of fact is a good sign. The wings sprout--the feathers I mean··pretty 
fastand tend to drag a little. They will lie all right after awhile. All brooder house birds 
grow faster and LOOK ROUGHER when small than birds running thorugh the grass with the mother 
hens. Nothing odd about that is there? The grass keeps them well brushed and manicured. The 
brooder birds are eating all the time and bumping against their brothers and sisters and may not 
look so SLEEK but watch them make the gains. 

I suppose now that the GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE is over our turkeys won't do so 
well this year. Thank goodness for that, for we can raise delicious turkeys if they never see a 
hopper. Goodbye and good riddance, I say. 

IN PARTING--don't keep hatching turkeys half the summer. Let's have some 
practical turkey birth control and not hatch any after June fifteenth at the latest. If you have all 
the eggs you require··sell your breeders now··the price isn't at all bad. They say that the Lord 
helps those who help themselves, so why not help out all we can by keeping these late hatched birds 
off the market. 

I'll be seeing you again the first of Jun~. Goodbye and goodluck. 

W. A~ Billings 
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June 21, 1933 
DEAR COOPiRATOB.: 

I have just about completed a round trip of the state and have observed a NUM· 
BER OF THINGS. First of all, most of the folks are getting rid of their breeding stock in good 
shape .. Thousands have gone to market at VERY good prices· ·considering everything. Many were 
sold for better than last Christmas prices--some as high as twenty cents a pound··most around 
twelve to fifteen. They are bringing better prices than next fall, so why not get rid of them? 
Our own state cooperative association is receiving them right along. This is also true of other 
large marketing concerns. My advice is to LET 'EM GO--you may use your own judgment, however·· 
no loss from now on· -cash right in your hands- -no continued feed bi II and perhaps better prices 
than next fall when they wi 11 be sold as old hens and toms. · 

WILL THUNDER STORMS SPOIL HATCHES?-·that is a burning question with some 
of our growers. I am not superstitious in the least and do not think a good, snappy thunderclap 
wi II seriously reduce a hatch UNLESS lightning actually strikes the incubator. Low percen-tage 
hatches due to inferti 1 i ty and other causes are common this spring, and who knows but what this 
may be nature's way of cutting production? 

One lady writes to ask whether a blasting demonstration near her house would 
shake up the eggs so they would fail to hatch. I don't know of any experimental work along this 
line, but I am inclined to think that unless the blast rocked the house and gave the machine a 
TERRIFIC jar, it would have little effect. Maybe I'm wrong though--just the same, it isn't 
good practice to see how near one can come. 

If thunder storms and blasting were so serious, one would think that cows and 
sows and mares would give birth to dead young all over the pasture. I don't see why eggs should 
be especially susceptible. 

SPEAKING OF HATCHES--how do you like this method of PEPPING up the hatch? 
I heard about a certain party who was told by another certain party that if she dipped the eggs in 
sweet milk a few days before the hatch was due, the number of live turkeys would be.greatly im· 
proved. She did this and THERE WERE NO TURKEYS at all. YOU know what happened? Sure you 
do--the milk dried on the shells and filled the pores in the egg's shell and all the little turkeys 
SMOTHERED. It is funny how folks wi II try such wrinkles. 

The only time I ever beard of a MILK BATH helping anyone or anything was 
ANNA HELD, the old-time actress. Miss Held was young and her press agent wanted to give her 
some advertising so he had a milkman deliver several cans of cream daily to her apartment. Miss 
Held bathed in this salubrious element and forthwith became so ravishingly beautiful that all the 
ladies of that period thought they would 1 ike to try it. It was a good story, anyway. 
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In spite of all that has been advocated to the contrary--it appears that many 
growers are going to keep right on hatching up to and even thru the month of July. This wi II mean 
many runts and ROUPY birds next fall. However, it's their FUNERAL so there isn't much use of 
talking about it. 

STRAW for litter··l've seen some very painful results of this practice. The 
birds fill up on the straw which is indigestible and mats in the crop and the gizzard. Running 
small turkeys on oats wi II often do the same thing, especially after the stalks and stems become 
wiry. This has knocked off a lot of birds already. The more I travel and the more I see··the more 
CONVINCED I am that SAND is by far the best all around litter. It isn't foolproof but it more 
nearly fills the bill than most other substitutes. 

I WAS ON A PLACE .THE OTHER DAY··the owner had a perfectly SCRUMPTIOUS 
(swell) rape field ready for his turkeys--it was several inches tall and just a lovely bed of Ius· 
cious greens. Some casual expert had told him rape was POISONOUS to turkeys and he was there· 
fore building wire porches to keep the birds OFF THE RAPE. This is pure nonsense--rape is a de· 
lightful green and in no way harmful to turkeys, big or little. 

THERE MAY BE SOME EXCUSE FOR WIRE PORCHES, but I can see NO EARTHLY 
REASON for a wire floor inside the brooder house. Theoretically, they may be all right·-prac· 
tically, they are the well-known "berries". I wouldn't give them houseroom. I have NEVER yet 
seen an inside wire floor that was SANITARY. In many, the manure has reached to the wire and 
BULGED above--do you call that sanitation? I have seen some of the foulest, dirtiest, smelliest 
wire-floored brooder houses you can imagine. Stick your head into one of these on a nice hot day 
and draw yourself a FULL BREATH·· if you aren't GASSED, I'm a sardine. CONTRAST THIS SMELLY 
state of affairs with a NICE and SWEET SMELLING coarse sand or fine-graveled floor. This is 
changed at lea~t once a week, of course, and raked over each day. The BLINDFOLD TEST WORKS 
GREAT here. 

SAW A LOT OF LEG WEAKNESS TOO··this is due to a variety of causes: Over· 
crowding, lack of sunlight, lack of greens and codliver oil. Some growers do not use enough oil·· 
try a quart to each hundred pounds of mash. Give 'em lots of chopped alfalfa if possible--or 
lettuce. Don't try to keep the birds cooped in too long this fine warm weather. The weather per· 
mitting, they can be outside anytime. Overcrowding is a general fault this year. Don't blame 
anyone but yourself if trouble starts when you have more than 150-165 birds in a ten by twelve 
brooder house. If you are lucky you may have no difficulty. 

EVERYBODY WORRIES ABOUT FEEDS--now let's get this straight, once and for 
all. In the past I have recommended (sti~l do) mixing your own feed if you have the grains on the 
farm. That simple five-point mash ,of ours is as good as any and is very economical, besides. My 
main interest is to see that YOU hav~ something left this fall besides feed bills. I have no 
bone to pick with any good feed whether it is home mixed or commercial. I don't care a whoop 
what you use so long as it IS a good mixture. This may be bought or you can mix it yourself. 
Most commercial feeds are excellent and will grow good turkeys. What does get my GOAT though, 
is to have someone say that a farmer CAN'T mix a good feed for himself if he has the necessary 
farm grains along with the addItion of proper amount of PROTEIN. Good turkeys can be raised on 
ANY balanced feed if proper sanitary precautions are taken. This we have always preached. I' II 
tell you how I feel about it--IF I raised and had scades of corn, wheat, and oats and needed only a 
suitable protein such as meat scrap or milk etc., to balance it, I'd think I ought to have my head 
examined if I didn't make use of these grains I had available on the farm. 

IT'S POSITIVELY SILLY to claim that this or that feed will make birds 
healthier and MORE FREE from disease. I've seen birds die by hundreds on our own feed mixtures 
as well as most any other known brand. Feed means a lot but it isn't everything, by any means. 
A good feed doesn't need any other argument OTHER THAN THAT IT IS A GOOD FEED. This health, 
wealth, and happiness argument is··oh well, you name it. 



GET THE ROOSTS UP--saw birds as old as five weeks in brooder houses and there 
was no sign of a roost. If you shut off the heat in a brooder house without first teaching the 
birds to roost--you may have a lot of them pile up. Birds on roosts CAN'T pile up. Birds five 
weeks old may just as well be roosting outside. There is a lot less danger with these changeable 
nights--from hot to chilly. · 

IT'S NO JOKE to find anywhere from ten to fifty birds dead in a pail or behind 
a feed sack. GET THESE OFF THE FLOOR. Visited several places where the flock owner admitted 
losing a good number from this cause. We always remind you of this danger, but some of you for· 
get. Don't have anything on the floor but the litter, birds and feed, and drinking dishes. 

SCRATCli GRAIN can be put before the birds anytime after they are a week or 
ten days old. Finely•cracked wheat and corn make a good mixture--say about two-thirds wheat and 
one-third -corn--or one-third wheat, one-third corn, and one-third hulled oats. When the birds are 
older the oats need not be hulled. 

A WET MASH is excellent to pep up the birds when their appetite lags--even 
right now. Use the same mash only moisten it unt ii it is CRUMBLY wet. Feed just enough for 
them to clean up in--say an hour. Scrub the hoppers well each day to prevent flies. 

A lady writes asking whether she should put AGRICULTURAL GYPSUM in her 
mash··I presume she means for a mineral. This stuff is calcium sulphate and should not be mixed 
wi tb mashes. Five pounds of bonemeal per one hundred pounds of the mash wi 11 do very well. 

WE ARE HEARING ABOUT ROUP in young pool ts already. This may be due to 
overcrowding in badly overheated brooder houses this time of the year. When the eyes water and the 
NOSE IS RUNNY--get busy at once. Reduce numbers--check ventilation and get out the ARGYROL 
bottle and medicine dropper. Put a drop or two directly on the eyeball and wiggle it about a bit. 
Squirt some up the nose for luck-- it won't hurt the eyes at all and helps the nose a lot. 

It's getting near the time for graduating from brooder houses. Try to use a yard 
for REARING ground that turkeys were not on last year. This is a SAFETY FIRST precaution. Be 
sure to change yards regularly and you won't need to use worm expellers later on. Now that all the 
HOLLYWOOD SIRENS have started the bicycle craze, my old recommendation comes in handy. Get 
the yards out so far you will have to use a bike. It's great reducing exercise. I read in the 
paper last night that it is especially good for reducing waist lines and hips. 

Yours until the Fourth of July, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Due to a shortage of funds, . this letter may not come to you as often as we 
would like, but we will do the best we can to give you HOT NEWS. The season is now about half 
over and those of you who have kept away from trouble so far should be able to do a bit of coast· 
ing from now on··l don't mean by that that you can be CARELESS, but the labor should be less. 

ANOTHER WORD ABOUT ROUP·· this disease (to begin with) is nothing more 
than an inflammation of the upper air passages. Later on, it may develop into swollen faces, 
etc. Good, strong, early hatched birds are seldom bothered at this time of the year. Late hatched 
birds or birds weakened with a run of COCCIDIOSIS fall easy prey to this disease; and when it gets 
a good start, it is very hard to check. Late June or July hatched poults are .an ABOMINATION in 
anyone's flock. It is useless to CODDLE turkeys at this time of the year. If they can't stand 
an outdoor roost now, what will become of them two months hence when we may have a snow storm? 
The early hatched birds are now big and strong enough to stand anything short of a TORNADO. 
Shotgun or flock treatments for roup are not effective. In fact, the best treatment is nothing to 
broadcast about. Putting STUFF in the drinking water helps the OWNER, not the birds. If my 
nose is all stopped up, will a bottle of Coca-Cola help my sniffles? 

The easiest way to AVOID summer roup is NOT TO HAVE LATE HATCHED 
BIRDS. The best band treatment is ten per cent ARGYROL used with a medicine dropper. These 
can be secured at any drug store. The treatment takes a lot of work and great patience. Even 
then it isn't anything to brag about. Squirt the argyrol ONTO the eyeball between the lids and 
force some up into the nose passages. Repeat as often as necessary. VACCINATION wi I I not 
cure a sick flock. If swellings appear on the face, they must be opened with a sharp knife and 
filled with argyrol. I wish there was something we could spr~y around to do the trick. Speaking 
of spraying reminds me of what the MOTHER SKUNK said to her young ones when she and her family 
were cornered by a dog. She turned to the baby skunks and said, "Children, let us all spray". 

COCCIDIOSIS appears to be popping up here and there and is causing heavy 
losses in a good many flocks. My favorite method of handling this disease is almost too well 
known to need repeating. First, kill all those birds that have one foot in the grave and the other 
on a banana skin. They'll die anyway. Then, if you have a couple of hundred birds, confine the 
flock in a yard about a sixteenth of an acre in size and MOVE the yard religiously cv~ry four or 
five days, at the same time, twisting the neck of every sick bird as it shows up. This seems severe 
treatment··it is, but it will save you more birds in the end than if you monkey around putting 
pi lis and such stuff in the drinking water and continue to leave them in the SAME place. Remem
ber, coccidiosis is a disease of the intestines mainly; and every time a bird's bowels move--ZlNG, 
the ground or water dish is filled with MILLIONS of these germs. lt takes four days to a week 
for these germs to hatch and become dangerous; and so, by moving regularly, we dodge them better 
than any other way. Try it out if you get in trouble with this pestilence. Of course you will 
keep watering vessels and feed dishes clean by frequent cleansing. 
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BEWAJUE of pasturing poult' on oats and barley··especially in the dry weather. 
Both these crops when used as pastures to supply green food have caused no end of trouble this year. 
The birds eat quantities of the tough dry leaves which mat in the crop. Heavy losses have been 
common. 

IN MY OPINION··for all around purposes--there is nothing much better than an 
outdoor shelter for turkeys. That Is, of course, if•tbe birds are early hatched and in good trim. 
I should think that some folks, who are S·till EVEN CODDLING birds in a brooder bouse WITH 
HEAT, would be sick and tired of the late hatches. A lot of them wi 11 be by the time the season 
is over. I bad the experience of helping to take care of a group of nice early hatched turkeys 
weighing four or five pounds when a young cyclone struck the farm. With the first gust of wind 
and rain, the birds squatted on the ground and roosts FACING the wind. They tucked their heads 
backward under their wings and, BOY, they weathered a tremendous blow in great shape. Not a 
single loss. I looked like a drowned rat myself. The later hatched groups had to be stirred to 
prevent piling in some of the other yards. The group I was watching took the whole affair as a 
matter of course, while I was· ·well, I was scared and had a nice gopher hole all picked out to 
dive into if things got much worse. 

COD LIVER OIL should not be necessary from now on at least. Some growers 
are still adding it to the mash. If your birds are well grown and on green pastures of some sort, 
the oil may be discontinued. 

THE MINNESOTA CROP OF TURKEYS should be considerable less this year. 
Hatches in general were below average and many growers in an attempt to get what they considered 
the proper sized flock, hatched birds very late. This has brought out a lot of WEAK SISTE~S that 
should never have seen daylight. Many of them are having a tough time to make the grade. This 
shortened crop ought to materially help fall prices; but, after all is said and done, the one thing 
that I am particularly concerned with is the return of lucrative employment to the twelve mil· 
lion men reputed to be without jobs this past year. If they all get a job, they wi 11 want to 
celebrate this fall and then away will go your turkeys. Don't fret about fall prices··it won't 
help. Keep the feed costs down--feed good feed as cheaply as you can and you won't give them 
away. 

SPOT NEWS. Last year and the year before we heard a lot about small "kitchen· 
ette" turkeys··whatever they are. The exponents of this variety of birds went on the platform that 
flattened pocketbooks demanded small birds. Brothers and sisters, if your pocketbook and mine is 
in that condition, we won't even think of turkey--it will be a juicy soupbone. A small turkey of 
say 8 to 12 pounds is not an economical buy for a family of average size for after you cut off the 
head and feet (both big in turkeys) and take out the insides··what have you left? This small tur· 
key talk has encouraged a great many growers to believe that a "small turkey" is a LATE HATCHED 
bird. Not so··lt is an immature, under·developed, scrawny bird and not fit for market. Enuf for 
last year. We have a new one this year for now a BANTAM 'tURKEY is proposed, All you experi· 
menters will have to get busy on this·one. All of which in my opinion is just plain talk. A tur· 
key is a BIG BIRD. It never was anything else. It is not in competition with frying chicken. 
Just you stick to your knitting and raise the NORMAL turkey of fair size and bye and bye when 
times pick up (they will) the good old bird will bring its fair return as of old. See whether I 
am not right? 

If the weather in your section is HOT, provide a bit of shade for the flock. 
Make it from a piece of old canvas or sewed together feed sacks or anything that's bandy. Have 
lots of water vessels close at band and see that they are full ALL the time. Birds soak up a lot 
of moisture these warm days. 

Just keep your birds on the move, friends, changing yards whenever it becomes 
necessary--say at least once a month. and you wi II be 0. K. If you get stuck on something I can 
help you with, drop me a I ine. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Billings 
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DEAll COOPERATOR: 

, Some of you wi II remember the cautions I have been coot inually handing out 
about BEING CAREFUL not to fall for all the concoctions offered to you to eradicate worms, 
blackhead, and other aches and pains of turkeys. The following is exactly what one man said after 
he tried one of these "QUICK and EASIES." These are his own words··(of course, I'll keep his 
name to myself) "I treated one hundred and eighty birds and ONE HUNDRED of them died. They · 
were perfectly well before they were given the pi lis." This treatment; by the way, was for 
worms. By far the best way to avoid the necessity for treatment is to DODGE WORMS. This can 
be done EASILY if you will make up your mind to brood your birds FAR AWAY from the farm build· 
ings. WORMS DO NOT RAIN DOWN. The young turkeys pick up the eggs in the soil of OLD CON
TAMINATED or INFECTED soi I when they are less than eight weeks old •. · I've preached and 
preached and PREACHED about the foolishness of spending your hard-earned cash for this sort of 
tommyrot--you are not only out the money, but YOU may have the SAME experience as this man. 
Anyway, DON'T TREAT healthy birds for worms--if your flock is wormy; they won't be doing 
well, and you'll know it if you keep your eyes peeled. 

We are having the usual number of inquiries about BAGGY CROPS. I 'II repeat 
what I have said many times before. This condition is nothing more or less than a paralysis of 
the muscles of the crop; which, in turn, causes the feed to accumulate and the crop to become pen· 
dulous. Most .fair sized flocks have a few of these birds. The operation of opening the crop from 
the outside to empty the contents can be performed; but, as a rule, the crop will fill up again 
very soon. The best bet is to EAT the bird before it loses flesh. Baggy crop is likely caused by 
heavy feeding, and a few birds can't stand the pressure and fall by the wayside. As a rule, it is 
nothing much to worry about. They are an eyesore, so it's best to put them out of their misery. 

ROUP in the late-hatched flocks is very common. Letters come from every 
section, in every mail, tP.lling of swollen faces. The eBrly well-matured birds usually escape. 
You all know my attitude on the late hatches and this roup trouble is one of the wages to be 
paid if the weather becomes bad. The late birds haven't developed enough to withstand the cold 
and rain, and soon fall sick with roup. lt begins as a RUNNING FROM THE NOSE and soon the 
opening sticks shut and the sinuses of the head become plugged with pus and the face swells. 
Treatment is tiresome and laborious. Get some ten per cent Argyrol and a medicine dropper. 
Open the swelling with a sharp knife and squeeze out the pus. It's a smelly, nasty job, but 
it must be done. After the pus is out, squirt in some of the argyrol; and, by the way--BE SURE 
to make a wide cut so the opening will drain readily. You may even soak a short bit of half
inch bandage gauze in the argyrol and poke it in the opening. Leave it there for a couple of 
days. l am not bragging much about this treatment, but it is about as good as any other. PUT· 
TING STUFF IN THE DRINKING WATER IS THE HEIGHT OF FOLLY. That won't open up the noses 
or clean out the pus. Vaccination--after the heads are swollen and disfigured is useless. 

Here's a good one a turkey grower told me the other day. It seems that some 
salesman for a patent concentrate told her that his product could be used in place of meat scrap. 
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All well and good--we agree to that. However, he told her that if she did buy meat scrap, it 
would have to be stored in an ice box because it would spoil, while bis product would not. I 
haven't any bones to pick with anyone selling anything thaf is a good product. That is just busi· 
ness. 1 do think it a bit short sighted to peddle such piffle that meat scrap must be kept in a 
cooler. 1 have seen it stored 11VO years in a barn and not sPbil. Use anything you wish, but at 
least know the facts. Just keep in mind that meat scrap is not hamburger steak. 

1 don't blame some of you folks for being a bit confused at times. 1 have here 
on my desk a statement by a Dr. So-and-So to the effect that white diarrhea in baby chicks is not 
really a disease at all, but that the pasting up of the vent is caused by LUNG TROUBLE. That's · 
a good one to add to your memory book. After all, it's pretty hard to tell the sheep from the 
goats, isn't it? 

No, I don't know what this fall's prices wi II be. There are many factors that 
tend to have a bearing. The low prices paid for chickens will help prevent a rise over last year's 
turkey prices. The low purchasing power of the public sti II hangs on. The old N. R. A. is going 
good, but it is too much to expect that it can right·about·face everything in a few short weeks. 
1 still believe that you wHl receive a price that will make your turkeys profitable-·not a gold 
mine, but still profitable. That's more than we can say.for other farm livestock. If general 
conditions were different this year we would be all set for a good price. The high duty still 
keeps out Argentine birds. The crop is considerably smaller·•at least it is here in Minnesota. 
It is true that feed is a bit higher than last year; but, if you are in a position to use your own 
home-grown feed, you will make some money. Not much, but some, at least. 

Letters keep coming asking for a FATTENING RATION. There isn't any such 
thing··to be frank with you. You don't fatten turkeys, anyway--you just fill them out and cover 
the carcass with lean meat with a thin layer of fat to give to the desirable color. Your birds 
should be on FULL FEED all summer--not just some feed now and then and expect to FATTEN them 
in a couple of weeks this fall. Here are our two standard mixtures. Substitutions can be made 
for some of the grains you have in excess of others. 

40 lbs. wheat 20 lbs. corn 
20 lbs. corn 20 lbs. bran 
20 lbs. oats 20 lbs. middlings 
20 lbs. meat scrap 20 lbs. oats 
5 lbs. bonemeal 20 lbs. meat scrap 
1 lb. salt 5 lbs. bonemeal 

I lb. salt 

Both of these are mashes; of course, and are to be finely ground. You may ask·· 
why not add milk, alfalfa, and other. trimmings? They are all well and good, but who wi II pay the 
bill if turkeys sell for a low price? Mix your feed as cheaply as possible. l mean every word of 
that, or you may have a lot of receipted bills for your season's work. Someone started a yarn 
around the country a while back that turkeys would be selling for 35 cents a pound this year. l 
don't think so; and, if 1 am mistaken, 1' II be the happiest man alive to have made this mistake. 

If you have an early market in your vicinity for some of your well-grown-out 
birds and the price warrants, it might be well to let a few go now and then before the regular 
marketing season. The early market is small and won't absorb many birds--that's the trouble. 
If your birds aren't filling out as fast as you think they should--wet mash them from now on--it 
sure gets the feed inside of them and that's what you are after. 

Beginning Saturday, (September 30) l am going on my belated vacation. Guess 
I'll go to the World's Fair if the gas holds out. If you happen to be there, too, you'll know me, 
for 1 ' II be wearing a Brown Derby. 

Yours truly, 

W. A. 8 i ll i ngs 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

1 suppose you have been wondering where I have been for the last month. Well, I went 
to the World's Fair--got there the day AI Smith made his visit. lt was announced that anyone 
wearing a BROWN DERBY would be admitted free that day, but the jinx was still with me for 1 
had a black one on. The things I needed most at the Fair--and you'll need 'em too--were a couple 
pairs of arch supporters and a pocket full of bunion and corn pads. Otherwise the Fair was fine--
1 saw everything, 1 guess, but the Streets of Paris-•you'll understand why 1 missed that. 

BUT we must get down to business. Some of you have already marketed a few of your 
earliest birds on the October market and from reports, the average price paid seems to be about 
22 cents dressed weight--that isn't so bad--1 hope the Thanksgiving market is as good. lt is hard, 
to be SURE, but 1 am convinced there are fewer birds in the country than last year, but--and 
it's a BIG BUT TOO--the pocketbook of that "forgotten man" you've heard so much about is still 
pretty flat and 1 am fearful that many of our regular customers won't be able to afford a turkey. 
Be that as it may, we will still get the cost of production; and if you have not been extravagant 
with your feed costs, I'll gamble you will net eighty cents a bird in payment for your labor. 

Someone wants to know whether Thanksgiving wi II be better than Christmas or 
whether it would be more profitable to hold your birds hoping for a higher price at Christmas. 
1 don't know any more than you do, but you might thin~ this over: many of our growers are short 
of feed and money to buy it--in some sections there has been a total crop failure--tax money is 
hard to get. As a result of this, 1 am afraid that many thin and undeveloped birds will find 
their way to market. This won't tend to raise prices. As a general thing, the. Thanksgiving 
market is the best. This year may be an exception. lt's a gamble at best, and 1 refuse to gam
ble with your birds. I will say this, however--DON'T SELL A SINGLE BIRD THAT HASN'T 
REACHED ITS PEAK. Grading is always harder in years of plenty, and the thin bird wi II have 
hard sledding this year. BE SURE the firm you sell to is honest. Most of our better known 
outlets are, but there are still a few shysters who prey on the turkey grower who isn't careful. 
To me, at least, this type of racketeer is lower than a snake's belly--1 mean abdomen. If you 
aren't sure about it--ask your banker to look them up for you. He should be GLAD to do this for 
you. 

BEFORE YOU SELL ANY, select your breeders for next year. Some farmers keep the 
leftovers for this purpose. Pick out the best of your EARLIEST hens and when you com} to buy 
a TOM to head your flock next season, make some effort to see that he is straight breasted and 
comes from a flock of straight-breasted birds. Don't, under any consideration, select Toms from 
a flock that has a high percentage of crooks this year. And don't forget this--you don't have to 
go a thousand miles· for breeding stock. Most of you have good flocks in your own neighborhood 
or within fairly easy driving distance- -this applies to the Midwest at least. The beauty of this 
is that you can see and handle the birds you intend to buy. Those of you who are fanciers may 
feel the need of distant purchases from the well-established breeders, but for the average farm 
flock owner, there are Jots of good flocks reasonably close by. 
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W~ had a splendid tour in Aitkin county last week.. On about eight farms we looked 
over about 12,000 beautiful birds. The .birds were espeCially well advanced; one Tom we weighed 
tipped the scales at THIRTY POUNDS. l.t was hatched the last day of Apri I. The lesson of the 

. trip was the UNIFORMITY of each flock. There was a marked absence of several different sizes. 
We are having rough wintry weather just now and 1 ·feel sorry for all of these late-hatched birds. 
Practically al'l the roup 1 have seen this summer and fall has been in late-hatched birds. Let's 
have 'em only in May next year--you .wi II like them better, too. In that way: we wi 11 aid in keep-
ing the late undersized birds off the market. · · 

Oh yes, remember the howl we heard a year or so ago about a premium .being paid for·· 
LIGHT birds? Well, I not iced today that there is NO PREMIUM on hens over Toms; and,· hi fact, 
there appears to be a demand for the heavier birds., at least in the large mar:kets·-hotels especial· 
ly prefer these. · · 

. Those of you who have turkey yards that are getting a bit muddy can help a lot by 
hauling in a load of straw and spreading it--especi·ally the area about the feed hoppers. This wi"ll 
be warmer ·iuul·help sani·tation a lot from now on for it will be next to impossible to move yards 
much longer. BESIDES THAT--if you have a dozen or so of corn shocks--why not set up a row of · 
them in a line against your prevailing cold winds--here it would be against the Northwesters. 

. NEW GRAIN can be used. Ther~ is no ea~thly reason for. your buyi~g corn, wheat,· . 
and oats, if you have plenty of this year's crop. It used to be said that soft corn ki lied turkeys 
in the fall of the year. That was a bear story that has long since been discarded. · 

. STEALING will be in full blast this year. Times are hard and the hoodlums very Uke· 
ly will be on the lookout for turkeys. Sleep with the flock and have a nice double-barrelled. shot
gun at your side. A dog that is a good barker will help to awaken you if you should be a sound 
sleeper. A barking dog is not supposed to bite,. but you can take care of that part of it when you 
wake up. . 

BY POPULAR DEMAND I am repeating my famous dressing recipe. This has been · 
O.K. 'd by royalty so it must be good. Here it is-·1'11 repeat it as given last year. Take suf· 
ficient "yesterday's bread"--cut off the crusts. With a fairly coarse grater, the bread is FINE
LY CRUMBLED in· a dish pan or something of that sort. This leaves it nice and FLUFFY. It .. 
will take about three loaves of bread to fill a 17 pound bird. Have someone who doesn't CRY 
EASILY chop a good sized ONION into very fine particles•-one onion is enough. Stir this evenly 
into the bread. Now, shake in enough salt to taste good. Add POWDERED SAGE--shaking it on ·· 
as you stir--just enough to taste, but not GAG you. Melt up one pound of BUTTER--have your · 
helper pour this on the bread while you stir i't in thoroly. That's all there is to it. Have·the 
bird tipped up -on its neck and SPOON or POUR in the dressing- -DO ·NOT PACK it in with a ram• 
rod. Sew up the bird and you're all done. Some dressings lie on your "Stummick" I ike a ton of
brick, but this is LIGHT and a DELIGHT to put away. I suppose some of you ladies. wi II SNORT. 
at me and the dressing recipe, but the laugh is on you if you don't try it for Thanksgiving. I"t''s 
so easy I can make it myse If. · 

FOR MY LAST WORD UNTIL DECEMBER--don't market one solitary bird that is not 
PRIME. You' II be sorry if you do. Hold the others and feed out for Christmas. I feel· sure 
you wi'll be EXTRA glad that you did. I -hope you all have a SWELL Thanksgiving and that none of: 
you get bumped on the head by some of these farm strikers who -may stop you on the road to market 
with your birds. You don't need to save the neck for me this year--that's all l:had· last Thanks-
giving. · 

Cordially yours, 

W. A •. Bi II ings 
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January 25, 1934 
DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Another year is finished since I talked to you. I hope you had a better time 
than I did during the Holidays. I carved a great big turkey Christmas Day for a lot of hungry 
folks and didn't get to have a bite of it. All I had was a cup of PEA SOUP·-wasn't that a feast? 
That's worse than a year ago, when all I had was a platterful of NECKS. Boy, if I keep on, I' II 
have a waistline like Greta Garbo. 

Coos ider iog the state of the country, I don't think prices were so bad.· We in 
the Northwest, received an average of 16 cents dressed weight for Thanksgiving and 17 cents at 
Christmas. In view of 3-cent hogs and good-for-riothing prices for chickens, turkey prices held 
up fairly well. The best part of it all is .that the market is getting stronger and January pool 
prices bid fair to be better than Christmas. Storage holdings are VERY LOW and we wi II not 
have·a big carry·over to spoil prices for next year. Scads of people were able to buy turkey and 
that helped the cleanup. 

For the coming season-·1 would not increase the numbers you have been in the 
habit of raising; rather, the reverse. If you are engaged in general farming with your turkeys 
as a profitable sideline, raise the number your present equipment calls for, WATCH YOUR FEED 
COSTS, raise the flock in the manner we are preaching, and I feel sure you wi II come thru all 
right next fall. Make up your mind not to have late hatches. They can't stand HOT WEATHER in 
midsummer or the early COOL WEATHER in the fall and quickly fall sick with ROUP when the 
first blasts of winter arrive. Try to raise only those birds hatched up to May 20th or at least 
not after the month of May, at the latest. If we all do this we wi II cut the crop tremendously; 
raise the quality and make more money. Good turkey growers who market intelligently are NOT IN 
THE RED YET and I have numbers of letters on my desk where profits up to a dollar a bird were 
re!ll ized. 

That DRESSING RECIPE went over big again this year. One man writes, "Thanks 
for the dressing recipe. If you never do anything more, you should be pensioned for life. It was 
wonderful." I hardly agree about the pension, but I do feel puffed up with the rest of the testi· 
monial. 

WINTER SHELTERS of some sort should be provided for the breeders. They don't 
have to be fancy but should give the birds some ptace to retire when faced with severe cold. Just 
a straw shelter would be fine. Protection from sleet, winds~ and blizzards should be provided 
even tho the birds do like to sit atop in mild weather. 

There is a LOT OF ROUP in the country. Roup is no mystery. It starts as a 
SNIFFLY COLD; then the nose gets plugged up; and then, of course, with no drainage, the discharge 
backs up into the head and a swelling takes place in front of the face between the eye and nostril. 
If they could blow their noses it would help a lot. Roup can't be ERADICATED by spraying, fu· 
migating, or putting a lot of rigmarole in the drinking water. Birds become affected due to 
lowered resistance due to exposure or severe weather. 
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THE BEST TREATMENT I know of is the use of a sharp pointed knife and. a bot• 
tie of 10 per cent ARGYROL. DON'T BE SQUEAMISH--cut a nice big hole in the swelling and 
squeeze out the pus (ish) and then with a medicine dropper, squirt plenty of the argyrol into the 
opening. Then, take a piece of gauze bandage about ! inch wide and three or four inches long •• 
soak it in argyrol and poke it into the hole--just letting the end stick out a short bit. Leave 
it in for a few days. Try also to open ·the nose with a piece of straw and squirt some argyrol 
in there too. If this treatment doesn't work, I don't know what wi 11. It takes a lot of PA· 
TIENCE and GUMPTION, too. I do know that putting stuff in the drinking water wi II not do one 
bit of good. 

FEEDING FOR EGG PRODUCTION··it will be soon time to start feeding your 
laying flock the regular egg mash and be sure to add about a quart of cod-liver oil to each 100 
pounds of the mash. Our regular five-point ration is a wonderful laying mash. It is hard to 
beat. This is composed of equal parts of bran, middl logs, corn, oats, and meat scraps. Of 
course, this is finely ground. In addition you will provide plenty oyster shells, grit, etc. 
Start feeding your egg mash by February lst at the latest. There are other equally good mash 
formulas but this is an easy one. You may even use our regular hard-time ration composed of 
40 pounds wheat, 20 pounds corn, 20 pounds oats and 20 pounds meat scraps together wi tb t he 
rest of the trimmings mentioned above. 

MEAT SCRAP is cheap now here in this part of the country. Watch the market 
carefully for a few days and you will make money by putting in your summer''s supply right now. 
It's BOUND TO GO UP later on. Remember what it did last summer--doubled in price. If you 
can secure a GOOD grade of tankage you may use this instead of meat scraps in the same amounts. 
Beware of the EVIL smelling fertilizer type. To be sure, no tankage smells like PERFUME but 
you wi II understand what I mean. DON'T BUY FERTILIZER. BUT DO TRY TO ARRANGE TO GET 
YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY while the price is low. I will bet you a dollar to a doughnut it wi 11 
raise heaps later on, 

TOEHOLDS FOR TOMS··I had an interesting letter from a man in South Dakota 
who also sent me a new idea in toe guards for toms to prevent them from injuring the hens. You 
may know how toms frequently rip and tear the sides of the hens when they get TOO RAMBUNC
TIOUS during the breeding season. He has devised a short tube which is threaded and which screws 
on over each of the Toms' toes··the ends are rounded. This looks like a SUREFIRE way to stop 
toms from rough-housing the hens. Some of you may have tried putting saddles on the hens, but 
they are frequently ASKEW and just as apt· to be up around the hen's neck as any place else. And 
besides that it has kept you busy clothing the family without having to put overcoats on the tor· 
key hens, too. Try this stunt anyway. If you can't get the idea, write me and I'll try to ex
plain further. 

I've bad some interesting correspondence with a gentleman from New Zealand·· 
I'll bet you don't know where this country is without looking it up in your geography. Well, 
it's Admiral Byrd's last jumping-off place before he left for the South Pole so that should 
give you an idea. He tells me that be bas the only commercial flock in that country. Now 
don't fret about his driving you out of business for our duty on turkeys takes care of that. 

I bate to be an "l·told-you-so" but I can't help crowing a bit. Remember a 
year or so ago when everyone was worried to death about being able to get rid of the BIG TOMS 
and a lot of people were getting excited about raising a SMALL BREED OF TURKEYS and that a 
premium would be paid for the hens over the toms? Well, well, what happened this year? Toms 
brought IDore than the hens. 

This Jetter is just a starter. I'll be seeing you regularly this year. I 
just want you to watch the winter care of the breeders; start in on the cod-liver oil and be 
thinking about getting the laying mash ready very soon now. Watch out for Roup and get after 
it before it gets any headway. If you are anywhere near St. Paul and want to talk things over, 
why all you have to do is COME UP AND SEE ME SOMETIME. 

Sincerely your friend, 

W. A. Billings 



'(,. 

Aprjl 11, 1934 :. 
DEAR COOPERATOR: 

.. " ln. my_ New~ '-ette.r o:t J~aQ_uary a. gra,ve. err.Qr. wa.~ ma~e, ... Tbh. was. _brought to my atten· 
ti~'! by~ coup(e o:f~~arp~_ey~d re~~ers. :.J.~a~'t_u~der~tand ~ow ~bis bappened but as. is cu.s.tomary, 
will fix the 'blame on my overworked andworried "secr~tr~e.". Tl)e.:erro:r _conce~:ned turkey storage 

.. ·_ ~o):dings a'nd' t now.-make":it~~te_-~o,co·r~e~t Jh~. ~is_talc.e ..... l ~-1:11 hdorm~d. (auliie:ayen. help .. her Jf .. she 
._i,s: wron~ again) that on-.M~r~h fJrstJhe_ §_torage holdings_ wer,e_ a.s ~oUows:: .. Jive-yea.r ave.r.age, 
13,_402;000p()unds~--()n ~8.~ch. first; 19~3,. there were 15,_744,.000 po!Jnds .. ip cold storage while on 
Mar.cijJi_r~t, )9341_ (th.isyeal') there were 19,12l,Q09 pounds yet to. be moved from the coolers •. 

. While this may not be anything to cry your eyes ou~ about, it appears to be good sense NOT to. 
~~ui)f~_-yo~r.P.re>.d~ctionthisYe!lr •. Lllst Year.at.tbh tJmeJ made a strong plea for.BIRTH .CON
TROL ·in turkeys and I repeat it again this spring •. Why ~ot J i!nU. the hat.cbes t.o the month of 
May or at the LATEST, the first week in June? · This will mean that your breeders wi II go to mar
ket a month ahead of this date. Think it over. 

... .. .. 
. . :TURKEY FLOCKS.GO "MODERN"··have .. had several letters from growers who .complain 

bitterb about feather pi_cking,in th~:ir · breec:l~ng .sto~k .. One woman remarks that her flock looks 
, ·.like a NUDIST COLONt ... Those· birds that didn't listen to reason and WILLINGLY lay aside their 
v· cloaks ()f .fea:thers hadthe~ plcked off~y the .o.tliers~ .When I fi~st heard of this nudist monkey 

bllshie~s~.) didn' tdre_am i_t ~ouN .. ~p_read_ t.o Jurkeys. The~-~- ~!lre great days we live·Jn, aren't they? 
Feather picking may have ONE or SEVERAL possible causes .. First of all, I don't think it .is .. a 
feed deficiency--that is, 'iri most cases. ·we have' been lead' to beiieve that ·feather picking and 
cannabalism might be caused by a-shortage of protein and could be corrected by feeding MEAT 

. SCRAPS liberally. In well managed· and fe~ flocks, t~is does nQt Jt9l(i trQe. 1he breeding yards 
-~-may be a trifle smaiTari<i .too close. contact oiay incline the birds .Jo deveJoP 'the playful o.t: · 

.. scrappy habit of picking one ano-ther .. In .some instances, one bird. may b~scrat_ched or.otherwise 
:'injured so ··as· to cause bl<leding and scab formation. This i:mme.dia_tely aroqses the curios i tY .. oL the 
:·o·th~( birds w~():pick the in)U,r~d-~r9the.r or si~ter and acqui~e a ~aste for blood• One .such injured 

~.ird ll}aY easily start an epidemic of this disgusting habit which is almost impossJble to ~top. 

- TURKEYS ARE NATURALLY rambunc-tious and like 'to take a poke ~tone another ;ben 
.. they think the other feilow· isn.'tlookirig. ·u is suggested _th~tthe feed.ing be l.ooked into. and if 

~ ··you ar·e feeding a simple_ ~~ll~bala.nc~d mi~!ure carrying about t~~nty J)<lr c~ncof protein such as 
. meat scraps, look elsewhere_ Jor the cause. Be sure to have PLENJ'Y of hopp~r Space-. if doubtful, 

double it for good luck: Provide more exercise by installing several feed racks made out of laths 
or wire and keep well filled with clean alfalfa hay. This will help to furnish extra picking ex

. __ e_rcis~~- .J?.() 1~ot _l~~~e }nj~.r.ed_()r_ ble_~4ing b_irds .. ~i ~h the o~hers ... ijo.iled dow.n. t.hen·-let 's enlarge 
the breeding yards; take out the injured birds; provide addi t ion~l entertainment with the alfalfa 
feed 'racks; and don·t· forget the' addi,tiond feed hoppers--you can't have too many. .. 

. . . .. . . .. ' ' . . . . . . . .. 
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THIS MORNING'S MAIL BAG brings this comment··"We have been hearing lots about 
vaccinating poults at almost any age for almost anything, and we are wondering whether this is 
all APPLESAUCE." Reply--vaccination for blackhead, coccidiosis, lice, mites~ worms, etc., etc., 
isn't even applesauce, it's SILLY. Certain folks have reported fair success when vaccinating 
against roup and pox, but in my bands this has not been a howling success. 

WHILE WE ARE ON THIS SUBJECT--a man came into the office this very morning from 
a visit to a turkey-raising sister somewhere in Wisconsin. It appears that some silver-tongued 
tonic salesman told his sister that if she bought his treatment, she could raise turkeys and chick
ens together without fear from blackhead or other diseases. He also informed her that I knew ALL · 
ABOUT {and I do) his stuff and gave it my· O.K. If I didn't have ·to be careful not to use slang, 
I would say "nerts" to this; but since that wouldn't be considered proper, I must say that I never 
heard of this fellow. His statement is a falsehood, and I hope he reads this TESTIMONIAL. Let 
me repeat··there is NO CURE or preventive for blackhead except common-sense sanitation. When 
you buy this stuff, you are getting STUNG. 

The egg laying season hereabouts will be in full blast by the time you get this letter. 
Be sure to have the COD-LIVER OIL in your laying mash--a quart to each hundred pounds. Don't 
hold the hatching eggs too long--not over two weeks, and ten days would be better. Store them in 
a room at a temperature somewhere around 55 to 60 degrees. Turn the eggs once daily. Of course, 
the eggs should be col Iected promptly after they are laid because no egg lying in a chJ Ily puddle 
of water or covered with snow is .likely to hatcli. If your flock is confined in a bre.eding yard 
or pen as it should be, there is no occasion for this. Provide PLENTY of boxes or ·barrels to 
lay in. I suppose you want to know why several hens frequently want to lay in the same nest at 
the same .time. I can.'t crack that one unless one particular nest sits easier than another, and 
anyway what mere man ever succeeded iri understanding the vagaries of the female mind, whether 
it's turkeys, hens, or women? MORAL· -use lots of nests. 

GET THE BROODER HOUSE READY NOW. Scrub the floor with BOILING water and 
throw in a bit of lye for extra measure .. Clean up and paint the brooder stove if it needs it. 
Test it out in actual operation before the. birds hatch. For litter--there's nothing better than 
coarse sand or fine gravel--about an inch thick on the floor. Use a rake to turn it over every day 
or so. NO--I do not like wire floors IN the brooder house. They aren't necessary and everyone I 
ever saw was FILTHY. Move the houses out on ground THAT DIDN'T HAVE TURKEYS ON LAST 
YEAR--get away from the farm buildings. Even tho you use wire porches out front of the house-. 
get the houses out or don't complain about blackhead later·on in the season. 

STARTING RATIONS--these are getting more and more mysterious each year--according 
to some people. I suppose pretty soon we wi II have to add PERFUME and then later we wi II have 
to give the poults a SKIN TEST to determine the particular KIND of perfume they prefer. Or it 
may be that some starters will be flavored vanilla and others chocolate, etc. Seriously, you may 
buy an already prepared starter and raise FINE poults. On the other hand, you can mix an excellent 
SIMPLE one right at home or at your nearest feed mi II and do EQUALLY well. Take your choice. 
A simple home-mixed mash is composed-of equal parts of finely ground corn, bran, middlings, oats, 
{hulled or oat flour) and meat scrap. ·Add to this one quart of cod-liver oil for each hundred 
pounds of the mash. Put the mash in feeders and let ·the birds have all they want 24 hours of the 
day--no more STOP and GO feeding. After a eouple of weeks a scratch feed, composed of 20 pounds 
of finely-cracked corn, the same amount of finely-cracked wheat, and, say ten pounds of steel-cut 
oatmeat, may be set before your birds. If you can't mix these at home--buy a starter. 

PASTVRE·. if alfalfa is not avai I able for turkey pasture- ·rape makes an excellent sub· 
stitute green crop. Sow as early as possible for your particular section of the country and with 
good rainfall, the rape will do well and furnish an abundance of fine green leaves the turkeys 
love. Rape positively is NOT poisonous to turkeys. 

Spring is here and the turkeys soon will be. I'd like spring it it wasn't for the SUL
PHUR and MOLASSES, wouldn't you?· Saw two robins yesterday. 

Cordially yours, 
W. A. Bi II ings 



/ 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

SQme of you who get this Letter in the South and far West probabiy have bad poults for some time. 
Here in Minnesota and the Northwest generally, the month of May is.the customary time for the 
average run of poults to appear. Of course, a few of our growers who can't waH for the regular 
season import eggs from other sections and have poults in April, but this is the exception. We 
have been exhorting growers· to FORGET the late (June and July) hatches, but there are sti II many 
who haven't got religion. They WILL i.n time. Hot weather usually hits us before these late birds 
get well started and many of them can't stand the gaff, make very little progress, and when Fall 
arrives they are immature and the early rough weather puts the finishing touches on them so they 
make EXCELLENT SECONDS. 

There has been a lot of talk about COCCIDIOSIS in turkeys the last year or two, so perhaps a bit 
of a SERMON on this 'SUbfect won't be out of place right now.·· Anyway, don't say that you haven't 
been FOREWARNED. .First, coccidiosi.s is NOT caus·ed by overcrowding, overheating, .or faulty 
feeding. It is a PARTICULAR disease caused by what the. scientist calls a "paras'ite"--to YOU, 
it's a BUG or maybe a GERM. This bug or parasite lives in the SOIL about the farm buildings on 
PRACTICALLY ALL FARMS where poultry has been raised for any length of time. There are a HALF 
DOZEN different. vari·etie·s of coccidia (that's the bug's full name). Therefore, when turks are 
brooded NEAR the farm.bilildings, it is almost IMPOSSIBLE to avoid infection. Little turkeys 
from, say 3 to 8 weeks old, are hit .hardest. Bloody drop.pings, loss of appetite and sleepiness 
together w.i th mussy, rumpled feathers are the usual symptoms--they die like FLIES too. Healthy 
turks pick up ·these coccid:ia (bugs) from the ground, or they may be carried to them by the care
taker- -of course, ·YOU can't. see them, tbey .are so tiny. They are SWALLOWED and carried down 
into the intestines where. they MULTIPLY by the MILLION and finally develop into oocysts (eggs). 
The eggs now pass out from the sick birds in the droppings and I ie on the. soi I or floor of the 
brooder house. THESE EGGS AT THIS TIME ARE HARMLESS AND CANNOT PRODUCE THE DISEASE 
IN ANOTHER BIRD EVEN TllOUGH Pl.CKED .U~ AND SWALLOWED, You say, "WhY. not?" The eggs 

·must be. incubated the same as any other egg, They require heat, air, and moisture on the soil or 
floor and when this is right wi II hatch out in about a week or less, . NOW they are dangerous when 
picked up by other healthy birds. SADDEST OF ALL--there is NO 'CURE for coccidiosis (I know 
there are a lot advertised, but save your money.) You must prevent tbis disease or take your 
medicine, which is PLENTY bad. Do NOT brood in the sanie place as last year•-you are INVITING 
trouble if you do. Start ou.t with a CLEAN .a_.d SCALDED .brooderhouse floor, MOVE. the house FAR 
from the farm buildings--you really CAN find such a place. Sun porches may help some but they 
MUST be scrubbed every 5 days to a week--every 5 days is better. Change the litter in the house 
at least once a week. The MORAL of all this talk is; If you want to avoid coccidiosis (here you 
have an INCURABLE disease) brood FAR from the farm bui I dings, change Ii tter frequently, and, 
given an even break, you will DODGE tbe disease. Oh yes, hang a pair of rubbers on the side of 
the brooderhouse and USE them when you MUST go inside. Stay OUT as much as possible. Maybe a 
board to walk on would help some. Last of al~·-REAI) THIS Pi\RA~RAPll ALL. OVER AGAIN. 
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I(your breedei'~ 'or even YOJJr pouHs get' WIND PllEFS. under. the -~'ldn~.and- 'seem 'i:~. bt.~w ~p -t'ike 8 .. 
toy BALLOON--all you have to do is take a· shears and slit the skin to let t~ air out. I haven't 
the space_ to tell.you...all -t-h~-.why_·~--~.f!d--wherefor.e~s..of this. bQt, it happens oCe.~sionally and is 
easily fiXed. You ~ay have to operate i-n several'dif'ferent places~------ ... ··--· -.... · ·---

Someone el~e wants to know what .ma~es the 'sh_ell of some turkey eggs ROUGH or SCRATCHY. I 
have consulted everthing I know ,of including the HOROSCOPE and can't· find the"-.right answer. 
It must be that something has gone haywire wifh the shell-covering.machinery in the ben's egg. 
laying apparatus. Anyway, there's nothing you can do about it. Earh··in the season we ·often get 
a few soft-shel.led eggs, which may be due to a shortage in mineral matter fed to the' br·eeding 

------·-stack. s-ee· that you havef a~-~~-t~"Sa·•~~L~I!~~~r~~~~~-~~--ii!:J~e -~.!'~~-- ~P.t·J.lJ~~~f.:·2f _q.Y:,H~t..s.!J~~b' av«il·.· '·" 
able. As a rule, the so t 'ones · 1sappear a ter the first couple of weeks. 

OVERCROWDING A BROODERHOUSE may make lots of trouble. A 10 x 12 brooderhouse wi-ll accom
modate 150 birds nicely with no risk, but when you go beyond that, you take your own chances. 
Many of you wi II laugh to yourself at this for you have GOTTEN BY with 200 or maybe 300 in that 
sized house. You are not telling me anything--1 know you have, but·you don't know about those 
who didn't get by. Overcrowding increases the chances for smothering, toe or feather picking, 
and developing runts, because with the overcrowding there is usually a shortage of feed-hoppers •. 
If you MUST overcrowd, be sure to have twice as many feed~hoppers as you think you need and keep 
your fingers crossed. That's my story and I'm sticking to it. 

If you haven't a good CLEAN alfalfa pasture to start on this year why not get your RAPE planted 
right now? We ought to get some rain sometime this summer so let's get it in as soon as possible. 
The best variety to plant is probably the DWARF ESSEX. It is 1 is ted at about 8 to 10 cents a 
pound. You would seed 8 or 9 pounds to the acre. Sow it either broadcast or with a hand seeder 
or with a seed attachment to the grain drill. Don't pasture it until it gets a GOOD start and 
then use only small yards instead of the ·entire field. This will give you a chance for proper ro
tation. Rape is NOT poisonous to turkeys. Break them in easy however, as you would any new forage. 

J,tOUP IS NOT INHERITED. Roup starts as a common cold in a turkey's head. The head fi lis up 
with "ma'tter" faster than it can escape thru the nose and the face swells just below the eye. 
Roup is caused by a VARIETY of germs--not any particular one. These bugs are in the air and 
when the bird's or flock's VITALITY is lowered for some cause such as exposure, etc., the germs 
get a toehold and start growing and then we have this nose cold first and the swelling after. 
DON'T WORRY about last year's roup. It won't carry over this year on that account. Just think 
of it as a cold you might get yourself. This is another reason for avoiding overcrowding brooder
houses. Roup CAN and DOES occur plenty in small turkeys. If your flock has never had it, you 
aren't missing anything. 

There's always quite a lot of talk about not feeding milk in galvanized containers. There is no 
conclusive information that this has ever actually killed birds but if you are superstitious, feed 
the milk in crockery or glass. 

Encourage your poults to-roost as early as possible. Set out small roosts made of lath, etc. The 
more that get their feet off the ground, the fewer the chances to crowd. I saw a statement last 
year that if a certain feed was used the birds wouldn't crowd and smother. That must be some 
new ingredient the rest of us haven't beard about. 

Pretty quick now most of the breeders will-be ready for their LAST ROUND-UP. Don't keep them 
TOO long supplying eggs to a lot of people to raise late-season seconds with. If they are marked 
up andlt:'!,o~~y, corral them without the Toms for awhile and feed them out a little. 

Good luck--big hatches--no cripples, and off to a fine start. Raise most of them and do it cheap·· 
you'll make a bit of money. I'll be seeing you one of these days on your own place, so have every 
thing shining. 

W. A. Billings 



June 11, 1934 · 
DEAR COOPERATOR: 

i_i·_'iv\;-: 1;_j 
The LEG WEAKNESS season is now upon us.·· Each ·mail bri~~~---itsquota of letters saying, ~.~My 
poults are weak-kneed, wobbly, bow-legged·, deformed, crippled, or spraddled. What shall I do 
about it?" Those birds born weak and sprawly might as well be destroyed for they seldom recover. 
When the first evidence of this trouble shows--or before is far better--add ONE QUART of cod· 
I iver oi I to each 100 pounds of your mash; feed plenty greens such as lettuce, dandelion greens, 
etc., and see that the poults get plenty of direct sunshine. This prescription should handle most 
cases and prevent heavy losses. Don't be too sympathetic .and keep those weak birds that don't 
pick up within a few days--as time drags on they become an EYESORE and make the flock look 
bad. They will NEVER amount to anything, anyway--so get ha-rd-boiled and end their misery. 

Hatches are SPOTTY all over the Northwest. Some sections report excellent hatches, while other 
growers have the blues. It's my guess that our local crop of turkeys will be smaller this year 
if for no other cause. Most of the flocks I have seen so far look good but if this hot, dry 
weather we are having continues, it will be pretty tough on the late-hatched birds. It wouldn't 

· be a bad idea to provide shade of some sort and place a few feed-hoppers under it during the heat 
of the day. 

TEACHER TURKEYS.--When you put a new brood of turkeys in the house why not put a few- -say a 
half dozen· -older birds in with them to teach the newcomers how and where to eat. After they 
get the idea, the older ones may be removed. The little fellows mimic the older ones and it 
isn't long before they get started putting on the feed bag. 

Feed prices are rising and if the drought continues there is no telling where they will end. 
·While I am nofortune teller, I recall that I told you this would I ikely happen. You wi II have 
to watch your step 0n feed this year or about all you wi II have for your effort is a sheaf of re
ceipted feed bills. 

The WORM HAS TURNED AGAIN. Here is a quotation from another publication: "The 1934 model 
turkey wi II be bigger and heavier." I wonder what all these folks who were hollering for a 
"smaller" bird will do now. It's a pity we can't stamp out birds of a certain size each year. 
It's the size of one's pocketbook that will determine the size of your and my turkey. If we are 
flush, we'll have a big one--if broke, it will be a little one or a. chunk of boiling beef. 

CROWDING. --As stated time and time again, there is no mystery about this. As a rule the 
brooder house contains too many birds. I still maintain that 150 to 175 birds is PLENTY for a 
10x12 brooder house. Go beyond that at your own risk. Keep empty pai Is, feed sacks, etc. OFF 
the floor--these provide lovely places for birds to crawl into and smother. Place small roosts 
up as soon as you can~~many birds will roost at three weeks of age. This cuts down the chances 
of piling up. Then, when it comes time to shut off the heat in the stoves, your birds wi II have 
been trained to take care of themselves. 
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The WORM SEASON wi II soon be on. If you find your poults dying of worms at e·ight or ten weeks, 
or even before, it is SURE EVIDENCE that they were not on clean ground. Worms don't rain down. 
Worms come from eggs or perhaps you d i dn' t know that the mama worms I ay eggs·· they sure I y do, 
and millions of them, too. They lay the eggs which hatch or incubate in the soil and the little 
poults pick them up from the ground, swallow them, and from then on the birds haven't a run for 
their money. The sad part of it all is,· -worming poults of that tender age is almost sure death 
for them--1 mean the poults. All good worm expellers are POISONS or they wouldn't be- good, but 
when administered to small turkeys, they Jtren' t .$o good. If YOU want to .avoid. this troubie, 
move your brooder houses to CLEAN ground at SOME distance from the farm buildings. Don't brood 
on last year's soil if you can help it. The poultry public is buying carloads of worm pills and 
powders each year and the worms are getting THICKER. I've said this before and the sermon still 
holds good·· I HAVE NEVER SEEN ANY FLOCK RAISED AS THEY SHOULD BE ON CLEAN GROUND 
THAT HAD TO BE GIVEN A CENT'S WORTH OF MEDICINE FOR WORMS. A sprinkling of I ime on 
the soil outside the brooder house will NOT take the place of clean soil--you might as well throw 
a little DEAR KISS talcum powder on the ground. Worms are ·classed as a children's disease of tur
keys--after they get out of short pants at say, twelve weeks of age, they won't "take" worms and 
you could even feed them to em' and not cause serious trouble. It's the first twelve weeks where 
the dodging counts. Paste that inside your hat for future reference. The continuous feeding of 
tobaccco in the mash WILL NOT take the place of common-sense sanitation. Later on- -should you 
let this sermon go out both ears·· if you get into trouble with worms, drop me a line and I' II 
give you the best treatment I know of. Just keeping your fingers crossed and hanging up rabbits' 
feet won't prevent worms--you have to dodge them. You ·can if you really want to. 

DON'T FEED LAWN CLIPPINGS or "hunks" of sod to turkeys for greens. You may get by with it, 
but then you may not. The grass is tough and dry and frequently drys and mats in the crop causing 
deaths. Lettuce, dandelion g·reens, ·etc; are much ·better; A· few ·cabbage .J-eaves are excellent too. 

Running birds on short oats and barley isn't so good either. The barley is especially dangerous 
after the heads begin to appear for the awns are almost certain to stick and pile up in the roof 
of the mouth. 

IN WARM WEATHER try to keep hoppers and water and milk vessels clean enough so as to discour· 
age flies. Flies don't like anything CLEAN--anything "smelly" tickles their palate. It is true 
that flies act as carriers for certain tapeworms but that isn't anything to get excited about 
either, for ALL flies are not carrying tapes but to be on the safe side--discourage flies as much 
as possible. A good healthy fly never hurt any turkey. Milk containers especially need extra care. 

LICE. ··If you are a small grower and st iII use hens for brooding, be sure to look the hens oV'er 
for lice--poults too, for that matter. If you find lice--get rid of them with sodium fluoride-· 
get it-at your dr-ug store·and·don'·t·t·ake-a··substitute. Rub several pinches of the powder on the 
SKIN under the feathers in several places beginning at the vent. Also ~lean coops or other 
shelters and generally clean house so the lice can't get back on the birds again. 

DON'T CHANGE POULT'S FEED SUDDENLY. If you are using a commercial starter of some sort 
and want to change to a home mix--make the change over rather gradually. This applies to any 
change of feed for that matter. Even a slight difference in the appearance of the feed will make 
the birds suspicious that you are trying to slip one over on them--and they don't like it. 

Those of you who I ive at a distance from the GREAT NORTHWEST have doubtless been reading 
about the dry weather we have been having. It's worse than you think, even. First we had the 
world's worst dust storms and now it's so dry we have frogs here three years old that haven't 
learned how to swim yet. Everyone is praying for rain and I sincerely hope we get it whether it 
interferes with your picnic or not. 

Yours truly, 

W. A. Bi II ings 
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I find that each season I have to repeat some suggestion. This may bore some of 
the old timers, ~ut just haye.patience for y()u wexe once a BEGINNER yourselL. W.e an~ continual
ly adding new names to our list of scientific turkey growers and what NOW seems easy to YOU is 
still a problem to them. Besides--the repetiti()n won't hurt you, anyway. 

Just another reminder as to shade--during.extr~mely h()t weather, l)e sure to _stick upsome sort of 
shade--for the late hatched birds, ESPECIALLY. A rough-and~tumble framework with a few branches 
or straw for a roof wi II do very well .. See that there is PLENTY of wate.r. I visit some farms 
where the drinking vessels are DRY AS A BONE and the owner says, "This has never happened be-
fore." Throw out those Mason .jar watering outfits and rig up a barrel·-.. i.t will save Y.O~ steps 
and insure water at all times. You can easily attach a drip valve and a trough to the barrel. 

_CAPONIZING male turkey poults has been sugg~ste<l·-personally, I think this is a waste of time. 
It is all right when applied to chickens which reach the market AFTER the ~oliday time, but !or 
turkeys--just forget it. There isn't any market for them, anyway. 

THE TAPEWORM HARVEST is now on in full blast. If you see the f.ittle maggot-like sections or 
links of tapeworms in the droppings and. have had some losses and have checked up by opening birds 
and found the long stringy worms in the intestines (they look I ike a bunch of spaghetti), THEN 
you know your flock has worms. Y~u also .should KNOW that you DID NOT brood c:m c.lean grouq<f or 
else you were too near to the farm buildings. Worming little turkeys under five or six pounds is 
DANGEROUS. Kamala is the best tapeworm remover we have, but the FULL, ONE-GRAM DOSE wi II 
likely KILL birds 8 to 10 weeks of age. Read over the direct ions for controlling tapeworms on 
the second last page of your Talking Turkey bulletin and you will know what to do. ·If you have 
lost it, let me know, and I'll send you another .. Doq't fuss around with colored tablets in the 
drinking water~~no good .. Get your bi_rds away from the buildings next year and your flock won'.t 
have 'eni. · ·· 

A man from the west. coast writes wondering why it is that some farmers YEAR after YEAR per
sist in doing nothing about the control of such things as worms in chickens and blackhead and 
worms in turkeys. We DO KNOW A LOT about how to stop these losses and CAN almost make a 
flock of chickens WORM-PROOF. It has been done on THOUSANDS of farms .. Demonstrations have 
been held ON THE FARMS··the neighbors come over to see it--and then, many go home and forget 
what they have seen as fast as possible. This doesn't apply to any of you, dear readers, of 
course, but it is true of many--'member that old_adage that says, "You can lead a horse to water, 
but you can't make him drink." · 

FIRE GUNS. -·A lady in Michigan wrote me some time _ago describing the use of a "fire gun" (a 
sort of blow torch) in disinfecting .brooder houses, etc. I just read a report which says that 
some bugs SURVIVED the flame for IS seconds and at this rate it would take about 11 hours to 
properly disinfect a chicken house 20xl00 feet. It would appear that the gun was NOT recommended. 

·-~. !f!. !f!. !fl. ti~·-!f! •--~·!f!_· !it 
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FEED SEEMS TO BE GOING UP AGAIN."·so you had better watch yo~~-- step.aiid use as-·-S>i-mple, well
balanced mixtures as possible. Some of the fortune tellers may think that dressed turkeys will 
sell for 25 to 30 cents this Fall, but I don''t•·and I HOPE i am mistaken. 1 am NOT a pessi· 
mist and I do try to look at the doughnut instead of the HOLE but I certainly am going to be 
AGREEABLY surprised if turkeys sell for 25 cents or better this Fall. At any rate, use every 
speck of home-grown grains as far as you can. If you are troubled as to how to utilize them-
drop me a line and I'll do all I can to figure one with you. Some sections have lots of THIS 
grain and not so much of THAT, so i.! ... l!lay b~ _t~t!.t t".:q h~ads ~ip beJ~ett~~--~~~~ ,qQ.~.t.. Pe_ri)Jps
you can buy a GOOD grade of tankage cheaper than meat scrap·- if you can, by all means save a 
few dollars. If you buy tankage, you will have to add five per cent bonemeal to the mixture. 

BLOATING POULTS--some swell up as big as a football. I can't go into detail as to the cause 
but it doesn't affect many as a rule. All you have to do is make a TWO-INCH cut thru the skin 
with a pair of scissors and let the air out. The bird wi II then come down 'to earth and recover. 

ROUGH, GAWKY feathers worry some of our friends. If the bir-ds are well otherw-ise, don't 
fret, they will smooth down later on. Close confinement, together with spattered feed etc., may 
muss them up, but they will develop a little pride by and by. 

KILL THE CRIPPLES--no one likes to. They seldom recover and are an eyesore: We could write 
a book on the various causes of this, and then we woo I dn' t know for sure. Very few cri pp I es w i II 
develop from now on. Maybe a few baggy crops, but that ·should be at I. · 

WET MASHES are in fashion now. Use the regular mash and wet it with either skimmi lk or water 
and give the birds all they will clean up in an hour. This, of course, is fed in ADDITION to the 
dry mash which is before them· all the time. Make the mash CRUMBLY -wet- -not sopping or runny. 

THERE IS NO PREVENTION for losses in a storm except your presence. If a cloudburst or hai I 
storm appears--beat it as fast as possible for the turkeys--they will need you to prevent crowd
ing and smothering. Even with proper shelters--flocks will sometimes become bewildered and 
pile up on the outside. With the first clap of• THUNDER or shower of hai I stones hot-foot it 
LICKETY -SPLIT for the turkey yard. That's the best I i fe saver I know of. · ' 

After all my SERMONS--I've never seen so many late-hatched birds as this year. There's only 
one way to get religion on this subject and that is--have 'em and WEEP. You may be lucky with 
them one year but in the long run they are distinctly OUT. They can't stand the heat and they 
can't stand the cold-in the early Fall. They seem very susceptible to colds or roup and usually 
must be·kept by themselves throughout the season for they don't mix with older birds very well. 

The turkey crop looks a bit smaller in Minnesota this year--how much, no one knows as yet. 
The hatches were rather light and this has encouraged a lot of late hatching. If flocks are not 
well finished (and they may not be due to high priced feed) there will be a surplus of seconds-
but don't let that mean YOU. NEVER put a second on the market IF growing them out a bit 
more wi II prevent it. They never make money. 

ASIDE from good turkey management the big problem this year is to crowd your birds as fast as 
possible on home-grown and mixed feeds. If you don't have these, of course, you will have to buy 
ready mixed. I stand ready to help you in any way possible. I don't expect to be on my vaca
tion unt i I August 15th so fire away unt i I then at least. Turkey growers have made some money 
each year up to now and let's make this year NO EXCEPTION.- If dressed prices for your birds 
advance sharply over last year we can HOLD THE CELEBRATION LATER ON, but in the meantime, 
plan on selling them at about the same figure as last year and map your campaign accordingly. 

_Cordiarfy yours, · · 

W. A •.. Billings 
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I am leaving on my vacation about th~ 15th so this will be. th~ final salute until I return; .. My 
family belpngs. to ~he army .o.f. Hay-Fev:er Snee.~er.s. ami .bas ... t~. s~ek. new. P!l~tures. !lt Jh.i.~ .. thne o.f the 
year. It's a great life isn't it? ~ 

Every once in awhile I can't help reminding you·tbefe is STJ~L. ~0 CURE FOR.BLACI\aEAD •. · 11ve 
had a number of letters this summer from some who have discovered a cure of their .own. I HOPE 
so, but I am from MISSOURI. The woods are full of cures, but this morning's mail brought a 
quest ion that is. interesting, ... Some.one .wondered whe_ther turl<ey~ would be free from blacldlead if · 
they had access to plenty of COW MANURE. No, ··I don~t tbink so. Som.eone once told _me that 
liberal appl.icat.ions of this material was a cure for GOITRE. As far as I am concerned the treat
ment is WORSE than the disease. 

Lots of you. are getti-ng wor·fied about feed costs··it's about time, for I .have been harping on it 
for a .long time. -Conditions in different sect'ions vary, but I st iII think you can plan a rather 
inexpensive ration if you will utilize the grains you have and those you will .thresh this .. summer. 
Rations can be varied within quite wide limits. In an ordinary year, our five-point ration is 
hard to beat and grows great turkeys. Corn in most sections is very cheap compared to other grains 
and for that reason we are UPPJNG the ·corn thi.s year. Oat~ are cHmbing, too. If you wi II har
vest succotash (wheat and oats.combined) you.may .. use .. that, .·What's. the matter with this.ration: 
44 pounds corn, 30 pounds of the above-mentioned succotash (or 15 pounds each of oats and wheat), 
_20 pounds meat_ sCf!lPS, S pounds bonemeal, and 1 pQ~Il~ salt? Even that can be VARIED:-· if you ha:ve 
no oats, use barley. If you can' f buy _bra.n and. JDids as i·n our f ive·point mixture and have C)at~ and 
barley, use that as a substitute. For. scratch grain use all cracked corn if it is plentiful and 
fairly cheap in your section. Wheat is climbing and will soon be out of our reach, I am afraid. 

A htdy_. writ~~ .tQ say that her ~.irds are N<)1' .Fi\J: ... Qf ~ourse ,they:aren't-.~~o one. expec.ts them; to 
be now. They are busy -growing frame and· wi 11 cover .this and plump out when the time comes. 
Who wants a FAT turkey anyway? The properly finished turkey .isn't fat, but rather; has its frame 
well covered with muscle and bas a thin layer of fat under the skin for protective warmth--that's 
all. Remem~er the ol~ sloga~··Fi t, but not. Fat .... : .. . 

PLEASE· KILL THOSE CRIPPLES. ··I get on m~ny farms ~nd s.ee froin one ·t()several of these poor 
crippled things dragging themselves around. The healthy birds look on them with disgust and take 
a crack at them whenever no o~e is_ looking~ They won't g~t_ b~Her, so. kiiJ _the~ a._d end their 
misery.- They on I y make you sick every ·time you visit the flock. As before men t' i oned, there are 
innumerable theories as to the cau!!e···breeding's my gue~!!~. As a· rule most flocks have a few and 
the best thing is to end thtdr misery. 

Tankage may be used instead of meat scraps if you can purchase a good grade locally. It usually 
runs 60 per cent protein while meat scraps stands at 45 to 50 per cent. .M~at s~raps as 11 rule bas 
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TAPEWOR,MS-AGARk-·•-Wmm yl>u···s-ee·-those_:·WH1TE-, ·Wl~LY~THINGS on ..til.~. top ~'f, fresh droppings-
some of the women-folks think they are MAGGOTS--just say to yourself, 11 tapeworms;H· They are 
small segments or 1 inks of the adult tapeworm and when eat_en by other uninfested birds set up 
houseKeeping there, too. DO NOT WORM 10-week-old turkeys with Kamala. This drug is the best 
we have for these worms, but it's a poison and will kill small birds--please take my word for it. 
If the birds are not seriously infested, better wait awhile. Then give them a TEST dose as de
scribed in your Talking Turkey booklet. In the meantime it wouldn't do any harm to give these 

--------~lll_a_l_! _!>~r_ds a good, husky DOSE OF SALTS (Epsom)--say, one-half pound of salts to 100 birds. 
Make 'em thirsty then give the salts disso\v~d in 2 gallons of water per 100 birds. The moral is 
to brood on clean ground and they won't have worms. HO-HUM--if everybody did this the worm-
pi II manufacturers would starve, I guess. 

Don't worry too much if your supply of green pasture has failed. Rotate your yards as often as 
they become dirty and get along without the greens. This year has taught many that we can get. 
along without a lot of things we thought we never could. If you wish, you may add 5 per cent 
ground alfalfa to your mash. It isn't nice, juicy, succulent greens, but it is half a loaf, anyway. 

NEWLY-THRESHED grain may be fed if it is thoroly cured and dry enough to grind. It might be 
well not to grind a great deal at a time if there is any danger of heating. 

CORN while sti II on the cob should NOT be thrown to turkeys. Shelled corn is far better and 
may be fed whole or cracked. Some flocks appear to eat it whole, while others insist on its be
ing cracked. 

BARLEY is often substituted for corn. It isn't as good, but if you have barley and can't afford 
the corn in your particular locality, substitute barley. Don't go over twenty per cent, however. 
See that it is finely ground with a hammer mill if possible. Don't feed any mash when the hulls 
of either oats or barley are plainly seen in the mixture. I like them thoroly ground. 

If the flock needs a laxative--and many of them do now and then--try a dose of Epsom salts as 
mentioned above. With pastures so dry and the grass tough and wiry, there may be a tendency to 
mat in the crop. A nice physic wi II help to keep things on the move. 

A GOOD CONDITIONER, if there is such a thing, is BUTTERMILK. It's nutritious and very easily 
digested. Put the birds on this or even plain soured skimmilk for a few days each month. It's a 
splendid way to sweep out the digestive tract. I would feed buttermilk' all the time if I had it. 

OWLS bother many of our growers in this state. They are rather hard to shoot at night. Try a 
pole se-t up in the coote-r of the y-ard with .an opened -trap pl-aced on its top. You wi II have the 
sneak thief in the morning. This win work until they get wise to the racket. By that time you 
will Iikely.have caught.most of them. 

STILL THE GRASSHOPPERS continue to be considered good turkey feed. In feeding value they re· 
semble tobacco juice and peanut shells. Regardless of the number of hoppers in your locality feed 
a balanced mash i.f possible. If you CAN'T--why I won't argue with you. 

Someone else inquires as to whether turkeys should have an ENEMA for these pin worms that I ive 
in the blind guts of chiekens and supposedly in turkeys. You have probably been reading about the 
apparatus that is inserted into the rectum or vent of birds and the liquid is injected "as far as 
possible." Boy,--turkey growing is getting complicated, isn't it? To make a long story short-
no, the enema isn't necessary for turkeys. 

Best w.i shes unt i I September. 
Sincerely your~ •. 

W. A. Billings 
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It wi II soon be time to say goodbye to your 1934 with early birds (say the month 
9f May) will have very little trouble making number one grade by early November. Of course, there are 
a few birds going to market right now, but they do not amount to anything when considering the total 
crop. A few growers who have been sorting out the earliest and biggest of their birds and stmdirig them 
on their way in small lots, have been receiving in the neighborhood of twenty-five cents a pound dressed 
weight. Some have done better. The market at this time of the·year will absorb very few turkeys be· 
cause the bulk of turkey eaters do not become turkey-minded until early November. So those of you who 
hear about an individual here and there who has sold a few for a pretty good price need not be discour
aged, because only the extremely early birds are ready now and even these would make good gains from 
now until normal marketing Ume. 

The question on everyone's lips right now is•~WHAT IS THE PRICE GOING TO BE? By that is mearit-
what will the Thanksgiving market settle down to. I don't know, and neither does anyone else, for 
that matter. Maybe your guess is as good as the most expert of experts. They have made some- awful 
"blobs" in the past, too. There are a few facts that may help you to guess··l '11 run over them wlth 
you and then we' II both guess. First--storage holdings are FAVORABLE for good prices. There are 
less in storage than last year and probably less than the five-year average. Second--there are some· 
what fewer turkeys in the country; just how many less we shall find out after the season is over. 
Various statements are heard, but they are nothing more or less than guesses made from comparatively 
limited observation and the report of poor hatches and rather heavy summer losses. At any rate, there 
are probably fewer birds. 

The above-mentioned facts may be consi~ered GOOD OMENS for better prices. Now, let's take a look 
at the other side. Feed costs are HIGHER than last year. The drouth in the Northwest, at least, has 
~educed· the supply of farm grains and growers have lit.tle money ·to buy it. Even if they had, they are 
hesitating because they are afraid the selling price will not warrant the further feed investmenL 
~umbers of immature flocks (seconds) are being sold now for the above reasons. I am gambling someone 
wi II make some money feeding out these birds. While it looks as thoQgh a considerable volume of top
qu .. lity birds may be lacking, there may be a veritable FLOOD of widerfed and unfinished bi"rds. This 
NEVER DOES ANY MARKET ANY GOOD. If we could persuade everyone to HOLD unfinished birds until 
they are ready, I would be very optimistic about the Thanksgiving Market. There are doubtless other 
factors which will determine the price--such as the ability of the consumer to· pay a high enough price 
to satisfy the growers' demands for a good profit. 

In a NUTSHELL,- this is the general situation: I believe we shall realize BETTER prices this year 
than last. I believe the price wi 11 be high enough to return a PROFIT ·to the grower who markets only 
NUMBER ONE birds. The person who rushes thin, underfed birds to market this year wi 11 NOT BE 
PLEASED with the returns. Let's try to market turkeys in an orderly fashion and select only those 
actually fit. Pick them carefully--try to select only those.Toms that will dress out at 15 pounds or 
better, and hens, ten pounds or better. Both, of course, should be plump with the frame well covered. 
If they weigh more than these rock-bottom requirements, so much the better. For your good--DON'T 
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During all these __years of depression {or whatever you choose to cart them), turkeys have paid 
their way ~d have given a PROFIT besides. They wi II do it again this year. The man or woman 

·who has· fed carefully and sensibly wi 11 have no reason to feel bad. I am not worrying about the 
NUMBER ONE'S. I am just a bi t_-scared that a lot of you, due to lack of feed_, or the money to 
buy simple grains, wi II be forced to dump a lot of thiri birds. Don't do it if you can ·possibly 
avoid it. I realize that money is scarce and understand the conditions as they exist; I am just 
hoping and squeezing that YOU, at least, wi II be able to TOP the market in grade and mak.e a 

---proTrt ·lor yourself. Yoder these conditions I am sure you will. 
I "~ "" • .J, '< ... •' ~ .f> I 

BE}fORE SELLING ANYTHING--carefully select your hens for next year's breeding flock. P.ick. 
the best developed, early-hatched hens with not TOO MUCH DAYLIGHT under them. Legbaiid 'tlieni" 
for future identification. 

AGAIN THE ANNUAL WARNING--don't give your birds away. Don't sell to some Jessi~ James 
dealer whose only capital is a promise. Investigate the financial standing of the person who 
offers you ESPECIALLY attractive prices. Keep this in mind now, rather than ·later, so you won't 
get one of those famous RUBBER checks that come BOUNClNG BACK from the bank marked "N. G.'' · 

Those of you who haven't tried the wet mash method of force feeding might -give it a trial. Use 
your regular mash mixture and set out a hopper or two of the wet mixtur.e in ADDITION to the 
dry mash. Just make it CRUMBLY wet and feed at least ONE GOOD.FILL each-day. Feed just 
enough to be cleaned up slick and clean in, say about an hour. At first, the birds may stick up 
their noses at the wet stuff, but once they get their bill in it--they love it. 

If you find a bird now and then with one of these goofy looking baggy crops··there isn't much you 
can ·do about it. They always look sort of silly and embarrassed as they sneak around with their 
crops filled and sometimes actually dragging on the ground. If the bird is in good flesh··invite 
in your pastor or some other friends and put on a turkey dinner with the croppy ones. They are 
good to eat and the guests won't know the difference. 

I am getting quite a lot of letters about TAIL PICKING. It may start from a number of causes, 
but soon develops into a habit. The mash sticks to the bird's mouth and she cleans it off on the 
next fellow's tail feathers and then another bird sees the feed sticking there and picks it off, 
etc., and etc. Try sprinkling whole grain over the mash. Try stretching wires lengthwise the 
full length of the hopper (bill cleaners). Try an alfalfa feeding rack (built something like a . 
steer feeding rack) for outside picking exercise. Smearing tar on the t~ils does not help. Those 
birds picked and bleeding should be corralled by themselves or they will be ruined. 

A man just came in the office and wants to know whether Christmas will be a better market than 
Thanksgiving·-1 don't know. If your liirds can't make Number One grade for Thanksgiving, by all 
means hold them unti I Christmas. The later market is sometimes better and this may be one of 
those years. At any rate, you will be far better off to keep unfinished birds off the Thanksgiving 
market for the Number Two price will NOT be good. 

I am hoping you will listen to reason and sort carefully. Here's hoping your feed supply holds 
so that you can finish properly. I am gambling you wi-ll make a nice safe margin of profit. You 
won't get rich, but anything that pays a profit these stirring days isn't to be sneezed at. 

Best of luck to you. I hope I have been too pessimist_ic and the price is twice what we expect. 
I'd love to hear you say, "I told you so." 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi Ilings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: ST. PAUL CAiVIPUS LIBFIARIES 

Now that Santa Claus, Kris Kringle, Jultompte, St. Nicklaus, Joulu Pukki (or·whatever you call 
him in YOUR language) has come and gone, we may be able to get our minds on some other subject. 
I do hope, however, that you and all your fami Jy had· a gay hoi iday time and that all "tummys" have 
recovered from the extra strain put on them at this time of the year. 

As I write this letter the thermometer stands at 20° below zero and someone just ·notified me it 
was 39 below at Eveleth (Northern Minnesota). To you folks who live in warmer climes, get this·· 
don't feel sorry for us for WE LOVE THIS FINE INVIGORATING WEATHER. It puts lots of pep in 
you and makes you move fast--if you don't you'll freeze to death. Anyway, we thrive on it, and that, 
too, is what it takes to make our M·innesota breeding stock so hale and hearty~ Our breeders wi 11 be 
more than glad to supply a limited number of these fine, big, sturdy birds; so if you live neir us-• 
come up and see us sometime. · · · 

In the January Egg and Poultry Magazine an edi tori at writer wonders why turkey growers did not 
market their birds in a more orderly manner this year--in other words, why did they dump them·ai · · 
Thanksgiving? The wrHer referred especially to birds received from the Southwest as not being in 
top condition ·foe ma-rket~ The answer, of course,. probably was that these growers were short of 
feed or money to buy it; then too, they likely didn't have suffient confidence in the price they 
would receive to warrant further outlay for feed. Then, ON TOP OF ALL THAT·· it takes a lot of 
persistent talking to persuade .some growers to hold birds unti I they are ready and prime REGARD· 
LESS of whether it is Thanksgiving, Christmas, or the New Year. We in the Northwest have harped 
on this subject for many moons. Many produce· buyers have taken to the AIR with radio broad.casts 
asking folks to KEEP all birds that wouldn't make No. 1 grade; All this has borne nice ripe fruit 
this year. The Northwest as a whole marketed splendid birds. 

Some produce man tried the experiment of buying immature flocks offered for sale, congregating them 
at different points and feeding them out. At best it isn't good practice either for the grower or 
the commission man. These assembled birds are of every breed, shape, size, and denomination. Some 
of them never saw a feed-hopper before and would walk around and around wondering what it was-. 
literally starving to death. The place to round out turkeys is ON THE FARM and in the home flock. 
Any other practice is bound to be a step backward and any profit to be made from continued feeding 
should go where it belongs--to the grower. It's my guess that produce buyers of this class of STUFF 
are not sold on the idea, but did the best they could under the circumstances. 

I don't know how you feel about the results of your holiday marketing but we here in Minnesota are. 
fairly well satisfied with prices paid for OUR turkeys. Thanksgiving was around 20 to 23 cents and 
Christmas a bit better so we are not too downhearted. If you ask me·· I think next year wi II call · 
for your BEST WITS, BEST MANAGEMENT, and BEST FEEDING PRACTICES. As it turned out, the crop 
on the whole was less than 1933·-that helped a lot. Then, too, we didn't DUMP our birds this year. 
Many growers used good judgment and did not market their birds until they were ready. 

\ 
\ 
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Taking everything into consideration, I think the turkey raiser may well heave a sigh of relief 
and then pull in his or her belt a NOTCH TIGHTER and prepare for next year's battle. It will 
be a battle, too, for we are SURE to have higher feed costs--at least until next year's grain crop 
is harvested. lYe will hope that the selling price will advance in proportion to the incteased 
cost of feed--and what's more, I think it will. At any rate, don't get discouraged, but rather 
make plans for a ROUGH VOYAGE and I am sure the year we are facing wi II be a profitable one. 

We still have another mid-winter pool--the one for January--and that bids fair to be O.K. This 
will clean up all the TAIL-ENDERS and let's hope not TOO MANY go into the coolers. You will 
remember that on February first last year about 19,000,000 pounds of turkey went into storage. 
IF less than ~hat . .fJgure is __ ~_eld over and i.f they ~ov~ ou.t of storage a~ well as last year, and IF 
we can keep our fee4 co~ts within reason, we wi II be si.tting pretty. Anyway, you might as well 
QUIT WORRYING. I can't do it myself, b_ut it's always swell advice for the other fellow. 

. - -
Have you noticed lately that dairymen, sheepmen, and bogmen are going for meat scraps and similar· 
meat proteins in a BIG WAY? These same men used to buy many other protein supplements tut now -
f-ind (necessity is the mother of invention you know) what turkeymeo have known for a long time-· 
namely, that meat scraps and the BETTER GRADES of tankage make a splendid protein addition to 
the other farm grains commonly fed. We, of course, use it in our mashes for both chickens and 
turkeys. Most of these dried meat products run 50 per cent protein an~ better. Twenty pounds of 
this added to 80 pounds of a mixture of corn, oats, wheat, barley, etc., make a ration hard to 
beat. At any rate, when you buy protein, examine the sack label and NOTE the percen,tage of pro· .. 
teio and then compare prices with meat scraps. Your lead penci I wi II tell you the story. 

While you are debating as to your plans for next year may I butt in with a suggestion or two? l 
wouldn't rai_se a single bird more than you did this year. Maybe I would redu~e a bit. Figure on 
the number your equipment wi II take care of and the number you can buy feed for, because feed . 
will be HIGH, at least until the new crop is harvested. Don't start out with too many birds 
and. hope the- Lord will provide. To SHORTEN the high-priced- feed season and as an emergency 
measure only, hatch a bit later this year--say about·the middle of May or .even up to the last of 
th~t month; If you don.'t have it on-hand NOlV it might not be so dumb to buy what feeds or grains 
you will need up to about August first. I can't figure how they will be any cheaper until mid
sunnner, and they may be a lot higher. Think it over. 

Those of you who need it should provide some sort of winter shelter for your breeding flock and 
in another month or so it will be time to start feeding for egg production. If your hens are not 
fully grown out, keep right on feeding as you were. lYe humans are using cod· liver oi I for protec· 
tion from winter colds, grippe, etc., so why not give the breeding flock the same protect ion? 
Say about one quart of oil to each 100 pounds of mash or grain. It's sort of a winter overcoat· 
to them. 

-In winding up this letter I want to wish you all a Happy New Year. In Swedish it will be, Godt 
Nytt Ar--in Norwegian they tell me i~ is Godt Nyt~ar··in German it is Froelich Neu Yahrw··in 
Finnish I'd say Onnelista Uutta Vuotta-·in Bohemian I guess it's Vesely Novi Rok, and in French 
I'll have to say, Bonne Annee. I hope I haven't messed up your greeting too much; anyway, you 
know what I mean. Make a lot of new-year resolutions and don't fret about keeping them--nobody 
does. 

Cordially ~ours, 

W. A. Bi II ings 



February 16, 1935 
DEAR COOPERATOl: 

I have had many comments saying this letter is helpful and enjoyable, too. If so, it fills its mis
sion.· We try to give you the LOW-DOWN on things in genera:l pertaining to the turkey· industry--to 
promote worthwhile advances and to DEBUNK some other fantast.'ic notions. Last year's mailing list 
wi 11 be continued, but if any of you wish this letter STOPPED coming to YOU,· just. drop us a -card. 

The last couple of years some of our growers -have had the ·FIDGETS for earlier egg production. Sto· 
ries o-f how the- turkey hens in .far off ptaces turn themselves wrong side out to lay in January and 
February have given many Northwestern flock owners the jitters because they feel their hens dilly
dally around too much before getting down to business. These colorful tales1 like many others that 
come to us from afar, are usually exaggerated; and, after all, local weather conditions still have 
considerable to do with early eggs. As a matter· of fact., January, February, and even early March 
eggs are difficult to handle in THIS climate, for many, if not all, would be -chilled-and 'rendered 
useless. 

When, -late in March, the sun is high and the breezes blow bahny from the South, turkey hens, as 
well:.as their owners, get the SPRING FEVER and harken to the call-of the wild. THEN, and THEN 
ONLY, is the egg. laying season just around the corner. This, ·of course, · is what NATURE dictates 
and the flock owner must bend his efforts to see that HIS BIRDS not only have the DESIRE to ·Jay 
eggs~ but-must be PHYSICALLY fit to pitch in and do -their stuff when the bell rings~ Here in the 
Northwest, we frequently have temperatures ranging down to 50 degrees below zero (no fooling) in 
January and February and it's not what you'd -call warm even in March. Any self-respecting hen 
would need to have her. head examined for exerting herself in such FRIGID weather. The bulk of tor· 
key poults are-hatched in May and early June; consequently, they don't reach full maturity·and get up 
the required amount of steam to start laying until the weather is at least warm enough so the eggs 
won't freeze before they hit the ground.· O:f course, if you live' in California or the far South, - · 
conditions may -be different, but not much. They tell me lots of people are catching cold right now 
iu Florida and California •. Maybe I am ~atty to bring -up that subject, but I must be loyal to-my .... 
own state. 

~o don't fret about TOO EARLY egg production. You should provide some sort of sensible protection 
for the wintered breeding flock··some shed or other covered place where the hens can protect them· 
selves from cold winds and snows-. ·Hens oot fully grown-should be kept on FULL FEED untiJ·they· 
are. Others, fully developed and of standard weight by late Novem!Jer or December, may be merely 
maintained so to speak, and then (RIGHT NOW for that :matter) start them all on what is called 
an "egg- laying ration." How that term is m'is-used! · To ·llsten to some of the talk, one would 
think there is some ESSENCE or VITAMIN or WHATNOT "in certain feed mixtures tha·t can be EXCLU
SIVELY controlled and patented without which your turkey ·hens can't be induced to go into produc· 
tion. Perhaps soon we will be instructed to provide an orchestra or a record to play sexy music · 
with their meals. Wouldn't that be something? 
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As far as I have been· able- to discover .. there have been NO-mysterious ingredients found which 
wi II throw a hen into HIGH GEAR when they are added to the mash. As a matter of record, there 
have been no startling improvements in egg-laying rations. This may be to our discredit, but the 
fact remains. Of course, we do add cod·l iver oil, lime, salt, tmd'sucb things, but that .isn't 
especially NEW. From time to time some one appears with a new mash fcirmula that wi11 m.ake a 

__ .!!~~ ~ Y __ Q~ .!JP.Sr_jn _ _!~e attemP._t, ~-~~~ I a_lways _fee_l . .Pr.~_tty sor_ry for a _tom turkey that happens _to._ 
eat so~e of it. A laying ma$h_ to be. kept before your breeders in hoppers at all times from-now 
on may consist of our regular five-point mixture--namely, equal parts of ground corn, bran, mid
dlings, oats, and meat scraps. Add to each 100 pounds of this mixture 1 quart of fresh (not ran
cid) cod-liver oil, about 5 per cent pure bonemeal, and 1 per cent salt. This mak~s ~n e~cellent 
mash. To be sure, there are other equally good mixtures. This is a simple, basic mash and may 
be changed to include some dried milk, alfalfa leaf meal, etc. Remem~er, however, that the al
falfa meal is NOT green feed for it has lost its color and sncculency. There are literally hun
dreds of mixtures. The one I've just outlined is as good as any and certainly cheaper than many--
that's something to· bear in mind THIS year. . . 

When you buy cod-liver Qil,_ try to get fresh oil. ~ome old, last year's oil in opened barrels may 
be rancid. This and also sardine oil are important food.elements and should not be omitted; BUT, 
they won't perform miracles. If your birds are in good condition--wintered well, without roup, 
colds, lice, etc., and have been given a good balanced _mash--the( II lay when the weather warms 
n~·-say, about the time the children in your section start shooting-marbles and spinning tops. 
Healthy, well fed hens mated to vigorous young toms will usually ~roduce fertile eggs. One tom 
should be plenty for about a dozen hens. 

THE SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF UNNECESSARY ROUGHNESS TO HENS met last week and 
passed a resolution condemning such practices and outlined meas9res to put soft pedals on toms 
during the mating season. First, it was suggested not to u.se too big and heavy toms with young 
hens. ~econd, that blankets or saddles be provided for the hens. And third, that those ruhber 
TOE GUARDS I spoke to you about last year would go a long way to prevent injuries which are 
often fatal. These are· merely short pieces of a special, hollow ruhber tuhing slipped on over the 
claws of toms and fixed there with tire cement. Let the tuhiog project about a quarter inch be· 
yond the tip of the claw. It is sometimes difficult to get the proper kind of tuhing at your drug 
store so your correspondent has made arrangements for a supply if you cannot get it· at home •. It 
costs about 45 cents a yard, which should be enough for six or eight toms. -Be sure the STICKUM 
you apply is firmly set before yon let the bird go. Rememl.Jer, these are for the toms and NOT 
the hens. The chances are that you will get a nice price for your breeding hens when you get ready 
to market them in late May or June, so try to have them as free from tears and scars as possible. 
And, aside from that money-in-your-pocket reason, the hens deserve this protection. 

It's a good time now to examine the flock for lice. Brush back the feathers about the vent and 
watch 'em run--if they are there. A dust of Sodium Fluoride ON THE SKIN will polish them off 
easily. Lice and mites are blood relations to bedjugs. Perhaps you have had reason to meet up 
with these gentlemen. Well, turkey hens don't like lice any better. 

Now that we are starting another turkey year, don't start worrying about what may never happen. 
Prices will be O.K. but you HAVE GOT (not good English) to keep feed costs down or you are 
sunk. Handle the growing flock as you know yon should and don't cut corners. Don't repeat opera- . 
tions on last year's ground, change the growi~g yards reguarly, and stay FAR AWAY from the farm 
buildings and ·its chicken ground. If you don't, you'll be sorry. Good luck, and before you know 
it we shall be visiting again. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 



' . ' . f 

DEAR COOPERATOR; 

Now that Spring has officially arrived with April Fool's Day just arowd the corner, we may lay 
plans for the 1935 turkey-growing season. In spite of the outlook of high feed costs, many turkey 
growers are unduly optimistic over the. season's prospe.cts. Even though other livestock prices are 
advancing, I do not think we are justified in lulling ourselves to sleep as to the necessity of keep
ing feed costs as low as possible. .I believe THIS season wi II call for your bes.t management over 
any in the past ten years. You'd better pull the old belt a notch tighter and do your job better 
than you have ever done it .before. Use simple BASIC feed mixtures and cut out the trimmings as 
much as you can. If you can do th.is,. I believe you. wi II all GO TO TOWN 11gain this Fall •.. It does 
not follow, just because pork chops are higher, that turkeys wi II stage the same spectacular advance. 
Surely you know what has already happened to the Ham and Egg family. They are on the verge of a 
divorce so I am told, with Ham up and Eggs down. 

As our mutual friend Will Rogers so aptly puts it--all I know is what I read in the papers. This~ 
leads up to the idea that one might think, after reading all the advertisements, to be a successful · 
turkey grower, you must now worm the flock REGULARLY for ROUND WORMS. One might even get 
the notion that round worms (common enough in chi<;kens) are a serious disease in turkeys. This is 
just another case of the well known BALLY-HOO at its best. Perhaps I was born only yesterday 
and therefore haven't bee] around much. Maybe I haven't seen very many turkeys, and it's just pos-. 
sible I am talking through my hat; but, I .doubt VERY, VERY much if any turkey flock was EVER 
inconvenienced in the least by the common round worm of chickens •. Please don't ask me why--they _ 
simply don't have 'em. Maybe they will sometime--they don't now. So FORGET all this poppycock 
about worming your turkeys regularly, or even IRREGULARLY, for the eradication or prevention of 
ROUND WORMS. I haven't seen a round worm in turkeys for YEARS and YEARS and YEARS. Tur
keys do have tapeworms--that's their particular thorn in the side and these can be prevented BEAU· 
TIFULLY by the simple plan of DODGING (a simple word for sanitation) we have been preaching for . 
ever so long. Avoid getting ALL your information from the advertisements or the first thing you 
know you' II be having halitosis or B. 0. or Pink Toothbrush or even the "epizootic." The March 
sermon is: Forget ab()ut round worms jn turkeys--at least for_ the present. 

Each year at this time I think it well to RENEW OUR FAITH again in the sane, sensible, and SUC
CESSFUL plan of turkey raising you all are or should be practicing. In other words, let's all sign 
the pledge ag~in··m~ntally, at .least, At the beginning of each season we always have a new group··· 
of growers added to our lis.t.and 'Yhile.Jhis little exhortation is intended .for them it won't hurt 
you old timers to brush up a bit. This plan of sanitation we are promoting is nothing but a BLACK
HEAD dodging program. Since there is still NO CURE for this disease, let's sidestep it. We have 
been very successful so far and you can too if you will DIVORCE your turkeys ENTIRELY from your 
chickens. This means keeping them off chicken ground and that in turn means AWAY--FAR, FA:S. AWAY 
from the farm bui !dings from START to FINISH. Move the brooder house out and when the birds grad
uate from the houses, keep them in fence4~ in yards •. Change these yards once every three or four weeks 
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and FEED. That's all there is to it--except, of course, the work involved • .II you will do this 
conscientiously, you will C\ltbJackhea_dJo.sses downto little or nothing; you wiJI have no trou~le 
with worms (tapes, round worms, or any other variety); you will avoid coccidiosis (incurable) and 
make your turkey growing efforts a source of sat i sf act ion instead of an AGGRAVATION. I know 
many good growers who do this job perfectly from soup to nuts, and what's more, have been doing it 
for several years. You, too, can do equally well if you are wi I ling to swallow this program hook, 
I ine, and sinker with NO HOLDOUTS, mental or otherwise. Nothing is asked of you that isn't rea· 
sonable and sensible. Lately there are some EASY WAYS being offered. One advertisement states 
that if you feed this priceless ingredient, blackhead won't appear. Why, they say you may even raise 
chickens and turkeys together on the same 'ground without changing yards or ANYTHING. That's quite 
wonderful,- isn't it? Folks, THERE IS NO EASY WAY to turkey success. It means a lot of EXTRA 
work··it's worth it, too. Don't listen to all these bed-time stories that involve putting smelling 
salts in the drinking water or sachet powder in the mash. If you do, you'll be-sorry. 

When you clean up your brooder house this spring--and you surely must··don' t be too downhearted if -
you can't afford one of these new· fangled Buck Rogers· liquid fire guns, or whatever it is they ca 11· 
them. All you really need is PAILS and MORE PAILS of SCALDING hot water. Scrape the floor down 
to the ''quick"- and then scrub with hot (not· just warm) water. If you wish to throw in -some house~ 
hold disinfectant--go ahead, but see that the water is hot. It's the hot water that curls up worm 
eggs and also the eggs of that bug that causes coccidiosis. Hot water and plenty of elbow grease is 
the best treatment I know of for a dirty brooder house floor. It's very cheap and is an excellent 
substitute for the bending exercises one hears about over the radio. 

For this year's pasture crop--alfalfa is great and so is rape. I do not care for sweet clover be
cause its leaves are few and far between, and the plant gets too woody to suit me. The other-clov· 
ers should be all right. Let's all hope for plenty of rain this year, and if we get it all of these 
crops wi II be a big help in keeping down feed consumption. Rape should be planted as soon as it is 
possible to prepare the soi I. 

I heard about a new wrinkle to stop toms from fighting··l don't mean your breeding toms, but the 
growing fellows in this su11mer's flock. Someone says that if you put a last year's tom in with 
the young flock he wi II take the fight out of the youngsters and make them as meek as lambs. This 
suggestion is a bit early in the season but I mention it now before I forget to pass it on. 1 can't 
guarrantee it wi II work, but it doesn't cost anything to try. Let me know i.f it succeeds. 

Again, the annual spring warning against overcrowding brooder houses. All arguments to the con
trary, I' II stick to about 150--165 to the ten-by-twelve house. This is the safe num]er and anything 
beyond that is a gamble. Of course, I ·know that some·of you ha-ve ·got by with many more than that·· 
BUT, perhaps you don't know of· the ones who didnot. Don't overcrowd your equipment--there are 
enough risks as it is without looking f~r trouble. -

The hatching season is close at hand. It might be well to give the machine the once---over and be sure 
all parts are in good working order. ~ee that the heating unit operates O.K. and give the machine a 
trial run. Remove all trays--scrub carefully,. and set in the bright sunshine for a few hours to dry. 

For·good batches the eggs should not be kept over 10 days--even less is better. They should be stored 
in a room at about 50 to 60 degrees and turned once daily. The machine should have an operating tem· 
perature of about 101 to 102 degrees throughout the hatching period. It will likely rise slightly be
yond this toward the close of. the hatch. · Turn the eggs twice each day from the se<:ond or third day 
until a couple of days before the poults are due. The turning process will allow sufficient time for 
cooling. After about two weeks .candle to remove the inferti Ie eggs. 

I hope it is good and rainy in your part of the country because we need it. I haven't carried anum· 
brella for so long I wouldn't know how. Here's for a good old-fashioned rainy April--anyway, after 
your field work is done. 

Will be with you again soon, 

W. A. B i 11 i ogs 
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April 24, 1935 
DEAR COOPERATOR: I . 

; ---·-.. } 

Spring has come, and I suppose by the time this letter reaches you some of the incubators will 
have started popping little turkeys out of the shell and the 1935 race will be on. lleavens, it 
seems only a couple of months ago that we started the 1934 season. Some folks marvel at the RA· 
DIO, but to me the arrival of the first little turkey fellow nonchalantly poking his or her sticky 
head through the shell still amazes and fascinates me. I presume the hardened incubator operator 
has long since ceased to wonder at the sheer beauty of the event and is thrilled only when the 
hatch is big. To me it will always be a MIRACLE. I'd better stop now or the·first thing you 
know I'll be quoting poetry and you'll think me "queer." 

Now that the ice is broken, I'll have to take off my shoes, loosen up the old suspenders and go to 
work. Perhaps you don't know--this monthly Turkey News Letter made its first appearance just 
eight years ago and has been fairly regular since that time.· So far as I am aware, it is the only 
year-round Correspondence Course in turkeys--at least, it is the oldest. It has been a lot of fun 
for me and I trust helpful to you. Pretty soon we will have to celebrate our ten-year anniver· 
sary. Some readers have asked whether it is hard to find reasonable things to bring to you--no, 
it isn't--the toughest assignment is to boil it down to this double-sided sheet. 

May is almost upon us and that spells BROODER TIME for most growers. Some already have early
hatched birds in the brooder houses, but, as a rule, these are from eggs secured from western and 
southern states. This need not upset anyone, for the BULK of the turkeys are hatched in May and 
even June. There are always a few growers who insist on beating the starting gun. You can raise 
GRAND turkeys hatched anytime in May, and that's the time I have always boosted for. Then, too, 
you are producing your own eggs; the weather is better; the birds need not remain indoors so long; 
the sunless season is shorter; green feed is available sooner; and, after all, they grow PLENTY 
BIG for even the early Thanksgiving market. There was a time when the September and October 
markets paid large dividends in the way of higher prices, but this condition no longer prevails 
except for a very limited number of birds. A few specialized growers with NEARBY quality mar
kets may profit with these early turkeys, but the rank and file of us need not feel the least bit 
envious. Just stick to your knitting and be satisfied with the May hatches. llowever; that does 
not mean the Fourth of July or Labor Day--1 have seen them as late. 

The mailbag brings a letter from a man who writes to say that the lone Tom that headed his flock 
died of Blackhead the other day and he wants to know whether the eggs from these BEREAVED hens 
will still be fertile OR should he get busy and rustle up another Tom. It may be theoretically 
true that ONE mating is sufficient to fertilize the FIRST clutch of eggs and that after she recov· 
ers from her period of broodiness, a second mating is necessary to insure fertility of the SECOND 
clutch. But it would seem to be wise for this gentleman to secure a replacement Tom as soon as 
possible to forestall the chance that certain hens have not mated. This situation well i llus
trates the reason why I have always recommended TWO Toms for a dozen or so hens,_ rather than 
one--if one dies in mid-season, or can't stand the pace, another one is readily available. This 
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is one of the times when ·n does pay to change bones in the middle of the stream. Anyway, it's 
a poor household- that can't have a "bead man." 

If, last year, you lost turkeys from blackhead or tapeworms--this is the answer. Don't let it 
happen again. Anyone can make a ·mistake once--Sophie Tucker says that's why the trains still stop 
at Reno--but, there isn't much excuse to let this get you down. START your brooder houses away 
from the farm buildings. Keep away from the old, soiled chicken ground. Don't go back\~n the 

____ .sa.llte .fields you raised your turkeys last year. This whole program we are promoting is nothing 
more than COMMON SENSE dodging trouble. In most cases it works beautifully, not 100 per cent 
to be sure--for it you want anything that good, death and taxes are about the only things I know 
of you can bet your shirt on and not lose. I don't care what the peddlers and the patent-medicine 
advertisements tell you--THERE IS NO MEDICINE THAT WILL CURE OR PREVENT' 'BLACKHEAD ... 

Some of you may be planning on a wire front porch for your birds this year. This is often done 
so the owner won't have to move the brooder house away from the yard. These front porches are 
fine, but you can't misuse them. And, remember that it won't do to place the brooder house at 
the back stoop even with a wire porch. You can easily track infection into the house from the 
yard roundabout. Use fairly big openings in the mesh floor. One inch square is not too big. At 
least the birds can pull their feet out, should they get caught. A few feed sacks spread over the 
netting for the Hrst few days wi II help, too. · 

Don't forget that it is best to have a wooden floor in the brooder house. Many have written won
dering whether no floor (except perhaps, sand spread on the ground) would be all right. In a wet 
year with poor drainage, it's not so good. 

The litter question is still a pressing one. Regardless of arguments to the cootrary··I'LL STICK 
TO MY COARSE SAND OR FINE GRAVEL. It is cheap, easily secured, and should be changed at 
least once a week, No, the birds won't eat too much. · 

ABOUT STARTING MASHES··much has been said and written. Our five-point ration using hulled 
oats or oat flour instead of the usual ground, whole oats (fed later on) does very well. I'll re· 
peat it because your last month's letter may be stuck in the Sears, Roebuck catalogue, and good· 
ness knows where that is. Use equal parts of finely ground cornmeal, hulled oats or oat flour, 
bran, middlings, and meat scraps. To this, we add--say ·s pounds of bonemeal (good grade), 1 

· pound of salt, and a pint to a quart of cod-liver oi I. If you have lots of liquid milk you may 
cut the amount of meat scraps one-half. Listen, you don't have to apologize for this mixture--it 
has started I iterally MILLIONS of fine poults and chicks, too. Now then, if you have only a few 
turkeys or don't like to "monkey" with small amounts--go ahead and buy a prepared commercial 
starting mash--most of them are excellent. You must KNOW by now that I have always tried to 
make feeding instructions simple and give you GOOD mixtures. 

SOFT-SHELLED eggs--if your birds lay 'em, you must be weak on the cod-liver oil or minerals, 
such as oysters, or both. Throw in some more oil--this will do the trick. 

I am preparing to write a new turkey book and need GOOD pictures of turkeys in all stages of 
growth--brooding, brooder houses, wire front porches, hoppers, etc., etc. Extra good ones, with 
the fi tms or negatives would be appreciated. Of course, they would be returned to you. What have 
you? I would like, especially, a picture of a breeding flock sitting straddle of the barn or up in 
the trees about the house--this as a horrible example. 

I hope you and all your family are fine and dandy. If they aren't--give 'em all a generous shot 
of good old sulphur and molasses, not forgetting a tablespoonful of granulated sugar garnished with 
turpentine--that's for worms. Hope all the hatches beat your fondest expectations, and until next 

... ~ month, --I am 
Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

This is a great old world to live in and I usually have great fai tli To ultimate good sense of 
our people. Sometimes my confidence is badly shaken and I am down in the "dumps" today. Recent· 
ly someone started an uproar about feeding tobacco dust continuously to turkeys as a SURE-FIRE 
preventive for blackhead. Accord·ing to the sponsors, you may now violate all the ACCEPTED com· 
mon-sense principles of sanitation and get away with murder just so long as you feed TOBACCO 
DUST IN THE MASH. Ye gods, wi II wonders never cease? If YOU follow this primrose path to 
turkey growing success, you will be in for one of the biggest jolts of your career. A fellow 
just came into the office, to pay what I always thought was a bad debt, and handed me a silver 
dollar. It says on it, "in God we trust." In the light of these recent developments in the tur
key business, I could suggest a reasonable change, namely, "in HOKUM we trust." This new plan 
puts to shame the SHARE the WEALTH plan, the TOWNSEND plan, and alI the other plans. In the 
past I have always advised turkey growers to get their birds on CLEAN ground far away from the 
farm buildings (good advice, too); to use yards to control movements, to change yards monthly or 
oftener, and to feed. I sti II stick to it, and if you fall for all these fly-by-night short cuts 
to success, you are licked before you start. Thus endeth this month's sermon. 

LEG WEAKNESS, or whatever you wish to call it, is quite common this spring here in the North
west. We have had a cold, wet spring and birds have of necessity been kept indoors too long. 
The best preventive I know of is the generous use of cod-liver oil {add some more even tho your 
mash is supposed to contain it). Even this will not hold the birds if deprived of sunshine, 
greens, etc., too long. Get them out at the first opportunity and supply plenty of fresh, green 
tops of alfalfa, lettuce, or rape. 

OVERCROWDING.--Just got back from a week's trip in the country visiting turkey growers and it 
appears that all my talk about overcrowding is love's labor lost. Goodness, some houses designed 
for 200 birds have as many as 500 in them. I can't say more than I have many times before--this 
is all right so long as you get away with it. You know the old saying--the crime lies not so 
much in doing, but rather in getting caught at it. Don't say I didn't warn you. 

In some areas they are covering a nice clean, sand litter floor the first week with old bran sacks 
to keep the birds from eating the sand. Don't do it, please. All the sand the birds eat won't 
burt them if you are feeding right from the start and continuously--none of the old Stop-and-Go 
style. The sacks look dirty and ARE messy and unsanitary. All the ones I looked at were, while 
the exposed sand floors loo1<ed sweet and clean. USE COARSE SAND and rake it over every day. 
Change it once a week. Some are using ground corn cobs-· I' II take the sand for mine, though. 

Someone else says. that if the mash you are using contains dry milk products, you mustn't dare 
feed liquid milk as a beverage. Shades of P. T. Barnum--was ever anything so ridiculous? Milk 
can't be beat, and as a matter of fact, is the nearest thing to a complete food we have in nature. 

Go to .nd •.se all the milti ~-either swe.et or 7ils~to one or~e~er~fl 
• ttl All • All •~r __ , .. -.- __ 1\ ~~ 
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Your breeding sfock most ·have cione"dieir--bit by now, and why not send them to market? Many 
flocks have b~en moved already. The price is more than it wi II be next fall and you won't have 
the soouner care and expense. So send them on their way. 

Hatches generally have been fine. Some growers have many more birds than they planned on be
cause the hatches were far beyond their fondest expectations. On the strength of that, I should 
guess there wi II be a few more birds in Minnesota this year. Don't start fretting though for 
the price will be O.K. ,if you watch your step and feed sensibly. I am g~tting sort of fed up 
trying to tell some fotks how they may utilize their own home-..g:rown feeds to advantage. There 
is more pure, unadulterated nonsense going the rounds about feeds than you can shake a stick at. 
If you produce the bulk of the farm grains such as corn, wheat, oats, or barley, go ahead and use 
them with the addition of a good protein supplement, such as meat scraps; and don't forget that 
most of it runs 45 per cent protein. I've given you sample rations many times and will do it 
again, if you ask for it. 

Now that the brooding season is well under way make plans for your growing quarters when you 
will have graduated from the brooder houses. Try, if possible, to select ground that turkeys 
haven't even been on last year. Your green crop, such as alfalfa or rape, should have been seed
ed long ago, and with all these fine rains should be in splendid shape. 

WIND PUFFS AGAIN--these birds seem to fill with air under the skin. Some look like a toy 
balloon. Don't take a needle--a pair of scissors is better. Make a good snip through the skin 
about an inch long and let the air out. That's all there is to it. I would like a picture of 
one if you happen to find one in your flock. 

CALIFORNIA, HERE I COME wi II be the song some of our growers wi 11 be teaching their turkeys 
this sonuner. A lot of our turkey raisers couldn't see111 to get eggs early enough to suit their 
purposes and bought February eggs from California and Texas. You folks, West and South, are 
sorely good salesmen--congratulations! The idea is to hatch in April and get the birds on that 
so-called October market which is supposed to be very high. I a111 wondering what wi 11 happen 
when a dozen or two cars flop on the Chicago or New York markets at the sa111e time in October. 

A lot of other people are getting gray hairs worrying about the big packers going into the turkey 
business. I am not worrying a bit for this is your ga111e and always will be although others may 
take a flyer in it now and then. Hired help and long-distance farming never was a success. You 
have seen it tried in your own co111111unity many times. You have heard the old yarn about the man 
who fails at everything can always go far111ing. So111e people still believe it. Turkeys are a 
SPECIALITY and require the intelligent care of the OWNER who lives on the pre111ises. I don't 
care whether be is a big packer or a little packer, he won't stay in the turkey business long. 

OFF-COLORED POULTS. These light-colored or even variegated poults wi II usually darken as they 
get their full and permanent set of feathers. It doesn't mean that you have been stung if you 
happened to buy these birds from a hatchery or neighbor. Wait a little bit before you COIIlplaio. 

Late-season crooked breasts are often the results of EARLY SEASON 111istakes in feeding and care. 
The defect or defor111ity frequently shows up late in the summer and early fall. It has always 
been my opinion that the bulk of crooks come from inherited weakness in the stock together with 
mistakes in feed and management. I don't take any stock at all in the accepted story of roosts 
being at the bottom of the trouhle. Strong-boned pool ts, without softened or ru~bery bones, wi 11 
usually develop into strong-breasted birds and especially so if the parent stock is free fro111 this 
defect. However, to play safe and satisfy that doubt in your minds, let's have the roosts about 
four inches wide. That will please the exponents of the various theories. 

Best regards to you all. This letter is a bit late, but if I don't visit you again by the Fourth 
of July, shoot off a fire cracker for me. 

~heerfully yours, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

The hay-fever season is now at hand and your perspiring correspondent is about to hie himself 
away on vacation--staying on here would mean just one long continuous wheeze from now until the 
middle of September. I expect to bury myself in the wi Ids of Northern Minnesota where the roads 
are the ruttiest and the loons are the nuttiest and the mosquitoes are the hungriest and the ticks 
are the snoopiest. With all these modern conveniences, I am sure to have the time of my life. 

Was pretty busy last month traveling up and down the state looking over the 1935 turkey crop. As 
a result, you dido' t get your customary July news letter. I' II try to make up for it this month . 

. You should travel around with me for a week. Some of the things I saw and heard would make your 
hair curl or your blood boil or something. For instance, here's a good sample: I was on a farm 
where the owner told me of one of these famed, patent-medicine men who stated that 16% of all 
grain was POISONOUS. Isn't that too marvelous for words? Just uncanny how he could figure it 
out that close--not 10 or 20%, but precisely 16%. We can dispose of such piffle by branding him 
a "nut." 

On the feed· room f I oor of another turkey farm were 25 or 30 bott I es I abe I ed "K iII or Cure", or 
some other equally appropriate name--doesn't make a great deal of difference. It cost $3.00 a 
bottle and might just as well have been poured down a nearby rat-hole--if you know what I mean. 
I often wonder when folks will quit falling for this tommyrot. I've preached until I am purple 
in the face that there is NO cure for blackhead, but what's the use? Anyway, if YOU buy it 
you are STUNG. Whi Ie I am on this rather delicate subject, let me say, also, there is no vacci
nation either for or against blackhead. One gentleman I met up with had just finished injecting 
his flock with some of this carbolic solution. It must be that some folks still believe in such 
miracles. Forget it--if you can't raise turkeys by common-sense sanitation, you might as well 
quit. You certainly won't do it by the dope method. 

Can you use this year's crop of grain? Of course you may if it is dry enough to grind. No rea
son why you shouldn't. Do not grind too much in advance on the chance of some excess moisture 
which might cause the mash to heat and mold. Use your new corn, too, if and when it is avail· 
able. The same rule applies. 

Can barley be used instead of corn? Yes, it may be. It is not as valuable as corn, but if you 
haven't corn it makes a fair substitute when fed with alfalfa. Replace the corn with barley, 
if you need to, and add 5 to 10% alfalfa leaf meal. 

If you can secure wheat cheaper than bran and middlings, why not use this mixture--40 pounds 
wheat, 20 pounds corn, 20 pounds oats, and 20 pounds meat scraps? Add one per cent salt to this. 
You could even use the ration with barley substituted for the corn with the addition of 5 pounds 
of alfalfa leaf meal. 
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Don't overlook that there are two ways to feed turkeys--one is to feed them for a profit and the 
other way is to disregard costs and have a stack of receipted feed slips at the close of the sea
son. I was on one farm last week where the feed (a good one, too) cost $35 a ton while across 
the road another grower's feed was setting _him back over $50 a ton. Get the idea? 

One hears a good deal about the probable size of the 1935 turkey crop. Speaking for N.linnesota, 
all I know is what I see and it appears to me that our crop will be under last year. Some are 
guessing as much as 25 per cent. Maybe, and maybe not. Hatches in some sect ions were low. In 
one area which normally raises large numbers of birds,- many farmers decided to cut down on tur
keys and go into wheat growing on a bigger seale. The rust has nearly ruined their wheat crop 
and there are few turkeys to take up the slack. Then, too, the prospective shortage and high 
priced feed kept down the numbers in other flocks. Buyers of turkeys are apt to think the re
duced number of turkeys is largely mental and that the birds will come onto the market in usual 
numbers. For this reason, wbt}n the opening guns are fired the price may be low but it will 
doubtless pep up when the birds are harder to get. I look for a nice profitable selling price 
this fall--not too high for the con~moer but high enough so you will be satisfied. ---

The country is full of late-hatched birds--never saw them thicker. If the weather is not too se
vere, these late birds may come thru satisfactorily. Even t~en, I still prefer May-hatched poults. 

I investigated a so-caJied NEW disease the other day. The local feed man had called it "necro"-· 
that's short for necrobacillosis: Don't try to remember this, please--it was all in his mind for 
this necro is chiefly a disease of hogs. What killed the turkeys was blackhead--not this necro 
thing. We have no new diseases of turkeys in this state, thank goodness. There are, however, a 
lot of poorly informed people who are not familiar with the ones we actually have. These fel
lows run around advising turkey growers; and, not knowing the disease which confronts them,- in· 
vent a new name to fit the situation. If you are stuck, you'd better consult your local veteri
narian if you have one handy. Don't forget, too, that while your druggist may be a fine man and 
an able pharmacist, he is not a poultry disease expert. 

If you have been careless and blackhead has made its appearance in your flock, here's what you do: 
move the flock onto new and clean ground. Use a small yard and change it every 4 or 5 days until 
the deaths stop. This won't take long--maybe after the second move. No medicine is needed·· 
just keep moving. When the epidemic has let up, you may then get into the regular moving sched
ule of once every two or three weeks. 

As mentioned once before this year--baggy crops are seen quite often. It is brought about by the 
weakening of the crop muscles which. in turn causes the feed to accumulate and sour. You may hold 
an affected bird up by its hind legs and by squeezing the crop the contents will be regurgitated 
(that's _a parlor term for "throw up"). A better idea would be to eat the bird if it is big enough 
for a fryer. Don't fret about them--there won't be very many of them. Baggy crops and wind 
puffs are NOT the same thing. 

If you have a flock made up of birds of assorted ages, they will do a lot better if the different 
ages are kept separate. Unless this is done you will have a much larger percentage of runts. 
When mixed, the bigger birds pick on the smaller ones. If you cannot make the separation, at 
least provide a surplus of feeders so all may have a chance to eat. 

I trust things will go smoothly with you from now until the end of the season. I will rusticate 
for a few weeks and come back smelling a bit fishy, I expect; but, just the same, I'll be seeing 
you again about the middle of September. 

Until then, I am 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

At the risk of being tiresome, I'll repeat in part what I said last month about the OUTLOOK. 
Don't be TOO optimistic about the expected "big" shortage of turkeys this fall. Some guessers 
nonchalantly predict the crop wi II be as much as 40% short and many growers are beginning to 
lick their chops in pleasant anticipation of the "killing" they will make when skyrocketing prices 
put turkeys in the T-Bone steak class--retailing at, say 50 to 60 cents a pound. Maybe they are 
right. I'm from Missouri, however, and still think there will be enough turkeys to go around. 
You know, after all, people DON'T HAVE TO eat turkeys. They buy them principally at holiday 
times when they figure the price is attractive or the old ~ock is well filled with cash. I don't 
believe in raising hopes and then alibi-ing out of it afterward. You've probably noticed that 
some people are still wondering_ why they ever thought this fellow Max Baer was a prizefighter. 

I'll be disappointed if turkeys are not higher than last year and I am sure, quite sure even, that 
if you have been a good business manager, you will make a nice profit. A man came into this 
office yesterday to say that he was mixing our standard five-point ration (corn, oats, bran, mids, 
and meat scraps) for about $32 a ton. If your feed costs you much in excess to this, perhaps you 
had better do a little whittling. It is just possible that you who read this epistle may be one 
of those folks who thinks a good turkey feed must contain umpty-eleven different ingredients 
ranging from Vaseline (this makes the feed slide down without scratching the gullet) on down 
the list. I am surprised that some of the NEW feed-formula-concoeters doq't include aspirin or 
Atka-Seltzer. This last should sweeten the bird's gizzard and prevent belching--a very unpleas
ant habit--some call it "burping." 

It is about time for me to preach my ANNUAL SERMON on the folly of working all summer and 
then giving your turkeys away in the fall. You needn't smile at this, because it is being done 
EVERY year. I have no axes to grind. I am not plugging for any firm and I don't much care 
whom you sell to, so long as you get a fair price for the QUALITY of birds you raise. To save 
words and space, do this: KNOW the firm you sell to. A post card quotation from some unknown 
dealer (?) in New York, Chicago, or Peoria isn't always sufficient. Any reliable buyer of tur
keys has a financial rating. If you don't know how to investigate, your local banker will gladly 
do it for you. If he won't, he isn't much of a banker. Every year a lot of farmers take checks 
that soon co~e back to them marked "worthless." Don't you be the goat this year. 

In Minnesota there are 4 or 5 common ways to dispose of turkeys. First, you may place your birds 
in a cooperative pool. You will take a cash-in-advance part-payment and the final settlement 
made when the pool is sold. This may be a couple of weeks later. This is a safe method. Sec
ond, you may sell them to other regular dealers who will buy your birds outright. This is also 
safe for we have many reliable firms in the Northwest. Third, you may ship direct to firms in 
far places. Maybe they have contacted you by mail or through a representative who called at 
your farm. Be sure to investigate dealers in distant places--the good ones will WELCOME your 
interest and gladly furnish references. Fourth, you may huckster or peddle your birds in some 

-~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~-~~ 
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nearby town or city to botchers or even house to house sales direct to consumers. This is not 
always to be reconunended because it often leads to price cutting between the growers themselves. 
I have known instances where the grower took less than he would have received in the pool and not 
had the work or worry, either. Finally, if you live in an isolated place you may haul your birds 
to some cross-roads handler and take whatever is offered. It is better as a role to sell at some 
point where two or more ))uyers are competing for your birds. Whichever way you select, be sore 
to get your money. 

~T ~SIIES.--The purpose of a wet mash is to increase feed consumption--nothing else. One 
uses the same mash which is being fed dry and simply wets it unt i I it is crumbly- -like thick 
oatmeal--not like thin pea soup. Your birds may balk at it at first--sometimes they are actual· 
ly fuony as they parade around the wet mash hopper looking at it suspiciously out of the corners 
of their eyes. Finally one brave soul gets up courage enough to take a taste--likes it, and the 
battle is on. The birds love it as a role, bot don't mix up so much they won't clean it up in 
an hour or so. I would prefer to feed it in the afternoon, bot it really doesn't make a great 
deal of difference. Some growers are opposed to wet mashes, and, if you happen to be one- -well, 
don't feed them. They do, however, pot on weight a bit faster. 

There is a lot of poor wheat in the Northwest--much of it shriveled and of no milling value, 
whatever. When using this sort of stuff in a ration, just consider it of about the same value 
as bran. Some of it is hardly that good. 

I saw several fields of wonderful soybeans last week. This would make great fall forage for 
turkeys. I suggest that those of you who can, try a fair sized patch next year. 

With the coming of cooler weather, your birds may soon pitch into the coarser grains or scratch 
feed with much greater gusto. Do not be upset when you try shelled, whole corn. Some flocks 
eat it and some don't--some like it cracked much better. Generally speaking, turkeys will con· 
some whole corn in fair amounts after they get used to it. The mash, nevertheless, is still the 
mash attraction and that's where most of the money goes. Good scratch feeds can be made up of 
almost any combination of wheat, oats, barley, speltz, corn, or whatnot. This year's crop is 
perfectly good if well cured. 

Someday I am going to prick that bubble about fattening feeds for turkeys. There isn't any 
such animal. I'll take the simple five-point ration or any other good balanced mash and feed 
it straight through the season--all they can eat--all the time, and come out with fine, well 
grown-out birds. The general notion is that you have a fattening ration when you shovel in a 
little more corn. They used to half-feed pigs through the summer and then push the feed into 
them in the fall. That's ancient history. We feed them better and cheaper by selecting a 
balanced mixture and feeding it continuously throughout the season without any special emphasis 
anywhere. Anyway, turkeys are not lardy··they should be well covered with meat or muscle and 
carry just enough fat to impart a pleasing color and relieve the natural tendency to drynes~ 
Nlany are the sins commited in the name of fattening rations--let them hunt their own grub all 
summer and then get generous the last few weeks. You can't grow top turkeys that way--that 
method is a great help to the "second" market. 

Forgot to tell you I had a nice time on my vacation. Didn't catch many fish, but did catch a 
BEAR--believe it or not. It was an honest-to-goodness wild one, too--not stuffed. You should 
have seen me hanging onto his tail and him starting for the woods--no fooling. The going got 
too rough and I finally had to let go. I'd give a couple of dollars for a movie of that mess. 
If any of you are bothered with bears, just send for me--no charge for the service. 

TIME ~RCHES ON! 
Faithfully yours, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

UJNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

/ lilT, PAVI.., MINNE;$OTA 

With the frost on the pumpkins and the old, heavy underwear being resurrected (the moths cele· 
brated Thanksgiving early on mine), it won't be long until the turkeys watch your appearance each 
morning with fear and trembling, wondering, no doubt, when you wi II pull a hatchet from under 
your vest. They are so beautiful right now it seems a pity their immediate future must be so 
dark. I'll be getting sentimental in a minute and start crying. 

The other day I heard about a new WONDER that should be added to the existing "Seven Wonders 
of the World." A man told me the feeding of this year's corn would cause blackhead. Statements 
like this always make me break out in a rash because more pure nonsense is hard to find. I'll 
repeat again that NEW CORN WILL NOT CAUSE BLACKHEAD, COCCIDIOSIS, CHOLERA, OR ANY 
OTHER CONTAGIOUS OR INFECTIOUS DISEASE of turkeys. To believe such stuff is to set your
self back 50 years when folks thought tomatoes were poisonous and grew them in their flower 
gardens and called them "love apples." Soft corn WILL heat and MOLD when stored thoughtlessly. 
New corn, if dry enough to crack or grind, is safe so far as the corn is concerned, but care must 
be taken to prevent heating if much is ground in advance. 

Let me warn all twittering brides and fidgeting grooms that even though bananas are cheaper and 
potatoes quite reasonable, TURKEYS are going to be HIGHER this fall. I don't know for sure how 
much--but some, anyway. All birds that are prime, fit, and sure to grade NUMBER ONE should be 
sent on their way. It is always a gamble whether Christmas wi II be better than Thanksgiving, 
and your guess is as good as mine. For myself, I think it will be a toss-up this year. At any 
rate, if your birds are NOW fully matured and ready it is doubtful judgment to hold them until 
Christmas for still higher prices. NO ONE knows for certain how short the crop really is. As 
the season proceeds perhaps a shortage wi II develop to make prices go up a bit. I have always 
felt it is good business to take your profit and let the other fellow do the gambling and espe
cially if your birds are now ready. It takes a lot of feed to make a mature bird put on an extra 
pound or two. Think it over and make your own decision. 

The so-called early or October market was rather disappointing to many growers this year. There 
were over three million more pounds in storage this October first than last. This hold over 
competition didn't help. 

With the well advertised shortage and satisfactory prices this fall together with the prospect of 
favorable feed prices next year, I wouldn't be at all surprised if we had a mild boom in the tur
key business next spring. If the demand is brisk, egg and poult prices are apt to--not skyrocket-
but just go up a little. 

At this time of the year I start shivering and always think of. that book of Hutchinsons "If Win
ter Comes"· -wi II spring be far behind? Chilly weather and the prospect of sleet, snow, high 
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winds, hurricanes, earthquakes, etc. should speed you to give your flock some protection. As 
mentioned before, a dozen or so shocks of corn set up in a row against the northwest will do for 
the birds to huddle behind. The feed hoppers, too, should be out of the wind and close in behind 
whatever windbreak you do set up. The birds don't relish standing out in the open and hate to 
feed with the wind whistling through their whiskers. 

"As you sow; so shall you reap"--this is true of the crooked-breast nuisance as well as other 
things. Use strong, straight-breasted breeding stock. When you make your selections for next 
year's breeders, keep this in mind. Feed your breeding stock a laying mash loaded with good cod· 
liver oil {a quart to the hundred of mash). Start your next year's poults on a well-balanced mash 
containing cod-liver oil together with lots of sunshine {if available) and greens. You can't ex
pect rickety poults to develop into straight-breasted adults. Everyone blames the roosts for 
crooked breasts--maybe yes, and maybe no. Many birds that never saw a roost have crooked breasts. 
However, we can't argue it out here so just to be doing all YOU can--use a flat roost about four 
or five inches wide. I don't believe, myself, this has much of anything to do with the problem, 
but just in case I am mistaken--use the wide roost. You can't do anything about crooks now, but 
you CAN do a little advance planning. Boiled down then--it's good, straight-breasted stock from 
a flock with few or no crooks, proper winter feed, and care; a balanced laying mash in mid win
ter and early spring, good starting mashes, sun, greens, and oil--and, NO OVERCROWDING. 

Don't worry too much about pinfeathers at Thanksgiving time. They are almost impossible to 
avoid at this time of the year. The market knows this and usually tolerates a few pin feathers 
at Thanksgiving. At Christmas, however, the pins are not looked on with favor. Perhaps some 
of you who have professional pickers nearby would do well to pay a dime or so per bird for dress
ing. Every year many birds are lost because they have not been properly cooled--the animal heat 
must be out of the birds before they are packed or your "goose is cooked" and the turkeys, too. 
When birds are packed without being carefully cooled, they heat and spoil. The resulting green, 
sticky, wet mess is a sight to behold. Produce men get hundreds of such shipments each year. If 
turkeys are carefully picked and properly cooled and then packed in substantial barrels so they do 
not slew about, they usually arrive in good condition. The buyer doesn't enjoy writing you with 
the bad news that your birds reached him in an unmarketable condition. He knows YOU wi II think 
HE is trying to slip one over on you and your advertising him as a slicker in your community 
doesn't help his business. So give yourself all the breaks and be sure to fulfill your obligations 
and I am sure any reputable dealer will do his part. 

When packing birds in barrels, do not wrap them in paper. I know of a man who did. He used 
the colored "funnies" from the Sunday paper. These birds sweat on the way and when the barrel 
was opened one hen had a swell picture of Popeye, the Sailor man tattooed on her back. Of 
course, such stuff is unsalable. 

One hears more or less talk of thieves throughout the season but right now is the time to worry, 
if ever. Some local hoodlums may decide to raid your flock and it behooves you to see there is 
a proper reception committee on hand. A nice load of buckshot in the seat of the pants will stop 
most of them. Sleep with your flock from now until they go. 

Your correspondent wishes you and your family a pleasant Tharu{sgiving. Don't bawl out the chil
dren if they eat too much and have a good, old-fashioned bellyache. Some of my most cherished 
recollections of happy, holiday dinners include the memory of painful lumps in my midsection, so 

"Hurrah, for the fun. 
Is the pudding done? 

Hurrah, for the pumpkin pie." 
And remember, only 35 more shopping days until Christmas. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Well, how are things going with you? I hope you all had a fine Christmas and got piles of pres· 
ents. Did I ever get a laugh? I got a pair of suspenders back this year--I gave 'em away several 
years ago and after making the rounds they just came back looking a bit the worse for wear. I 
trust ALL your New Year's resolutions are not broken yet--but then, it's always kind of fun 
breaking 'em don't you think? To play safe, I have resolved not to eat salad dressing or lutefisk 
in 1936--I figure that's ONE I can keep because I don't like either of them, anyway. It's LEAP 
YEAR, too, and heaven help the single guys--they tell me it's getting so tough in some places 
the spinsters are all going to church early so as to be on hand when the "hymns" are given out. 

Just opened a letter from a turkey grower who wants to know whether it is necessary to feed his 
breeding flock a "tonic" during the winter months. Let's all sing the chorus together-- "NO, NO, 
A THOUSAND TIMES, NO." All your birds need is a fair sized yard with some shed-like protec
tion from wintry blasts, good care, and a simple, well-balanced ration. It isn't a bad idea, 
either, to provide a picking rack kept well filled with nice, leafy, alfalfa hay. This will tend 
to prevent the birds picking one another and in addition will provide greens of a sort. 

ABOUT COD-LIVER OIL.- -Recent information tends to show that your laying mash for turkeys 
should contain not one per cent, but rather THREE PER CENT of a good grade of cod-1 iver oi I. 
Tests indicate that it is extra important to raise the amount of oil fed to turkeys in the laying 
mash. Add the same amount to your starting mash. This wi II in a large measure prevent bow 
legs, crooked legs, spraddles, slipped tendoqs, or whatever your pet name for this condition may 
be. Remember that one pint weighs about one pound and to make your mash THREE per cent you 
will ~dd three pints of cod-liver oil to each one hundred pounds of mash. Don't forget to do 
this when you start feeding your laying flock for egg production--that will be very soon now--say, 
the last of this month or thereabouts. You may use our regular five-point mash with the oi I 
added or you may buy the ready mixed variety--suit yourself. 

I feel sure you must be quite well satisfied with your Thanksgiving and Christmas selling prices. 
They were so good, in fact, that it seems (to hear folks talk) every Tom, Dick, and Harry wants 
to raise turkeys next year. Many hatcheries and breeders who produce eggs or poults are sold out 
right now. Prices for eggs and poults will be higher, of course. The pleasant thing to remember 
in this connection is--everyone doesn't make a success of turkeys--it takes a lot of a certain 
thing some people call gumption to do the job right. This will always be the salvation of the 
turkey business. 

Next week I must put on my best bib and tucker and hie myself up to Grand Forks, North Dakota 
to attend the All-AMERICAN. I put that in capital letters because it is the biggest and best 
turkey show in the whole, wide world--that's not applesauce, either. If you haven't been as yet, 
you should sometime. Here you wi II see the royalty of turkeydom from the standpoint of fine 
feathers and also the finest dressed bird show ever assembled. 
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I have been in the office pretty much the last week or so and very often the telephone rings or' 
a letter comes from someone who announces that without ANY previous experience he is going 
into the turkey business and wi 11 raise TEN THOUSAND birds next year. I usually reply to this 
by saying, "Brother (or Sister, as the case may be), don't you think you'd better learn to float 
before you try to swim the English Channel?" Some don't like this advice and dive in, anyway. 
Most of us most learn to creep before we walk, don't we? Anyway, I don't think there is enough 
breeding stock left in the country to satisfy what looks like an unprecedented demand. Don't 
YOU fret about it··because old Mother Nature will probably step in and do a little production 
control of her own now that the AAA bas been ruled off the tracks. 

SOMETHING FISHY ABOUT THIS.· ·Reports keep coming in about turkeys from this and other sec
tions SMELLING AND EVEN TASTING FISHY. The eating customers do not like their turkeys 
diluted. When they buy a turkey they want it "straight." They object to paying a fancy price 
for a bird and then finding they are eating something that tastes like a cross between a wall· 
eyed pike and a Rhode Island rooster. This fishy taste, no doubt, comes from using fish meal 
TOO generously in the mash. If fed at all, it should be discontinued as Fall approaches to allow 
time for the smell and flavor to leave the bird. If fed in excess amounts up to the time of 
slaughter there is a good chance the meat will taste, if not actually smell fishy. Butchers 
and produce men were stung plenty this year and will be on the outlook for fishy turkeys next 
season--so, watch your step. Why not use some other form of protein supplement to your ration? 

While on the subject of smelly turkeys--here's another one for your memory book. I've heard of 
"deep sea" turkeys, "kitchenette" turkeys, "streamlined" turkeys, and just plain turkey, but 
there is still another. In a late issue of that breezy magazine, "The New Yorker," announcement 
is made of the discovery by a poultryman that turkey meat is much more tender if the birds are 
fed daily doses of SHERRY WINE. That's old stuff in these parts--the sherry-fed turkey eaters 
haven't tasted anything until they try one of OUR birds fed unlimited amounts of Good, Old
Fashioned Minnesota "corn." Another fellow Way Down East advertises cranberry-fed turkeys. 
Pretty soon we'll be growing them with the stuffing already inside them and who knows (now that 
fishy turkeys are on the market) how soon the busy and fussy housewife may have her choice of 
flavors--raspberry, vanilla, chocolate, pineapple, etc. (Sounds like Jack Benny on the Jello pro· 
gram, doesn't it?) I always told you turkey growers were smart "peoply"--just tell 'em what 
the public wants, and they'll supply it. 

It isn't too early to be thinking of providing your hens with some sort of protection during the 
breeding season. Some growers used the toe guards I suggested last year. If you don't like them, 
or if they didn't work--try the aprons, or should I say "saddles." Several milling companies 
sell these or you could get one for a pattern and make them yourself. 

We are getting many letters about POX- -scabs about the head and yellow patches in the corners 
of the jaws, roof of mouth, on tongue, etc. I am sorry about this because pox is a tough disease 
to handle. Up to this year it was rare in this section--soon it may be as common as dandelions. 
If your flock is affected now--shall you vaccinate? Yes acd No. Remember vaccination with 
fowl-pox vaccine is a preventive and not a cure. Best results are obtained when the vaccine is 
used on the growing birds in midsummer. If a sick flock must de vaccinated, the pigeon-pox 
variety is advised. I would not recommend vaccination of flocks where the outbreak is mild and 
where it is appearing for the first time. Quarantine of sick birds or even removal would be 
effective. Keep visitors out of breeding yards. If the flock is well, avoid vaccination for egg 
production will be interfered with. Pigeon-pox vaccine is said to reduce this danger because it 
is milder. If you have had pox year after year, vaccination of the growing flock is advised for 
next summer. 

Best wishes to you unt i 1 next month--we shall be calling on you regularly from now on. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

In these parts the month of February will go down in history along with the depression. For 
thirty long days and nights the old thermometer nearly busted itself wide open trying to see how 
low it really could go, registering from 10 to 56 degrees below zero, and snow--you should see it 
right now: snowing cats and dogs with drifts some say are FORTY feet deep--now you tell yours. 
Of course, we don't mind this weather- -much·· it's very invigorating and our turkeys love it; 
that's why the birds from Minnesota are so robust. I drove down from Grand Forks, North Dakota, 
a few weeks ago; the thermometer registered 45 below and I saw a dozen turkeys on top of a wind· 
mi II actually panting--the Worst Cold Spell in History--and are the Democrats happy? The Repubs 
will have to go some to beat this record. 

My statement of last month concerning the possibility of using TOO MUCH fish meal with there· 
suiting fishy smelling and tasting turkeys has aroused criticism--this in itself isn't news. Per
haps I should have been more explicit and stated--A, B, C, fashion--that a reasonable percentage 
of fish meal combined with other sources of protein would have no effect on the taste or smell 
BUT that when fed as a subst i tote for meat scraps or some other "concentrate" in mash mixtures, 
smelly turkeys may result. I repeat that a LOT OF BIRDS DID SMELL FISHY last fall--the 
FLOCK owner says so, the COMMISSION man says so, and the CONSUMER says so. Now then, 
where did this smell and taste come from? It seems logical to assume that the piscatorial odor 
that greeted the nostrils of the customer came from something the birds "et." Doubtless, the 
growers of the offending birds used some fish· product--not wisely, but too well. Here's a quota
tion from a very large handler of dressed birds: "Butchers are coming in with complaints that 
turkeys are fishy. We feei_this i.s a serious matter. It might interest you to know we had simi
lar complaints from branches and customers at Christmas, also." Cod-liver oi I in large amounts 
can also cause trouble--quotation follows: "You may be interested to know that the University 
raised a flock of fancy turkeys which they sold at a premium--practically all were returned as 
inedible due to the high level of cod-liver oil which was fed in the ration. When the birds were 
roasted and put on the table the odor arising was simple nauseating." That's how the matter 
stands. Sooooooo--let's change the subject. 

The season is at hand, at least hereabouts, when the Toms will soon start pawing the air and the 
mating season will be on. I do hope the genial Major Bowes doesn't have one of his bird imita· 
tors give the Tom's mating call over the air because all our Minnesota hens will start hoofing 
it for Broadway. Many of you have asked what you should do to make the hens lay a lot of eggs, 
making them fertile and SURE to hatch. I wish I knew all the answers but I don't. There are a 
few things you CAN do--you can feed the flock a balanced feed or egg mash. You can use the one 
I have given you many times--equal parts corn, bran, midds, oats, and meat scraps--also adding 
one per cent salt and two to three per cent cod-liver oi I. If you prefer NOT to mix your own, 
you may buy one already mixed. There are many good ones. 
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Now then, we'll imagine the eggs are laid--next question is--what makes the eggs fertile? The 
Toms do, of course. If mating hasn't taken place or if the mating bas not caused the eggs to be 
fertilized, you are out of luck for no incubator on earth will batch them. In a nutshell then·· 
all you as an interested spectator can do is to see that your hens are FIT--not fat. Feed a good 
egg mash generously {leave it before the birds all the time). Use vigorous, fully-matured Toms-· 
say about one Tom to a dozen hens. You may use individual breeding pens or you may allow the 
whole flock to run together if the Toms do not fight too much. One doesn't like the males to 
become pugilistic to the extent they ignore the fair sex entirely. I can't see much use i.n al
ternating Toms altho some growers do it. A letter today asks this one: "How soon after mating 
are the eggs fertile?" I can't say exactly--you can't measure such stuff with a yardstick--but 
one CAN say that, oh, let's say about a week would be O.K. 

After the eggs are laid, they should be collected promptly to prevent chilling, etc., and stored 
at about 50 degrees. It's a good notion to turn the eggs once daily during storage. Don't keep 
the eggs too long--a week or ten days is about right. The longer they are kept the weaker the 
gern1 becomes. Strong, fertile eggs should hatch a reasonable percentage of peppy turkeys--60% is 
a good hatch--80 per cent is splendid, and anything above that is "scrumptious." One often hears 
tales of 95 and 98 per cent hatches but you can usually take these yarns with a dose--I mean a 
pinch of salt. 

Many beginners write asldng which is the BEST incubator-· I do not know. Any of the standard 
makes will do a good job of hatching eggs if you follow the directions of the maker. Of course, 
some one may like this particular make better than another, but this is largely a matter of one's 
individual success in past trials. Buy any good machine and you'll come through all right. How
ever, do not set up the machine in a wet cellar--don't place it alongside the kitchen range. It 
should be in a room that is dry and well ventilated and one where there is not WIDE variation in 
temperature. A machine cannot breathe in an atmosphere that is damp, I ifeless, or soggy. If 
you do your stuff well, I am sure the machine won't fai I you. 

It is seasonal, too, for a comment on brooder stoves. From all appearances most purchasers of 
new stoves are selecting the oil burners--not that they are cheaper to operate, but rather because 
of their convenience in starting and stopping, especially when it is warm during the middle of 
the day. When they first came out the oil burners were not any too reliable, but they are as 
safe as the coal burner today. Either will do a good job--for all around utility, however, I be· 
lieve the oil burner gets the call. Buy from a reputable maker and keep it clean. As a rule it 
is as well to purchase the larger sizes. 

If any of you have any eggs or poults to sell, you might drop me a line. I get many inquires and 
there may be a chance for mutual benefit. State your prices also, and when they will be available. 

It will be seeding time before long and you should be making plans for a green crop of some sort 
for turkey pasture. Alfalfa is fine, of course, but you may be wanting a one-year crop. Rape is 
excellent for this purpose. Plant any good variety such as Dwarf Essex at the rate of 6 to 8 
pounds to the acre and get it in as soon as you would small grain. It is said that turkeys do as 
well and cost no more if they have NO green pasture but I still like the greens throughout the 
summer season. 

Just turned on my radio and it's Kate Smith singing, "Springtime in the Rockies." Doesn't look 
much like it here--Californians please note. So until next time, and if my Lenten fasting doesn't 
get me, I'll be seeing you. 

Sincerely, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Just finished a couple of trips around the state. From what I've seen and heard there will be 
NO SHORTAGE of turkeys THIS fall. If we don't beat the all-time record year of 1932, I'm all 
tbru as a guesser. The publicity given the famous Dionne Quintuplets has s.eem.ingly spurred on 
our turkey growers to break all records in turkey production, also. Everyone you talk to plans on 
doubling, trebling, quadrupling, or quintupling the number he had last year. Each grower thinks 
he is slipping one over on the other fellow--that he will be the ONLY one to. increase. I 'II bet 
anyone a diamond studded stomach pomp that Mr. Consumer won't have any trouble buying a turkey 
this fall. 

Had a letter from a friend in Pennsylvania··he thinks it's high time we had a little more 
"birth control" in this business. We have· -but it does not operate the way he thinks. You see·· 
we made money last year. Some of you made a Jot of it··that pleases me heaps, too. You can't 
keep this a secret and the result is·-the coming increase in production. All the preaching in 
the world wouldn't stop it. Before you start sputtering, just remember--there IS A LIMITING 
FACTOR and this is LOWER prices next fall. Prices similar to those prevai I ing in 1932 will 
weed out the GOLD MINERS who are in this business to make a KILLING. The following year we 
will swing back to somewhere near normal. 

Now don't get down in the mouth and blue over this little heart to heart talk··l don't mean to 
be a crepe hanger--but it's no use to kid yourself. Last fall turkeys didn't meet any real compe. 
tition. Most other meats were so high, they furnished no active opposition and besides, there 
weren't so many turkeys. This fall will be another story--bananas will be cheaper, chickens will 
be more plentiful, and so on down the line. Turkeys will bump into heavy sales resistance o~ all 
sides and to top it all off, there will be SCADS of turkeys, This prospect need not give you 
the jitters for you can still make money IF you are able to keep your costs down. Paste the 1932 
selling price inside your hat and with this in mind constantly, set your sails accordingly--do 
this and you'll come thru O.K. 

Shall we change the subject? Many of you have asked about a home-mixed starter mash. I suggest 
the old time-honored 5-point mixture which has always given a good account of itself. When used 
as a starter it may be altered to read this way: equal parts of finely ground cornmeal, bran, 
middlings, ground HULLED oats or feeding oatmeal and meat scraps. On the basis of 100 pounds 
this would mean 20 pounds of each ingredient.· To this is added one per cent salt and one per cent 
(1 pint) cod-liver oil. If you have skimmilk you will of course use it to replace or supplement 
water. Milk is almost a complete food in itself. If you are fussy or just plain lazy or don't 
think much of this ration, why go ahead and buy any of the ready mixed starters--pay your money 
and take your choice. 

Many growers are afraid to feed milk in GALVANIZED vessels. Some say it will POISON the 
birds--bosh--never .heard of such a thing. To play "extra" safe., when using a NEW container, let 
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the first batch of milk sour and discolor the metal--throw this out ·and then go ahead and use i't 
continuously. True, souring milk does discolor the metal, but so far as I kllow this will not 
harm turkeys. Y~u ·housewives who· rea-d-- this know that potatoes boiled in an aluminum pot wi II 
turn the inside black--well nearly--it does ours, anyway. To clean it and make it bright and 
shiny again, my wife always cooks rhubarb in it and lo, the pot is no longer black. I eat the 
rhubarb (against my will) and I'm still alive. So quit worrying. Milk may be fed either sweet 
or sour--it doesn't make a picayune's difference. It has to sour anyway before it is digested-· 
might as well sour outside as inside. Didn't you ever drink a glass of sweet milk and then bye 
and bye sort of "burp" and up comes the milk (part way at least) tasting sort of sourish-·awk? 

The good old:p~tting-stuff-in-the-drinking-water season is now here. This gives 01e a chance for 
another outburst. Had a letter from one of our cooperators wanting to know whether she should 
put VINEGAR in the drinking water for coccidiosis. The answer is NO--you need put NOTHING 
in the dishes except clean water or milk. There isn't ANYTHING you can put in the water that 
will cure or prevent white diarrhea, coccidiosis, worms, or blackhead. And EPSOM SALTS--many 
are the sins committed in your name. Just imagine giving a bunch of turkeys--already physic-ing 
themselves to death from coccidiosis--a dose of Epsom Salts. This is heaping insult on injury~ 
If your poults are handled properly, you won't need Salts in the drinking water. 

Before your poults arrive, be sure the brooderhouse floor is SCALDED thoroly. Then see that it 
is moved away from the farm buildings on a spot NOT USED LAST YEAR. Cover the floor with a 
thick layer of coarse sand or fine gravel; (they won't eat too much). If you are using wire front 
porches, the same cleaning program should be followed. The main thing I dislike about front 
porches is the tendency to leave the brooderhouse in one spot. My platform in the turkey business 
is Move· -Move--Move. 

Some of you have been falling down when it comes to rotating your turkey growing fields. Do not 
use the same field year after year. Try to reach a 3- or 4-year rotation. You may ask--can't we 
plow it and make it safe? The answer is MAYBE, but I wouldn't depend on it. Others ask--can't 
.we lime the soil and use it again next year--NO, this liming does about as much good as sprink· 
ling so much Dear Kiss Talcum powder. Still others say--we have good drainage and the soil 
washes well, can it be used again next year? Sure you can-·1 can't stop you--but I'd rather you 
didn't. That washing business doesn't make it safe. Rotation and nature's cleansing with lots 
of sunshine is the best germ killer and soil purifier. 

A bit ago I heard of a CHEAP source of protein in place of meat scraps. I expect the meat scrap 
people will be sore at this item. You take a hunk of rotten meat (dead rabbit, etc.) and put it 
in a box with a very coarse wire mesh bottom. Set this box up on legs and cover it with wire 
with screen coarse enough for flies to squeeze thru. Under the box, place a pan. The flies lay 
millions of eggs in the rotten meat--these eggs hatch into maggots--the maggots drop thru the 
wire into the pan underneath and the poults eat the maggots. How's that for perpetual motion? 
When I heard this one, I wondered how ·it would go to advertise Maggot-fed turkeys. Again I say-
awk. That's a true story, but I won't vouch for the results. 

Many growers are installing wire front porches in front of their brooder houses and want to know 
what size mesh is best. This is rather hard to answer for there is considerable difference of 
opinion. Some like half-inch mesh--for myself, I like it bigger--say an inc~ wide. The wider 
mesh permits the droppings to pass thru better and should a bird miss a step and the leg go down 
thru, it can pull it out without getting hung up. The poults soon accustom themselves to the 
wider mesh and hike around all right. The porch should be high enough from the ground to permit 
the frequent removal of the droppings underneath. A fly repellant sprinkled on the ground below 
the floor will help to keep down the fly nuisance. 

Well, I must be moseying along. I hope this letter finds you and all your folks in good health. 
I'm fine myself except I'm busy breaking in a new pair of shoes and st iII wearing my heavy un
derwear. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

How are you standing the weather? I am pounding off this letter in a st fy hotel room. The 
temperature is standing at 108° and my pants are stuck tight to the seat of the chair. Have been 
out of the office for ten days and am having a very HOT and INTERESTING trip. I've seen a lot 
of turkeys--mostly good ones. I've also heard some STRANGE tales that may interest you. If I 
don't melt before I finish, I'll tell you of some. 

We now have something new in the way of LITTER for the brooder house. I understand it is called 
"medicated" I i tter. This new stuff contains some miraculous drugs or chemicals that make it 
next to impossible for the poults to get sick. I haven't heard all the details, but so far as I've 
gone it looks to me like another GHOST STORY. 

Listen my children and you shall hear of another NEW disease called "turkeyitis". Lord only 
knows what it is, but you can have it for what it's worth. Of course, YOU and I know this is 
all hokum, but there are others who may fall for it. The name in itself brands the inventor as 
one knowing very little about his subject. I get a big kick out of these new concoctions, don't 
you? I expect soon· -when the old cow gets a pain in her tummy, one of the traveling experts wi II 
call it "cowitis". Heard of another disease called "sod" disease-·1 expect that comes from e.at· 
ing too much sod. I guess I'll offer a prize for the one inventing the most new diseases. 

Feed is going up fast, isn't it? Some of you are wishing you had taken a tip a month agQ and 
stocked up a little. A few growers think turkey selling prices will advance along with the price 
of feed. I hope so, but this isn't always the ease--l don't think it will this year. Keep your 
feed costs down as low as possible--use all the home-grown grains you can and· add a good protein 
supplement to balance it. Our regular five-point rat ion is about as cheap as you can mix. 

Some growers think that they must make their farm into an EXPERIMENT STATION. They feel that 
they, personally, must try every new feed that comes along. Some of our MINNESOTA growers did 
this summer and wish now they hadn't. Some of these flocks are a sight to behold. Don't be fool
ish. If you don't like our home-mixed ration, for goodness sake buy a well· and favorably-known 
commercial mix·-one your friends and neighbors or even you, yourself, have used and found O.K. 

Don't add all the minerals on earth to your ration. For example, recent experiments tend to show 
that when too much PHOSPHATES are added to a ration the mixture is off balance and one gets a 
large number of so-called slipped tendons. The other name for this disease is PEROSIS. I've 
seen a number of flocks affected this way. The amount of phosphates contained in the usual grades 
of meat scraps supplies sufficient of that mineral. Don't add everything someone suggests. 

SHADE IS A NECESSITY this hot weather. A movable roost with a roof for daytime shade is es
sential for steady growth. When birds stand about panting and with their tongues hanging out, 
they don't make gains. Instead, they actually SHRINK. I saw birds drop dead from the heat last 
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week. Any old rigging will do just so long as they have shade. Don't neglect this. Do it now. 
Many flocks need bigger and better waterers. Rig up a barrel of some sort so the birds won't 
run out of water. You, too, won'.t have to make so many trips out to tbe yards, either. These 
tiny, dinky waterers so often seen are a nuisance. I've seen numbers of two-quart Mason jars 
even in flocks of several hundred. Why, I could drink a quart of "water" right this minute. 
Boy, is it hot-·1 can feel a little creek running down the middle of my back. ' 

Got a wire from a man in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, last week asking about BAGGY CROPS. This 
is an enlargement or distension of tbe crop. It looks 1 ike one of those old fashioned "bay win
dows" we used to see and are beginning to see again. The cause is not known for sure; maybe it 
comes from fi II ing up with too much dry grasses. Anyway the crop bulges and the muscles become 
sort of paralyzed and the feed does not pass on into the gizzard. Niost large growers notice a 
few each year. SoBle hold the bird head downward and, gently massaging the crop, the bird is 
encouraged to "throw up" its lunch:· This works usually, but it fills up again. Others operate 
by cutting into the crop with a pair of scissors and spooning out the contents--then sew it up. 
This, too, fails as a permanent cure. Best treatment is to kill the bird before it gets too thin 
and eat it. Some of these baggy crops become so big as to drag on the ground. I recall one old 
tom whose crop dragged on the ground and when opened, gave up a derby hatful of grass and stones. 

DESTROY THE CRIPPLES--they are an eyesore and seldom recover. You will have to kill them 
anyway so why not do it at first. They make you sick every time you look at them so get the 
agony over quickly. I went on a picnic with my wife awhi I e. ago; there was some butter left 
over; I asked the wife what to do with it. She is an economical person, so she said, "Well, 
you just hold on to it until it gets soft and runny and then you may throw it away." Get the 
MORAL? Don't hold the birds until they die (they will); end their misery as soon as they show 
up crippled. Sure I know you save one once in awhile, but what of it? The majority are a loss. 

During hot weather, you can increase feed consumption by sprinkling the feed in the hoppers. 
Use an old sprinkling can and a couple of times a day wet the surface of the feed. They'll eat 
it before it molds. The feed is more tasty and slides down easier. GREEN FEED--the dry weath· 
er has burned up most of our green pastures. This includes both rape and alfalfa. Some growers 
are worrying about this. Don't fret, you will get along quite nicely without it. It's nice to 
have, but not an ABSOLUTE necessity. 

FOR LATE BROODING in this extremely hot weather, the coal burner is proving a distinct dis
advantage. One can't cut down the heat sufficiently during the day and they are wasteful. The 
oil burner can be turned off during the day and started in the late afternoon when needed. 

HOW BIG IS THE 1936 CROP? Maybe you are wondering. There are plenty of birds in Minnesota. 
The early hatches were light, but there are oodles of late ones--too late. So we won't be caught 
short this season. My mid-season guess is there will be considerably more birds this year than 
last. How many more? I 'II tell you more of that next December. Unless we have a general 
catastrophe the public is going to hav.e a chance to eat a lot of turkeys at not too high prices. 

My mail is clogged with letters asking which is the best GROWING FEED for turkeys. I don't 
know. Our five-point ration has raised MILLIONS of grand birds; it will do the same for you. 
I am not narrow-minded, however. There are a number of excellent commercial mixes if you don't 
care to or can't mix your own. However, don't forget what I just told you about putting your 
faith in every fly-by-night feed mix that comes along. As our old friend Beatrice Fairfax would 
say, send a self-addressed stamped envelope and I will divulge our simple five-point formula se
cret by return 01ail. It is so simple and easy that folks are suspicious of it. I am thinking of 
adding some PRICELESS ingredient that wi II keep down HALITOSIS or B. 0. in the flock. That 
should 01ake it go over BIG, don't you think? 

At the next musical note I'll be signing off; don't forget about the shade and water. Keep cool 
and lest I forget, it is NOW TIME to take off your heavy underwear. Ticking this greeting to 

·you has stirred up a good old-fashioned sweat, but it's worth it--to me anyway. 

Drippingly your~, 

W. A. Billings 



.. !- -~ ' 

1\.ugust,. 1936 
DEAR COOPERATOR: ST. PAl.lc. C..:.i\'i ·u;;: :·.::' .:.:~~ .. : \ 

.__ _________ ··-------- ---·-----·· ---1 

The good, old Hay Fever season is soon here. The first SNEEZE will come this Saturday, AugUst 
15th. From then on for a while, I' I I be up in the wilds of Canada free. from wheezes and asthma 
but busy fighting deer flies, I suppose. All us SUFFERERS expect to put in most of our time 
fishing and such other INVALID sports. I met a fellow last week who said he .would not sell 
HIS hay fever for a thousand dollars. Otherwise he said he'd never get a vacation. Some one of 
these days or years, I'm going to spend my vacation on a DUDE RANCH--l've got a hankering to 
ride a horse like Bing Crosby. You know--Rythmn on the Range stuff. 

BEWARE OF THE DOG. --No doubt you have heard the yarn of the man who sold a dog for $1,000-
not for cash, though--he got two $500 cats in trade. I honestly did meet a fellow a while back 
who DID have a $500 dog. It ki lied that amount of turks. I do NOT like dogs running LOOSE 
with turkeys--TIE 'EM UP. They can bark just as well tied. Even the so-called GENTLE ones go 
on a rampage once in awhile. Every week I hear of a dog killing turkeys. You know--almost every 
time you read of a farmer being GORED by a bull--it's ALWAYS a gentle bull that does it--NO
BODY trusts the ornery ones. Same with turkey watch-dogs. 

SPEAKING OF NEW DISEASES-- the inventors are st iII busy. Another NEW disease of turkeys is 
caused by a STOPPAGE of the URINE. This makes me pucker up a bit--what do you think? Should 
you notice a bird suffering from this trouble, I suggest you call the nearest FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
The amateur scientists are an ingenious lot. I just hope our birds don't get pyorrhea. 

MORE NEWS FROM THE FRONT ON THE CROP OUTLOOK. --A I ittle bird told me or I dreamed it 
or something, that ·the U.S. crop is 57% over last year. Maybe--anyway, there are more birds--the 
country is FULL of late-hatched turkeys. I never liked them and still don't. Some are still 
hatching--maybe we should call them SNOW~BIRDS. They may not cut much ice in the Number One 
Class but too many of Jhem selling as-Number Twos won't make much money. Minnesota has a lot 
of turkeys. We hate to brag, but Texas will have to get a wiggle on or we will have their shirt-
that's talking turkey, of course. 

GRIT. --Some of you are forgetting to keep grit before your flock at ALL times. Grit is cheap-
it's the turkey's teeth, too. You may buy any of the commercial I imestone or granite grits or 
you may (if you are SCOTCH) visit the nearest gravel pit and haul home a load of good, hard 
gravel about the size of a pea or small bean. Either will do nicely. Don't. neglect it. 

A friend told me the other day that he had had some trouble with his birds. He discussed the 
situation with a neighbor and thought he would phone me or something. The neighbor said, "Oh, 
Billings will only tell you to change yards, keep everything clean, etc., etc., etc." Of course I 
would. What disappoints some of our growers is--1 don't send them a flock of pink pills to pot 
in the drinki.ng water. Then, you see, one could sit down and read the newspaper while the pills 
do the work--Cascaret fashion--work while you sleep. Folks, the way of the SUCCESSFUL turkey-
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man may be HARD, but the way of the TRANSGRESSOR is still harder. After you have tried all 
the "WAHOO" medicines, you' II remember this sermon. 

OATS.·· You need not bull the oats from now on--say after the birds are eight or ten weeks of 
age. Your own home-grown grains ground to the fineness of ordinary commerical mixtures with 
20% meat scraps or other protein supplement added, does very well. 

THIS YEAR'S SMALL GRAIN can be used safely--just be sure it is dry enough to grind well and 
don't grind too much in advance. There may be excess moisture which might cause heating and 
molding. A little at 'time is O.K. 

NEW CORN, TOO. ··If you are fortunate enough to have any later on--you may use it. There is 
always a lot of talk about the dangers-of NEW corn. The same rule applies here as noted in the 
above paragraph. I still hear the statement that new corn will cause blackhead. This is not 
true. Turkeys, as a rule, don't like corn on the cob. It is much better shelled. In early fall, 
it is even better cracked. 

SCRATCH GRAIN. --In some sections scratch mixtures are more costly than your mash. In view of 
high prices and because turkeys will eat very little scratch at this time of the year, I suggest 
you hold back the coarser grains until cold weather. Crowd them as fast as possible on the mash. 
A good scratch grain may be made up of a.lmost any grain combination. Two-thirds wheat and one-· 
third corn is popular. Or, it may be the other way around. Then again you may use one-third each 
of wheat, oats, and corn or one-quarter each of wheat, oats, corn, and barley. 

CORN_ OR BARLEY.--Corn looks like GOLD this year. If you don't have corn (some won't) or 
can't afford to buy it--substitute barley and add 6 or 8% alfalfa meal. It isn't as good as corn 
but you'll get along. I realize that when barley replaces corn in the ration, the fiber is fairly 
high, but if the mash is finely ground there should be no mechanical trouble such as impacted crops, 
etc; Anyway, you can't squeeze blood out of a turnip--so if corn is too RITZY for yo~, use bar
ley. Let me see--didn't the guy who ran the FIRST marathon race to Athens in 400 B.C. live en
tirely on barley water? Sure, be did. He ran the 26 miles in 2 days and 2 nights. That was 
going some at that time. Only the other day in Hitler's realm, it was done in a couple of hours. 

RAPE AND ALFALFA PASTURES are completely shot to pieces in these parts. It's fine to have 
it to be sure, but this year I guess our turkeys will have to get along without their SPINACH. 

WHILE THE PRICE OUTLOOK is not as good as last year--you shouldn't quit feeding. Don't laugh 
at this advice. I know feed is high but nothing is gained by dumping Number Two birds on the 
m~Jrket. Balance your ration as welt' as you can BUT FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE 'don't take away all 
mash and stick out a few hoppers of WHOLE OATS. That's suicide. You can make a lot of adjust
ments or substitutions in your mash and I believe come through. 

WHY_ DON'T YOU start feeding a wet mash once or twice a day from now on? Use your regular 
mash and moisten it with water or milk to about the thickness of thick, crumbly oatmeal. Don't 
overdo it though--make 'em clean up each helping quickly. Or you may take a common garden 
sprinkler and moisten the mash hoppers twice a day. Remember how the birds always pitch into 
the mash after a shower. Oh yes, it will start raining the 15th when I go on my vacation--yo\f'll 
see! It's so dry around here the natives can't even spit any more--they are conserving moisture. 

DON'T BE DOWNHEARTED--carry on as usual and perhaps we will all be pleasantly surprised with 
fall prices. This is our toughest year, but we'll come through. Best regards to you and the 
family. I'm going to hang my clothes on the hickory I imb and not go near the water this year. 
I'm shoving off right now . 

• Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bil I ings 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

When I left on my vacation August 15th it hadn't rained·for a dog's age--l mean quite a long time. 
I told everybody I met not to worry because as soon as I started it would rain PLENTY- -and did it 
ever--nothing else but. NO, I DID NOT CATCH ANY BIG FISH--how could 1--everytime I got into 
a boat and rowed about six feet from shore the "Mrs." would stand on the bank wringing her. hands 
and--oh .well, this doesn't interest you only I guess I must be getting to be a sissy. 

Maybe you take a poultry or turkey magazine or two. Don't you get dizzy every once in a while? 
I do. Here's why. Both these statements appeared in the September issues of two different mags. 
One says, "Hot, dry weather is UNFAVORABLE to disease and parasites" (worms and such). The 
other states, "Hot dry weather is FAVORABLE for the development of parasites, etc." Someone 
slipped a cog--again you pay your money and take your choice. Excuse me a moment, the phone just 
rang--or should I say "rung"? 

A produce man just called to gab about the turkey outlook. He tells me oaSept. 1st there was 
about twice as much poultry (including turkeys) in storage as last year at that time. That needn't 
scare you--it likely means the fall run has started earlier than usual--due to high feed prices. 
Against this piece of news is the fact that stuff is moving out of storage in good shape. All 
meat prices are at a relatively high level so that price of beef, pork, chickens, etc. may hold 
turkeys up by the bootstraps if there should be more than enough to go around. Anyway, it isn't 
time yet for you to get out your crying rag for up to now at least, your turkeys have NEVER let 
you down. 

Every once in a while I do a little snooping into the prices we USED TO GET for turkeys. Did 
you know that up to 1917 nobod~got as much as 20 cents a pound for turkeys? From then until 1920 
prices moved up to 30 cents. From 1920 until 1930 prices wavered back and forth through the 
twenties, sometimes reaching as high as 32-33 cents. These are national averages of course and 
refer to dressed birds. Here's another interesting fact: In 1910 the U.S. produced about 3,688,708 
birds. In 1920 (ten years later, mind you) there still were onlY 3,627,959 birds--we slipped 
backward a bit here. This last figure is nearly an all-time low. During the years between 1920 
and 1930, turkeys really started to GO TO TOWN. We began to grow turkeys in earnest- -before 
that we'd just been fooling around. We forgot a lot of bedtime stories our grandmothers handed 
down to us. Then, lo and behold, in 1930 we--that means you and you and you--produced and sold 
over 16,794,000 turkeys. Still we couldn't satisfy the public's growing appetite for turkeys, so 
just to show 'em we could, in 1932 we shoved out just a few under 20 MILLION beimt ies. The 
amazing thing about this tremendous development is we made money each year. Last year our 
growers again came through splendidly, So much so, that if everything had been what we call 
NORMAL this year--fertility, hatches, weather, etc., etc., we were set to break all existing 
records. Whether we will or not remains to be seenj 'I'll tell you about February lst. Anyway, 
thjs is an interesting story, don't you think? 
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On page 57 of the September number of Readers Digest you' II find a short story called· "Turkeys 
Are So Exasperating". This is amusing but you should read the full length yarn from which this 
sketch was taken. It's on page 350 of Scribners Magazine for December 1935. Go to your library 
and look it up. You'll get a laugh. 

BAGGY CROPS AGAIN--As stated before, most flocks show a few of these bay-windowed birds. 
They are not so conunon here but other sections report as many as 15%. California researchers 
felt it was too common there to be accidental--investigation coDYinces them it is inherited and 
can be reduced by careful selection of breeding stock. Excessive dry spells when birds consume 
large amounts of water are also blamed. Treatment is useless. He who buys his poults is help
less, but the breeder can easily keep the trouble down by selecting breeders free from this taint. 

Every now and then someone asks whether tatooing wi II stop thefts. Of course it won't stop 
them but it wi II help to identify your birds IF and WHEN you catch up with them. You can't 
expect every Produce man to act as a Pinkerton detective, continually watching for stolen birds. 
Personally I favor a double barrelled shotgun {loaded) in the watchman's hands. From now until 
marketing time, You or someone else should sleep (with one eye open or a string and flatiron 
tied to your big toe) with the flock. In most cases local hoodlums are the culprits. 

When you get this letter it will be time to be fixing some sort of fall shelter so your birds 
will have protection from sleet (perish the thought) storms with which we, in these parts at 
least, have to contend. I suppose Way down in Dixie where the Son shines ALL the time, this 
isn't needed. Understand I am not crabbing about our climate but we believe in being prepared. 
The shelter doesn't have to be much--just a makeshift ~nere the birds may be corralled when storms 
threaten. When you've had birds actually frozen to the ground you'll appreciate what I mean. 

Well--they--the advocates of ranging turkeys are finally admitting that" GRASSHOPPERS aren't 
turkey feed. Read a squib the other day from the Southwest that some of their birds actually 
did eat too many hoppers. They got tangled up in the crop, kicked the daylights out of them 
and many died. Another year or two of the grasshopper epidemic and they'll all get religion 
and feed turkeys instead of depending on the annual grasshopper marathon. Remember this-
turkeys that make fast growth and top the market are NOT grasshopper fed--their principal 
recreation is burying their heads in a feed hopper. This method of 'hoppering turkeys all 
summer, then shoveling a ton or two of corn into them in the fall, is ANCIENT history. All 
this leads back to the old fairy tale about "fattening" turkeys. There is no such thing •. If 
your birds are well fed all season they will be prime and fit when they reach MATURITY. Fat 
turkeys are never desirable, The frame should be well coyered with nic~. lean muscles and then 
as cold weather approaches the birds just NATURALLY lay on a bit of extra suet under the 
skin to provide themselves with a winter overcoat. This gives the bird that desirable color-- . 
it's FIT but not fat. Feed a well balanced feed ALL season--no change in the ration is needed. 
This old not ion of half-feeding birds all summer and FATTENING in the last couple of weeks 
is definately OUT. 

Select your breeding stock early--not after your best birds are sold. Pick out your early 
hatched birds--not the July or August hatched. When you sort over the flock for October or 
November market, pick only the NUMBER ONES. If you don't, the dressing plant will grade 
them for you. Buyers don't want the TWOS; some dealers are getting so snooty, they sort out 
the thin ones and send them back home. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings 



J)F;~R COOPERATOR: 
So~e .say we people interested in turkeys don't advertise enuf. Glimpse this list of towns 

in the U.S. named after the old bird .... Turkey; Ark.; Turkey, Texas; Turkey, Kentucky; Turkey, North 
Ca~opna; ·.Turkey City, P11.!; Turkey Creek, Florida; Turkey Creek, Louisiana; Turkey Ford, Okla.; Turkey 
Knob, West Va.; Turkey River, Iowa. ·. Then onlya couple of weeks ago while driving thru Indiana and 
Ohio, I ran onto a Turkey Run and another Turkey Creek. How's that for NATIONAL recognition. 

PRETTY SOON NOW a lot of your turkeys will be gurgling their last .... poor devils. Guessers, econo
mists, buyers, etc. CONFIDENTLY expect you will be foolish enuf to market UNFINISHED birds because 
feed is high priced and scarce. Don't forget that an October estimate says there are over 20 MILLION 
birds to get rid of; that's an all-time record. There will be plenty of seconds without your adding to it. 
Be SMART .... do YOUR grading BEFORE you kill them. I don't know what the price will be but I've got 
ideas. Lower prices this year may bring about some REAL birth control next season. Anyway, let's ALL 
pass the word around and HOLD those birds not good enough to grade TOP. I'd like to get on the radio 
with a national hook-up for the Okie Dokie Feed Company and broadcast this advice near and far. You 
should see some of the trash that's coming in already. 

IN TODAY'S MAIL comes a letter froma man in the Deep South. His this year's pullets just couldn't 
wait until next spri11g and have started laying already. You see, his birds were hatched early, reached 
maturity and with favorable weather anda well balanced mash, started in to pay their board in the only 
way they knew. I suggested that he withhold the mash largely and feed more coarse grains. About 6 
weeks before the usual laying season they may be pushed forward with all the mash they can stomach. 
This reduction in the amount of mash fed won't stop an egg already on its waY., .. that'd be bad .... it 
will however discourage further production fora bit. 

EVERY YEAR at this time the magazines print dressing recipes. Most of them use bread crumbs as a 
base and then start throwing in everything that they can find around the kitchen including oysters, pork, 
beans, celery, raisins, giblets, chestnuts, prunes, sausage, apples, etc., etc. {Several years ago I recall 
finding a piece of someone's bridgework.) They call this dressing •... it comes out a dark soggy mass that 
lays like a ton of brick on your stomach. I'll agree it's a good way to get rid of the odds and ends but 
for dressing .... UGH. Why can't we have a NEW DEAL in dressing. Here's a recipe (I nearly spelled it 
"receipt") to end all recipes .... it's as light as air and a child can make it. After all, you know, the 
dressing is just a "chaser" for the turkey and not a full meal in itself. Mrs. Simpson approves it so it 
must be good.· HERE IT IS., .. Take enuf YESTERDAYS' bread and.cut off the crusts. With a fairly coarse 
grater, the bread is FINELY crumbled into a dish pan. This should leave it nic.e and FLUFFY. It will 
take perhaps 3 loaves for a 15 pound bird. Have someone who doesn't weep easily chopa good sized Bermuda 
onion into very fine particles (not HUNKS). One onion is plenty. Stir this evenly into the bread and 
shake in enuf salt to taste right. Add POWDERED SAGE .... shaking it on as you stir .... just enuf to TASTE 
but not GAG you. Melt up a pound (don't be Scotch) of butter and have your helper pour this ove~ the bread 
while you stir it in evenly. That's all there is to it. Have the helpless bird tipped up on the back of his 
neck and SPOON or POUR in the dressing. DO NOT PACK it in with a ramrod. Sew up the dressing-filled 
"incision" and you're all done. People who eat PIE for breakfast won't like this .... others love it. 
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OH YES, HERE'S ANOTHER LETTER .... (I'm not making these up). This lady says, "I was told bya 
friend that turkeys should be WORMED and DUSTED FOR LICE before beginning to fatten them; what do 
you think?" Answer ••.. Turkeys are SELDOM lousy when raised away from the farm buildings and especially 
when old hens- are NOT used for brooding. However, lice are a cinch to see with the NAKED eye--just 
take a casual squint-at the VENT; if lice are present, you'll see them cavorting around near that oasis. 
If you see them scurrYing about, dust witha GOOD loose powder •.•. sodium fluoride is excellent. Rob it 
ON THE SKIN in several places, not forgetting the vent. 

NOW FOR THE WORMS .... Again I say, if you have raised your birds as you SHOULD, they won't be wormy, 
BUT I suppose some of you don't. First, turkeys SELDOM have "round worms" (the kind so commonly seen 
in chickens). It's the tapeworm that bothers them most. Should your flock be doing well with NO skinny 
or RUNTY ones and FEW losses, leave them alone. If they DON'T look so good, don't grow well and there 
are lots of runts with a loss now and then, OPEN a couple and go through the intestines wi tha sharp 
pointed scissors. The tapes are EASY to see. They look much like a tangled mass of spaghetti balled 
up in the bowel. Kamala tablets are st iII the best tapeworm removers 1 know of, BUT BE SURE to follow 
directions or YOU'LL be sorry. 

NEW DISEASE DEPARTMENT •... no NEW ones to report this month but the old standby and favorite summer 
and fall complaint called "bowel trouble" is st iII going strong. Please believe me .... bowel trouble 
positively is NOT a disease. It is merely a SYMPTOM of nearly all the diseases turkeys have.~ Birds 
suffering from blackhead, worms, coccidiosis, etc. nearly always have "bowel trouble" which is .simply 
a "spade's a spade" name for diarrhea. The color of the droppings means little or nothing .... goodness 
(mild), I can make a bird pass red, white and blue droppings at will. You MUST remember that bowel 
trouble means loose bowels and you can't determine a disease on this symptom alone. The thing to do ' 
is to OPEN a bird .... don't wait until you have to put a clothes-pin on your nose either. Examine the 
insides carefully and then if you can't name the disease, you'd better consult your nearby vet~rinarian 
or write to me telling what you found, how many died, etc., etc. 

I ATTENDED A GRADING SCHOOL a few days ago and learned a lot. Next time you get a chance be sure 
to take it in. See your county agricultural agent and tell him you are interested in one for next year. 
Here's a couple of funny ones. Sometimes it may stick you to tell a plump young tom from a hen of the 
same weight and size (after being dressed). The ben has a bit of "fur" on top of her head ••.. the tom is 
bald. Do you know how to tell a young hen from an old hen (not too old, tho) .... well, the oil sac (that 
dingus on the TOPSIDE of the TAILPIECE) of the young hen is SOFT .... on the old hen it.' s quite. hard 
and fibrous. This rigmarole works ONLY for hens. You tell the old tom from the young tom because he 
is bigger, tougher, tip of breast is harder, muscles are apt to be flabbier and, well, he jus't looks aged. 

HOW MANY HENS will you need for your next spring's supply of poults? Divide the number of poults you 
wish to start with by ten--for example, 1000 poults equals 100 hens. This will give a generous number 
()f EARLY eggs and poults. You can then dispose of the breeding flock or sell surplus eggs or poults to 
folks who I ike LATE hatched birds. 

Next month I have a treat in store for you. We're going to have a "guest conductor". My wife gets 
around with me a lot and now thinks she knows a good deal about turkeys. Sometimes I let her see a 
copy of these News Letters .... she sniffs and says she can do better herself. So next month you'll hear 
from her. I hope it will be good but I doubt it. · 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 

P.S. Hope all your election bets came out all right. Did you ever hear of our football team? 
We haven't lost a game since F.D.R. has been Pres. 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 
This is .your guest conductor speaking. You will remember, the one you were warned about 

last month. He (my husband) insinuated. I would make a mess .of til is and w.i II be secretly pleased if I do. He 
thinks I can't write this leUer. I'll write it if I have to stay up all night. I suppose I won't be able. to 
ignore him completely so when I refer to him occasionally as plain "Bi II" you will know whom I mean. I am 
rather glad of this chance to have my say because he has been writing to a hundred thousand women for the last 
ten years and often comes home from trips raving about Mrs. So-and-so's turkeys. Sometimes l wonder. Would· 
n't you, too? I never took a course in turkey raising, bot I know a thing or two just the same. 

It is about 10 P.M. as I write this and only two days before Thanksgiving. I've been busy all day getting the 
. house in order for a dozen guests. We are really having thirteen, but he would have a fit if he knew it. He 
is very superstitious. While I am writing this he is busy shining silverware and tomorrow night I suppose 
I'll have to make that dressing he was bragging about. I won't chop the onion though. It is really very good, 
bu.t. some women spoil it by not putting in the right amount of butter. I saw an "A and P" advertisement in 
the paper this evening offering a pound of ground pork free with each turkey. The pork is to pot into the 
dressing. I can't imagine any worse insult to a turkey. By the way, turkeys are retailing in Minneapolis for 
from 23 to 28 cents a pound. It is cheaper than fancy chicken. I do hope everybody buys at least one so all 
those millions of birds Bill talks about will be eaten. We are having a nice 18 pounder, 

By the way, did you ever hear of smoked turkey? In a magazine this month I read about a man in New York 
State who is selling smoked turkey for 65 cents a pound. I can't imagine how it tastes, can you? Some of you 
who smoke your own hams might hang a turkey in the smokehouse along with the hams and see how it turns out. 
I won't vouch for the results, but my curiosity is aroused. Bill says I am the world's champion recipe tryer· 
outer. Maybe so, but he is what I call a paper match saver (guess he's pixilated). He can't resist picking 
up and saving these paper match packets. He picks them up at f iII ing stat ions and hotels all over the country. 
The house is full of them. That makes us even. 

I went down to a produce plant the other day and watched them grade the birds. It doesn't look so difficult. 
I think I could do it myself because the nice plump, unbruised ones always graded top. The inspector would 
take one look and put them in the number one pile. You should see the blue, bruised, torn and pinfeathery ones. 
Pin feathers don't really hurt a bird, 'but they make it look so untidy--like someone.who hasn't shaved for 
several days. The grader told me that practically all these number two birds could have graded top if theY had 
been kept on the farm longer and fed until they were f.it. They had piles .and piles of those poor skinnY things 
and the price paid for them was next to nothing. Some of them looked so terrible, I don't see how anyone 
would buy them. The head man told me he wished all the owners could be there. He says talking doesn't do 
much good. Bill says high priced feed forced many farmers to market their birds too early this year, but the 
grader said it was the same old story every year. I am still wondering bow they ever sell the bad ones. I 
almost forgot to mention the crooked breasted turkeYs. You would marvel how they ever got that way. Some 
of them don't even look like turkeys. They told me this trouble could be mostly prevented by careful selection 
of straight breasted breeders and the right sort of feeding. I chimed in to say that sitting on the roosts too 
soon made the breast bones so funny looking, but they pooh poohed me down on that idea. I learned a lot about 
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turkeys from that nice inspector. Bill says a lot of men and women work all summer raasmg a fine flock of 
turkeys and then spoil everything by selling. them too soon or else they aren't careful enough in dressing and 
picking. I saw one shipment come in that had been scalded at home. The man told me that most farmers have
n't the right equipment to home scald and advised against it. He said it was all right if done in a plant where 
they had means of regulating the temperature of the water, but that when done at home the water might get too 
hot or the birds kept in it too long. Anyway, I saw some that looked almost parboiled. They do a lovely job of 
dressing in these big plants and there isn't the chance to ruin a season's work with poorlY dressed birds. Oh, 
yes .... they are now taking all the feathers off the turkeys. All the city housewives will be glad of that. You 
know, they used to leave some feathers on the tips of the wings. My grandmother used them for feather dusters. 
They don't make the bird look any better and I am sure the man or woman who has to get the bird ready for the 
roaster will give a big cheer because one just about has to cut off the end of the wing to remove them. 

Speaking of crooked breasted birds reminds me of something I want to tell you about. A lady I know canned a 
lot of her crooked breasted turkeys and sold them to the women in town. You know women I ike to give afternoon 
parties and often want a bit of chicken for a salad, but don't like to go to the trouble of fixing a whole 
chicken. This pint jar of canned turkey is just enough to make a salad and makes a welcome novelty. The bird 
is cooked and after the bones are removed the nice pieces of whole meat are put up in glass jars. So far as I 
know, one can't buy canned turkey, at least I've never seen it before. Maybe some of you could do this. 

Friend husband just stuck his head in to see how I am doing. I told him swell .... you won't let me down, 
will you? He was afraid I would get to talking about hats or some of the new styles. He asked me to put 
in a word for him. I won't let him talk to you, but I'll tell you what be said. He said a Jot of growers 
were undecided as to how many hens to keep over for next year. Also, that in view of the rock bottom prices, 
there probably won't be much expansion. As far as you personally are concerned, he says to plan on your custom· 
ary number--the number you can afford to finance and feed out. He has always maintained that turkeys are the 
world's best "sideline", but has never felt they should be expected to carry the entire farm load. In other 
words if you keep your turkey growing on a sideline basis and don't put all your eggs in one basket, you need 
not worry much. He believes, too, that you should keep the number of your turkeys in I ine with the amount 
of feed you can raise yourself; that you should plan to raise the greater part of your small grain and balance 
this with one of the several good protein supplements. 

We attended the annual dinner of the Meeker County turkey growers association last week. We had a grand din
ner and Jots of fun. I took in their summer get-to-gether last summer, too, and did we eat ice cream? Henry 
Olson, the president at that time ate over a quart himself .... that's besides all the other things. It seems to 
me more counties should get together as a club or association of some sort. Many of our counties do this and 
have three or four meetings a year. Everybody there that night was wondering whether the Christmas prices 
would be better, but with such a large crop and many growers holding their birds, most of the folks didn't see 
how they could be much better. We all hoped so anyway. 

As things look now, Bill says Minnesota growers will probably be paid around 18 to a possible 20 cents for 
dressed birds. He had a letter from a lady· in Missouri saying the price in that section was only 13 cents for 
number ones. It would appear that we are not ·as bad off as some other places. Many ask Bill whether they 
should have held their birds until Christmas. He says it is usually a gamble, but that as a general thing 
Thanksgiving is the best. Our papers have been telling how some of the Texas growers went on a strike and 
wouldn't sell their birds for 13 cents. Bill says the grasshoppers will catch it next year because many farm
ers will feed them instead of grain to keep the feed costs down. The other day over the radio I heard someone 
say the government was getting the "G" men to investigate a charge that the big buyers were trying to keep the 
prices down. This was too deep for me so I asked my better (?) half what he thought. He said the "G" men 
did a grand job catching the late John Dillinger, but couldn't see how they could raise the price of turkeys. 
The general opinion seems to be that the turkey business is in a corner and the best thing to do is for the 
public to eat us out of it. With such low retail prices, this big crop should be snapped up quicldy and then 
the slate wilJ be clean for next year. 

Well, I am kind of tired and it's nearly midnight and I can hear my lord and master snoring in the next room, 
and does he ever? He says he doesn't snore, but just listen to him--ZZZZzzzzzz. I've run out of things to say 
(all husbands will smile now) so I better ·stop before I outlast my welcome. I do hope you and all your family 
have a grand Christmas with all the stockings filled to overflowing. 

Sincerely yours, 
(Mrs. ) W. A. Bi II ings. 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Apologies for passing you up last month. Too much Christmas and New Year's celebration 
I guess. Hope you fared better than I did for Christmas •••• ! got 6 packages of JeJJo (raspberry, lemon, 
lime, cherry, strawberry and orange). Since then I've been extra busy breaking new resolutions. 

First thing on the docket is to jack you up ..•. if you need it ..•• to see that your breeding flock is getting 
its egg mash right now. It should be before the flock all the time from now on. You may mix one your.,.. 
self or buy one already mixed if you prefer. This one will give as good results as any .... here it is and 
enough to make u~ 1000 pounds at a crack. 225 pounds corn, 100 lbs. oats, 150 lbs. bran, 200 lbs. mids, 
100 lbs. alfalfa meal, 125 lbs. meat scraps, 75 lbs. dried milk, 5 lbs. of salt, and 20 lbs. cod liver or 
sardine oil. If your breeders get liquid milk you could omit the milk in the mash. Of course all the 
ingredients should be finely ground. You might use this same mixture as a starting mash except you have 
the oats hulled to cut down the fibre a bit. Later on, the same mixture could be used as a growing mash 
by leaving out the alfalfa and oil when the birds are in the sun on green pasture. 

It's blizzarding outside right now .•.• can't hardly see across the road. Was down in Iowa, Indiana and 
Illinois last week and all I saw was rain every day. For the benefit of Southerners and Californians I'll 
admit it was as low as 47 below zero in Minnesota yesterday. We like it though .... we just slip into our 
red woolen underwear and button up the old overcoat and go to town. While away I had the good fortune to 
meet with groups of turkey growers •... tbey are the same the country over •..• the salt of the earth and I 
believe the most progressive. There wasn't a long face in sight. And did we ever eat turkey at the 
Champaign, Illionis growers meeting .... it's stick,ing in my crop yet. Many of them expressed the opinion 
that more should be done to persuade the housewives in the smaller cities and towns to eat turkey. We 
can't expect New Yorl<, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and Pittsburg to eat all our birds. I suspect small 
city newspaper editors would welcome timely turkey items in advance of the heavy eating season. Butchers 
could be urged to do their part. Heavens sake, the possibilities aren't even tapped. Trouble is •.•• there 
isn't any one group in these places to assume leadership. You see, the turl{ey industry has been suffering 
from severe growing pains lately and I wouldn't be at all surprised if this type of promotion wouldn't 
help to persuade the small towners to eat more turkey. Maybe we could put on a little heat and persuade 
the March of Time to put on a show for us next year. It would make a honey of a news reel. They could 
depict the miraculous growth of the industry from a little over 3 mi II ion birds in 1920 to around 20 mil
lion last season. Everyone likes to look at turkeys whether they raise 'em or not. This feature shows in 
some 9000 theaters and would have the public licking their collective chops ahead of time. I suppose -this 
is another of my pipe dreams .... I've had worse though. 

By the waY, I think we have the red meat people on the run .... at least I've heard they are worried and are 
up in arms because housewives all over the country Jtave been serving turkey right and left. Growers have 
been electioneering for oranges, apples, hams, and what not and it's about time turkey got some good pub
licity .... and are we beginning to get it ... remember last month my "Mrs." told you about the smoked turkey. 
Well, now Eddie Cantor himself is plugging for it. In .a national magazine this month Ida Cantor's husband 
says, "I had a taste of smoked turkey very recently in a swank restaruant we. went to. It bas a tangy flavor 
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but it is very delicious." Now if we can have a I ittle help from Gracie Allen, George Burns, Boake 
Carter and a few others to put the turkey on the radio, we'll clean up this surplus in no time at all. 

Talking about that surplus •••• recall last fall the uproar that followed when the government made its fore· 
cast as to the number of turkeys about to be marketed. Some writers thought it forced down the price of 
turkeys and some of my writer- inners felt that hanging was too good for the market time estimators. It 
won't be long now until we know just exactly how many birds there actually were. Next year I would be 
in favor of having the Literary Digest conduct a turkey poll. 

Was walking down LaSalle street in Chicago last Saturday morning and what do you think I saw in an eat 
shop window .... so help me, it was a sign advertising "Vermont" turkeys .... imagine that in Chicago. 
That's like carrying coal to Newcastle. Vermonters .... we like your syrup and we buy tons of it. We 
think you are darn good promoters too •••• bats off. We aren't going to take this laying down though. 

I bate to bring this up but it's all in the family .... did you see that article in the New York American on 
Sunday November 29th .... here's the headline. "Fishy turkeys spoil hoi iday for hundreds." It seems that 
some of the good Manhattan housewives put in the oven what they fondly thought .was a turkey •••. when the 
oven was opened, all they could smell was "fish". They didn't like it at all and I can't say that I blame 
them. We wi I I have to do something about that •••• here, we have been working our heads off trying to build 
up the public taste for these modern tenderized turkeys and then we hand them an uppercut in the form of a 
foul smelling bird that may destroy their appetite for turkey for life. I have always felt it must be 
something the birds "et" but maybe I am mistaken. At any rate we' II gain nothing by sticking our heads 
in the sand and saying there ain't no such animal. Hundreds of disappointed families will' debate this. 

I suppose you are wondering what the outlook is for next year. Think this over •••• nearly everyone I meet 
thinks the other fellow is disgusted and· will either reduce the size of HIS flock or go out of business al
together, therefore HE will be smart and either raise the same number or MORE. Seems as though everybody 
is thinking the same thing and my guess is there won't be any scarcity of turkeys next year. You don't 
need to be a college graduate to understand this kind of reasoning. I guess it takes more than one year to 
get religion. The pre-season demand for poults appears brisk but maybe there won't be enough hens kept 
over to supply the demand .••• maybe the fertility and hatchability won't be up to par ••.• maybe you growers 
wi I I be real smart and not plan to have late June and July pool ts. This fall's market was flooded with 
these late hatched birds that went to market half finished. Personally, I don't want birds after May ..•• 
the earlier the better. The first two weeks in May is dandy at least for this part of the country. Of 
course if you can make it the last week in April, so much the better. The laying hens around these parts 
frequently don't get dug out of the snow until after March. If we could eliminate the June and July birds 
it would be a lovely birth control program and at the same time insure that those birds would be well 
grown out and in tip top condition even in October if crowded a bit. 

Feed costs were high last year weren't they? They won't be any lower this year, at least until the next 
crop is in the bins. Let economy of production be your watchword •••• by that I don't mean to market half 
finished birds. You know what I mean .... keep your lead pencil sharpened all the time. Remember that 
turkeys no longer occupy that lofty pedestal ••.• they are competing with beef steak and pork chops for the 
housewives' favor. Another thing .••• in my humble opinion, turkeys are a sideline or should be. I don't 
believe they should be expected to carry the entire farm load. If kept in the sideline position I do not 
think we have anything to fear •.•• but how to do it, 'eh? In other words don't put all your eggs in one 
basket. Some commentators say that turkeys have been over-exploited .... maybe so, but you can't pass a law 
against that can you? Another year like the past one will level things off nicely. Perhaps you are saying, 
"What shall I do?" Answer .... If you are a farmer raising the usual crops, plan to raise as much of your 
small grain as possible. As soon as this is available, use it and balance off with a good protein supple
ment. Resolve to hatch birds as e.:rly as possible for your particular. section of the country. I favor at 
least May for the Northwest. If others must .••• let them have the June and Julyers. 

I won't skip next month for sure. Wear your rubbers and don't get the flu. If you should, take a good 
dose of castor oil, go to bed and call the doctor. 

Yours truly, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 



''Y '· ,iV . 
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D~AR COOPERATOR: -----· -·-·--------J 

Did you ever have pink eye? .Horses_and cows have it and !>f course, myself. Pink 
eye is one of those diseases all your friends think is funny so they just laugh. I never get any decent 
high-toned disease •••• it's always ·shingles, dandruff and sucb stuff. · · · · · · · 

Just read in a Jewish weekly magazine that certain·orthodox Jews eat turkey on Purim in memory of old King 
Ahasuerus. The fellow ·who wrote the article went on to say that old Ahasuerus was kind of weak in the 
upper story and that the turkey is a symbol of "stupidity"; therefore a turkey dinner was a fitting reminder 
of the old King. I am afraid Jews don't know .much about turkeys or theY wouldn't pull a boner like that. 
Turkeys are smart. 

By the way, do you take a turkey magazine? You should because we have a couple of- very ·excellent journa:ls. 
The oldest is the Turkey World published at Mt. Morris, Illinois. The youngest is the American Turkey Jqor
nal turned out at Grand Forks, N.D. I am sore tlie editor of either wiil be glad to send you a sample copy 
if you will drop him a postca-rd. No, I don't get a rakeoff. I mention this because many write to me ask-
ing where they may subscribe to one. . · · · 

It is appr()aching the breeding season in.these parts and again.for the fift~ time The Society·for the Preven
ti-on of Injury to Breeding Hens met in annual convent ion. After a heated debate the hens passed a sizzling 
resolution demanding protect ion from these rampaging Toms. They don't mind gulping down tons of egg mash 
flavored with cod liver oil and otherwise doing their bit, bot they are sick and tired of having thei-r feath
ers torn off and being generally messed up. Figures were presented showing the ac-tual number of deaths 
(mind you) last year .... I believe it was 973. That's too many, they say, Anyway t·hey decided to go modern 
and organize a "sit dolVn" strike unless you do something about _it •. · You'd .. BE.TTER Pr9Vide each hen. _with a 
canvas saddle .... you see them advertised in all turkey magazines. You mi-ght buy a few or make them your
self from a sample if you think the cost is too high. Now don't take this as a joke .... it isn't. The 
saddles wi II protect the hens and do away with tearing and bruising which will cot down the market value 
of your hens when you come to sell them, say in May. Last year I mentioned toe guards for the Toms. Some 
of you tried them and liked them •••• ()thers dido'~, so maybe you'd better stick to the saddles. 

Northw.estern (we call that around here) and mid-western flocks should be getting their egg mash right now. 
Keep it in a ~elf feeder before the birds at .all times. Also, feed any simple scratch grain mixture. If. 
your birds show a tendency to eat more scratch than mash, limit the scratch. I gave you a mash mixture .. 
last month •••• if you have one you like better, go to it. There are any number of good ones. There is no 
patent on the so caJied "best" ration so far as I know. 

It begins to look as tho~gh we will have to do something ~bout this pox business. My mail is filled with. 
letters from flock owners who report POX .... that's ,the disease which shows yellow patches or canker sores 
in the corners of the jaws, on the tongue and scabs on the outer head parts. These folks want to know wheth
er they ought to vaccinate NOW. I don't bel i_eve I would.· Remember, pox vaccination is a preventative and 
is never advocated as a cure. I would rather·stagger along as well: as I c.ould now and make up my mincJ.Jo 
vaccinate all my growing birds NEXT SUMMER when they are 2 or 3 months of age. Then you won't have i:t 
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among your breeding stock next winter. If one should vaccinate this sick flock right now and happen to get 
a red hot strain of fowl pox vaccine, things could easily be much worse. Some outbreaks are mild, with 
few losses; therefore, if you come along with a hot vaccine on top of this you may be worse off than you 
were before. 

I suggest you remove the bad ones •••• treat the spots with tincture of iodine if you wish. It may or may 
not help. Do not handle the sick 'birds and then mess around with the well ones for then your hands will 
surely carry the virus (the germ of pox) to the healthy ones. The juice oozing from the sores is VERY 
contagious. I wish I might give you a sure'cure for pox, but just between ourselves, there isn't any. 
You may monkey around with the mildly affected ones and save a few, but don't think putting STUFF in the 
drinking water helps any .... that's nonsense. Here's a thought on the side .... you won't ever ERADICATE 
a disease by the virus or live vaccine method of control. It can be held down. but the virus vaccine con· 
tains the live germs of the disease and when carelessly used can be an actual source of spread. The core 
of this paragraph is to vaccinate your young growing flock next summer if you have had trouble this year. 
It's just plain life insurance against pox .... it's a preventative, NOT a core. Don't ask me how it got 
into your flock. It doesn't rain down anyway. It must have been carried there somehow. Another thing, 
pox and roup are not the same disease. Roup is that disease which causes the face of a turk to puff out 
just below the eye. Open this swelling with a sharp knife .... slit it wide open. Stuff the opening 
(after you've squeezed out the pus .. UGH) with argyrol-soaked cotton. Leave this in a day or two and 
repeat if necessary. This is "sinus trouble" in turkeys. If you had it yourself, they would drain and 
flush out your frontal sinuses. Turkeys aren't worth much so we don't treat them as wei I. 

If your great grandmother was alive wouldn't she get a big kick out of all this talk about vitamin A,B, 
C,D,E,G, etc., etc., etc.? I'll bet she'd say she brought up a dozen kids without knowing one vitamin 
from the other and they looked pretty good to her too. If they keep on finding new vitamins, it's going 
to be a strain on the old alphabet. Seriously though .••. I expect you do get dizzy trying to understand 
this vitamin business. I do. I figure I've got them all well fixed in my mind and then a week later I 
am all tangled up again. Let's try to simplify them a bit. The super-super scientists may laugh at us, 
but we should worry. First, these vitamins are not new inventions •••• they·existed all the time in vari· 
ous foods such as milk, grain, meat, vegetables, oils, etc., but now they are glorified with names or 
rather letters. What is vitamin "A" •••. they call it a growth vitamin, but so are they all for that mat· 
ter. Anyway there's lots of this "A" in alfalfa, yeJJow corn, lettuce and many greens. A shortage of 
"A" in the diet is said to reduce hatchability of eggs, retard growth of chicks and poults after the first 
few weeks, may cause eye trouble in poults and nutritional roup in older birds. Next is vitamin "B" .... 
this is the anti-neuritic (nerve) vitamin. It's lack does a variety of things. When birds are INTEN· 
TIONALLY fed a ration deficient in this vitamin they often develop nervous symptoms which may lead to 
paralysis. Vitamin "B" is widespread in all grains and greens so one is not likely to be using a ration 
lacking it. Vitamin "C" is the one that prevents scurvy. Large quantities of this vitamin are found in 
greens and vegetables. When a flock is being fed a balanced ration and has access to greens you won't be 
caught short on this one. Vitamin "D" .. ~.a feed or diet lacking in this vitamin brings on rickets or soft 
bones in both chicks and poults. A lack of "D" in the diet of older birds may lower egg production. 
Rickets is usually easily controlled by adding suitable amounts of cod liver oil to the feed ration. Also 
have a supply of ground oyster shells handy. There are other vitamins, but I think this is all you can 
hold today .... that applies to me anyway. Keep your weather eye on a possible shortage of Vitamins "A" 
and "D" • The other two are not often found wanting. 

It appears that some "little bird" is whispering around that turkeys will be HIGH next fall. Take 
that with a large pinch of salt. They will have to be plenty high to offset the cost of feed .... at least 
until the next crop is in the barn. Have only met up with two people who are ACTUALLY going to quit 
turkeys. Once again I exhort you not to expand and don't get the notion the public is going to feel 
sorry for us and pay more for turkeys next fall, just because feed is scarce and high. It will take 
either a shorter crop or a bigger stomach and a fatter pocketbook. Someone remarked the other day we'd 
soon raise 50 million birds .... heaven help us. Don't worry too much about that .for I don't think that 
time is "just around the corner". 

Can't think of any more now and the space is gone, so goodbye. 

W. A. Bi II ings. 



UNIVERSITY FARM 

:iiT· lPAVI., MINNE~QTA 

DEAR COOPERATOR: ·-.:~~' .. :''·'';,'::.; I 
· Thank goodness Easter is nearly here. I am so·~.weak.Jand worn out and thin from 

fasting, a good gust of wind would blow me away. Wouldn't that make a swell epitaph .... just mark 
the tombstone "Gone With The Wind". 

Believe it or not, we finally got out that round top brooderliouse and sun porch plan .... 10, 000 of them. 
This is.not the usual dot and dash blueprint which makes me have dizzy spells when I try to figure it 
out. We have made this one a simple step-by-step plan. I don't like to brag, but even the hired girl 
could build this outfit. We sent out a few plans for trial. I've seen some of the results. It makes 
nie positively ill to see the way SOME builders have changed things. If you need a new brooderhouse 
and sun porch and it isn't too ·late, try this round top, but PLEASE don't change it. Eight windows 
are called for; ... that doesn't mean four. These all-around windows make for universal lighting and 
your turkeys WON'T crowd. This is a 12x14 bouse and wi-ll accommodate about 225 poults comfortably. 

Ladies, shut your eyes ••.. this paragraph is for MEN ONLY. Now that we are alone, men, if your wife 
has worms orcoccidiosis.; .. no, that can't be right; it sounds terrible. I mean if your wife's flock 
of growing chickens have been wormy or bothered with coccidiosis, why don't you give her the surprise 
of her I ife and present her wi tb one of these brooderhouses and a sun porch for her chicks? This unit 
will save her Jots of steps and l\eep the chicks off the germ-laden ground too. You rnay even bold them 
on the porch as long as 6 or 8 weeks. Ever since I can remember we've been battling worms and coccidi· 
osis with pi lis and powders and the worms are geti ing thicker all the time. Pretty nearly everyone but 
the Jewell Tea man sells worm pil Is and we are rapidly getting EXACTLY NOWHERE. For good chick 
sanitation, I believe the use of the sun porch is· the biggest advance in years. Most farm men-folks 
don't take chickens seriously •... one hen is worth but a few cents anyway. When a chick or hen dies .... 
poof, what's that. Out it goes onto the manure pile. But hold on or you'll think I am preaching. 
What I am delicately trying to suggest is this. It's Spring; the snow's gone; the brooks are babbling; 
the robins are twittering and the flies are back; so why don't you edge over to that little helpmate of 
yours and say, "Mary darling, (pause and blush and choke up a bit) you have been struggling along trying 
to raise chicks the HARD way. I've been thinking it over and I've decided to make you a new brooder· 
house and sun porch for your chicks". Boy, will that slay her. I hope though she doesn't think you have 
been up to some deviltry and are trying to square yourself. Now then, before you forget it ..•• ask me 
for that plan. It's all wrapped up and just waiting for me to scribble your name and address on it. 

Was just checking thru the last federal bullet in on poultry diseases and they tell us THERE IS NO WAY 
to expel tapeworms from chickens or turkeys. You see, the tapeworms differ from the common round worm 
of chickens (thank heaven turkeys aren't bothered with round worms as yet) in that the tapeworm has a 
funny looking head with sharp grasping teeth which bang on to the inside of the intestine for dear 1 if e. 
They can't be made to let go with any known poison or worm expeller. Sure, we thought we were getting 
rid of the tapes with kamala for example; what really happened was this .... we broke the worms off just 
back of the neck and since the head is the business end of a tapeworm, the worms proceed to grow again 
from the head outward. Thus when you administer a: tape treatment and see a lot of spaghetti-like worms 
in the bink t the inside bird a II grow 
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again in a few weeks. The MORAL of this is •••• don't let your birds get 'em. It's not so hard. Do your 
brooding away from the barnyard. Of course I know flies, etc., transmit tapes, but you know as well as I 
do, the flies are much thicker around the farm buildings. ·Every pound of manure may hatch out over 2000 
flies. Think of that. Which reminds me of the story of the Swede hired man who was eating currant cook
ies for dessert. He sat there picking out the black spots thinking they were flies that got into the bat· 
ter. I heard a good one the other day about a girl with a new roadster. Seems she was speeding and was 
being chased by speed cops •••• remind me to tell you this one when you see me next time. You' JJ love it. 

Saw in the paper a couple of days ago where a farmer in North Dakota sold a turkey last fall for $1.80. 
He put a note in it somewhere asking whoever got it to wri.te to him and divulge what he paid for it. 
He got a reply recently. The Chicago man who ate the bird paid $3.19, or $1.39 more than the farmer 
received. All of which proves what? This isn't propaganda ... , just something that caught my eye. Speak
ing of "propaganda" do you recall what Mandy said to Rastus when he proposed? She said, "Rastus, boy, 
you may think l'se the propa goose, bot you-all sure ain't the propa gander." 

Many write asking whether to allow the breeding flock to run together. By all means, if the Toms don't 
use all their spare time scrapping each other. It's simpler than providing a separate pen for each dozen 
or so birds. Of course for special matings, etc., the individual pens must be used. Try them altogether. 
If they scrap, then you may provide separate yards. 

Here's a side I ight on the outlook. I get lots of letters like this. This lady says, "Could yoti teH me 
where I could sell my eggs (she means the turkey's, of course)? The hatcheries we sold to last year are 
not buying this year." These letters •••• and there are many of them •••• and what dope· my spies send me, 
lead .me to believe somebody is getting cold feet. The demand for poults has not been brisk. So much so 
that many hatcherymen I .talk to say they are doing only custom hatching this year. Others are out of 
it altogether. I rather think that another year of low prices.and high feed costs will put this business 
back on an even keel. I told you we didn't need to have Congress pass a law either. I look for a short· 
er crop this coming year. Remember the Maine, all you old timers, and don't do a right about face and 
keep on hatching all summer to increase your flock so YOU can skim the cream, if there is any. ·I'm 
gambling we'll have enough turkeys to go around because on February 1st there were over FORTY million 
pounds still in storage. Stoff your ears and raise your normal number consistent with what you can 
finance and feed. Some say feed will be cheap after the crop is in. I hope so bu·t we have been dis
appointed before. We might have another dry year. . I don't recall how many of these we have had, but I 
do sort of dimly recollect the parable of the "seven lean years". Anyway let's raise GOOD, well finish
ed birds and hope the crop wi II be nice and small so the common people will have to ·f igbt to get a turkey. 
I'm kind of nervous though ••• that 40,000,000 pounds bold-over gives me the jitters. 

I just finished reading a book on disinfectants •••• sounds thrilling, doesn't it? Here's a paragtapb that 
wi II give you goose pimples. It reads I ike this .... "as yet there is no chemical agent in doses tba·t are 
well tolerated ("well tolerated" means "safe") capable of altering the int'es.tinal flora (intestinal "flora" 
is not a girl's name, it means germs or bugs in the intestines). There is evidence that altering the diet, 
especially when combined with the ingestion (eating .or drinking) of large amounts of certain organisms 
(germs) such as (now, bold onto your hat) lactobacillus acidophilus, may suppress (hold back) the activi-· 
ties of undesirable organisms (rank outsiders, such as coccidiosis bugs). Read this over again and see if 
you can get it straight. Want me to translate for you? Well, it means there isn't anything that's safe 
to give internally (drinking water) that wi 11 in any way ki II, cripple or even slow up such germs as 
those causing white diarrhea or coccidiosis. Second thought is •••• when you· or your birds take ordinary 
soured milk, there aren't any especial beneficial bugs in it that will cure an intestinal disease such as 
coccidiosis. Don't get me wrong .... niilk in all forms is a dandy food BUT don't get the notion that 
sour mi Ik wi II ki II germs or even prevent their ordinary growth in the 'bowel. 

Time's up boys and girls and •••• holy cats I thought spring·was here and I just looked out the window and 
it's blizzarding again. That's Minnesota •••• we love it though. If the boys in the print shop work bard you 
MIGHT get this by Easter. Anyway, I hope you knock 'em dead when you go to church with ·your new· I id. 

Yours truly, 

W. A. Billings. 



Apri 
DEAR COOPERATOR: ----c - _,I 

I've been fidgeting around here for the last half hour trying to start this letter to you when 
Mitzi (she's our cute little mail girl) comes in, snoops over my shoulder and says, "Whatcha doing?" I say, 
"Nothing", but being a woman she takes another snoop and says, "Yes you are, you're writing that News Letter 
again, I. betcha. 1.' One can't betray such childish trust, so without further thumb sucking, let's commence. I 
suppose you have been reading in the papers or heard on the radio about that non-union turkey hen down in Texas 
that laid EIGHT eggs in one day, had a nervous breakdown and died. What stomps me is that only her nerves 
gave out. If such outlandish and unfair practices become common in other breeding flocks I expect we'll have 
to put zippers on the hens to reduce the wear and tear. 

FLASH--If you and I can't go to the Coronation, we at least have some consolation, for we turkey growers will 
be represented. Minnesota turkey eggs will be there. A batch of bronze turkey eggs from the Wright Turkey 
Farm of Aitkin, Minnesota, will leave New York on the Berengaria on May 4th. This s·hould put them in London 
in time for the Big Parade on the 12th. I'll be a little worried about these little Minnesota poults so far 
from their mothers' apron strings. They' II have a long walk back should they get homesick. 

NEWS ITEM from a Minneapolis paper--Local man was in Mexico recently. He saw a couple of old women seated 
outside his hotel on .the. pavement, each hanging onto a turkey. They sat there all day and all night and then 
disappeared. When asked about it, the hotel man explained, ''Tbat was a Mexican sit-down strike. They wanted 
me to buy the turkeys and I finally did." This may be the seed of an idea for those of you who don't like our 
system of marketing. 

ONE MORE REASON WHY MY HAIR IS GETTING GRAY (No, I am NOT baldheaded and I couldn't raise a mus
tache if I tried)··A lady writes to ask if this sort of mixture will make a good laying mash. Here it is-
flour mids, bran, yellow corn, sunflower seed, alfalfa meal, dry milk, meat scraps, fish meal, pulverized 
oats, barley, corn gluten, soy bean meal, calcium carbonate, salt, bone meal, fish oil, kamala, oil of worm
seed, tobacco, quassia, nux vomica, gentian, mustard, pepper, fenugreek, anise and iron oxide. Boy, oh boy, if 
this 'mixture doesn't make the hens have laying pains nothing else will. I am wondering whether we shouldn't 
add a bit of sassafras and a few aspirins. Seriously though, why make a laying mash so complicated. A month 
or so ago I gave you a good and simple formula which is readily mixed at home or at your feed dealers. The 
first half of the above mixture isn't at all bad, but the last half is nothing more than a shot-gun spring tonic. 

Some smut fellow once said necessity was the mother of invention. Anyway, I am being bombarded with requests 
for ways and means to reduce feed costs this year. Right now they are demanding a simple starting mash. No 
matter what I suggest it won't suit all of you but here goes- ·100 pounds finely ground yellow corn, 100 pounds 
bran, 100 pounds middlings, 100 pounds finely ground oats (without hulls for the first 8 weeks), 100 pounds meat 
scraps or if you prefer, concentrate, 2! quarts fish oil, 3 pounds salt. When you put your poUlts in the brooder 
house have the hoppers ready. They won't over-eat. Try to make 'em--most of them don't eat soon enough to suit 
me. Along with this, supply all the milk you have available, sweet or sour, makes no difference. If possible 
put out fresh greens such as lettuce, nice juicy alfalfa tops, outside leaves of cabbage, dandelion tips, BUT 
NOT lawn grass clippings. They are much too tough and fibrous and stick in the crop. NOW GET THIS--later 
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hull the oats and You will leave out the fish oil when the birds are on green grass and in sunshine. Do I 
object to dried milk in mashes? Goodness NO, but if you have liquid milk, why not use it. Charity begins 
at home you know. The gove·inment has not dt>cided to fix the price of turkeys next fall so you'd better be 
careful or your feed costs will get you if you don't watch out, 

Would you like to dodge coccidiosis and worms this year? You can. Practice good clean sanitation and rota· 
tion of yards. Be sure your brooder houses are out on clean ground that hasn't been used for turkeys or chick· 
ens last year or the year before. Move the house 'way out from the farm buildings. If you won't do this, fix 
yourself up with a sun porch like the plan I sent you in connection with the brooder house. If you do, I'll 
bet you a dollar to a donut your birds won't have these two diseases. There's no SECRET about it, they get 
the germs or bugs of these diseases from DIRTY soil. This dodging method is better than all the pi lis in 
Christendom. Some of you will believe this and 8'et results. Others wi II take a chance, cut a few corners 
and get into trouble. 

The National Association of Food Chain Stores made a .survey .. among its members to find out a .few facts as 
to what the consumer wanted in the way of turkeys. Their report shows a few very interesting items. I'll 
point out some of them. (1) About 73 per cent of folks wanted a turkey weighing from 8 to 13 pounds. Only 
5 per cent wanted one 18 pounds or more. (2) Majority of stores felt that 27 cents retail was the price at 
which the greatest number of birds could be moved. Some suggested prices as low as 21 cents while others 
went as high as 32 cents. (3) Some stores felt that big turkeys should sell for a few cents less than the 
popular sizes ••• perhaps 2 cents less per pound in order to stimulate sale of the big birds. (4) Consumers 
liked hens best probably because they are smaller and more desirable than a tom of the same weight (he would 
be skinny). (5) All stores admitted turkeys were beginning to come to them dressed better, graded better and 
boxed better. (6) Marketing half-turkeys isn't popular with the stores or with the consumer. They don't keep 
well, they are hard to stuff and the consumer likes to see the browned bird carried on the table with his 
golden brown drumsticks sticking up in the air. Nearly all consumers would rather buy a WHOLE small bird 
than HALF of a big tom. (7) Many stores complained of "off flavored" or fishy tasting turkeys. (8) Many 
birds are not starved and the crops become sour and this sours the whole carcass. 

Speaking of fishy turkeys, the Government News Release of December 2nd says, "As little as 10 per cent 
of fish meal and 1 per cent cod liver oil in the diet up to-killing time may give the cooked flesh a strong 
fishy odor and taste." The Miles City Station found that 4 per cent fish meal and 2 per cent cod liver oil 
imparted a strong fishy taste to turkeys. In one test it took 4 to 8 weeks on a feed not containing these 
elements to clear up the taste. Also the fish oil and fish meal when fed together is more apt to fish the 
birds than when either is fed alone. ANYWAY it is recommended to quit using either of these feeds for 
several weeks before marketing. They are both excellent food elements but this care should be used to avoid 
building up a consumer distaste. I ate one last fall and I can taste it yet. 

There has been considerable talk about the extent of pullorum disease or white diarrhea infection in our 
breeding flocks. It may become a problem later on but right now it would seem to be nothing to lose much 
sleep about. I phoned our Sanitary Board a 'month or so ago and they told me they bad tested 3,948 turkeys 
representing 32 flocks and found only 18 reactors. A news release from N~braska states, "Many Nebraska 
breeding flocks have been tested and were found to contain no carriers." The experience in California is 
much the same. Don't get the notion that this disease WON'T EVER become a problem but at present it 
would seem there are other more pressing things to worry about. 

I was supposed to go up in the northern part of the state this week but we had another of those "unusual" 
snowstorms. They had to get the snowplows out and some said the drifts were several feet deep. Do you 
wonder that I keep telling our folks May turkeys are early enough for Minnesota. May will be a busy month 
for me and with it all I'll have to open the fishing season on the 15th. Some of you inlanders better come 
up and see us. We have over 10,000 lakes and the fish are so thick you have to get behind a tree to bait your 
hook. Even Ripley wi 11 vouch for this. 

Well, I must be going. I hope I haven't taken up too much of your time. Whenever you are in these parts 
stop and see me. I am always in on Mondays and Saturdays. The rest of the week I am gallivanting around 
the country. 

Yours truly, 
W. A. Billings. 



May 24; 1937 
DEAR COOPERATOR: 

·This News Letter is 10 years old this month. It started out in a small way to help 
Minnesota farmers do a better job of raising turkeys. From an issue of a couple of hundred a month, the 
circulation has increased to several thousand. It now goes to every state and several foreign countries. 
To induce you to read this letter we have tried to make it chatty with no big words allowed. I guess we 
have at times violated all the rules of grammar,· but tell me who doesn't when be acts natural. Anyway, 
this isn't a course in English .... we just talk turkey, We want you to read this stuff even though we may 
make Mr. Noah Webster turn over in his grave. 

This ten year anniversary business reminds me that ten years or so ago nobody ever heard of a "Turkey Farm." 
Most turkey flocks were small and practically raised themselves, scratching for a living as best· they could 
and roosting on the barn, trees, or a manure spreader at night. The death loss in these scattered flocks 
ranged from 50 to 90 per cent. Then suddenly we got religion ... we learned how to raise turkeys without 
that awful loss. With renewed hope many of the EX-turkey· growers started. in again. Feed was fairly cheap 
and production hadn't caught up with consumption. Wholesale and retail prices were high. Everybody rais
ing turkeys made money. Then came the depression. Livestock prices generally went bump ... all but turkeys. 
They held their own with cheap feed (corn 15 cents a bu.). Hogs lost their title of "mortgage lifter" and 
pigmen switched to turkeys by the hundreds here and elsewhere. You see, turkeys were a better outlet for 
corn. Everybody got all steamed up and started whooping up turkeys. The Klondike Gold Rush bad nothing 
on the ballyhoo that was turned loose and the boom was on. The "exclusive" turkey farm came into being. 
People who dido' t even own a farm or raise a pound of feed or a stalk of grass caught the disease. The 
commercial turkey hatchery was born. They couldn't get eggs fast enough or in great enough volume, so . 
large breeding flocks of several thousand hens came to pass. Various finance plans were inaugurated to 
enable growers to increase the size of their flocks the "easy" way. Everything went along just lovely 
until the 1936 season when production hit an all-time high of 20 to 21 million turkeys. Even this would
n't have cut much ice EXCEPT feed costs were extremely high. You know what happened. Selling prices 
were low (they have been lower) and everybody started to accuse the other fellow. Some demanded the gov
ernment investigate the produce men. It really was quite simple, folks ••• we just had a lot of turkeys that 
cost some of us too much to grow. The only one who dido' t feel bad was the consumer. He only grinned, 
I icked his chops and sailed in to eat turkey as never before ..• thank heaven. Then came THE BIG LULL of 
1937 ... it's in the next para. · 

TURKEY HEADLINES culled from here and there ... Many hatcherymen misguess demand for poults and stand 
to lose their shirts ... buyers are jittery ... poult prices hit the toboggan ••• still going ... eggs a drug on the 
market ..• disgusted egg producers send breeding flocks to block early ••• big volume egg orders cancelled ••. 
production of early hatchery-hatched poults said to be 30 to 50 per cent under last year ••• feed still sky 
high .... plungers quickly fading from picture ... gold mine days are over ... not so much free-for-all finan
cing •.. burned children fear fire ••• several big operators desert turkeys and -vvill try bull-frogs (vvonder vvhat 
they call a "she" frog) ... Baltimore doctor says grasshoppers are chock fuJI of vitamin A and Vitamin B-1 
(vvho cares) ... Oregon vvill fight grasshoppers with turkeys ... U. S. Govt. will investigate last year's sales 
"conspiracy" ... national turkey selling pool proposed ... plenty of turks still in storage ... 30,000,000 pounds 
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on April first ••• we ate 7 million pounds the month before ••• total poultry in storage April first was 120 
mill ion pounds. WHEW ... turkey growers feel bad but chicken 'people feel .worse; reports say many early 
hatched chicks destroyed for want of buyers.~~ feed prices have 'em all worried. 

REGULAR SPRING DEBATE about broodhouse -Utter is on. Can't settle it to suit everyone. However, 
this is one of the years I would be a cheap skate and save money, I'd use coarse sand or fine gravel. 
Sift out any clay that might be in it so it won't stick to the birds' toes. Lay it on an inch thick, 
rake it over daily and change it once a week. Your birds WON'T eat too much sand if there are plenty 
of feed hoppers bandy right from the start. Try to make 'em eat. Tempt them with crumbled bard-boiled 
eggs sprinkled on the sta~ting mash. Stick their beads in it if necessary. N.lore birds die from starva
tion the first few days than from overeating. Give them oodles of nice juicy lettuce leaves, dandelion 
greens, onion tops or tender alfalfa leaves. These weak sisters that are so weak they are half dead 
when you put them in the brooderhouse might eat sand or anything else. They likely wi II kick the buck
et anyway. 

DO NOT overdo phosphates (bone meal) or any other mineral supplement. You may get a lot of slipped 
tendons (cripples) if you do. If you use meat scraps as a protein supplement to your other grains, do 
NOT add further mineral matter such as bone meal. There is enough bone in the meat scrap. 

Be sure to use FRESH cod liver or other fish oils. They tell me there are oils floating around the coun· 
try that wouldn't even physic a goldfish. After all, we use fish oils for the vitamins they contain, not 
lubrication. Most of the poults I've handled don't need the latter •••• my clothes often testify to that if 
you get the point. Stale or rancid oi Is are out. I suppose you'd like me to tell you how YOU can tell 
when the oil is GOOD. One thing sure, you can't tell by looking at it or smelling it and since you don't 
run a chemical laboratory, my advice is to buy a well and favorably known brand from a dealer who sells 
FRESH merchandise. 

Spring here has been very rainy and not too sunny. We need the rain of course but poults need the sunshine, 
too. Get them out in the sun as soon as you can. Protect them from cool winds with a few feed sacks as a 
windbreak. Do not overcrowd the brooderhouse. I figure 165 is enough for a 10xl2 house and not over 225 
for a 12xl4 house. The birds do m.ucb better when not crowded. Some people get away with murder on this 
crowding business. I've seen as many as 500 birds jambed into a 10xl2 house and when I objected, the owner 
laughed and said, "Well I'm getting away with it, ain't I?" That's not the right answer; she's just lucky. 
Overcrowding is one of the main things that causes this "picking one another" nuisance. Once it starts, it's 
hard to stop. Remember {but of course you don't) how your mother used to smear bitter aloes on your 
thumbs to keep you from sucking them when you were a baby? They tried thaf on the tails of poults but it 
didn't work. Better avoid it. 

UNABSORBED YOLK SACK "DISEASE" ..•• If a person suddenly developed terrible pains in his middle, went 
to a hospital, was operated on and died from a burst appendix, you wouldn't call the disease "pain-in-the· 
middle," would you? Of course you wouldn't. Well then, why for goodness sake call "unabsorbed yolk sack" 
a disease? That's silly. I've told you this most a million times but here it is again. Unabsorbed yolk 
sacks DO NOT KILL poults. When a baby turkey dies, is opened and you find the yolk sack UNabsorbed and 
dangling from the intestine, there is ALWAYS some other cause of death. What is this yolk sack anyway? 
First of all you must know that baby poults do not nurse. This yolk sack takes the place of that need and 
is a sort of lunch box or food supply put into the poult to furnish it with nourishment until it has sense 
enough to eat. It is a dirty, yellow, bag-like affair attached to the bowel and is filled with gooey yellow 
stuff. Nowadays, since poults are raised mostly artificially in brooderhouses with their feed right under 
their noses, the NEED for the yolk sack has largely disappeared. Therefore it is often absorbed very slowly 
or not at all. Along about this time of the year when a poult dies someone opens it and sees this dingus 
hanging from the intestine and concludes THIS is the cause of death. Nonsense •.• I've seen an unabsorbed 
yolk sack in a rooster that died of old age. Oh, I suppose that many times during his interesting and glam
orous career as he romped with the hens about the barnyard he might have wondered what that thing was that 
was bumping around in his insides, but he didn't worry. Moral is ..• when little poults die, look for some 
other cause than an unabsorbed yolk sack. 

Hope you all bad a happy Mother's Day. I dido' t get over to the Coronation myself, but I'd sort of like to 
go to the Duke's wedding, wouldn't you? 

Cordially yours, 
W. A. Billings 



June 16, 1937 
DEAR COOPERATOR: sr. P.'.UL CP.I\'iPi.i'" I ·,;.··n;.r•!>::o"• 

-~ ··~ ~.!• >t\>L ... / 

First, I must report on my fishing trip. Last week I went, I fished and didn't 
catch a thing. Minnesota has over ten thousand lakes and with all these to choose from I picked the 
wrong one. I dangled my minnow over the side of the boat for three solid hours, I spit on the bait, 
I jiggled it up and down and sideways, I even chewed tobacco and still nothing came of it but a large 
crop of mosquito bites. By the way, speaking of chewing tobacco, did you ever try a good big chew of 
Copenhagen snuff? If you haven't, take my advice and DON'T. You' II have the sinkiest low-down 
feeling in your st~mach and do things ever get dizzy? From then on it's everyone for himself. 

To change the subject--life would be pretty dull without a smile now and then. Remember that fishy 
turkey problem we were discussing a while back? Well folks, it's all solved, thank goodness. Just 
read in a magazine that frightening turkeys at killing time may give the carcass an "off-flavor". 
Well, well, well, here we have had all this worry for nothing. But how in Sam-hi II can we keep 
from scaring them. If someone started chasing you around the barnyard brandishing a· wicked-looking 
sticking knife, you_ wouldn't feel exactly as cool as a cucumber. This turkey business is getting 
more complicated all the time, isn't it? Now we will have to give the birds pills or something 
to make 'em have sort of a twit ight sleep. Then, while they are dreaming sweet nothings, we' II 
knock 'em in the head. I will make further reports on this subject from time to time. 

For your information •••• it appears that most of the breeding flocks went to market very early this 
year. Egg sales were poor, poult sales were difficult, and maintenance feed was high. This is 
favorable and should mean fewer late hatched and less scrawny and unfinished birds on the fall mar
ket. It may mean, too, that the Christma·s rw1 wi II be shorter and may be better priced. The early 
hatched birds don't make much money standing around eating their heads off from Thanksgiving until 
Christmas. The thing that will save our bacon this year is a bumper crop of corn and small grain 
to· use when the heavy feeding season starts. 

I wish I were a fortune teller. Everywhere I go everyone wants to know how big the crop wi II be 
this year and of course what the price will be. It's too early to even guess. It appears sure 
the numbers will be smaJJer, but just how much is too deep for me at this writing. These guesses 
six months ahead are not so hot. You can't do anything about it i10yway. Just go ahead and saw 
wood. Keep your costs as low as you can. Don't be too optimistic about high prices next fall. 
There have been a lot of fancy predictions already, I heard of someone the other day who was quoted 
as saying the fall price would be 31 cents. A farmer often says, "Prices wi II HAVE to be higher 
because of the high cost of feed." Oh yeah ..• well, that doesn't always follow. High prices of other 
meats don't always make turkey prices higher either .... last year steak was high enough to suit me. 
Just forget all this guessing business. Trim your sails close to the wind and hope for a short tur
key crop, lvith the bulk of storage turkeys eaten up and an easing of feed costs in late summer and 
fall. 
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growing flock this season. Use a good reliable strain of FOWL pox vaccine and use it when the birds 
are about ten weeks of age. I don't believe I would recommend vaccination on a farm where the dis-
ease has never been seen. You mustn't forget that this vaccine is PURE LIVE' POX VIRUS (virus means 
germs). It is somewhat like vaccinating pigs for hog cholera when you use both serum and virus. Once 
virus is used on the premises, you should continue to vaccinate from year to year. The use of a virus, 
wheth~r it's for hog cholera or turkey pox, is to CONTROL rather than eradicate the disease. Do I make 
myself clear? Here it is again •••• if you have had pox in other years, get busy and use the vaccine. If 
you haven't seen hide nor hair of it in your flock, leave it alone. It works swell if a good vaccine 
is used and the work done properly. I would recommend that an experienced veterinarian do the vac· 
cinating. It requires a certain knack you may not have. 

Seems to me there has been too much STOP and GO feeding of poults this year. By that I mean ON 
and OFF feeding. Why not keep continuously right from the start? They don't starve the infants of 
any other species, do they? Tempt them with hard boiled eggs sprinkled on the mash. They must eat 
or they will starve and this is NOT a disease. The old advice of holding back feed for 72 hours is 
ancient history. The sooner they eat the better off they will be. They like nice, bright yellow, 
finely ground carrots, too·· just a bit on a saucer to start with. Too often this early starvation is 
passed off for pullorum (white diarrhea) or coccidiosis. Bosh, doesn't a new born baby nurse right 
off the b4t? I saw a new one (not ml11e) the other evening that was only a few hours old and was 
he ever going to town in a big way. He'd have yelled his head off otherwise. 

There's a Jot of people worrying about using too much milk. Milk may be a bit messy at times when 
the birds get stuck up about the head but it is a grand feed. I don't believe milk can be overdone. 
Some folks don't like milk because it may attract fJ ies. This is true of course. Other than that, 
milk is an ideal diet in any form. Consider the infant baby again··what else does it get but pure 
unadulterated mother's milk. 

Another worry for some is the fact that the wing feathers in some broods of poults appear to be 
growing out of proportion to the rest of the bird. Forget it. If the poults are otherwise healthy 
and peppy these wing feathers will smooth out in due time. They can drag on the ground for ail 
I care if everything else is 0. K. 

Let me again urge you to wring the necks of those birds with slipped tendons over the hocks. They 
are worthless and never get very far and are an eyesore besides. As mentioned in previous letters, 
they are thought to be due in part to carrying TOO MUCH phosphates in the mash. This would in· 
elude too much bone meal or some other mineral supplement high in phosphate. If you are "mixing 
your own" do not add any more bone meal than is already in the meat scrap. All meat scraps you 
know carry a certain percentage of bone meal. The label on the bag usually tells the amount. 

The coccidiosis season is at hand and the worms will not be far behind •••• at least for some people. 
I know dozens, yes hundreds, of folks who NEVER have these two pests to fight. Why? Just because 
they A VOID them. Do your brooding on· CLEAN ground or on WIRE front porches. I don't care if you 
are poorer than half a dozen church mice, you can provide good sanitation. There is no more excuse 
for this than to have B. 0. for soap and water are always cheap. You may have all the coccidiosis 
medicine in Christendom but I'll take the nice shiny sun porch or green alfalfa where poults haven't 
been for at least two years. Don't do any brooding within two hundred yards of the farmhouse unless 
you .are using a sun porch. · Even then, you'd be far better off at some distance from the buildings. 

How long to keep the poults on the sun porch? Answer varies depending on the number of poults and the 
size of the porch. I'd say when the birds appear crowded or start picking each other's tail feathers, 
it was time to abandon the sun porch in favor of the alfalfa or rape range. Six to eight weeks should 
be long enough on most sun porches. 

I've got a lot more things I wanted to get in this letter but the time has come to do a Ben Bernie, so 
with a fond cherrio, and a toodle·oo and all that stuff, I am, 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings. 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 
I slipped a cog last month and had to miss you. I haven't been in the office 

hardly long enough to sneeze. Been seeing a lot of turkeys ~tnd have made a number of obs~rvations 
which I will pass on to you. 

First, many flock owners have stopped feeding CONTINUOUSLY. By that I mean they give the birds 
a feed two or three times a day and between times the feed hoppers are empty as the cradle. Every 
time anyone approaches, . the birds set up a chorus of squawks. The reason for tbis kind of feeding 
program is plain· ···feed is high. Other growers have I istened to all this folderor about the value 
of grasshoppers as cheap feed and are turning the birds loose to serve as scavengers. I've been on 
farms where the grasshoppers and army worms were so thick that if the turkeys kept up with them 
they would be stuffed to the eyebrows. Of course I realize that a turkey will eat grasshoppers but 
I still maintain ·that you can't grow prime turkeys on this exclusive diet. Grasshoppers·have about 
the same feeding value as peanut shucks with a slug of tobacco juice added. Sensible, good, balanced 
rations can now be mixed for far less than a month ago. Even barley can be substituted for corn and 
a lot of other replacements can be made. Our old five point mixture composed of equal parts of corn, 
bran, middlings, oats and meat scraps still works and usually at a saving. However, if you believe 
everything you hear on the radio, or prefer grasshoppers and semi-starvation, that's your problem. 
Please don't,think I don't know that even the simplest feed is plenty high enough. That doesn't 

·alter the fact that it takes feed to grow good birds. And the sad part of it is I don't think tur
keys will sell sky high this fall. lVe stiil had about 22 millions of last year's turkey in storage 
on July first. So try to feed bountifully and we will all hope for·a margin of profit. 

Here's a letter I just received····"! suppose you will think this is a fool question, but here it 
is. Is it all right to feed ne.W·tbreshed oats and barley and later, new corn when ready to harvest?" 
This isn't a fool question by any means• Of course you may use this year's grains when theY are 
dry enough to grind. The main caution is to avoid grinding too much in advance because if there 
should be a little excess moisture the mash might heat and possibly mold. Otherwise go to it. 
Some of the experts, and the woods are full of them, tell you new grain and especially corn causes 
blackhead. That sort of balderdash (tommyrot) gives me a pain in the··•-well, it gives me a head
ache at least. 

Some growers are forgetting shade. If it is hot in your section of the country be sure to supply a 
moveable shelter of some sort. This may be very simple and inexpensive. . It may even be nothing 
more than a few leafy saplings thrown across a pair of high saw horses. Anyway give them some 
shade and set the feed hoppers quite near the shade because durir.g the blistering hours of the day 
the birds don't like to stand in the.hot sun. to ·eat. And .water··.·.·throw away those dinky gallon 
jars and rig up an o.Id gasoline barrel .or .. empty hogshead as an automatic big capacity fountain .. 
Let the water siphon or drip into a wooden trough several feet long so the birds will never be 
out of water. They can't swallow·much dry mash without something wet to wash it down as a 
chaser. Even some of our "better" growers are forgetting a plentiful water supply this year. ·
Don't you do it. 
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HELP----POLICE----here's another for your memory book. Was on a farm where they were losing 
turkeys from typical blackhead. You understand, regular spots on the liver and everything. They 
had been examined by someone locally and the owner was told that it was cholera and the flock was 
vaccinated. Let me say this AS LOUD AS I CAN····cholera doesn't look any more like blackhead 
than I resemble Greta Garbo. Neither does cholera TURN INTO blackhead or blackhead turn into 
cholera. There is POSITIVELY NO VACCINATION for this disease we know as blackhead. If 
blackhead starts in your flock····get out and move the yard frequently. On new, clean ground of 
course. I am not afraid of blackhead, for \Ve can control it if we want to. I'd rather have black
head than roup any day, 

Another expert told a lady on another farm that the disease in HER flock was blackhead (he was 
smart) BUT that it started out as COCCIDIOSIS and later on TURNED INTO blackhead. Therefore 
if she would only· buy a couple of jugs of coccidiosis medicine, she would snuff out the blackhead. 
How's that for logic or psychology or what have you? She might just as well buy a few bottles 
of the famous Lydia Pinkham's Compound. Now, don't be foolish. There isn't anything you may 
put in the water or feed that will stop or even slow up either of these two diseases. As far as 
vaccination for cholera is concerned, first of all be SURE it is cholera. Only a ·laboratory ex
amination will clinch this. I was mixed up in an epidemic of cholera last year and we vaccinated 
with everything in the drug store and we might as well have poured it down the first convenient 
gopher hole. The germ causing cholera is present most of the time. When for some reason the 
vi tal ity of the flock is lowered, the bugs get a chance to multiply and then the disease starts 
with a BANG. A lot of birds die----often, 'dozens daily. Then all of a sudden the losses stop 
as suddenly as they started. For myself I have no faith in vaccination against cholera----cer
tainly NOT after it gets a toe-hold. I have been concerned with disease control in turkeys for 
more years than I care to remember and there's nothing that will stop a flurry of coccidiosis or 
blackhead like yarding birds on CLEAN ground, changing the yards every four or five days and 
scalding the drinking and feeding utensils. 

Those of you who live in Minnesota and especially near Litchfield, Minnesota, put these dates on 
your calendar. There will be a Federal Turkey· Grading School in that town on October· 18th and 
19th. By attending the school and passing the test you may secure a permit to use the regular 
federal grades. It is very worth-while and I am sure you will be glad you attended. There is 
little or no fee, except your time. 

POX vaccination time is here, but here's a bit of advice. By the way do you know what pox is? 
Well, it's yellow cankerish patches in the corners of the mouth, on the tongue, throat, etc. Also 
sometimes you'll find blackish scabs about the head parts. That's a very short description. If 
you have NEVER bad pox in your flock----DO NOT vaccinate. If you have been pestered with it 
last year and the year before, go ahead and vaccinate the birds NOW. Get this straight----pox 
vaccine is LIVE pox virus (germs) somewhat I ike hog cholera virus. When you start vaccinating, 
you should keep it up each year for you have brought live virus on the place. In a nut-shell···· 
don't vaccinate unless you have had a 'siege of the disease before. Oh yes, here's another thought. 
ROUP is NOT pox. By roup, I mean the swelling in the front of the face just below the eye. For 
that pesky nuisance, you must start quickly and pull out the sick ones. Open the swelling with a 
sharp pointed knife (open it wide) and stuff in some argyrol soaked cotton or half inch gauze band
age. You can get a 10 per-cent solution of argyrol at your drug store. Have it made up fresh .. 
Don't use last year's bottle. 

Boy, it's getting warm. I'm sitting here in a pair of step-ins (you guys won't know what I mean, 
but your wife will) punching this letter off on my typewriter. If you see a grease spot right 
about here ( ) that will be one that just fell off my nose. I hope you are having a swell 
harvest. Minnesota will I ikely have a bumper crop of corn and we didn't do so bad with the small 
grain either. 

A lot of you are wondering what the price will be next November. That's the first question every 
one asks. I don't know but don't plan on many cents over what you got last year. There are still 
a lot of turkeys in the U. S. and don't forget that 22 million still in storage. Toodle-oo and best 
wishes. 

Cordially yours, 
W. A, Bi II ings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 
. This is your- talkative (some say gabby) :turkey reporter coming ~Hyou again. 
Our WORLD'S LARGEST MIN}\fESOTA STATE FAIR (Time Magazine said lowa.'s was,_ but we differ) 
is over. I can see the Fair grounds from my window and as I write there is a procession of farm 
implements, cows, horses, pigs, chickens andboochie coochie dancing giris going by doubtless beaded 
for some other nearby state. Among other freaks on the Midway they ·had a 2QO-po.und man-eati'ng tur· 
key on exhibition. That was something, but you should have seen the dame·who measured ·NINE feet· 
·around the waist and had everything else in proportion. Some ·chassis I'll say\ 

Remember awhile back I wa~ned you-all about fishy turkeys andnearly got myhead knocked off for . 
even suggesting such a thing. -Well, they sa)' murder will out for now I .see the Oregon Poultry 
Council comes right out and among other things says, "Do not feed any fish meal or cod liver oil 
or fish oil or mashes containing these products for six weeks PRIOR to killing'time. Do not AT 
ANY TIME feed a low grade fish meal, or a low grade cod liver.oi:l or fish oil.·" This looks like. 
good advice to me. These recommendations are given pending further investigations. There are ·still 
a few folks who think birds taste fishy from eating too many wild raspberries;· 

While many of the ingredients that go to make up a standard mash are down in price, corn still re
mains high and likely will stay that way until th:is year's crop is available •. Even then it will be 
rather late for many growers. ·Letters come in from all directions asking for a substitute for· corn. 
ManY adjustments can be made to be sure but in the best interests of economy I would suggest that 
gooci barley be used to replace· the corn portion of our regular five point ration. It you happen to 
have speltz, I recommend that also. Turkeys love it, especially when fed as a scratch grain and ·often 
walk away from corn to eat spel tz. - · 

In regard to market outlook would say that turkeys are moving out of cold storage in grand style• 
As a matter of fact they are leaving the coolers and into consumption about ·twice as fast as last 
year. That's swell for we had a lot to eat and who knows but that by the time fresh turkeys start 
to move the storage holdings w-ill be down to a point where they won't seriously buck this fall's 
price. The public in general and restaurants and sandwich shops have been buying turkeys this sea
son as never before. I pass a shop in Minneapolis where they have several beautifully roasted birds 
in the window all the time. A fellow in white stands there slicing off turkey sandwiches at 
twenty cents each. They are doing this because turkey is cheap in comparison· to. other· meats. lf ·' 
turkeys bound back into the so-called luxury bracket,_ they'll switch back to roast beef or pork. If 
conditions are SUC<h that with cheap feed we can supply these folks with turkey a_t attractive prices, 
they will continue to use them and we will all make money .. Feed won't always be as high as last 
season folks .... just you wait and see. · · 

~any observers are saying this is a very bad year for losses from disease. Maybe so, maybe so. 
Yes, and it's going to get worse right along for a lot of people. We are NEVER going to get rid 
of disease .... don't forget that. We will learn how to lick many diseases,- however, by careful 
management. Do you recall when we first started to REALLY raise turkeys a few years back the 
only disease we cared a darn about was blackhead? By taking advantage of certain facts we were 
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able to devise a system whereby blackhead no longer worries us. Times are changing. Now what have 
we? Coccidiosis, pullorum (white diarrhea), typhoid, cholera, worms, etc., etc. In the beginning 
everything was home-produced and home-hatched. Hardly a pool t was hatched commercially. What a 
change now •.•. we buy eggs all over the country. Poults are shipped great distances even from Oshkosh 
to Bat i Bali if you know where that is. Please understand I am not crabbing this trend bot the fact 
remains since we are doing these things our troubles wi 11 multiply. Folks, I never did fret much 
about over production anyway. 

The U.S.D.A. {that's short for United States Department of Agriculture) recently listed ten rather 
common diseases of chickens and turkeys for which there is no satisfactory drug treatment. They are 
typhoid, cholera, coccidiosis, pest, roup, pox, diphtheria, gapes, diarrhea and blackhead. It was also 
pointed out that there is no drug or mixture of drugs that will actually remove any of the species of 
tapeworms affecting turkeys or chickens. However, the Merry-Go-Round still goes round and round and 
it doesn't look as though it will ever break down. Lend me thine ears, friend, and listen closely •.•• 
we stepped up turkey production from next to nothing to over 20 million birds. This was done by 
practicing common sense sanitation and NOT by the use of medicines. Some of our erstwhile GOOD 
growers are beginning to forget the sanitary practices that enabled them to get to the top. They are 
doing SLOPPY work and often get into trouble. Dear reader, .sanitation or just plain dodging trouble 
put you where you are. Stick with it or one of these fine days the props will fall from under you. 

Set this aside for future use •••• leg band any bird with even the slightest tendency toward a baggy 
crop. Birds with this defect no matter bow slight, should not be kept for breeding. They are just 
as undesirable as crooked breasted birds. Doesn't make any difference how pretty their tail feathers 
are •••• don't keep 'em. If on the other band you are one of those who buy all your poults on sight 
and unseen, you will have to make up your mind to put up with a few of these misfits each year. 
This defect is carried over in the breeding stock the same as snaky heads, crooked breasts, hump
backs or racehorse legs. 

A fellow just came in the office and interrupted to tell a cute story about a glow-worm. Hope you 
haven't beard it. It seems momma and poppa glow worm had a litter of several hundred little glow 
worms. They were warned by a friend of a night attack by some enemy, so momma glow worm ordered 
all the youngsters to turn out their I igbts. They all obeyed but one I ittle fellow, so momma bustled 
over to him and demanded why he didn't turn out his lights. He said, "Momma, I can't, for when you 
gotta glow, you gotta glow." That reminds me to remind you again that YOU gotta go to the Federal 
Turkey Grading School to be held at Litchfield, Minnesota on October 18th and 19th. All Minnesota 
and nearby growers are invited. Mark it down on your calendar. There will be a big banquet on the 
night of the 18th. If you plan to attend either the School or the banquet, or both, drop a post card 
to Ralph Wayne, County Agent, Litchfield, Minnesota. 

Sorry to bring this up, but every year many turkeys are lost in early fall sleet storms. We can't very 
well turn off the storms, but it might·be well if you haven't done it already to provide some sort of 
makeshift shelter where the birds may be corralled for protection. Sleet is one of the worst fall 
hazards we have in this part of the country. The birds bog down quickly. I've seen some with a 
solid overcoat of ice. 

This is the time of the year when your birds begin to consume more coarse grains than mash. See 
that the flock is liberally supplied with feeders containing say one third each of most any of the 
following ..•• corn, oats, barley, wheat, succotash, speltz, etc. 

Well, there isn't any more room on this sheet so I' II have to quit. I hope you all bad a good summer 
and that the kids went back to school peppy and healthy. Now you can sneak an afternoon snooze with· 
out being interrupted. Bachelors and spinsters may disregard this. Just think, there are only 86 more 
shopping days unt i I Christmas. 

Cordially, 
W.A.Billings 

P. s. Caution in substituting barley for corn ..•• since barley is short in Vitamin A, be sure to add sev
eral pounds of alfalfa meal for each 100 pounds of mash IF the birds are NOT' on good green range. 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 
If this letter sounds more jittery than usual ••.• here reason. I am getting 

organized to leave on my vacation. Am going East to visit my Mother and Dad who live in Connecticut. 
Haven't been home in four or five years so it's about time, don't you think? I guess I'll drive and 
only wish I had time enuf to stop off along the way to say hello and dunk a doughnut or two with you. 
Therefore, beginning about October 23rd, if you see a cloud of dust moving down the road, me and the 
wife will be somewhere inside of it. 

I got to doing a bit of research the other day. You know, one hears a lot of talk about how cheap 
chicken and turkey are, and since beef and pork are so high priced, folks should eat turkey because it is 
so much cheaper per pound. I thought the same thing until I began figuring. Mull this over •••• when 
you buy a turkey or chicken you get a lot of stuff you can't eat, such as head, feet, toenails and a big 
gob of entrails, Yes, and you pay 30 or more cents a pound for that which goes into the garbage bucket. 
Anyway, here's the result of my secret investigation. A four pound dressed chicken with the feathers 
off and the head, feet and insides still in will produce ONLY ONE POUND of edible meat. Bet that 
surprises you .... it did me. I was not able to get similar figures for turkey, but I assume it would 
work out about the same or perhaps the turkey would deliver a 1 i ttle higher percentage of meat. All 
this is on the Q. T. --understand? 

Here's a funny one. Last week I visited a couple of turkey farms on the same afternoon. Both flocks 
were about the same size and were fully equal in quality. One fellow's feed was costing him just ex
actly twice as much as the other's. Both were. feeding an excellent ration. I am drawing no conclu
sion •..• merely passing on this observation. 

I suppose you are anxious to know what prices turkeys wi II bring. I am too. Well, it seems the 1937 
turkey crop is getting bigger every day. Earlier in the season stories were circulating that the 1937 
crop would be as much as 40 percent less than last year. NQW your Uncle Sam comes out and says he 
thinks the crop will be only about TEN percent less than last year. The East, South and far vnEST ap
parently did not shrink as much as the North Central section. He guesses further that the heaviest 
marketing will occur at Thanksgiving. That's the general rule anyway. 

Following are a few pertinent facts brought out in this early estimate. Growers indicate they will 
market abo"Qt 8 percent BEFORE November, 48 percent DURING November, 37 percent DURING December 
and about 7 percent AFTER that. So much for that from a national standpoint. In this section of 
the Northwest we do not have nearly as many late hatched birds this year. Many of our growers who 
barely got by or even lost their shirts last year had a bad attack of stage-fright and·contented them-
selves with late April and May hatched poults. This would indicate that these birds will reach.· 
marketing weights early and will doubtless be off the farms by Thanksgiving at least. They will be 
plenty big even at that time. Some of our May lOth hatches weighed 16 pounds (with their hats and 
coats on) by September lOth. Now don't start telling me that YOU have 'em bigger and better. 
Sure you have, for we are just learning how to raise turkeys up here in Minnesota. · . 
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Would you be interested in the cold storage holdings? Here they are as of September first, 1937···· 
12,314,000 pounds. Last year at· that time we had 7,989,000 pounds and the five year average is 6,022,000 
pounds. So you see we had about twice as many as the five year average and nearly five million more 
pounds than last year at the same time. Now then, dry your eyes for I think you wit I make some 
money this year just the same. Just what the per-pound price wi II be I don't know. I do think it 
will be higher than last year. I would tell you just exactly what I think it will be, only it would 
be bad luck, for every horse I bet on loses; A couple of years ago I took in the horse races at Latonia 
(that's in Covington, Kentucky) and the horse I bet my two doiJars on ran wild, broke through the fence 
and then, to make matters worse, jumped into the lake. And did my wife laugh. Predict ions aren't 
worth a darn anyway .... they don't set the price. I kind of believe in signs though, so be careful about 
walking under ladders and letting black cats run in front of you and be sure to look at the moon over 
your left shoulder and wish for ••.• oh, say at least a nickel more than last year. How's that? 

Now here's a smile for you, I betcha. You hear a lot about Chambers of Commerce, Rotary Clubs, 
Lions Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs, Farmers Clubs, Last Man's Clubs, etc., etc. Here at University Farm 
I believe we have the world's most unique club. We call it the Gall Bladder Club. Membership is 
limited to those who have gall stones. All members take an oath that when they have their operation 

, they will donate their stones to the club. When we have enough stones we plan to build a fireplace 
in the party dining room in the Cafeteria. At least we wi II face the front of it with the various 
member's stones. A neat little brass plate under each group of stones wil carry the member's name and 
the date of his operation. You'd be surprised to see how pretty some of the stones are. I am a mem
ber but I haven't saved up enough money for my operation. We hope to have our Dean dedicate the fire
place when it's all done. It will serve a useful purpose in warning gluttons to reduce OR EJ.,SE. 

This is just a warning I've handed out many times. Don't ship these birds you have worked so hard with 
to some dealer (?) whose only asset is a flock of post cards giving prices oftentimes far above the mar
ket. I know a good many growers who have been gypped out of their whole flock. If you are selling to 
some dealer at a distance whom you know nothing about, why not investigate his financial standing? No 
responsible firm will resent this; rather the opposite. If you live in an isolated place and have no 
means of investigation, ask your local banker to look up the firm for you. I know one pretty smart grow
er who got a RUBBER check not so long ago. Don't let the next one be you. 

Some of you are wondering whether to sell at Thanksgiving or hold 'til Christmas. That's your gamble, 
my friend. If your birds are ready and fit in early November, the gains made from then until Christ
mas marketing come pretty high. I am a believer in marketing when the birds are ready. However, 
the decision is yours. Some large growers are wondering whether they should put their birds in COLD 
STORAGE if the price is not to their liking. George Makins of the California Turkey Growers' Ass'n. 
says, "I have been storing turkeys off and on for the last thirty years and I think practically every 
wholesale dealer in the U. S. wi II agree with me that for every dollar made on cold storage turkeys, 
five dollars have been lost." Amen to that. As a rule mercl1andise is stored now·a·daYs to PREVENT 
or ease a Joss rather than the opposite. 

Another reason why they say "ain't nature grand" and stiJJ another reason why I am proud of our re
sourceful Minnesota women····today's mail brings a letter from a lady who among other things says, 
"I hatched out four poults MYSELF this spring," etc., etc. Incubator manufacturers had better watch 
out, if this practice becomes general. 

By the way, the big packers are making a grand effort to persuade housewives to buy pout try and turkeys 
DRESSED AND DRAWN all ready for the oven. That's a big step forward and I think with a bit of per· 
suasion it will catch on. They look swell all folded up cute and wrapped in cellophane. Yes, they are 
washed and scrubbed better than you could do at home. It's kind of a smelly job drawing a bird and these 
modern brides should welcome this inovation. It will give them more time to play bridge. 

Well, I must be going. The next letter you receive wi 11 be written enroute East. I wi II try to pick 
out things of interest to turkey growers and fire them back to you. Take good care of yourself and if I 
am not too busy or broke I'll send you a picture post card of the Statue of Liberty or the Plymouth Rock 
or something. You know how they all _go----having a grand time, wish you were here. 

Bushels of luck, 
W. A. Bi II ings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: i 
! 

Howdy. Got back on the job the first of this month. Left Springfie-ld; Mass. the day after 
Thanksgiving and had a good tail wind as far as Chicago. I skated most of the way from there to St. 
Paul. Had a swell time though ...• it was nice to go and nice to get back. Speaking about getting back 
reminds me of the yarn some of you have heard me tell about the two sow pigs "Mamie" and "Rosie", 
that met in the stockyards after being apart for several years. It seems these two pigs were farrow
ed on the same farm and played together as little pigs. Then one of them got married, (that would be 
Mamie) and this broke up the pair. When after many years they spied one another at the stockyards 
reunion, they embraced and proceeded to talk over by-gone days. They finally got about talked out 
but Rosie suddenly perked up and said to sow Mamie, "By the way, darling, have you heard from that 
old Boar friend of yours lately?" Mamie blushed and coyly answered, "I' II say I have, Rosie; I jUst 
had a 1 I i tter 1 from him yesterday." Well, as I was saying when interrupted, it's nice to be back. 

Thanksgiving is passed. Most growers hereabouts feel pretty well satisfied with their returns. They 
received all the way from 22 to 24 or 25 cents per pound for dressed birds ..•. tops of course. Unfin· 
ished seconds never do pay well. This was quite satisfactory if losses were not too great and feed 
costs not too high. Christmas marketing is now in full swing as I write this. I am hoping the price 
will hold up to Thanksgiving. There are some doubts but let's not worry just now. Personally, I think 
the price pretty good considering the size of the crop. We started out to raise a crop 40 per cent 
less than a year ago and wound up with probably only 10 per cent less. 

But what about next year? Most of you are now old enough to be told the facts of life, so may we talk 
frankly? Every one I talk to appears pleased with this year's efforts and wi II therefore raise as many 
next year (that's bad). Then, to make things more interesting, at least half of them plan to raise 
MORE than they did this year (that's blfd, too). Now you do your own addition ..•• if this year's crop 
were just a bit short of last year's and if half the growers will increase next year, what's the answer? 
This seems all the more certain because feed costs will be favorable and with good hatches and growing 
weather; well, boys and girls, just hang onto your hats for we are out to break all existing records. I 
suppose some of you who read this will mutter we ought to have a law against such a thing. Mebbe so, 
but unless the Congress rules otherwise, I' II bet you a dollar to a plugged nickle my guess is right. 
As long as folks make money doing a certain thing, they tend to try it again, so that's the sit-she-ation 
in a nutshell. 

Was driving home last night and saw a sign in a butcher shop window that just about ki lied me. I've 
heard of pickled pig's feet, stewed kidneys, stuffed heart, fried sweetbreads, boiled udder and stuff, 
but this one got my goat. The sign read, "Strictly Fresh Cow's Blood--10¢ a Quart". Ugh and a couple 
of more ugh's. 

Remember that old expression, "We ought to give the country back to the Indians"? Every now and 
then some disheartened turkey grower says we ought to give the turkey raising business back to the 
farmers and stop the "big fellows" from raising flocks of several thousands. 
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Chamness 

Library 

Don't forget, my friend, that NO ONE can raise turkeys as cheaply as the farmer and his wife and kids. 
{I had to laugh when in Connecticut I heard the "kids" spoken of as "brats" •••• like this for example: 
''Mrs. Smith's brat is next door playing with Mrs. Olson's brat." Cute, don't you think?) The larger 
the flock the greater the investment and overhead and cost of production, figures on paper to the con
trary notwithstanding. If you are a dirt farmer and raise a medium sized flock as a profitable side
line, you' II still be in business long after the "big fellow" is washed up. 

There's a lot of cholera in turkeys this fall. It's a HIGHLY fatal disease of turkeys and knocks 
them off like flies--they're here today and gone tomorrow. Bluish heads, greenish yellow droppings, 
huddled up, live but a few hours or a day or two. No sign of spotted liver of blackhead when you open 
them. Just reddened flesh under the skin, hemorrhages or blood spots on heart liver, etc., etc., etc. 
It's often called a wet or cold weather disease and hits them, say, after a storm, or sudden cold 
or wet spell in the fall. It is especially hard on these late hatched birds that hang around all fall 
waiting to fatten for Christmas or later. Everybody wants to know whether they can vaccinate for 
this. SURE you can; we have vaccines for everything from fallen arches to falling hair. As the 
bri II iant Dorothy Thompson says, "If you want to know whether a bottle of medicine is GOOD for 
what it says it's good, it's an excellent idea NOT TO ASK THE BOYS WHO WRITE THE ADVER
TISEMENT." I bave never had any success with a vaccine against cholera. They die too fast. The 
disease is more or less self limiting anyway. By that I mean it starts with a bang .... kills many 
and then suddenly stops as fast as it started. The moral of this is .••. PLEASE don't bother with 
the late June and July hatched birds. That advice is for YOU b.ecause the other fellow wi II raise 
them anyway. Early birds get to market early. Your work is done and over and besides that the 
Thanksgiving market is the best many more years than not. If cholera should strike, market all 
marketable birds pronto .. (That means immediately.) Yard the rest of the flock and bed them down 
with straw a foot deep. Give them the best nursing you know how with warm mashes (wet), warm 
water to drink and they wi II snap out of it. However this doesn't mean you won't lose a lot. 
Want to put something in the drinking water? 0. K. go ahead and put in a few jiggers of any good 
guaranteed remedy you have at hand. That, with the good nursing, will do the trick. 

In New England they compete with our so-called Northwestern birds with their own widely publicized 
"fresh dressed locals". These often bring a dime more a pound than our birds. They seem to think 
a bird killed and dressed here in Minnesota on say November lOth is a "cold storage" turkey. Con· 
necticut, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire and New York birds carry a tag identifying the state and 
often the farm from which they come. A number on the ticket does this. Maybe we ought to tag 
ours and do some bragging, too. We are not sore, folks, only we want 'some of that gravy, too. More 
power to you. 

It will soon be time for your egg mash for the breeders. Here's the one I gave you last year and 
it's still good. There are others though. This will mix up 1,000 pounds: 225 corn, 100 oats, ISO 
bran, 200 mids, 100 alfalfa leaf meal, 125 meat scraps, 75 dried milk, 5 salt and 20 cod liver oil. 
Try to get the "fortified" oil. It doesn't take near as much. By the way we didn't hear the fishy 
turkey complaint this year. I thought our native good sense would come to the top sometime or other. 

By the way, did some of you slickers put my name on a matrimonial I ist? Boy, every day or two I 
get a flock of offers from rich, fat widows with lots of dough. Lay off please, for I am no _big· 
amist. Well, I'll have to quit before I have another dizzy spell. I hope father and mother and all 
the "brats" are in good health and that you all get oodles of presents. So a Merry Christmas to you 
all. And I DO mean YOU. 

Cordially, 

W. A. Billings. 
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DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Sorry I had to miss you last month .... was too busy breaking New Years lotions ami practicing on 
my new zither the missus gave me for Christmas. I am learning to play the "Bee". You' 11 probably 
bear me on Major Bowe's program before long. 

< 

We are now getting set for another season and meantime you ma.y have wondered how many of last years' 
turkeys went into cold storage. This year on January first we bad slightly over 25 million pounds in 
the coolers. Last year at this time there were a bit over 35 mil I,ion pounds, so you see we are 10 mi Il
ion pounds to the good. Storage of other poultry such as chickens is way down .... almost 50 million 
pounds less than a year ago. That won't hurt the turkey grower any. 

Rumors are flying around about the great shortage of turkey eggs this spring. Maybe there will be too 
few to supply the demand of hatcheries, I hope, I hope, I hope, I hope. It is true that many hatcheries 
took a licking last spring. It is also true that many western and southern egg producers didn't make any 

. money either. Therefore it makes sense that not as many hens were carried over this season. This fact 
alone may act as a safety valve to limit the number of turkeys grown this year. A considerable number 
of flock owners and hatcheries report a complete sell-out at this time. So it doesn't look as though 
egg and poult prices will nose-dive as they did last spring. Unless we are confronted with a severe 
drought, feed should be cheap and this in itself would encourage increased production. Don't delude 
yourself that we won't raise ENOUGH turkeys to go around. We' II raise plenty because after the tax 
accessor makes his rounds it's astounding how many turkeys sneak out from behind the haystack. It 
simmers down to about this ...• a lot of people made money last season and no doubt would I ike to double 
or even quadruple their production this year. ·We'll raise a lot of turkeys but not as many as we WOULD 
raise if there were enough stock to supply the demand. Thank goodness for that, don't you say? I am. 
happy about the whole thing. Don't let this storage scare-kid you into thinking prices wi II soar this 
fat I. And don't let your wife buy a mink coat on the strength of sky high prices. Keep the old lead 
pencil sharpened and with cheap feed you'll come through O.K. Do I make myself clear? 

In these days when nearly everyone you meet has a plan to help the President run the country and glibly 
explains why sales of Fords and Chevrolets fell off sharply last December, it is refreshing to discover 
a new slant. Time magazine reports that Mayor McNair of Pittsburgh has the real answer. The mayor 
says that business is GOOD when girl's skirts are SHORT and business is BAD when their skirts are 
LONG. Sounds I ike His Honor has got something there. So, girls, if you want to make your contribu
tion to the return of prosperity, do your stuff and let's see if you can't make business EXTRA good. 

You recall a while back I mentioned smoked turkey. Well, last Saturday I was presented with a smoked 
bird ..•• a hen. Boy, if she could see herself now. She was as black as the Ace of Spades. I brought 
some samples out to the office and tried it on quite a number. They nibbled, smelled, smacked and eyed 
the sample like so much poison. Some said it tasted like smoked herring (the ingrates), others said it 
tasted like almost anything but turkey. They said they liked it but wouldn't pay a dollar a pound for 
it. I liked it myself but wouldn't want to make ·a meal on it. The girls in the next room tell me it 
would probably be best served as an (this will kill you) hors-d'oeuvre. In bad English that's an appe-
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tizer or pepper-upper for a cocktail party and sueh •••• makes one sort of thirsty. I'll have to take 
their word for it because I wouldn't know. I am sucli a home·body. 

While we are on the subject of eats, Harley Kelly of Swift and Co. contributes this one. He says 
down in Texas they have a canned product that answers to the name of Fancy Mexican Meat Cocktai I. 
You'll never guess in a million years what this is •. It's plain canned RATTLESNAKE. Doesn't that 
make your mouth water? He's going to send me a can. I wouldn't touch it with a ten foot pole. 
I' 11 serve .it to friends and then when they have it down I' 11 t e II 'em what it was. By way of 
precaution, I think I had better leave the front and back doors wide open so as not to impede their 
exit. I've eaten stewed "Cat" and barbecued "Billy Goat" in my time but I draw the line on canned 
"Rattlesnake". 

TO TEST OR NOT TO TEST··that is the question. I mean for pullorum disease or what used to be 
called "white diarrhea". You are all familiar with this disease in chickens and no doubt know 
t~at it is often transmitted through the eggs laid by hens that had the disease when they were 
babies and recovered. They look all right, but many of them are "carriers" and pass off the germs 
from their ovaries in their eggs. Lately we have been finding pullorum disease in turkey poults 
and the supposition is that breeding hens were transmitting the disease much the same as chicken 
hens. Therefore considerable testing of breeding flocks has been in progress. Workers at the 
California Experiment Station conclude that baby turkeys are as apt to get pullorum infection as 
chicks, but that the chief source of. infection is in hatcheries where chicken and turkey eggs are 
handled in the same machine. They recommend hatching in separate machines and also complete sep· 
aration of chicks and poults. The assumption in all this is that the carrier problem does not 
apply to turkey breeding hens, and that on the basis of our present knowledge the wholesale testing 
of breeding females is not justified. Nevertheless, pullorum germs HAVE been found in turkey eggs. 
True, the number of germ-carrying eggs is extremely small but one can't be sure that, with the 
advent of widespread commercial hatching and the resulting spread of infection, pullorum disease . 
will not soon acclimate itself to turkeys and present the same problem as in chickens. Perish the 
thought., Time alone will tell. My own observation bas been that pullorum is NOT as common in 
poults as in chicks. I too believe at the present time that, by far, most of the infection comes 
from the practice of hatching chicken and turkey eggs in the same machine. Our experience has been 
that in testing breeding flocks the percentage of reactors is very, very small, but we HAVE found 
them. Perhaps the general testing of·flocks is not a major necessity at this time, but be sure 
of this •••• the test won't hurt your business or your breeders. You may test the flock and not 
find a single reactor. Then again you may pick out half a dozen. I myself hope this disease will 
never become general in poults. For yourself •••• how would this be for sane advice? If you have a 
breeding flock and are SURE you have had pullorum disease in your poults, BY ALL MEANS have the 
breeders tested and REMOVE the reactors. Other thaiJ this, don't get yourself all stewed up over 
it. 

Nowadays, it's vitamin this and vitam-in that, isn't it? We'll have a song about them yet. How'd 
this be .... "Oh .where, Oh where is my vitamin E?" I am beginning to be bombarded with questions 
as to whether one should add additional vi tam in "E" to an egg laying rat ion. Writer· inners say 
that many hatcherymen insist that the flock owner add some more "E" to their otherwise good lay
ing ration. Vitamin "E", you know, is the stork in the egg laying business. It has to do with 
reproduction and hatching. I've been through all the literature I can find and can't locate anyone 
who'll take his oath that a good egg laying ration is apt to be short in vitamin "E". This little 
vitamin is plentiful in all whole grains and greens turkeys require and i't is .... oh, EXTREMELY 
unlikely that the feed you use will be lacking in this element. As a matter of fact, I don't know 
how I could mix a feed that would be short in this "E" vitamin. Let's keep our shirts on until we 
know more about this factor. I expect someone will announce it as a cure for blackhead next. 

Well, folks, I guess I gotta go now; I'll be seeing you for sure next month. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Florida, Texas and California folks who read this letter better make arrangements to spend next win· 
ter in Minnesota. I really shouldn't call it "winter" because our climate has changed so that we 
have bad summer ever since Christmas except for one day when we bad a blizzard and I sat in my car 
all night in a snowdrift .... well, NEARLY all night anyway. Some of the night I spent in what we 
delicately call-a beer parlor. Did you ever try to sleep on a table in one of these two-some booths? 
I did, but you don't sleep ..•. you just ache. 

Ever hear of a leopard changing his spots? Well, they do, for last month in addition to spreading the 
gospel of sensible turkey raising, I was gadding about the state trying to tell our farmers something 
about this horse plague you beard about last S\)mmer. Minnesota farmers had a first class baptism of 
"sleeping sickness," and they are laying awake nights wondering whether they should swap their horses 
for tractors before it's too late. Some of the unofficial experts are spreading a campaign of fear 
over the countryside and in some sections one can't sell a two hundred dollar horse for a hundred. 
They're telling 'em that sleeping sickness will be worse this year than last. All of which is pure 
nonsense because NO ONE knows whether the disease will reappear this year at all. Your guess. is as 
good as that of anyone else. Last summer our farmers were bamboozled out of thousands of dollars by 
using every sort of concoction you can imagine. Already the woods are full of agents peddling this 
and that to prevent sleeping sickness. Whiskey was the good old cure-all. Mebbe so, mebbe so, but 
I doubt whether the horse appreciated it. Bleeding was the silliest of the lot. Just imagine bleed· 
ing a horse that already has one foot in the grave and the other on a banana skin. My advice to you 
folks who own horses and are worried about them is to follow the counsel of your local veterinarian·· 
not some hoop·de-doop peddler you never saw before and I ikely won't again. -

Now if you'll excuse the sacrilege of mentioning a horse in a Turkey Letter, we will switch back 
to turkeys where we belong. I mentioned the above activity just to assure you my passing you up last 
month was justified. Well the eat's out of the bag, for the first official guess as to the size of 
this year's turkey crop is out. They tell us there will be an increase of six per cent this year. 
There would be an increase of much more than that if everyone who wanted turkeys could get all they 
wanted. There aren't enough eggs to go around and there won't be enough poults to supply the early 
demand, BUT it's just possible that in order to supply this brisk demand hatcheries will dish out 
poults all summer. Don't you worry. It won't do you any good. Just raise the customary number 
your equipment calls for and take advantage of low feed costs. Even though the selling price next 
fall is lower than last year, you should come out O.K. Keep a sharp point on your lead pencil. 
Use or buy local farm grains and balance up with a good protein supplement and don't fall for so 
many of these turkey feeding accessories. Most of it is pure folderol. ... that's Greek for "hooey". 
You may buy a ready-mixed starter or mix one yourself {if you'll promise to put in all the stuff). 
Here's one that will do: corn 21, wheat bran 10, flour mids 15, ground oats or barley 10, alfalfa 
leaf meal IS, meat scrap 20, soy bean oil meal 10, dried milk 5, salt I, oyster shell I, and cod 
liver oil 2. It's really very simple, but there are as many different rations as there are ways of 
bringing up babies. 1 know because I haven't any. I often grin when I recall how my Grandmother 
used to raise poults on yery simple feed ,such as steel cut oatmeal, scads of milk, some hard boiled 
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eggs, oodles of greens and oceans of sunshine. There's no mystery about a well balanced starter. 
Feed requirements haven't changed much if any, but our METHODS are more artificial and conse
quently we must put in the bag the things birds formerly hunted for themselves. Disease preven
tion made the artificial methods necessary. There are many good variations of the above mixture. 
Ther~ isn't any "best". 

Did last month's reference to vitamin E upset you? Think nothing of it, boys and girls, but pre
pare yourselves for still another shock. I read in the paper the other day that we now have "right· 
handed" and "left-handed" vitamins. Can you imagine that? I wi II be holding my breath until 
someone comes along with male and female vi tam ins. Then we wi II have to be careful to put in 
just the right number of each, otherwise mating won't take place. Ho, hum, it must be the spring 
weather. Excuse me while I yawn. 

A lady writes to ask if it is true that feeding limestone grit makes the eggs infertile. Goodness, 
no! Did you ever stop to think what you feed grit to turkeys for? Grit is supplied primarily to 
give teeth to the bird. The grit goes into the gizzard and as the feed passes through, the gizzard 
muscles contract and the feed is chewed into fine particles by the rubbing together of the hard 
pieces of grit. Therefore a soft grit isn't as effective as a hard grit. Grit that is soft and 
easily soluble probably won't stand this grinding process very long. Good hard gravel is quite sat
isfactory. If you have a gravel pit nearby, make use of it. I suppose turkeys can get along with
out any grit the same as people often get along pretty well without either their own or false teeth. 
I used ·to know a taxi driver who didn't have a tooth in his head and he told me he could chew any 
thing. He did admit, however, that he couldn't crack nuts. Of course, he dido' t really chew his 
food •••• he just "gummed" it, 

Here comes a letter from a lady down Indiana way. She sends in a cute story about a skunk. No, 
I'm not going to repeat the one about the mamma skunk who got caught in the middle of the highway 
with her brood of baby skunks and as a car swooped down on them she let out a yell, "Children, let 
us all spray." No, no, it's not that one. This is much newer. It's about a poppa and mamma 
skunk who took their children to church one Easter Sunday and they all sat in their own "phew". 
That's a good one, dontcha think •..• or dontcha? 

I am still nibbling away at my smoked turkey and can't make up my min~ whether I really like it 
or not. Oh, I am patriotic but somehow I think I go for the regulation get-up more than the smoked. 
I talked to a gathering of farm young men and women a while back. Not kids, you understand .... their 
voices had all changed. I gave them a spiel on the proper way to prepare, stuff and carve a turkey. 
I was to give a demonstration on carving but the lady who roasted the bird forgot to stuff it. Any· 
way, what I am getting at is this .... many of these farm boys and girls .told me they had never tasted 
turkey before. That surprised me. As usual, when the bird was passed around, I got the gizzard and 
the part that goes over the fence last. Didn't hurt my feelings any because I love the gizzard. I 
might say that I am considered an expert carver-upper and am always available for engagements. 

Have you got your green crop in yet--that is, if you don't have alfalfa? What's the matter with 
rape? Dwarf Essex is excellent and it is sowed 6 or 8 pounds to the acre. Put it in NOW if you 
haven't done so. It does well with frequent rains and supplies an abundance of greens if you let 
it get a good start before the birds are put on. It is in NO way poisonous. I don't know how 
that fairy tale got started. 

My telephone just rang .... excuse me. Well, it was only the missus calling me to ask what day 
Easter Sunday comes on this year. You see, I have a Gracie Allen in my home, too. Hope you 
all go to church but hope you don't have a false teeth snapper sitting behind you. Last year some 
dame sat behind me and all she did during the whole sermon was to snap and crack her new store 
teeth. I thought I'd go nuts. Hope your hatches come two in an egg. "Happy Easter." 

Sincerely yours, 
W. A. Billings 



"MY FRIENDS": ' 1938 

It's time for another fireside chat but first we must discuss the weather .... ain't 
it terrible? You needn't believe it if you don't want to but its rained every day since Good Friday. 
The country around here resembles an overflow from Lake Superior with all potholes filled to capa
city. Even the women folk are sputtering because the dresser drawers stick and they can't hang out 
the family wash for its customary spring bleaching. Quadrillions of skinny mosquitoes are tighten· 
ing their belts, sharpening their stingers and licking their chops in anticipation of their busiest 
season in years. As soon as Der Fuehrer gives the word, they' II take off. They love tourists, . so 
come on over. Up Aitkin way, where they say water covers 60 percent of the county, they are using 
motor boats to milk the cows. You see, the cows are on one hill and the barn on another, so they 
have to ferry across. I hate to exaggerate but I think I heard Mrs. Peterson tell Mrs. Olson that 
28 inches o.f rain water fell so far in May and it's still raining. 

This dark, soupy weather is tough on little turkeys. If you have early birds and have had to keep 
them shut in, be sure to feed them plenty of fresh, plucked greens (not lawn clippings) and don't 
spare the cod liver oil. Use FRESH oil, not stuff that's been in a feed bag for weeks. Person· 
ally, I would rather add the cod liver oil to the mash myself to insure its freshness. It's a bit 

.. of a bother, but it's worth the effort. For the shut-ins it's a nice gesture to give them a saucer 
of finely chopped carrots, too. With plenty of greens, and fresh oil in the mash you can avoid leg 
weakness for a while. Even this procedure doesn't replace sunshine entirely, so get them out as 
soon as the weather permits. BE SURE it is CLEAN ground though. If you do not use a wire sun· 
porch, see that the brooderhouse is moved OUT AWAY FROM THE FARM BUILDINGS where neither 
chicks or turks were last year. If you don't you'll be dashing to the store for the coccidiosis med· 
icine and it won't do them one bit of good. You can PREVENT (don't let anyone tell you otherwise) 
coccidiosis, but there is NO KNOWN WAY to cure the sick birds. Don't believe me, 'eh? Here's 
what the Federal Food and Drug Administration says, "Poultry growers are sometimes led to believe 
that medicines will cure this (coccidiosis) disease, etc., etc. There is no drug or combination of 
drugs which can be considered a cure for coccidosis." Do you really want a thumb-nail discussion of 
this disease? See ne~t paragraph. 

Coccidiosis is a disease caused by a bug or germ. The bug I ives in the soil long months at a time. 
They're tough. When little poults get on old soil in the spring they swallow millions of the coc
cidia eggs or bugs to you. These eggs go down into that blind gut affair (apppendix) and set up 
housekeeping, multiply, cause severe inflamation, bloody diarrhea, birds are droopy, rough, humped 
over and sleepy. Their age at this time will be from say, 2 to 8 weeks. Now then, one sick bird 
sits on the edge of the feeder or waterer, squirts some of the bloody droppings here and the other 
birds eat 'em. BUT DON'T WORRY, friends. Strange as it seems these freshly dropped bugs are 
harmless because they've got to hatch (say in about two days) before they can really cause the dis
ease in another bird. To illustrate .... I can swallow a fresh-laid hen's egg and I won't get a chick 
in my Stomach, now wi II I? But should I swallow an egg that has been in an incubator about three 
weeks, then I'd sure have something. It's the same way with these coccidia bugs. They've got to 
hatch out before they are dangerous. DON'T FORGET THIS SERMON, because in the next paragraph 
I'll tell you how to PREVENT coccidiosis, and how to STOP it after it starts. Let's commence. 
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'TO PREVENT COCCIDIOSIS ••.• Start with a clean brooderhouse. I've .told you before how to clean one. 
Scald the scraped floor with BOILING water and lye. That'll kill any coccidia egg that ever lived .... 
instantly. It's gotta be HOT though, no fooling. Even though you use a sun-porch it's a good idea to 
set it on a 'fresh spot once in a while. Scrub off the front porch with a stiff wire brush to remove 
last year's droppings. Don't go on the sun-porch yourself. Reach in to fill feeders and waterers 
or use outside feeders and waterers. You can get these that hitch onto the outside and the birds feed 
thru. When you go into the house itself, wear a pair of rubbers· and kick them off when you go out. 
This system will PREVENT 90 percent of coccidiosis outbreaks. If you don't have a wi.re porch and 
want one write me and I'll send you a plan. They are a grand convenience for the person who WON'T 
move his brooderhouse out in the field. NOW THEN, if you do NOT have a wire porch you can dodge 
this disease by moving your brooderhouse WAY out in a clean alfalfa field, maybe two or three hun
dred yards from the farm buildings. I was down in Indiana a couple of weeks ago and saw over a hun
dred brooderhouses lined up in a row a HALF-MILE from the farmstead and they DIDN'T have any trouble 
with this plague. You don't have to, either. Get a front porch or MOVE out and KEEP MOVING. 

BUT YOU SAY, "My poults have the disease. I am in trouble, won't you help me out?" Sure I will. 
Here's how. First wring the necks of the sick ones .... most of them will die, or if they live, many 
will be carriers. Move the brooderhouse onto a clean spot and if possible move it along a peg or two 
every day or so. Remember what I fold you a6out the eggs hatching in a couple of days, so you must 
CHANGE THE LITTER EVERY 24 HQURS and SCALD the drinking and feeding dishes DAILY. You wi II 
lose a few more birds but this routine will choke off the outbreak. I've never known it to fail. By 
changing the I i tter daily we REMOVE the eggs from the floor BEFORE they have time to hatch and be· 
come dangerous. Have I helped any? It's hard to give you an hour's lecture in three paragraphs, but 
read it over and over and you'll catch on. 

I've taken up a lot of space with the coccidiosis outbreak, so must hurry on. The next subject before 
the house is FLUSHING. Do you know what flushing turkeys is? It's nothing more than a weekly, two
weekly, or monthly summer complaint. I think I know how and when this flushing business started, but 
we will skip that. Flushing is simply a PHYSIC of the entire flock at regular intervals during the 
growing season. The flushing may be accomplished by feeding large amounts of buttermilk for example, 
or what would be much cheaper, give the flock a periodical whopping dose of Epsom Salts. Someone has 
started a whispering campaign that this intermi ttant physicing will prevent blackhead, worms, and 
Lord knows what. I have nothing against milk in any form. It is an excellent feed but when fed in 
excess amounts to produce loose bowels with the idea that this regular purging wi II wad off or prevent 
these contagious diseases of turkeys .... well, it's just screwy. Turkeys fed normally are SELDOM 
CONSTIPATED. Go ahead and FLUSH, or let's be real common and call it by its right name .... PHYSIC 
the flock all you wish BUT this won't prevent any disease I know of and won't make them grow one bit 
better ••.• believe it or not. 

I guess I'm wound up today because the. space is filling up too fast. Many are asking for a growing 
ration; I've given you my favorite many times. If your birds are on say, an alfalfa or similar range, 
use the old standby .... equal parts of corn, bran, mids, oats and meat scraps or if you prefer, your 
favorite concentrate. Add one percent salt and there you are. It's a cheap and GOOD feed. You do 
not need cod liver oil at this time. Keep medium-coarse hard grit before the birds. If you use meat 
scraps to offset the other grains, there's enough bone in it. I notice Kansas is using practically the 
same as an all-purpose mash to do away with the confusion of a'starting, growing, developing, fatten· 
ing and finishing ration. As Walter Winchell would say, "Orchids to you, Kansans". 

My time is up. Father's Day will soon be here. Father, I hope you get a necktie you can wear with· 
out blushing. I don't know why they selected neckties for Father's Day because women never could pick 
'em. They always buy these wallpaper designs. Anyway, I feel for you old timers in this, your hour 
of need. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 



\ 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

Here comes your snoopy turkey reporter and late as usual. I've been busier than 
a couple of cats on a tin roof and am about two jumps behind. Hope all your turkeys are doing fine 
and if you keep right on doing your stuff properly everything will be swell. 

In my wanderings lately I find that some growers are getting careless about cleanliness in the brood· 
erhouse and yards. Use any litter you want, but keep it clean by changing it often. After hearing 
of several brooderhouses burning up from use of sawdust and straw for I i tter, I am stronger than ever 
for COARSE sand or FINE gravel. This is fireproof and cheap. It is heavy, but aside from that it's 
0. K. Some yards about the brooderhouse have been FILTHY. You or no one else can get away with that 
for LONG. If you don't use a wire front porch you've simply GOT to change yards every week or ten 
days. If you don't, coccidiosis will get you. 

OVERCROWDING BROODERHOUSES .... Some of you are doing this and getting by, but others are paying 
the piper for disregarding this principle. I don't care what anyone tells you .•.. a 10x12 house is not 
safe for more than 175 birds. A house 12x14 should not house more than 250 at the most. You may 
squeeze through but you'll often pay for it in runts, cannibalism, crowding, etc. 

Got a letter from a fellow this morning who wants to know why his six or eight weeks old poults 
blow up or develop bubbles under the skin. Don't fret about this. It happens once in a while in the 
best regulated flocks. It is caused (I think) by the rupture of one of the air cells in the bird's air 
apparatus and the air oozes out under the skin. Some of them blow up like a footbal I. The treatment 
is easy. Take a pair of scissors .... don't use, a pin or knife point .... and make a long cut, two or 
three inches long, through the skin to let the gas escape. A little pin prick heals up too quickly and 
the air comes back. 

THESE BIRDS WITH SLIPPED TENDONS are best killed. They seldom if ever get over it. I refer to 
those poults whose legs are twisted sideways at the "knee'' joint. It is supposed to be caused by a 
lack of MANGANESE SULPHATE (NOT magnesium sulphate .... that's Epsom salts) in the starter mash. 
It's too late to correct that now, but next year be sure that your starter contains one ounce of man· 
ganese sulphate for each four hundred pounds of the starter. One seldom saw this trouble until the 
highly concentrated starter came into existence. Your grandmother who fed hard boiled eggs, oatmeal 
and that sort of stuff never saw it. It's a disease of this fast living generation, but you can over· 
come it as described above. 

Have you seen the NEW BREED of spotted turkeys? Don't take me seriously now, will you? There 
isn't really a new breed but some of our experimentally minded growers are wi II ing to try anything 
at least ONCE. Some have been using a feed or rather a starter that turns nicely marked bronze 
pool ts into poults that look I ike a cross with a White Holland. They develop into runts and look 
positively terrible. They are ring, streaked, and speckled. I asked one person whose birds looked 
like this if he liked them. He said, "NO, but the man who recommended the mixture said that's 
the way bronze turkeys OUGHT TO LOOK." Can you beat that? 
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It's my guess that turkeys won't be high priced ~i·s fall, so you hod better take advantage of cheap 
grains in a well balanced mixture and you'll make .money even though prices may be lower than last 
fall. You can mix the simple five point grow,ing ration I suggested last month for less than 30 
dollars a ton. This is made up of one fifth each of 'eorn, bran, middlings,· ground whole oats and 
meat scrap. Add one percent salt. You won't need oil or alfalfa meal if your birds are on grass 
and in sunshine. When your birds are about eight weeks old, shift GRADUALLY over to this ration 
and use it from then on right up to market. There is NO SUCH THING as a fattening ration. Tor· 
keys are NOT fat ·stock. All you have t.o do is grow tbem to thei·Jt full she. There are other 
mixtures as good as this but this is cheap, w'ell balan~ed and wi 1:1 'grow. turkeys economically, 

Wet mash your birds daily if you wish. It is a pusher, that's all. Gets more feed into them. 
Don't feed more than they wi II CLEAN up in say, half an hour. Don't mix up so much they let it 
lay around and sour. When the hopper is empty, scrape it out and lay it in the sun to dry. Mix the 
regular mash with either milk or water. Milk is better of course. Not soupy wet, but rather, 
crumbly like thick oatmeal. And remember what I said about "flushing" last month. 

Turkeys are going out of storage nicely. The five year average of this time of year is about 15 mil· 
lion pounds. Last year at this time there were almost 27 million pounds in storage. This year at 
the same time it is almost half that or about 15 million pounds. So everything looks 0. K. on that 
battle front. Everyone is getting wise to serving turkey in mid-summer, it seems. I've seen lit· 
erally dozens of sandwich joints with roasted turkeys piled up in the sidewalk window tempting cus-
tomers. They are using a lot of them, too. So all you need to worry about just now is to do a good 
job of raising your flock as cheaply as you can and you'll make money. The turks won't let you down 
if YOU give them half a chance. I' II take my chances of making money this year more than a tic· 
ket on the Irish Sweepstakes. 

We have a lot of new wire front porch users this year. Many of them are making the mistake of 
using TOO SMALL mesh on the floor. Some have one-half and even one-quarter inch mesh. The drop
pings won't go through. I prefer at least one inch mesh and better still, one by two inch. I've got 
some plans and specifications for a sun porch I'll be glad to send you so you'll have it for next season. 

They're having a State-wide Turkey Meet at Lake City, Michigan, on August 11th. They tell me this 
is quite a shindig, so if you live within driving distance you'd better come out. Maybe you will 
get just one idea that will pay for the trip. 

Received a letter from a gentleman this week asking what sort of a disease is "mixed infection". 
That's a good name for it .•.. it's mixed all right. There is NO disease in ANY authentic turkey 
disease publication called mixed infection. However there are oodles of mixed infection vaccines. 
This vaccine is supposed to be good for prevention of cholera, roup, feather picking, crooked breasts, 
hump-backs and what have you. My advice is to save your money. This is too much like the old shot· 
gun prescript ion to suit me. 

If your birds in their growing yards or other fenced in enclosures start picking tail feathers, try 
putting out several hoppers of whole oats. Many report much help from this practice. 

·Don't bother caponizing turkeys. It can be done of course but there is no advantage so far as I have 
been able to find. I've done it more as a trick stunt but I do not advise it for you. 

Hope you get over the Glorious Fourth all right. I think the Fourth is for father to have an excuse 
to shoot off fire-crackers and the kids get the credit. You know, like taking the kids to the circus 
.... paw really wants to go but he says, "The children enjoy it so much." 

Yours truly, 

W. A. 'Billings 
'. ' 

L 



P.S. 

!fhtl~h~q August ~15th, 1938. ·.. .,, .. ;-:·.·~·:1.::-j 

I'm putting this postscript first so you'll understand why this letter is late. Started out with 
good intentions but a hurry up call to Eastern Canada made me drop everything. So three weeks later I 
am back here punching this note to you and without further to-do, let's commence! 

W.A.B. 

DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I just clipped an advertisement from a swanky New York magazine extolling the 
wonders of smoked turkey. It says if you serve smoked turkey dolled up with a salad your dinners will 
be the talk of the town. I don't doubt it, but get a load of the prices and you'll be talking to your
self. Plain smoked turkey .... $1.35 per pound. Sliced dark meat •..• $2 per pound. White meat •••. 
(phew) $4 a pound. Smoked turkey may be all right to pep up the jaded appetites of these "blase" New 
Yorkers, but as for me I'll take mine straight. Shall I send you a couple of pounds of the sliced 
white meat? That would be only EIGHT DOLLARS. No C. 0. D. orders, please. 

Speaking of smoked turkey I nearly forgot to ask you if you know what "Taunton" turkey is? You' II 
never guess short of a hundred years, so I'll tell you. It's not a turkey at all, but rather a herring-
1 ike fish caught off the coast of New England. Perhaps you had better send that one to Professor Quiz. 

I am getting more optimistic every day about fall prices. The storage situation keeps getting better 
and better right along. Turkeys are moving out of storage nicely. Recent travels of mine show very 
few late hatched birds and FEED IS CHEAP. M'innesota is in the throes of harvesting one of her finest 
grain crops and the corn looks great. Of course we have been hailed out and "blowed" out here and there, 
but on the whole things look swel I. Anyone whose feed bi lis sink him this year has himself to blame. 
We can and are mixing the old five-point ration almost anywhere in Minnesota for less than $30 a ton. 
That means you wi II make money this year even with a drop of a cent or two. This may not happen. If 
your birds are a third or better grown, give them alI the whole oats they' I I eat along with their mash. 

The new grain and corn question comes up again. You MAY USE your new grain and corn whenever you 
wish. If the grain is dry enough to put in a bin it's dry enough to feed. If your corn (a bit later, 
of course) is dry enough to shell, it is dry enough to feed. A precaution is not to grind too much at 
a time, for any excess moisture may cause it to become moldy if held 'til it sweats. Otherwise, go 
to it. New corn DOES NOT cause blackhead or any other contagious disease. That yarn st iII persists 
in spite of all contradict ion. 

Don't you love this guy Corrigan .... the fellow who started out for California and landed in Dublin? 
These Irish take the cake. Well, we too have a smart Irishman here in Minnesota with all our Swedes. 
He had a lot of trouble with the young Toms in his growing flock. They fought all the day long. He 
got to thinking, and this is what came out of the hopper. He put in the young flock an OLD TOM from 
last year's flock. At first the young smart alecks ganged up on him and tried to give the old boy the 
bum's rush. After the dust of battle cleared away, Mr. Old Tom had the situation well in hand. 
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From then on, whenever a fight would break out the old man would start in the general direction of the 
fracas and if necessary, take a poke at one, As a keeper of the peace, he's tops. Speaking of peace re· 
minds me of the fellow who was married by the Just ice of the Peace and was very sorry afterward, be· 
cause he said he got very little justice and no peace at all ever since. 

Even at this late date inquiries about COCCIDIOSIS still pour in. I spoke of this disease in the May 
or June issue. Read it over if you keep a file of your letters. Here is a quotation from a recent news 
release from your Uncle Sam himself. He says, "There !s little or no evidence available at the present 
time that any established veterinary preparation on the market is valuable in the cure of this virulent 
(bad) malady (disease)." Believe it or not, folks. Better look up that sermon of mine and put it into 
practice next spring. It's too late now. 

The old wheeze that rape or alfalfa cause blackhead losses is being· dug up again. Friend, there isn't 
any better green pasture so far as I know. Besides that, I am absolutely POSITIVE this does not cause 
a contagious disease any more than I can get small-pox from eating too much corn on the cob. I may get 
.... well, you know what I'll get .... but it won't be small-pox, If you lose a few birds after a heavy 
rain or a severe hot spell, and when you open them to find the typical greenish-yellow spots of black· 
head on the liver, that's blackhead. They had it all the time. The rain or hot weather simply weak· 
ened them and they shuffled off. They just couldn't take it. I was on a place a while back where 
birds were dying. The owner had been told the day before the trouble was coccidiosis so he invested 
in a couple of gallons of hoop-de-doop. Coccidiosis my fcot. H was a plain case of blackhead and if 
he would get busy and move this flock quickly, SJY every four or five days until the losses stop, his 
trouble would end. All this goes to show that birds should have a CLEAN START and then put them 
on a growing field that wasn't used the year before, anrl losses from this plague won't be a serious 
problem. THE TIME WILL NEVER COME WHEN TREilE WILL BE ANY SUBSTITUTE FOR SANITATION. If 
you can't raise turkeys this way, it's just too bad. There is no jug or bottle of pi lis ANYWHERE 
that will cure or even aid in the control of blackhead, so don't lose your head. You have forgotten 
more than half of what these traveling experts know. 

BAGGY CROPS again. We find a few of these birds wilh bulging or hanging down fronts. Turkeys 
aren't the only birds that have this irouble. Go out en any public bathing beach and get an eyeful 
of human beings with the same trouble .. ,. more or less. You may hold the turkeys up by their hind 
legs and make them unload by massaging the crcp but what's the use, it will fill up again. Dry 
weather with heavy water consumption tends to make this condition worse. There is considerable ev· 
idence to show these baggy crops are an inherited weakness. Breeders with this tendency should be 
discarded. As for those affected now, they are better disposed of. They look pretty terrible and 
spoil the otherwise nice appearance of your flock" The exact cause, of course, is a paralysis of the 
muscles of the crop. 

MYCOSIS .... I don't know who stari.ed this trouble but several have written to inquire. We don't see 
much of it in Minnesota so far. h is reputed to be caused by a fungus which produces an ulceration 
of the inside lining of the crop. It us~ally occurs in the late spring and early summer. Very little 
is known of a helpful nature and about all one cDn do is follo\v the accepted sanitary practices. Hin· 
shaw of California suggests that copper sulphate (bluestone) in D 1 to 2000 solution used in place of 
drinking water may be helpful. Until we know more about i.his added nuisance, I hope you don't meet 
up with mycosis. 

Let me again caution you to move the feerl hoppers every day or two. In this wet, humid weather, 
slopped over feed tends to become moldy, am! if allowed to remain may cause trouble. So move the 
feeders and scrape and remove any greenish caked m~sh. You may be inlerested to know that some 
northern growers are substituting millet for corn, pound for pmmct Tlllrks apparently like it and 
often leave corn to eat millet, when it is fed free choice. 

I am leaving on my HAY FEVER vacation August 20th, My nose as running right now. But at that I 
wouldn't take a thousand dollars for my hay fe:ver, o(herwise I wouldn't get a vacation at all. So as 
Fred Allen's ball and chain would say, "Tally Ho". 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Billings 



DEAR COOPERATOR: 

I started punching the clock again last Monday morning, so for the next II months yours 
truly will be at your service.· Looking ahe_ad, this seems like quite a spell, but backward it's a very 
short time. All of you who have reached that "Life begins at Forty" age will understand. 

We are having nice cool weather here-abouts with frost in many parts of the state. The coming of chilly 
weather will encourage turkeys nearing maturity to start pushing out their pin feathers. Let's get this 
pin feather business straightened out. I've discussed it before, but there still seems to be a great 
deal of misunderstanding. Pin feathers are a turkey's HEAVY UNDERWEAR. When the fall is warm the 
birds have little need for undies, and therefore are slow to shove these little blue feathers thru the 
skin. A bird, of course, must first be mature, and then when cold weather arrives the pins just natur· 
ally come thru. You or no one else can change this. I've heard it said that this or that FEED will 
make the pins come thru faster. That's just plain "bushwa". As a matter of fact, one year with an
other, it's almost impossible to avoid a certain amount of pins at Thanksgiving time. Dealers know and 
therefore expect more or less of them and are usually more lenient in grading at this time of the year. 
Pins should cause little or no trouble at Christmas. Now don't think you can get away with murder at 
Thanksiving, because you can't. The common way to judge maturity is to examine the base of the tail 
feathers. If there is little or no "ink" in the base of the feathers, the chances are the birds will 
dress out satisfactorily. After all is said and done, full maturity together with cool weather will 
take care of pin feathers. An immature bird is always pinny so hang onto them until they reach their 
full growth. 

OBSERVATIONS····there is now a candy bar on the market with an interesting "Monicker". It's called 
"Cold Turkey". They aren't bad at all. Any,Way the name helps to keep folks "turkey minded". Last 
month I was driving down the Main Street of Wassau, Wisconsin. It was dark and right in front of me 
in heavy traffic was a guy riding a horse and the horse had a big TAIL LIGHT on his rump. Isn't that 
a honey? In the same state was one of those road houses you see everywhere. Painted all over the side 
were these words "BABY'S NUT HOUSE". On the roof in letters a mile high we read BOOZE FOR LA· 
DIES. That's my idea of frankness. By the way, did you know Isham Jones, the famous dance band maes· 
tro and exponent of the Big Apple, Yam, Lambeth Walk and Rhumba, is a fellow turkey grower? Well, 
he is. They tell me he raises a lot of 'em on his ranch in Colorado. Now then, if we can get these 
war-crazy eggs over in Europe raising turkeys, they' II be so busy they won't have time to cut each 
other's throats. 

If you are using some sort of fish product in your mash, it's about time to lay off, otherwise it may 
taint the flesh of the birds. It's always well to discontinue fish about eight weeks before the birds 
are due to be sold. Don't misunderstand me. I have no grudge against any fish· product. As a matter 
of fact I love fish, BUT I don't want my turkey flavored with it. I like onions too, but I don't want 
a gob of chopped onions on top of an ice cream sundae. 

The dope is making the rounds by the usual grapevine route that all turkeys should be treated for round 
worms. Get this straight····turkeys are suckers for TAPEWORMS, but in well managed flocks they sel· 
dom bother. However, many of the old barnyard type of turkeys suffer from tapeworms, but thank Heaven 
turkeys as yet do not suffer from the common round worm seen almost universally in chickens. 
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The time may come when they wi I i, but it "aint" here now. We have troubles enough without borrowing 
imaginary ones. Don't be I ike the farmer I know who got tangled up with a I ive·wire salesman. This 
farmer owned ONE milk cow, and the salesman sold milking machines. Here's what happened. The sales 
man sold the farmer a two·uni t milking machine and took the farmer's one cow as part payment for the 
machine. How's that? By the way you'd be surprised how many city people don't know what a "milch" 
cow is. 

At this time of the year many letters arrive asking where is the best place to sell turkeys to get the 
most money. That ' s a hot subject and one I dodge whenever I can. Let 's answer i t this way. You may 
sell directly to individuals or concerns but this entails a lot of work and takes a good deal of time 
and then too, collections aren't always so good. Next we have the cooperatives. Minnesota has one of 
the biggest single units in the country. They buy turkeys on a pool basis. By this I mean they advance 
a specified sum per pound (usually dressed weight) and make a second payment after the birds are fin· 
ally sold. The expenses of handling and selling are deducted of course. Other privately owned produce 
companies also sell on this pool plan. They also buy outright for cash. There are many out of state 
firms that solicit business in this section. The bulk of these are honest but sometimes a shyster 
comes in here and hands out a few rubber checks, and this of course gives the others a black eye. This 
has actually happened. If you don't want to sell to a cooperative pool, but prefer to get all your cash 
in one transaction, pick out a reputable outfit. If you can't tell the good from the bad, ask for bank 
references. The good ones will be GLAD to furnish this evidence. Don't load your turkeys onto some 
fly-by-night truck and take a check and let the fellow go. If you are dealing with strangers, be sure 
the check is certified, because after the trucker goes and you deposit the check in your bank, it may 
come back to you marked "NO GOOD". That will jar your back teeth. Don't sell to every Tom, Dick, 
and Harry a long way off who sends you a postcard quoting prices considerably above the going price. 
Every year someone gets stung····don't let it be you. 

The last few years some local buyers have started to buy turkeys alive right on the farm. We might 
call this on the hoof. They send a truck with a grader to the farm and buy them alive at a certain 
price live weight. The birds are graded as they are loaded. This makes a handy way to get rid of 
the work and worry of dressing the birds yourself. It may be that some dealer in your vicinity buys 
this way. 

ABOUT FATTENING TURKEYS····the people who concoct feed formulas have most of us dizzy with 
their starters, developers, growers, finishers, fatteners, etc., etc. Don't forget that turkeys are 
not fat stock. You can't fatten them just because you feed a ration that says "fattener" on the sack. 
As a rule, a rat ion carrying more than the usual amount of corn is labeled a "fattener". We are often 
told that the folks who eat our turkeys like them colored yellow, indicating lots of underlying fat. 
Phooey····I like mine chalk white and plump. If you are using a well-balanced growing mash and the 
birds are humping along in good style, DON'f change the ration at this time of year. Sure, you may 
put out a few extra hoppers of shelled corn, but don't change the mash ration. Then too, wet mashes 
merely encourage increased feed consumption. Don't over-do it. Other conditions being 0. K., when 
your birds reach their standard weight, it's a hundred to one shot they will be "fat". Do not sell 
birds that are not finished. They will ·go as seconds and then you will think the buyer gave you a 
dirty deal. 

You' II make some money this year. Feed has been cheap, and growing conditions excellent. The crop 
wi II probably be about the same as last year. Contrary to some expressed opinions, there wi II be few· 
er late-hatched birds····at least in this section. If the price is AS GOOD as last year you' II make 
MORE money. If the price should fool us and be higher, you'll make still more money BUT LOOK OUT 
for next year. We will break the world's record for numbers. Eggs were scarce and high priced this 
spring so with a profitable selling season, everybody and his brother will keep more breeding hens. 
But you know all the answers to this, dont you? 

Watch out for stray dogs from now on. I can't advise you to commit??????, but if I caught a stray 
dog in my flock of turkeys, I would get out the old bean shooter (?), and hit him so he'd never bother 
me again. And I don't mean maybe! 

Toodle oooooooo, 

W. A. Billings 
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Just finished reading the report of the manager of ~he California-Turkey Growers' Asso
ciation. Would you believe it •••.. last fall the turkey pickers out there got organized into a union, went 
on a strike and the association's turkeys were successfully boycotted in San Francisco. For eat's sake, 
I never thought the turkey business would ever become important enough to attract union organizers. I 
wonder if a union dressed bird tastes any different than a non-union one. Some smart dude will soon try 
to organize the hens so they won't lay after June first. 

As I sat here sucking my thumb, trying to think (there's a couple of concrete mixers going full blast out
side my window) a girl from the next off ice stuck her head in and wanted to know what a male swan is 
called. She thought she had me down. I'll bet you don't know, so just to show you how good I am, I will 
now tell all. A male swan is a "cob". A female swan is called a "pen" and a baby swan is called a 
"cygnet". At your next Ladies' Aid meeting you may pull that one, and then you too will be the life of 
the party. 

In late summer and fall some flocks develop a condition popularly called SINUS TROUBLE. This is tech
nically called "sinusitis". It shows itself as a puffy swelling on the side of the face, often just below 
the eye. The bird looks as though someone had hit it with a baseball bat. At first it is soft and eas
ily dented with a finger. Later on, if left untreated, the swelling becomes hard. It appears to be rath
er contagious. Birds showing this should be removed from the rest of the flock and treated BEFORE the 
swelling becomes hard. Don't waste your time vaccinating for this. Don't bother to put stuff in the 
drinking water. If you run into this trouble, drop me a line and I'll outline the best way to handle it. 
However, don't neglect it too long. The birds don't die like flies or anything of that sort. They have 
this painful swelling in their face and no doubt feel pretty rotten. Therefore, they do not eat well and 
often become very thin. It's a nasty disfiguring disease. I hope your flock escapes. It is possible 
that exposure to bad weather may encourage it, so give your flock some protection from now on. Toss to
gether a shelter if it is nothing more than a row of corn shocks lined up against those northwest winds. 
I've seen this disease in flocks and the owner was dumping antiseptic cure-ails in the drinking water and 
dipping heads in kerosene. You might as well put a corn plaster on the outside of your shoe. 

I realize that at this time of the year many of you are champing at the bit and are anxious to get rid of 
your turkeys at the earliest possible moment. You've worked hard and if the before-Thanksgiving price 
looks attractive, you may be tempted to move the birds when they should be fed longer. A couple of years 
ago there was some reason for pushing them off early. Feed was extremely high and going up every day, 
That does not hold this year. Feed is cheap. Don't sell a bird that won't rate tops. You can afford to 
feed them out rather than take a cut because the birds don't have proper finish. You may hear of a neigh
bor whose birds were sold early at a fancy price and you immediately get hot and bothered and want to sell 
too. Maybe his birds were earlier than yours. At any rate, when to sell is an individual problem, but 
never think of moving them until they are finished. We could talk all night about what we think the price 
wi II be, but that doesn't make it so. I do a I i ttle guessing, now and then, and sometimes I'm lucky 
enough to hit it. You, as a grower, will be best advised to do a good management and feeding job and 
you won't have any reason to be sorry. Remember .... the price guessers don't don't fix the price. No one 
person does. Congress couldn't even do this. It's pretty hard to beat "Old Man Supply and Demand". 
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Times change, don't they? The market the last few weeks HAS FAVORED THE HEAVY TOMS. In fact, here· 
abouts some buyers didn't care whether they got any hens at all ••••• if they could get the heavies. New 
York and Chicago quote toms a few cents higher than hens. This eating public you raise turkeys for is 
funny •...• first they want 'em little and then they want 'em big. The bulk of the birds marketed in Sep· 
tember, October and early November probably go to hotels and of course they would rather cook a big one 
while they are at it. The chances are that as the season advances tom and hen prices will come closer to· 
gether. A couple of years ago one local cooperative pool had an order for a car of dressed turkeys. In· 
stead of loading the car about half and half toms and hens, they got smart and put 60 or 70 per cent big, 
heavy toms in the car. That was the year when hens brought more or at least were easier to sell than 
toms. The fellow who got the car was pretty sore. This year so far, the situation-is-Teversed;· Atl· 
this goes to prove you can't blow up a turkey and then deflate it on five minutes notice. 

More about this dog business. You won't all agree with me but anyway here goes. Did you ever hear of a 
sheep-killing dog? Well, I have. Did you ever hear of a turkey-killing dog? I have. Every fall I hear 
of several growers who have lost hundreds of turkeys. I know one man who lost four hundred one night and 
the very next night the same dog came back and finished up the job by killing or smothering a couple of 
hundred more. The dog doesn't eat the birds. He usually chases or stampedes them into piles, breaks their 
legs and playfully chews them in other places. One dog can do more damage to turkeys than half a dozen 
sheep killers. Imagine how you'd feel to go out in the morning and find a couple of hundered 15 pound toms 
dead. Maybe the dog isn't vicious. Maybe that's just his idea of having fun. I have known instances when 
THE OWNER'S dog in a playful mood got the turkeys to mi II ing and piled a hundred or more in a heap. 
I like dogs and there are no doubt some dogs that work satisfactorily with turkeys, but year after year 
dogs kill more turkeys than all the skunks, foxes, or coyotes in the country. I'd start gunning for any 
STRAY dog I caught snooping around my turkeys. 

I presume the principle reason for using dogs is to prevent stealing. The number of birds stolen each fall 
is very small because after all they aren't the easiest things in the world to get rid of. When only a few 
are stolen it usually turns out to be the work of local hoodlums. I don't believe the big time gangsters 
would risk it. I think the best protection is to sleep with the flock from now on. Clean up one of the 
brooder houses and install a brooderstove, bed and a few copies of the Ladies Home Journal. Then you or 
your wife (maybe both of you so one can encourage the other when you hear a noise) or the hired man can 
take turns sleeping with the flock. If you want a dog, O.K. but tie him up and let his bark awaken you. 
Then spray the would-be thieves with both barrels of buckshot. That's better than all the tattooing in 
Chris tend om. 

TIDBITS ..... no dear reader, the "turken" is not a cross between a turkey and a chicken. That's an insult 
to the turkey. Such as the turken is, it is a distinct breed someone dragged over here from somewhere 
else. I think they are the goofiest things I ever saw. They have tried to cross chickens and turkeys but 
it is no go. By the way, what's become of all the hue an cry for the kitchenette turkey .... you know, small 
editions of the real thing. Haven't heard much lately about selling turkeys in halves either. I think they 
must sell the necks separately though because everywhere I go I always get two or three of them. I'm be· 
ginning to think turkeys don't have legs·anymore. I wouldn't be surprised, if in the not too distant fu
ture, chickens and turkeys were sold dressed and drawn. The sticker right now is that the public isn't 
quite ready to accept them and many retailers are not equipped to handle the frozen birds. Another fly in 
the ointment is that the butchers themselves hate the idea like poison. They figure that it will make it 
too easy for the public to get them, and the first thing you know drug stores will be dishing out frozen 
chickens and turkeys over the soda counter. Boy, wouldn't that be something. It's real logical though for 
they now sell most anything from castor oil to a bride's trousseau. I nearly choked on that last word ••.. 
hope it's spelled right. Heavens, it will soon be Halloween and I mustn't forget to take in my garbage 
can that night. Do they still dunk for red apples in a washtub of water where you live? I'm an expert at 
that. Oh yes, before I forget, if you must feed a few potatoes to your turkeys, be sure to hoi I them with 
the jackets on and serve them steaming hot. The birds like them better that way in cold weather and they 
do them more good cooked than raw. Big rutabagas split in two are often rei ished. Where I came from theJ 
used to call 'em "beggies". Well, it looks a little like rain so I must be getting on. Good luck and good 
turkeys and good prices. 

Cordial Iy yours, 
W. A. Bi I I ings 

P.S. Just think, only 54 more shopping days 'til Christmas. 



November 23, 1938 

Dear Friend: 

A United Press headline in our local paper says, TURKEYS MUST HAVE RIGHT CURVES. Says also, 
"turkeys must be SHAPELY with lots of curves in the RIGHT places". Goodness, I never dreamed 
the Mae West influence would be carried that far. 

Now that Thanksgiving is here or maybe gone when you get this letter, the turkey season will be about 
over for most of you. I hope you are satisfied with prices. Considering the state of the Nation, I 
think we are doing very well indeed. The good manager and careful feeder made money (not nearly enuf, 
of course) and the outlook for another year is bright. Feed has been cheap and bids fair to remain so 
for another year. I expect the average farm price for dressed turkeys in Minnesota will turn out to 
be somewhere between 20 and 23 cents. Some of the early marketers realized a bit more. I see no rea· 
son why we should be down-hearted. 

You wi II recall earlier in the year I suggested you put out a couple of hoppers of WHOLE oats in addi • 
tion to the regular mash and scratch grain. We did this in an attempt to stop birds from picking at 
each other's tail feathers. I am able to report where this was done growers had excellent results. 
If you didn't do it this year try it next season. 

THIS WILL KILL YOU ..... did you ever see or bear of a PINK turkey? Neither did I. Well, some of 
our local butchers are telephoning to say a few of their customers complain their turkeys are PINK 
when they take them from the oven. At first thought one would think these customers better see their 
doctor or stay in nights. I'd say the birds were half RAW. Must be some of last June's brides that 
are taking their first whirl at roasting a turkey. I've seen pink elephants and I've had pink eye. My 
toothbrush is always pink and I've drunk pin!{ lemonade. The store windows are full of pink undies 
and last evening the sunset was sky-blue pink, but just the same I would be tickled pink if you would 
tell me what to tell our poor worried butchers. Confidentially, I think someone's got ants in their 
pants. 

THREE OR FOUR YEARS AGO I gave you a recipe for turkey dressing. So many have asked for it lately 
we wi II take a modest bow and repeat. Please do not confuse this recipe fot any of those handed out 
by Miss Tizzie Ush the well known home economics expert who cavorts on AI Pearce's program. Since 
my recipe has become so popular there arc many imitators and some even try to claim it as their own. 
Must be professional jealousy, don't you think? Here it is ..... paste this on the cupboard door ..••• 
take enuf YESTERDAY'S bread and cut off the crusts. With a fairly coarse grater, the bread is FINELY 
crumbled into a dishpan. This wi II leave it nice and FLUFFY. It wi II take perhaps 3 loaves of bread 
for a 15 pound bird. Have someone who doesn't cry easily chop a medium sized Bermuda onion into VERY 
FINE particles (not hunks). One onion is oodles. Stir the chopped onion evenly into the bread and 
shake in enuf salt to taste right. Got that? All rightee. Now then, add POWDERED sage ..... shak· 
ing it on as you stir ..... just enuf to TASTE, but Mt GAG you. Melt a pound of butter (yes, a whole 
pound and don't be Scotch) and have your helper pour this over the bread while you stir it in evenly, 
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That's all there is to it. Have the helpless bird tilted up on the back of his neck, and SPOON in the 
dressing. DO NOT pack it in the bird with a ramrod. When the cavity is comfortably full, sew up 
the "incision" and you are all done. People who eat PIE for breakfast won't like this dressing (they 
like that black, soggy stuff) ••••• others love it. One thing is sure, after eating this dressing, you 
won't need to take a dozen Atka Seltzers or roll on the floor. 

It should interest ypu to know that turkeys are NOW in active year-round competition with chicken and 
other meats .•••. even hamburger steak for that matter. There is no earthly reason why they shouldn't be 
either. It is an unfortunate truth that the vast majority of housewives STILL look upon turkey as a 
special HOLIDAY delicacy. By degrees all this will be changed ..... the world wasn't made in a minute, 
you know. I think it's fascinating the way turkeys are sticking out their chins and horning into other 

market outlets. Was just reading about a smart fellow in California who was marketing TURKEY TAM· 
ALES in a big way. Boy, that's the right spirit. I haven't eaten one, but I'll bet they are good. 
We've ah:·eady got smoked turkey so what's the matter with canned turkey soup or canned turkey meat or 
cold pressed turkey, etc? Migosh, if people can hold down canned RATTLESNAKE (ugh) they can be edu
cated to eat our stuff. If we continue to raise turkeys on a large scale, and I guess we wi II, we must 
spread the turkey eating season and hunt new ways of merchandising. I'd like to try a turkey weiner, 
wouldn't you? 

Looks like there will be a brisk demand for both eggs and poults next spring. Inquiries as to possible 
sources of supply for large numbers of eggs are beginning to come in. Since there is a growing tend
ency for growers to buy poults rather than keep their own breeding stock the supply may not meet the 
prospective demand. Minnesota does not have any great surplus of eggs for sale. In fact, many of our 
hatcheries have been buying eggs from the far west and south. This is especially true for early poult 
production. If the balance of this year's marketing is satisfying to growers generally one would as• 
some turkey eggs might be good property next spring. At any rate, it won't be expensive to feed a 
breeding flock over the winter and this fact might well help us to decide to keep or not to keep our 
own breeders. It also appears likely that poults won't be cheap either. 

While we are on the subject of breeding flocks it is well to look back and consider this year's MAR
KET flock. Did you not ice many birds with BAGGY CROPS? Were there many DEFORMED feet? How 
about the number of CROOKED BREASTS? How about early maturity? Did your dressed birds show many 
HUNCHBACKS? How about length of leg and width of breast? Each summer these aggravations appear 
and then it's too late to do anything about it. Now then, since most, if not all of these defects are 
more or less inherited why not watch for them when picking your breeders. Don't hold over any birds 
that show ANY of these signs of bad breeding. You wouldn't buy a stallion with a sway back and af
fected with heaves to head a stable of horses would you? You hear a lot about this chunky, early matur· 
ing so-called baby beef type of turkey. This kind actually exists but it didn't just HAPPEN. It was 
achieved by careful and painstaking selection over a period of years. You yourself can do a lot toward 
flock improvement in type and secure comparative freedom from physical defects by making sure YOUR 
breeders carry none of them. Keep your BEST birds as breeders, not those left over as tail-enders. I 
don't know how to make a crooked breast· straight, but I do believe you can do much yourself to avoid 
them. Pretty tail feathers are dandy but a bird with the most beautiful markings in the world wouldn't 
be worth a nickel to me if it had a crooked breast, was hunchbacked, had a baggy crop or deformed 
feet. 

I have just about reached the end of my rope for this month. I~ is always pleasant to write you this 
monthly note. It makes me feel I ike one of the family and I hope you feel the same way. Many of you 
write to me between times. Sometimes when I am away I may be tardy answering. You'll have to over
look that. Sometimes I can help you and many, many times I cannot. Anyway I try darn hard. Oh say, 
have you heard about the bard working dandruff bug who was trying to get ahead? (a head,,a head .... get 
it?) 

Tune in on WLB ..•. 760 on your dial 
at 12:30 noon Mon., Wed., and Fri. 

So long, 

W. A. Bi II ings 

Try WCCO ..... 810 on your dial 
at 6: 15 A.M. Tues. and. Thurs. 
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UNIVER$1TY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

December 15, 1938 
DEAR FRIEND: 

WHY HENS LEAVE HOME .... it's getting so there is very little old fashioned romance left 
in this world. Everything is being organized or standardized or something. This morning's mail brings 
a letter from a friend enclosing a clipping {Business Week, Nov. 5, page 4) about an Austrailian who has 
invented a gadget which is fastened to a hen's business end .... the hens will love that I bet. Every time 
the hen lays an egg, the device automatically stamps the date on the shell. This rig is called a HEN-
OMETER. I suppose there wi 11 be sizes for chickens and turkeys. Why not put a horn or bell on the 
thingamajig too. When the hens all got to laying, it would sound like a New Year's celebration in the 
henhouse. If this sort of thing continues we'll soon have hen insane asylums. 

GETTING BACK TO NORMAL ..... as I write this, Christmas marketing is in full swing. It looks as 
though we will receive about the same price as Thanksgiving .... maybe a shade better. The Thanksgiving 
average for this section was approximately 23 cents for dressed birds. Everybody I meet is pretty op
timistic. Many growers say they will raise as many or more next year. Egg abd poult orders are being 
placed right now for next spring's delivery. This is MUCH earlier than usual. Most prices quoted for 
early May delivery are around 40 cents. Everybody is sparring around trying to find out what the other 
fellow will ask. 

THE COMMERCIAL HATCHERY is definitely in the turkey picture. More and more farmer-growers are 
discontinuing the practice of keeping their own breeding stock and look to the hatchery for their poults. 
The reason for this is easy .... they don't like to winter a breeding flock. They want their poults all 
started on the same day. Some large mid-western hatcheries have become dissatisfied with their western 
and south-western egg supply and are maintaining or encouraging locally the keeping of large breeding 
flocks. Whether we in this sect ion can successfully compete with egg producers in milder climates re
mains to be seen. This would apply to January, February, and March eggs. Later on of course, we can 
hold our own. I've always felt the first two weeks in May is plenty early for the rank and file of tur
key growers. We can grow 'em as big as a house from then until October and early November. 

QUIT WORRYING ABOUT EARLIER BIRDS and work toward a better market type. Visit the next dressed 
show in your neighborhood and you' II see what I mean. Most of our farm flocks have too long legs and 
not enough HIPS. We must breed that unsightly knob off the top of the breast bone, widen and deepen 
the breast and smooth off the sharp corners. It can be done. It is being done. Some western breed
ers have made marvelous progress. Don't get me wrong .... most of our birds WEIGH ENOUGH but the 
weight isn't always in the right places. I think you will be far better off to work toward a beefier 
type than to try to see how early you can get them. Don't be misled .... all is not gold that glitters. 
Some unscrupulous breeders have advertised "baby beef" turkeys that turned out to be no better than we 
have at home. I know a fellow who paid a fancy price for a couple of hundred eggs from so-called baby 
beef type birds that were worse than he had on the place already. So look before you leap. Much can 
be done in selecting for early maturity. They do it in seed corn, don't they? 

JUST A WORD ABOUT VACCINATING. Remember there are good vaccines and others which may do no 
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harm but st iII do no good. So far as I have been able to observe, vaccination for "colds" or "swelled 
heeds" or "roup" is not successful. There is no generally accepted vaccination-preventive for cholera. 
There is another vaccine called mixed-infection for both chickens and turkeys. I think this one is well 
named. There is no disease in anybody's text book called mixed-infection. Therefore you can't very 
well vaccinate against a myth. On the other hand pox vaccination is very effective BUT it is a PRE· 
VENTIVE and should be applied to the growing poults in mid-summer. It was never intended to be used 
as a treatment for pox-affected birds. This puffy swelling in the front of a bird's face is usually 
called sinusitis. So far as I know there is no reliable vaccination for this either. Aren't we thank
ful that turkeys do not (as yet anyway) have this disease of chickens with the awful name of LARYNGO
TRACHEITIS. 

WORMS IN TURKEYS ..... some owners of breeding flocks write to ask if they should worm their breed· 
ers before winter sets ·in. The two common worms of ch·ickens are round worms and tapeworms. As 
yet our turkeys do NOT suffer to any extent from round worms. I' II bet you a dime you won't find 
a round worm in the average turkey. Turkeys do harbor tapeworms however. We thought for a long time 
Kamala was a sure-fire remedy but recent information tells us it is not so hot. Tapes have teeth and 

, stick these (and their heads too) into the lining wall of the intestine. Kamala will break a few off 
back of the necks, but they grow out again from the head end. To the point then .... there is NO satis
factory expeller for tapes. I' II give you this word of advice. If your breeding flock LOOKS GOOD, 
leave them alone. They may have a worm or two, but what of it? If they had enough to hurt them they 
WOULDN'T LOOK GOOD. Anyway, there is no treatment, so what? .... Prevent infection by careful 
brooding methods next year. 

BLOOD TESTING FOR PULLORUM. This is the disease we used to call "white diarrhea". It originally 
belonged to chickens and they can have it for all of me. Up to now we have not had any great trouble 
with pullorum disease in turkeys, but it has occurred now and then. However, the advent of widespread 
commercial hatching of pool ts may soon change the picture entirely. As things stand now many buyers of 
pout ts are DEMANDING pout ts from TESTED flocks. This demand in turn is passed along to the breeder 
who' furnishes eggs to 'the hatchery. One might call this a sort of consumer demand. As a result some 
of our egg and poult producers find they will be FORCED to test. The infection in Minnesota is not 
widespread. The percentage of reacting turkey hens would be very small. Nevertheless, if your prospec
tive buyer of eggs or poults insists on stuff from tested flocks, you will have no alternative than to 
meet the demand. Consult your own state poultry department or sanitary board. If you have your flock 
tested .... make it an OFFICIAL one. Personally I wouldn't fool around with a testing program that 
wasn't under state supervision. A private test may satisfy YOU but it wouldn't mean a thing to me as 
a buyer. Too much chance for skullduggery. 

HAVE YOU EVER ARGUED about dressing percentages of turkeys? I made a private investigation with 
these results. A turkey will lose about 13 percent of its·LIVE weight after bleeding and removal of 
feathers. As far as you are concerned that's all you have to worry about. From here on the housewife 
takes the rap. This bird she buys in the meat market shrinks another 22 percent when the head, feet, 
and insides are removed. With the right sort of preliminary education, I believe the housewife will 
welcome the FULLY dressed and drawn b!rd. Did you ever see a lovely cellophane wrapped, frozen, 
dressed and drawn turkey? They look wonderful. When you get right down to it there is nothing es· 
pecially pretty or appetizing about your poor old naked Tom hanging up on a hook in the market. His 
head is bowed and bloody and his feet manurey. Then too, it seems sort of silly to ship literally 
mill ions of heads, feet, and insides to New York at very high freight and express rates. According 
to above figures 22 percent of the birds go into the garbage can. We had an enterprising merchant in 
this city who advertised and sold turkeys not only dressed and drawn but STUFFED WITH DRESSING as 
well. Life is getting pretty soft for these city women, don't you think, girls? Bye and bye we'll 
be keeping them just for pets. 

IT'S GETTING NEAR CHRISTMAS. Every time I turn on the radio, I pick a couple of Christmas carols 
out of the air. I have to watch myself or I start singing Heilige Nacht in the funniest places. It 
won't be long now until our wives give us smoking jackets, we never {willingly) wear, and neckties 
with watery, flowery wallpaper designs. Now I've got to go. Have a grand. time on the 25th and make 
a little whoopee for me on New Year's. 

Tune in on WLB .... 760 on your dial 
at 12:30 noon Mon., Wed., and Fri. 

Sincerely yours, 
W. A. Bi II ings 

. Try WCCO .••.. 810 on your dial 
at 6: 15 A.M. Tues. and Thurs. 
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UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

February 15th, 1939 
Dear Friend: 

Maybe you wondered why you didn't get a Letter from me last month. I feel sort of silly 
telling you, but I had the MUMPS. Makes me sick that I never get any aristocratic diseases. You should 
have seen my jaw. Anyway, I am all hunky dory now so let's get going. 

Many of you have written from time to time saying this Letter is helpful in keeping you informed on tur
key matters. We appreciate your telling us and in return will say that we enjoy talking with you. The 
Letter is now in its twelfth year and still going strong. We have had a swell winter so far and unless 
we get a bad spell next month our breeding.stock will be pawing the ground and rarin to go. 

Last year was a humdinger wasn't it? Unless all signs fail (they sometimes do) we are really going to 
raise some turkeys THIS year. I have to laugh to myself sometimes when I ask a grower if he made any 
money last year. He will choke up a bit and stutter but will finally admit he made a little money .... 
not much, but still a "little". He thinks by acting shy he will give the impression the turkey business 
isn't so hot and in that way pursuade the other fellow to hold down his numbers while he himself doubles 
or quadruples his output. It's a great life but no one is kidding anyone else. We did make money and 
are proud of it. We wi I I make some more this year too IF you watch your P' s and Q' s. Everyone I talk 
to says he will increase the size of his flock if he can get the poults. It's my opinion if everyone 
could get all he wanted we would break all existing production records. The hopeful sign is there won't 
be enough to go around. On the other hand, hatcheries may shell out poults up to Labor Day as they did a 
couple of years ago. Since we are getting ready to blow the lid off you had better take full advantage 
of cheap feed or you may be chewing your finger nails next fall wondering where your profit is. It's 
quite possible that prices may be lower, so keep a sharp point on your lead pencil. 

It won't be long now before the toms start cavorting around and making goo-goo eyes at the hens. Wasn't 
it Kipling or Longfellow or Somebody who said, "In Spring a young tom's fancy fondly turns to thoughts 
of love?" So, ladies and gentlemen, it's first call for Boots and Saddles .... boots for the toms and 
saddles for the hens. After experimenting with various other gadgets I think the saddles are the best 
protection for the hens. Most poultry and turkey magazines carry advertisements of the saddle makers. 
If you have any difficulty locating a source of supply, drop me a line. These saddles are a necessity and 
will save the hens a lot of wear and tear. Besides, when you market them in the late spring or early 
summer they won't be scarred or bruised. If turkey hens could talk they would DEMAND them. So have 
a heart and give the hens a break. 

While we are on the subject of saddles and the mating season, just a word about your laying mash. If 
it hadn't been for my mumps this would have been in last month's Letter. There isn't much difference 
between a laying mash and any other mash. This one will serve as well as any other. The amounts given 
will make up about 1000 pounds. 225 corn, 100 oats, ISO bran, 200 middlings, 100 alfalfa leaf meal, 125 
meat scraps, 75 dried milk, 5 salt, 20 pints or pound of a good grade of ordinary cod liver oil. I pre
fer the "fortified" cod liver oil because its strength is uniform and one uses only one quarter as much. 
In the above formula you will need only five pints of the fortified oil. Remember all oil LOOKS alike 
and you must not judge the quality of oil by the smell. Then too, you don't feed cod liver oil to turkeys 
for the lubrication. It's the vitamin content that counts. 
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I've met up with some oils that were one hundred worthless. If possible, buy the fortified in sealed con· 
tainers. 

Some mash formula makers seem to think they must add a lot of other fancies to a mash. Take charcoal for 
example. For years and years this stuff has been added to mashes for no reason at all except that everyone 
else did. Turkeys do not need charcoal anymore than a cat needs two tails. Charcoal is an anti-ferment 
or gas keeper-downer. So far as I have been able to learn, turkeys do not suffer from gas on the stomach. 
Nor is it necessary to add drugs of any sort to your mash mixture. This does NOT rule out Manganese 
sulphate which is added to starting mashes to prevent perosis or slipped tendons. 

You remember we are always talking of new ways and means to spread the turkey eating season and are 
trying to think up new ways of serving turkeys ...• such as smoked, canned, etc. As promoters we are 
pikers. The Rattlesnake Growers Association of America takes the cake. I quote from an advertisement. .• 
"Ye Rattlesnake Clubbe Sandwyche". Expertly concocted of ye choicest tyd-byts of hickory smoked rattle· 
snake tenderloins blended ynto an epicurean ensemble (isn't that a honey?) to delight ye palate". It goes 
on to say a goblet of luscious wyne will be served with each rattlesnake sandwich. Each sandwycber be· 
comes a member of the Snake Society and is given an official Snakesnacker's card. Holy cats, if the pub· 
lie will go for rattlesnake, we should have little trouble doing our stuff with the BEST meat on earth. 

This is a good time of the year to get your brooder houses cleaned and ready. Look over the stoves and get 
the needed repairs taken care of before the poults arrive. Some are asking about electric brooder stoves. 
This type of stove should be ideal if one could depend on the electric current. When the juice goes off 
the temperature of the house drops and you know what that means. The best electric brooder in the world 
would be in a bad way should the current remain off for some time. If you have never tried a sunporch I 
would recommend it to you. Turkey growers take to it like a duck to water. I'll be glad to send you a 
plan if you will ask for it. Don't let anyone talk you into using anything less than a one by one inch 
mesh for the floor of the porch. I myself prefer a one by two inch. However, if you like the one by 
one better we won't part company over that question. The small sized mesh won't let the droppings go 
through. I am still plugging for the brooder house with windows on all four sides. We like the round 
top affair and will gladly send you a plan. Get this straight .... we did not originate the idea. It 
just grew I ike Topsy and we merely made a plan of it for those who wanted to build one. I I ike them 
very much. 

QUESTIONS FREQUENTLY ASKED WITH ANSWERS 

How many hens to a tom .... about a dozen, but keep an extra tom for a "spare". How long to keep eggs .... 
the shorter time the better, two weeks is long enough. How about turning eggs .... lean the case against 
the wall and reverse it daily. How about crossing two breeds .... I wouldn't, but you are the doctor. 
They look.messy. Which is the best breed .... don't know for sure. Get the one YOU like. How far can 
you ship poults safely ...• indefinite. Greater distance increases risk. Can we produce more eggs profit
ably by housing the hens in winter .... we are trying it now. Will know more about it in a year or two. 
Can a "common dirt farmer" mix his own mashes ..•. bet your boots he can. What causes crooked breasts .•.. 
mostly inherited defect until someone proves otherwise. To be continued next month. 

I am writing this letter sitting on top of my suitcase. The folks out in California have invited me to 
pay them a visit and so by the time you get this epistle I'll be on my way. I understand they are darn 
good turkey raisers so I will probably be able to bring back a lot of good ideas to pass along to you. 
No, I am not taking the wife along. I am afraid the trip would tire her too much. Anyhow, she has 
already been there and I haven't. Besides that •... well, you fellows will understand. 

Take good care of yourself and as Walter Winchell would say, I'll be back in a flash. Give my regards 
to all the hens and tell them I expect them all to do their duty. 

Tune in on WLB ..•. 760 on your dial 
at 12:30 noon Mon., Wed., and Fri. 

So long, 

W. A. Bi II ings 

Try WCCO .... 810 on your dial 
at 6: 15 A. M. Tues. and Thurs. 
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Dear Friend: 
March 25, 1939 Weather~---sloppy. 

You dido' t expect to find me back in Minnesota after basking for a couple of weeks in Cal· 
ifornia sunshine, did you? For awhile I dido' t either, but alas, the dream ended and last week I awaken· 
ed, blinked, shook myself and there I was shoveling my car out of a four foot snow drift. I guess I 
must be home again. Just like you, I have turned on the radio and listened to honey dripping descriptions 
of California's gorgeous snow capped mountains, luscious_green valleys with flowers, flowers everywhere 
and winter sunburn and JUST LIKE YOU, I put it down for a lot of hooey. WeiLfolks, we were both 
wrong. It's all they say it is and more too. I therefore tender my abject apologies for even thinking 
they exaggerated or fibbed about their nice state. My everyday there was bright and sunny (they tell me 
it did rain some after I left). The World's Fair is wonderful. The turkey growers are the same as 
everywhere •... the cream of the crop. They too had a good year and were all looking happy and prosperous. 
They send you their best wishes. 

I saw flocks of breeding hens numbering up to ten and fifteen thousand. They don't raise as many EARLY 
birds as we do. They sell the early eggs to us and raise their own flocks from later eggs. I saw a new 
type of gas brooder stove I think you'd like. Its a so-called radiant heater and operates on "bottled" 
gas. Handled some birds in a flock of these broad breasts or meat type. The hens weighed up to 24 pounds 
and actually waddled. They were young hens, too. They were short legged, stocky and mature early. We 
need more of them. Most of the growers appear to be specialists while the rank and file of turkey raiser 
in the mid·west raises turkeys as a sideline. Personally,_ I think we in this part of the country, would 
do very well to keep it that way. 

TAKE NOTICE. I am told the postoffice department will soon issue a special three cent postage stamp 
to commemorate the opening of the World's Poultry Congress at Cleveland late in July. I don't believe 
they have yet decided what bird (if any) will adorn the stamp. Somehow a chicken doesn't seem to fit. 
I can't see anything but Mr. Tom Turkey sticking out his chest and looking you square in the eye. Years 
ago it is said Ben Franklin was in favor of the turkey instead of the eagle but he was outvoted. I just 
wrote a letter to each of our congressmen and senators asking them to put in a plug for the turkey the 
next time they saw Mr. Farley. Boy, wouldn't that be national advertising for you? Get busy yourself. 
You won't get anything without asking for it. Let's go. 

You may recall sometime ago I told you that chicken round worms were seldom seen in turkeys. A New 
York friend writes to say their poults are becoming infested with these nasty things more and more each 
year. If this report came from anyone else I would be inclined to take it with a grain of salt, but this 
fellow knows his worms. Now, don't get panicky. We still do not see them generally. However it does 
mean that we should be on the lookout for them. As in chickens, the young birds suffer most. Should you 
lose a few poults, don't just say "coccidiosis". Open a few birds and go through the intestines with a 
sharp pointed scissors and look for the worms. As you know the tapeworms are fine thread·l ike worms 
while the round worms are of course round, about the size of a table toothpick, white, and sharp pointed 
on both ends. The treatment would be the same as for chickens. This should be a timely warning to you 
and DON'T LET YOUR BIRDS GET WORMS THIS YEAR. You don't have to. Move your brooderhouse onto 
NEW ground or else use the wire floored sun porch. I still have a few plans if you want them. I think 
the sun porch is a life saver. It isn't too late to build one for this season. 
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It soon wi II be open season for the "size of the 1939 crop" guessers. I' II hurry mine in before the rush 
starts. There wi II POSITIVELY be more turkeys grown this year. There isn't a shadow of doubt. Re
ports coming in from all over the country indicate perhaps as many as 30 per cent more hens are busy 
shelling out eggs this spring. A letter from Texas suggests the same for that region. Most hatcheries 
are sold out and have long waiting lists. Don't start growling too much because they would love to 
cancel your order. One of my Eastern spies tells me growers in his section made more money than any
time in the last FORTY years. THEY aren't likely to reduce are they? What do we care who raises 
them or how many. Can't do anything about it anyway. Don't let the crepe hangers get you down. Quit 
worrying and fretting and stewing but continue to raise the number of birds your equipment calls for. 
If I were you I would lay off the July and August poults. If you live in California or Texas the late 
hatched birds might be 0. K., but in these parts the ponds freeze up early and so do these late hatched 
misfits. You can't very well lose money this year unless you feed the flock on caviar and champagne. 
Grains are still cheap and you can mix a simple well balanced ration for very little money. Don't let 
all these feed formula arguments befuddle you. I wouldn't be surprised if someone came out with a feed 
formula containing "irium". That should be fine for the bird's teeth, don't you think? With good stock 
and good management ANY good feed will raise nice birds. On the other hand, wormy, sick birds handled 
sloppily won't do well on ANY feed. What do you say, you and I ought to concoct a feed mixture that's 
"toasted". The toasting process should remove all the harmful ingredients so often found in other form
ulas. 

Before long it will be starter time for most of you. If you haven't the facilities or the right stuff, 
buy one ready mixed. Most companies put out excellent starters. On the other hand there is no law that 
says you can't mix your own starter if you want to and will PROMISE to put everything in. This one 
will serve very well. It's about the same as many others only it doesn't contain cayenne pepper. That's 
usually put in for the owner. Here it is .... corn 20, wheat bran 10, flour mids 15, ground oats or barley 
10, alfalfa leaf meal 15, meat scraps 20, soy bean oil meal 10, dried milk 5, salt 1, oyster shell 1, and 
cod liver oil 2. 

Here's a letter from a man who wants to know whether these electric fences will hold turkeys. They are 
fine to provide temporary fencing for cattle .and hogs, but I can't say I ever heard of them being used for 
turkeys. Any of you who may have tried it might drop me a I ine. I have my doubts though. Turkeys would 
be too smart to get shocked. 

A man just came into the office and asked whether buttermilk would prevent blackhead or coccidiosis and 
other infections of the digestive tract of turkeys. OF COURSE NOT. Milk in ANY form is an excellent 
feed. As a matter of fact it's nearly a complete feed. Go ahead and feed all the milk you can get hold 
of but don't think for a minute it will take the place of cleanliness. My chief objection to liquid milk 
is its fly attracting tendency. Some of our growers have gotten the notion the birds can stand a lot of 
filth just so long as they get a dose of buttermilk every Saturday night. Feed milk if you wish but don't 
neglect your sanitation, moving, and clean ground. NOTHING will ever rule that out. You'll never see 
the day when you can put stuff in the drinking water or in the mash and prevent contagious diseases of 
turkeys. Recent work indicates the continuous feeding of drugs in the starter mash will NOT prevent 
worm infestation. 

I am rapidly coming to the end of the page and I ike the bass drummer wi II have to beat it. The first day 
of spring is just around the corner .... ! hope. Don't let this soft weather fool you either, so wear your 
heavy underwear a while longer. I'll be glad when it's time to make a few field trips and before long 
I'll be driving into your front yard for a visit. You'll know it's me by my "hoo .... hooo". 

Tune in on WLB .... 760 on your dial 
at 12:30 noon Mon., Wed., and Fri. 

Your friend, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 

Try WCCO .... 810 on your dial 
at 6: 15 A.M. Tues. and Thurs. 



DEAR FRIEND: 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

Apr i I 27, 1939 

I wish you lived right next door to me so we could talk things over instead of resort· 
ing to this long distance letter writing. I manage to see a good many of you during the summer and it's 
always fun to sit with you on the grass in the turkey pasture, chew a few blades of grass and try to iron 
out some of your more pressing problems. You are now starting a new year with high hopes of success. 
You will come through all right if you do your stuff. The secret of successful turkey growing is NOW 
AND ALWAYS WILL BE nothing more or less than GOOD MANAGEMENT. Most turkey growers would drive 
a long way for a new and super-colossal feed mixture. How they love to argue about feeds when, as a mat
ter of fact, feeding isn't more than 25 per cent of the battle. Every feed salesman says his feed is the 
best. I rather doubt that. Most companies make good feeds. On the other hand YOU can shovel a darn 
good one yourself if you want to. Don't misunderstand me, feeding IS important but don't think for ONE 
SINGLE MINUTE that feed brought the turkey back to its place in the sun. Good management did THAT. 

The new year is starting. Let's renew our faith all over again. We want a clean brooder house. This 
house is moved FAR away from the farm buildings or you may use a sun porch if you don't want the birds 
so far from the house. You see, we want either CLEAN ground for the birds or else a sun porch to keep 
them OFF the ground altogether. Don't overcrowd the brooder house. Beginners and old timers both are 
guilty of this. 165 poults are plenty for a 10x12 house and 225 is lots for a 12x14. Sure, you can jam 
in a few more, but .... well, it's your funeral. What about a wire floor INSIDE the brooder house? I 
don't care for them myself. You and I are naturally a bit lazy and we won't take up the wire floor sec
tions to clean out underneath. With the coming of the first warm days, the droppings underneath will 
smell to high heaven. Anyway, I am still plugging for the world's cheapest litter, namely, coarse sand 
or fine gravel an inch deep all over the floor. It is fireproof, no dust, and of course should be changed 
once a week. Have plenty of hoppers on the floor and the poults won't eat too much sand. 

Some folks ask how long pout ts can be kept on wire. AI I summer, if the wire porch is large enough. It 
very likely isn't. Seriously, I expect six or eight weeks is about as long as most porches will hold the 
birds without overcrowding. From there they go to the growing field. NOW REMEMBER .... if you do not 
use a porch, you must move the brooder house quite a distance from the farm buildings, say out on an alfal
fa field that wasn't used for turkeys last year. Don't use a field that has been top dressed with chicken 
manure. Let's divorce the turkeys from the chickens altogether. All the diseases turkeys have, they got 
from chickens. In the East and Midwest where blackhead is deeply seated on the farms, the only control 
you have is clean ground and rotation. I am sick of repeating it but there is no cure for blackhead THIS 
YEAR either. And you don't need to vaccinate your poults for anything except Pox. And don't even do 
that if you have had none of it on the farm up to now. Pox vaccination is very effective, but don't start 
this rigamarole until you have to. 

When the birds are out of the brooder house and on the so-called growing fields, you will start on the 
regular growing ration. The one I have recommended in the past will do nicely this year. That is: one· 
fifth each of corn, oats, bran, middlings, and meat scrap. One per cent salt of course. You do not re
quire cod liver oil when the birds are outside on green feed and in the sunshine. Folks keep writing ask
ing what they should put in the drinking water to prevent disease. NOTHING, NOTHING, NOTHING ..•• 
just good clean water. The clean buildings and clean growing fields will take care of the disease end. 
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If that doesn't do it, there isn't any pill or powder that will. 

Yes, my friend, there will be more turkeys this year. Nothing to fret about though, but you will need 
to watch your costs. Use all the farm grains you can raise or buy in the neighborhood. Supplement this 
with a good protein balancer and you are all set. I have been interested in watching some growers using 
the cafeteria style of feeding. When the birds get out of the brooder bouse and are moved to the range no 
more mash is fed. The long hoppers are divided into three sections. In the center section for example 
is a protein supplement, either commercial or home mixed. In one end section is oats and in the other 
corn. Maybe we will crack it when the birds first go out. Later, it may be whole. Or the corn sec· 
tion may be two·thirds corn and one-third wheat. No mash is fed at all. This appears to be an easy 
way to feed. Have plenty of good sharp grit available all the time and lots of water. I firmly believe 
you will pull through this year if you take advantage of the cheap feeds so far available. 

In the paragraph before this I mentioned bran and middlings in that mash formula commonly called the 
five point mixture. If bran and mids are too high out your way substitute wheat for both the bran and 
mids. On the basis of 100 pounds, the mixture would read corn 20, wheat 40, oats 20, meat scraps 20, 
salt 1. This mash will do a good job for you. It hasn't failed yet and we have used it for umpty years. 
Remember last month I commented on an inquiry about using electrified fences to hold turkeys inside. 
By return mail I bad a letter from a California friend. He says, "One of our growers tried this. I do 
not know bow successful it was but I do know one thing, the turkeys that put their breasts up against 
these wires got a burn across the breast which we could not detect with the naked eye. However wberi 
dressed, the skin parted in this place. In other words, even though the turkeys were scalded, when 
the grower pulled the feathers off it just ruined the breast as the skin was split clear across wher~ 
ever the wire touched." From this experience, it would seem that electrified wire fencing for turkeys 
is NOT in order. · 

I suppose you have been reading in the papers about the college boys swallowing live goldfish. One guy 
'et 47 at one sitting. Then, not to be outdone, a nut down in Illinois gulped down three or four live 
mice. I've been expecting some turkey grower reading of this would give the industry a bit of publicity 
by swallowing a couple of live poults, feathers and all. There would be some sense to that because we 
need the advertising. The goldfish and mice don't. Better see what YOU can do for your country. 

Speaking about sunporches again .••. there is an outfit that makes the whole thing in metal. Steel frame 
and all that. It looks very good and will save you the work of making one if you are too busy. They 
cost a bit more but if time means anything it might help. For clean healthy chicks and poults, I think 
the sunporch the greatest invention of the last few years. Folks debate a lot as to the right size for 
the mesh on the sunporcb floor. I I ike 1" x 1" or 1" x 2". If you I ike i" better, go to it. I think 
you are making a mistake though. The 1" x 1" is small enough. The droppings stick on the smaller m~sb. 
Remember ••.. a bird will get caught in ANY size mesh now and then. You will have to watch them once 
in awhile. 

I understand that some of the very early hatches were not so good. That's some birth control, don't you 
think? The late April and May hatches are often much better and I do hope yours turn out all right. · The 
general outlook is for a bigger crop. How big no one can tell as yet. Storage situation is fair. Not 
moving out as fast as last year at this time. Price down a little. This may perk up movement and slide 
out a few more before the breeding hens start going to market or heaven or wherever it is they go. Would
n't do any harm to shove yours in ahead of the rush. That is, when you get all the eggs you require. 

I'll be waiting breathlessly until I hear how all your hatches came out. And while you are waiting, 
make up your mind to do the sweetest, cleanest turkey raising job you have EVER done before. NO, you 
cannot put stuff in the poults' starter to PREVENT worms. You can put it in but it won't stop the 
worms. There is NO prevention except clean ground. Experiments definitely show that medicated start
ers will not prevent internal parasites (worms, largely). 

Trout fishing opens a week from today, be seeing you maybe? 

Tune in on WLB .••. 760 on your dial 
at 12:30 noon Mon., Wed., and Fri. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings. 

Try WCCO •••• 810 on your dial 
at 6: 15 A.M. Tues. and Thurs. 



DEAR FRIEND: 

UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

In Minnesota, this is the month when poults really begin to pop. Of course we do have 
earlier and later ones too, but the bulk of our crop comes off this month. May is quite early enough 
for the rank and file because this month's birds if handled properly will hit the Thanksgiving market 
in full bloom. The weather so far has been favorable for May brooding, don't you think? I've got rid 
of my heavy underwear myself but still wear a topcoat. Had frost last week too. 

While we are on the subject of brooding I don't suppose it will do me any good to warn you against over· 
crowding the brooder house. You may get by, but it wi II greatly increase the risk of accidents. About 
165 poults is enough for a 10x12 house and not over 225 for a 12x14 house. A lot of you worry about your 
poults eating the sand litter. Heavens, they will eat ANY litter at times. Be sure you have LOTS of 
feed hoppers. Get the birds eating as soon as possible. Sprinkle some hard boiled eggs (crumbled) over 
the top of the mash. The bright yellow particles will attract and encourage them to take a chance on 
the feed. In a week or so put out a small hopper of finely cracked scratch grain or just plain cracked 
corn. They won't eat much of the coarse food .... not TOO much at any rate. What little sand they pick 
up will serve as grit. Finely cracked scratch grains can be put out most any time. The poults won't 
take too much, but they like to snoop around and pick a bit here and there. Poults will handle whole 
oats in six or eight weeks. Have plenty of good HARD grit handy. 

Pretty soon we will be seeing poults suffering from what is commonly referred to as "slipped tendons". 
It is believed that the addition of manganese sulphate to the starter will prevent most of this trouble. 
Some say four ounces to the ton of starter while others suggest as much as eight ounces. Four is probably 
enough and eight will do no harm as far as I can learn. Bran and middlings contain generous amounts of 
manganese and it may be that if you use plenty of these ingredients, the manganese wi II be unnecessary, 
Don't get the idea that· manganese is a shot-gun prescription for all the aches and pains of poults. It 
is not. It is suggested for the prevention of slipped tendons ONLY. 

GRIT .... what a lot of hocus pocus there is to this grit business. There is no mystery about the use of 
grit. Turkeys and chickens have no teeth and therefore require grit. The grit goes into that big, power· 
ful organ we call the gizzard and here it mixes with the feed and as the gizzard contracts, the grit grinds 
up the coarser particles of feed. If turkeys were fed only very fine mashes and ate nothing else, the 
chances are they wouldn't need any grit at all. Just like you and I. Bye and bye, if we keep eating soft 
food, we won't have any use for teeth except to hold a cigar or cigarette. Well anyway the grit grinds 
up the feed and prepares it for digestion. SOFT grit has very little value. Good hard pebbles from a 
nearby gravel pit or creek bottom does a good job and wi II save you money. Ordinarily we do not feed 
grit for its ntineral content but rather for its grinding properties. Many growers ask me whether they 
must supply expensive mineral supplements to their rations. The answer is NO. 

I can't get by at a meeting without being asked about charcoal. Is it helpful in a mash etc? So far as 
I can find out charcoal is not necessary. We humans take charcoal for gas on the stomach and to prevent 
belching but what do we care if the poults burp a bit out in the feed lot. We are not interested in their 
table manners. Leave out the charcoal. The expense isn't great to be sure but every little bit helps. 

Many of you have written to inquire whether you could concoct a home made concentrate of your own. Sure 
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you can. There is no law against it as yet. The following one will contain about 32 per cent of protein. 
Here it is .... Wheat bran 150, flour mids 150, meat scraps 300, soy bean oil meal 150, alfalfa leaf meal 
100, dried milk 80, salt 20, steam bone meal 30, ground oyster shells 20. These amounts wi II add up to 
1000 pounds. Of course there are scads of other and often more complicated mixtures. I heard of one the 
other day that contained ground spinach and orange peel. These last two ingredients I can't vouch for. 
I am from Missouri. Remember too that drugs added to any feed mixture are just water over the dam. 
This applies to such condiments as cayenne pepper too. Speaking about "over the dam". How do you I ike 
the song they are spouting over the radio a dozen times every night about the three itsy bitsy Iittles 
fishies that THWAM and THWAM out over the dam. STOP .... or I'll be talking baby talk myself. 

About now you may be starting to cut your lawn and get the notion to feed the lawn clippings to your 
little turkeys. Don't do it. The stuff often balls up in the crop and the gizzard and may cause death. 
Even when you feed lettuce leaves or other juicy greens .... take it easy. The little fellows make pigs 
of themselves and often gobble up too much for their own good. Those of you who grow turkeys as a farm 
sideline and have spare liquid milk from the dairy herd often write about feeding this milk to your 
birds. Milk in any form is hard to beat. However it wi II increase your daily brooder house duties 
because it requires extra work to keep the milk dishes clean. Milk may be fed either sweet or sour. 
Don't poults love. the curd in the bottom of the upside-down fruit jar waterers? It is kind of messy 
though because the birds are crazy for milk and get themselves plastered up to the ears. If you have 
milk in the starter you are using it is probably unnecessary to feed the liquid milk although it will 
do no harm except make more work for you. If you don't mind the work, go to it. 

Keep your brooder house floor CLEAR and FREE of bags, pails and other junk. Poults frequently smother 
behjnd a bag of feed standing in the corner of the house. They may and often do climb right into an 
empty pail or into the open end of an empty feed sack lying on the floor. Innumerable accidents occur 
from this cause alone. I have picked up as many as 25 birds smothered behind a feed sack. The floor is 
not a storeroom .... keep it free. 

Let the poults out in the sunshine as soon as the weather is warm enough. You can't beat sunshine. 
It's the WORLD'S BEST TURKEY TONIC and doesn't cost a dime. It puts the old pep in the birds as 
nothing else will. I do hope you have got yourself a sun porch this spring. If you have, let the birds 
out on it today. If you do not have a porch, let them out anyway, but be sure the brooder house is stand· 
ing on CLEAN ground and NOT in the farmyard. If it is out on a nice green alfalfa field that will be 
dandy. 

A concern making metal hoppers for turkeys sent me a couple of samples. They came "knockdown" and 
I've got the job of putting it together. I am stumped and I have had everybody including the hired girl 
helping me. I wish they would furnish better instructions for assembling these gadgets. They take 
too much for granted. Or, it may be I am dumb. I am calling in the janitor now. Bet he can do it, 

I must stop now and take that "pause that refreshes". You know .... a nice cool bottle of Coco Cola or 
something. By the way, are you saving up to go to the World's Poultry Congress in Cleveland in late 
July? I am, but ten cents or so a week doesn't pile up very fast and I need a couple of new tires for 
my jallopy. I hope you had a happy Mother's Day and that Father's Day next month wi II add a couple of · 
new ties to his collection. Say, will you do something for me? If you know {for sure) how to tell a 
goose from a gander or a male swan from a female, won't you tell me the secret. I am just dying to 
know. 

Tune in on WLB .... 760 on your dial 
at 12: 30 noon Mon. , Wed. , and Fri. 

Your noisy correspondent, 

W. A. Billings. 

Try WCCO .... 810 on your dial 
at 6: 15 A. M. Tues. and Thurs. 



Dear Friend: 

June 17, 1939 

:. UNiVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

In a current chicken magazine the following quotation from an oldtime poultry book is given. 
Here it is .... "If your poultry have sore eyes, you take a leaf or two of ground ivy and CHAWING it well 
in your mouth, suck out the juice and SPIT it into the sore eye and it wi 11 most assuredly heal it as hath 
often been tried." I wonder if a good big squirt of tobacco juice wouldn't do as well. You may smile 
at this but it is NO WORSE than some of our present day cure-ails. Nowadays, whenever chickens or tur· 
keys have anything the matter with them we blithely PUT STUFF IN THE DRINKING WATER. I suppose 
you get sick and tired of my harping on sanitation all the time but boys and girls, it's the only way out. 

Saw two cases of blackhead last week in birds only three to five weeks old. They were losing plenty 
even at that age. The birds had those nice little greyish or greenish spots on the liver and the caecum 
or what we vulgarly call the "blind gut" looked like an overgrown sausage .•.• some were as thick as your 
thumb and f i lied with a hard yellow cheesey plug. Birds showing this picture DO NOT have coccidiosis. 
It's BLACKHEAD all the way and no medicine wi II do them one smi tch of good. Some growers have a 
notion blackhead affects older birds only. Mostly it does, but I.have seen it in birds as young as ten 
days. No medicine will help this situation. The thing to do is to wring the necks of those humped up 
and groggy. Now move the brooder house (or the yard if they are out of the brooder house) onto a new 
clean place and CHANGE it every three or four days .... just hunch it along. Use a cheap Ii tter on the 
brooder house floor and change this EVERY day. This moving-out.-of·troubl.e program wi II stop the losses 
FOR SURE. I've seen it happen hundreds of times. If you don't do it and start filling them up with 
ANY of the so-called blackhead remedies, you are a gone goose. 

There appears to be lots of pullorum disease (B.W.D., white diarrhea) in turkeys this spring. I don't 
like to admit it, but it's getting worse as the seasons go. I'm afraid it won't be long before ALL 
breeding stock will have to be tested to remove any adult birds harboring this infection. Of course you 
know this trouble is largely transmitted by the breeding hens who lay the eggs that carry the germs that 
infect the little poults and cause them to die like flies soon after they are hatched. Putting medicine 
in the drinking water WILL NOT stop an outbreak of pullorum disease. Meet the present outbreak as best 
you can and save as many as possible by general clean-up methods. But try not to let it happen next year. 
You have to go back to the breeding flock and remove the hens .that carry the disease in their ovaries. 
Someone is always asking, "Is this test you are talking about 100 per cent accurate?" No, it is not. 
There isn't anything 100 per cent sure except death and taxes. However, that need not discourage you be· 
cause when done properly by people who know what they are doing, the test is decidedly worthwhile. I 
agree with you that it is a nuisance to have to test the breeding stock. The chicken people have found 
that out but they are gradually falling in line. With the turkey business becoming commercialized it 
looks like the turkey grower wi II have to do likewise. He may have to do it in self defense if he 
sells eggs or pool ts because buyers are clamoring for pool ts or eggs from tested flocks. My friend, I 
don't like it any more than you do, but that's the situ11tion. · 

Perhaps you have been hearing of another so-called NEW disease called "aertrycke". It is more properly 
styled paratyphoid. This trouble (we've had lots of this one too) affects birds of very early age and 
closely resembles pullorum. It also is transmitted to the baby turkeys through eggs laid by recovered 
hen mothers. So far as my information goes there is no cure for this disease either. Paratyphoid be· 
longs to the same group of infections as pullorum disease and testing for pullorum will often remove 
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some of the hen carriers of paratyphoid but to do a good job of controlling both pullorum and para· 
typhoid, one should apply both tests. Turkey raising is getting pretty complicated, isn't it? It will 
become more so as time goes on. When we started out to resurrect the floundering turkey industry all 
we had to worry about was blackhead. Now look at it. Some of my friends tell me they are vaccina
ting their poults against paratyphoid. Goodness gracious, will wonders ever cease? I knew a fellow 
whose hair was falling out in gobs and he got vaccinated for that too. He is as bald as a bi II iard ball 
today. A popular newspaper commentator said the other day that in his opinion the beauty preparation 
business would always be good because the girls fall for anything to make themselves more "fetching". 
You know boys, that "come hither" stuff. Well, in my humble opinion the turkey patent medicine busi
ness is just as good. As a matter of fact, I think it's a shade better. 

Can one feed milk in a galvanized trough or drinking fountain? I hate to bring this up again, but they 
ask it every day. It's about as common as what causes crooked breasts. Truthfully, I have NEVER 
known of birds that ACTUALLY died because they drank milk from galvanized containers. I even asked 
the man who does the promotion for the zinc manufacturers and he couldn; t tell me. No one denies that 
when milk is put into a brand new galvanized trough or fountain and sours there, the metal does tarnish 
and no doubt some chemical change does take place. But does that hurt the birds? I've investigated as 
best I can and no one can give me a satisfactory answer. They ALL say, someone TOLD them it was bad 
practice. Personallyi(until I know better), I think it is a bedtime story. Here's why I think so. My 
wife boils potatoes in an aluminum pot and this turns the inside of it black. However, I eat the potats 
but I am still around. Then when she wants to clean up the inside of the pot (the easy way), she boils 
rhubarb in it and lo and behold the pot is as bright as a new dime. AGAIN, dear friend, I eat the rhu
barb (that I do, that I do) and nothing happens to me. So far as I know, the eensy teensy bit of zinc 
the birds may get from the milk won't hurt them, but if you still doubt, I'll tell you what you'd 
better do. Fill the new trough with sweet milk. Let it sour. The inside of the trough will doubt
less turn black so throw away this milk and then go ahead and use the trough and be happy and contented 
forever after. How's that for playing safe? I don't see how you ever got married though, if you are 
so afraid to take a chance. 

THE GRIN AND BEAR IT DEPARTMENT .... as a result of last month's aski t basket about how to tell a 
goose from a gander, a friend writes in to say this is how you do it. First you hold the bird firmly 
with both hands about waist high and ON AN EVEN KEEL. Make believe you are going to suddenly drop 
(him or her) the. bird. Hanging on to "it", let the bird fall a foot or two. If the tail turns upward, 
it's a goose. If the tail turns downward, it's a gander. He says he discovered this method in the old 
country 50 years ago, so it niust be O.K. Try it out and tell me how it works, won't you? 

Some of you who may be using sun porches for the first time may wonder just how long it's safe to keep 
the birds on the porch. As a matter of fact you may keep them there all summer if the porch is large 
enough. But of course, it is not. When the porch appears crowded or some of the birds start picking at 
the other fellow's tail feathers, often causing a bleeding stump, it's time to move before they all start 
it. Do it NOW. Then again another sign of moving out time is when you notice small feathers on the 
brooder house and porch floor. On the ordinary sized porch, say lO"xlO" or 10"xl2", six weeks is about 
long enough. 

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT .... shade for the birds when they are on range. Lots of simple box-trough feed 
hoppers. A ten footer, feeding from both sides for each 100 birds. Rig up a suitable water supply and 
NEVER allow the well to run dry. Move the roosts frequently so birds won't sit in or get the habit of 
eating droppings. After eight weeks put out several hoppers of WHOLE oats. If birds persist in eating 
droppings spread a wire screen over the lower part of roots. This screen must be big enough to let the 
droppings through of course. Lots of hail storms and big blows this year. See your local insurance man 
for insurance covering this item. It's not very expensive. If hawks bother the birds, put out a trap 
on a pole and get 'em. Dogs are worse than hawks. What's become of the "mycosis" outbreaks this year? 
That's a disease caused by a mold or fungus. It was quite fashionable last season. We seldom see it 
in these parts. Did you have any Royalty down your way. They have been coming at us from all sides 
here. We liked them all and hope they liked us. They missed the big show though .... one of our flocks 
of turkeys. 

Well, so long, 

W. A. Bi 11 ings 
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August 15th 1939. 
DEAR FRIEND; 

Did you take in the World's Poultry Congress? If you did not you'd better plan to 
go next time. I hear it will return to the United States about the year 2000 A.D. I might report the 
turkey folks held their own and were not a bit overshadowed by the chicken crowd. After leaving Cleveland 
I took a little side trip and saw the biggest surgical operation ever performed ..•..... Lansing, Michigan. 

The very first letter I opened when I got back to the office was from a fellow who is having trouble with 
"blue backs" in his turkeys~ Blue backs are most often seen in flocks that reach maturity in mid-summer. 
They are caused by some injury to the base of the feather stalk and the sack which contains the blue-black 
pigment breaks and this oozes into the surrounding skin leaving a discolored patch. It sometimes involves 
the entire back even as far as the tail stump. The early hatched birds (say, February and March) are 
reaching maturity about now with some of the hens laying eggs. The toms become sexually mature and much 
mating is taking place. You now have nearly the same result as in the ordinary breeding flock in the 
spring. The only difference is you usually put saddles on the hens during the regular breeding season. 
Excessive tail picking will often cause the same discoloration in the rump region. If the early flock 
owner is to avoid this blue-black business, it might be a good idea to separate the males from the females 
when they are about half grown or at least before they are mature enough to start mating. If not, one is 
apt to have the same kind of bedraggled, shop-worn hens we see in the spring. Tail picking may be largely 
prevented by the generous use of whole oats fed free choice in convenient hoppers. There isn't a thing you 
can do after the trouble becomes general. These skin stains are just about the same as tatoo marks and so 
far as I know there is no way to remove them. It would take a long time for them to become absorbed. 
This condition of course will always make a number two out of an otherwise fine bird. Sun burning will 
also mark the back if the feathers are worn thin. Shade will help to reduce this. Should you own a flock 
of birds that are almost ready for market, it wouldn't be amiss to divide the sexes at once. Flocks that 
reach maturity in the fall are not usually bothered this way. 

There is a general air of pessimism about the price of turkeys this fall. One hears it everywhere. I 
am not so downhearted myself and st i 11 think the careful feeder wi II come through with a profit. Per· 
haps not as much as last year, but with cheap feed, there is no need for all this premarketing wailing. 
In Minnesota a ton of feed can be mixed for under twenty-five dollars. It will take pretty cheap turk
eys to get us down. Besides, the size of the crop may be over-estimated. The early season guessers have 
been known to make mistakes. Here's a statement I read in last night's paper. "turkeys will be cheap 
this fall according to so-and-so in such-and-such county. There is 79 per cent over-production despite 
the fact that turkey raisers have tried to sell the housewife and consumer that turkey meat is pretty lush 
stuff for other than Thanksgiving meals". Take this with a large pinch of salt. Just what is OVER
PRODUCTION anyway. You keep right on sawing wood and cut your costs wherever possible. Local farm 
grains are cheap and if you utilize them, I am betting you will come through. Turkeys have been the sub· 
jects of tremendous outside promotion, so much so that some growers are beginning to say we should "have 
a law" about this and that. Maybe they are thinking of a national turkey production control plan. Good· 
ness, I hope not. It may be that a lower price this fall will bring about the same result. It may leave 
a dark brown taste in some mouths. For myself, I feel that the future of the turkey grower depends entire· 
lyon economy of production because those old palmy days are gone. With the prevailing methods of 
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sanitation turkeys can be raised without excessive loss. The public has served notice it will eat lots 
of turkey if they can buy it reasonably priced. If we are to encourage these folks to eat turkey in large 
quantities the year around they must be able to buy it at favorable prices. 

Whether you are feeding "free choice" corn and oats together with your protein balancer or are using the 
regular mixed mash method, you will likely notice that your birds don't go for the corn very heavily. 
They gobble down the oats in large quantities, but sidestep the corn. Don't worry about this. As fall 
approaches (we had heat on in our house last week) the birds will consume corn in increasing amounts. 
Migosh, it doesn't seem possible that we will be having a flurry of snow right soon now. Anyway, there 
are.only 110 shopping days until Christmas. 

Talking of putting turkeys in the public eye, did you know that the only lady lighthouse keeper in the 
United States watches the light at Turkey Point, Maryland? More on general use of turkeys ••...... it 
is true that hotels and restaurants are serving turkey in the off-season, but will you tell me why they 
think they have to charge more than the scale of other meals. They buy turkey reasonably, but they 
always stick on an extra 15 to 50 cents on the turkey dinner. Serve it at the same price as chicken 
and more will be eaten. Turkey isn't a luxury any more. The wholesale price isn't high either. If 
we are to raise turkeys in increasing numbers, let's get them out of the silk stocking class. I'd like 
to see the so-called "working man" eat 'em as often as he eats chicken. 

Those of you who don't move your birds as often as you should wi II note a great accumulation of manure 
(or is it droppings?) under the roosts. It's much easier to move these roosts and safer too for that 
matter, but if you WON'T move them, how about covering the droppings with poultry netting or something 
of that sort. Just to keep the birds from playing tag in it. Such diseases as coccidiosis, trichomoniasis 
(that's another pest something like coccidiosis) are transmitted largely through the droppings. This will 
be an added precaution to prevent it. It's a lot easier than curing, I'll guarantee. 

Some of the early hatched flocks are being sold even now and the price isn't anything to go into hysterics 
over. Th"re was a time when these early fall birds demanded a juicy premium. We dido' t know what a 
July bird was at that time. I sometimes wonder if these birds going on the market now don' t keep some 
from coming out of storage. The other side of the argument is that if they go now they won't be in 
competition next fall. The very early ones cost more money. It strikes me that what we need is a 
development which wi II produce a bird, that is very meaty, and one that wi II make faster gains on less 
feed. At least much faster gains on the same feed. 

You'll get a kick out of this. At the World's Poultry Congress, I was conducting a meeting where every 
one was free to ask questions to try to stick the speaker. Someone started an argument about coccidiosis. 
We discussed it for awhile and then a fellow in the very front row leaned forward and handed me a slip of 
paper with directions which if followed would not only prevent coccidiosis, but worms, range paralysis 
and prolapse. The.se last two are chicken diseases ... turkeys don't have them as yet. Here's what he said 
to do, I quote, "feed ALL the time first 3 days. From 3 days to 7 weeks, no feed for 4 hours from ten 
until two o'clock in afternoon. Start grain 1st week. Give grit, dandelions and charcoal". He guaran
teed it would do the trick. Everybody grabbed for a penci I and paper and scribbled it down for dear I if e. 
The gentleman was perfectly serious and sincere but somehow I am from Missouri. I am filing it among 
my souvenirs. 

Molds are considered poisonous to all poultry including turkeys. To be honest with you, I can't put my 
finger on instances where beyond any doubt they actually killed birds. At any rate I wouldn't delib
erately flirt with trouble by feeding moldy grain. If it looks green in spots or smells moldy, avoid 
it. Sometimes your smeller wi II tell you more than your eyes. Take a handful of the suspected grain hold 
it in your closed fist until it warms up. A sweaty hand works swell. Open your fist and smell. Then 
throw away the grain and smell your bare hand. You can often detect the odor that way. Also, molds have 
a habit of accumulating near or under feeders. When you move the feeder you often find molds underneath. 
To avoid this you may set your feeders on a couple of two by four blocks to allow air to circulate. This 
will do the trick. Jam leaving on vacation the 19th so do a good job and may all your turkeys live and 
grow and don't get panicky and sell a single bird before it is matured. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. A. Bi II ings. 



UNIVERSITY Ofl MINNESOTA 
; 

UNIVERSIT.Y FARM 

ST. PAUL, MiNf':!~SOTA 

DEAR FRIEND; September 27th 1939 

Vacation's over. Hope everything has been fine with you and your turkeys. I suppose you are all hopped 
up about the war across the pond and have been wondering what all this hullabaloo will do to the turkey 
market this fall. Well, if everybody gets panicky and rushes out to their butcher and begs for a turkey 
I ike the housewives did with the sugar, no doubt the price would hit the cei I ing. But don't worry, they 
won't. Prices of other stuff are advancing (for what reason I don't know) so it's anybody's guess as to 
what this will do to the turkey market. I understand holders of storage turkeys are resting a bit easier. 
They didn't feel so happy awhile back. Since they don't feed much turkey to soldiers, it's hard to think 
up reasons why the war should bolster turkey prices. Perhaps the rise in other commodities will pull 
turkeys up by the bootstraps, I dunno. I'll tell you better about December first. 

The thing for you to do right now is to forget the war and keep right on finishing your birds. The rise 
in feed and grain prices has made some growers uneasy and many are itching to sell their birds. Under 
no circumstances should you market birds before they are FULLY matured. There is no excuse for this in 
Minnesota for we have had bumper crops of most small grains and have the biggest corn crop in our history. 
There has been a rise in the price of small grains but they are still cheap. Protein supplements such as 
meat scraps and tankage took a running jump upward and I suppose the commercial concentrates did too. We 
have always liked meat scraps as an excellent and reasonably priced form of protein to balance our locally 
grown farm grains, but when the price gets too high for our pocketbooks we may have to part company. Some 
growers ask whether they should stock up on grain to finish this season and even for next year. Gosh, I 
don't know. If everybody starts getting mad at one another and we have another knock-down-and-drag-out 
like we did some twenty years ago, there's no telling what feed prices will do. Let's all do a dint of 
good old fashioned homespun praying and I am optimist enough to believe everything is gonna be all right. 
If you produce your own farm grains, you have small cause for stewing. 

How do you I ike the new Thanksgiving Day? I had to laugh when I heard the howl that went up. One 
would think this was the first time the date had been changed. You can start an argument anywhere about 
November 23rd versus November 30th. In Minnesota, we are going to be different and have ours on the 
30th. I guess I'll eat a turkey on the 23rd too. Some turkey growers complained, but I think the trouble 
is largely mental. If the business people think the longer interval between the two holidays will help 
business, I am for it. I notice the 1940 date is already set for November 21st. That's to give the 
calender makers more leeway. The earlier I get my turkey the better. I'm drooling right now. Serious
ly, the week step-up won't bother most growers and besides that I believe more turkey will be eaten 
during the four week interval. 

You all know what a "baggy" crop is, don't you? These birds with prominent sagging fronts. Some are 
just sort of droopy. The crop becomes filled with an accumulation of dry feed and grasses. Even very 
small poults may be affected. Not many, just one or two in a brooder house. As the birds grow older, 
the baggy crop gets bigger and bigger and may even drag on the ground. I've seen some with crops as big 
as a derby hat. Most flocks w iII show a few of these and my advice has a I ways been to destroy them 
when small or eat the bird if it is big enough. Of course, it's possible to operate and spoon or fork 
out the crop but it usually fills up again. It seems to me this is a lot of unnecessary monkey business. 
I see now that someone has come out with a sort of brassiere to give the poor bird proper support or 
should I say "uplift". I have no pattern for these but maybe you can find an old one around the house 
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that wi II serve the purpose. Gosh, I expect the well dressed turkey wi II soon be wearing corsets. 

With the warmest weather of the year with us, it may seem silly to talk about fall, but my friend, it 
won't be long now. Nearly every fall perhaps during late October or early November a few growers lose 
varying numbers of birds during unexpected sleet storms. If your birds are on uncovered field roosts, I 
believe I would stick up some sort of shelter for them. It need not be elaborate or expensive. Just some
thing you and the hired man can chase the birds under should the need arise. Nine times out of ten they 
are safe sitting under the sky but it takes only a few minutes to wreck a flock which may be almost ready 
for market. In this Northwest at least this is a risk we have to run each year. Of course, if you have 
insurance to cover this loss, you can take a chance. I don't want to appear a crepe hanger but I' II bet 
you a dollar to a donut somebody has sleet losses before Thanksgiving. I hope it "ain't" you. 

Among other things the World's Poultry Congress did at Cleveland was to give birth to a national turkey 
grower's association. It is called The National Turkey Federation. The idea is that each state that does 
not already have a state association will get busy and form one. These state groups will then band them· 
selves together into one big happy family, namely, the "National". Each state will elect a director to 
represent it at the annual meetings of the National Federation. I believe the first national meetings are 
contemplated to be held at the same time and place of the International Baby Chick Association. This 
however, is not definite. The big idea back of it all is to spread the gospel of more widespread eating of 
turkeys all the year 'round, and to aid and abet the turkey business in general. As yet, Minnesota has no 
state association. It is planned to give our growers a chance to say whether they want one or not. This 
wi II be done during Farm and Home Week here at University Farm the week of January 15th. All Minnesota 
growers should plan to take in Turkey Day and participate in the discussion. I presume other states that 
have no associations will be likewise advised. 

I get a lot of mail every day and I enjoy it. Don't think for one single minute that your letters bore 
me. Lots of times I am sad and discouraged because I can't help you, but you are welcome to whatever 
assistance I can give. Many letters come from folks who are losing birds and they want to know what 
the trouble is and how to check it. I often wish I could give you something to squirt around or put in 
the feed or drinking water but in most cases this wouldn't do you much good. To help you at all, I must 
have something tangible to go on. If you lose turkeys you may consult your local veterinarian or send or 
take a couple of birds to your agricultural college. This is probably the best bet. On the other hand, if 
you wish, you may open a few of the sick or rather dead ones and tell me what they look I ike on the in· 
side. When you write tell me what they acted like before they died and then describe in as much detail 
as possible what you have observed on the inside. Then, MAYBE, I'll be able to help you. Don't say 
merely the birds are sick and you have lost so and so because that doesn't give me a chance to make even 
a decent guess. Besides that my crystal ball is out of order. I must have information. 

Just finished reading an excellent pamphlet on feeding the various farm grains to turkeys. The authors 
found that turkeys grew about as well when fed either corn, oats, barley or wheat in their growing ration. 
Wheat was equal to corn as a weight booster. Wheat, oats and barley were almost equal in feeding value 
as compared to corn. The greatest difference was in the case of oats and barley but they were not so far 
behind. The carcasses of birds fed largely on wheat, oats or barley graded as high as those fed princip· 
ally on corn. Some of the graders liked ·them better than the corn fed. You who worry about whether you 
should feed corn or wheat or oats or barley might get a lot of good from reading this booklet. Drop a post 
card to the Poultry Dept., State College, Brookings, So. Dakota and ask for a copy of Bulletin No. 330. 
It is interesting reading. ' 

Every so often something supposedly NEW hits the head I ines. Many times we find upon investigation it's 
nothing more than a RESURRECTION. I am referring this time to the use of sulphur. There is nothing 
new about the addition of sulphur to the diet of poults to prevent coccidiosis (my girl Saturday just 
asked me if coccidiosis was a "sore throat". Do you wonder why I have dizzy spells)? We have no faith 
in this whatever. In our observation, it is a pure waste of time. Some growers ask whether it's a good 
thing to add sulphur to the growing ration. I don't know what they expect this to do or prevent but so 
far as I am concerned, it is just so much b I ah. If you know what I mean. These makeshift dodges to do 
away with the necessity of practicing sensible sanitation bore me to tears. Heavens, don't you recall 
how many years ago everybody used to load up on sulphur and molasses to purify their blood? This was 
usually an Eastertime rite. Sulphur was the good old standby and was gobbled down in large quantities 
as a sort of spring housecleaning. No, -dear friend, you CAN raise turkeys without sulphur. 

Sincerely yours, 
W. A. Billings 
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Dear Friend; 
Would you believe it ..... the man who delivers eggs to our bouse every Saturday told 

me be bad never tasted turkey in his life. I wonder whose fault that is. I suspect there are hundreds 
of thousands of city and country people in the very same boat. Unless a family is on relief this 
fall there is no good reason why it shouldn't have a turkey. The retail price is bound to be attrac
tive and the REGULAR turkey eaters will take care of their end. We've got to go after the families 
that never or rarely eat turkey. We can't MAKE them buy, but we surely can make them more turkey 
conscious. I know men who say they don't like turkey. That's nonsense. They like it, but they don't 
like the old time high price. They haven't been told that turkey is not a luxury anymore •.... That 
turkey is competing with ALL other meats ALL the year around. And brothers and sisters, they' 11 
NEVER know it unless you tell them. Heavens sake, look at that little old wrinkled prune. It's 
really going to town. This month's prune ads make my mouth water and I don't like prunes either. 
Just because you or the industry hasn't a lot of money for advertising doesn't mean you can't do any· 
thing ..••. you can do a lot. Give your local newspaper editor a workout. Maybe he'd be glad to run a 
few turkey stories right now. An illustrated yarn about your flock would be swell. Editors like 
GOOD pictures, not a few blurry snapshots. Your local photographer, the editor and you could cook 
up a grand pre-Thanksgiving spread. If this was done in ten thousand cities, big and little, it would 
help tremendously. Most of the national weeklies and monthlies are now cooperating fine. A popular 
women's magazine is carrying a quarter-page boxed article describing the new "streamlined" turkey. 
Most of them feature dressing recipes etc. Maybe we need somebody or some organization to prepare 
desirable publicity. This might well be a job for the National Turkey Federation. We've got to put 
more oomph into our turkey selling. Think it over and then DO SOMETHING. 

Here's a community that is doing something. This morning's mail brings a letter from the "Ag" 
teacher at Garden City, Minnesota. They are planning a "Turkey Extravaganza". It wi 11 be sort of 
a field day with turkeys holding the spotlight. In the evening I understand there will be a stage 
show featuring turkeys, pretty girls etc. If you are down that way on November 18th, come on over 
and see the girls anyway. I have been invited to come and bring my wife and the TWINS. You didn't 
suspect I had 'em did you? Anyway, this is good stuff. I am all for bigger and better turkey 
extravaganzas. 

Last month, you'll recall, I warned you to provide protection against fall sleet storms. Well, I'll 
be darned if the very next mail didn't bring a letter from a friend in California relating bow a 
grower out there had lost 4000 out of 9000 birds during September's well publicized West Coast beat 
wave. That's what I call tough luck. I remember a simi liar loss here in Minnesota a few years ago. 
All of which goes to show that turkeys need protection from excessive heat as well as sleet and ex· 
treme cold. In behalf of all of you, I extend sincerest sympathy. 

With meat scraps high priced and ambitious to go still higher, many growers are utilizing soy bean 
oil meal in part or altogether to replace the meat scrap portion of the ration. In this section soy 
bean oil meal costs about half as much as meat scraps. It nearly equals meat scraps in percentage 
of protein and is working out quite satisfactorily. 
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The common complaint this fall is our old friend "sinusitis". Some call it roup. Call it anything 
you wish, it's still a puffy swelling between tlie eye and the nostril. At first it's soft and watery 
inside, later the swelling hardens and the stuff inside thickens and cakes. Many growers are vaccinat· 
ing flocks and especially the birdsaffected. This is positively silly. At present there is no recom
mended vaccination either to prevent or cure this trouble. Vaccinating a bird with a big, hard, pus
filled, protruding swelling is much like putting a corn plaster on the outside of your shoe. Sinusitis 
may have a variety of contributing causes, bad weather, sudden changes, exposure etc. It is most often 
seen in late hatched birds. Treatment is time consuming. Open the swelling with a sharp pointed 
knife, squeeze out the material inside and pack the cavity with narrow gauze bandage or cotton soaked 
in IS% FRESHLY MADE solution of argyrol. Leave the pack in until it falls out, perhaps after several 
days. There is still another method of treatment using a hypodermic syringe, but space doesn't permit 

·.complete description. Write me if you want it. Putting stuff in the drinking water won't remove 
the swellings. 

Further investigation of that "blue back" trouble I mentioned a month or so ago convinces me that feed 
has.no bearing on the matter. It appears to be a combination of overcrowding in the brooder houses, 

,overcrowded porches, keeping the birds on the porches too long. The picking habit may start even in 
the brooder house and be carried on out into the summer range. The habit is hard to break. At any 
rate the base of the feather stalk containing the bluish black pigment or "ink" is broken. This per· 
mits the pigment to seep out into the surrounding skin. If the feather damage is extensive, the entire 
back may be stained and then we have the typical "blue back". I am told some flocks have run over 
SO% blue backs. This is a tremendous loss because it will practically ruin an otherwise good bird. 
Some of them look terrible. No housewife would buy one with her eyes open. It appears to be im· 
possible to remove this imbedded discoloration. MORAL ..... don't overcrowd turkeys at any time. 
I6S birds is plenty for a 10xl2 house and not over 22S for a 12x14 house. Sun porch should be at 
least the size of the brooder house and don't keep them here too long. When you see loose feathers 

·Wider the porch floor or on the brooder house floor, look out for trouble and get them out at once. 

About now is as good time as any to pick out your breeding hens. Don't wait until you have sold. 
your best birds and then keep what's left. For the average flock owner, selecting the .breeding hens 
shouldn't be difficult. Take a pair of scales and pick out the heaviest and best type hens ·in the 
flock. If you have an eye for standard feather markings you will combine both requirements. 
It's nice to have well marked birds, but if you raise birds for market only, don't sacrifice type 
for markings. It won't be long now before testing the breeding flock for pullorum disease becomes 
more or less compulsory. At least it wi II be if you sell hatching eggs. Hatcheries will demand 
it. If you are planning a test, now would be a good time before you make final selections. Other· 
wise if you wait until you have sold the rest of the flock your breeding flock may be smaller than 
you expected. If you plan to test, have an official one, if possible under the supervision of the 
state sanitary board or whatever setup'your particular state provides. A private test bas no 
official standing. 

It won't be long now until we will see how it works to have TWO Thanksgivings. I see by the 
paper that about half the states will celebrate on the 23rd and the other half on the 30th. Those· 
who eat turkey on the 23rd may have another on the 30th too. That should help to clean up some of 
the 3S million birds we are said to be raising this year. It won't be long now until you will be 
bobbing for apples in the old wash tub on Halloween. Be sure to tie down the ....... if you have an 
outside one, and don't forget to take in the garbage cans for boys will be boys, and I do mean boys. 

Cordially yours, 

W. A. Billings. 
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Dear Friend; 
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ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

November 12, 1939. 

The 1939 growing season will soon be a memory and for you, I hope, a pleasant one. To 
be sure, there will be some growers who will wake up with a dark brown taste in their mouths, but 
I guess that can't be helped. Your own profits won't be as juicy as last year, but you'll get by. 
Many who are already making plans for next year are wondering what will happen in 1940. That's too 
far ahead for me to guess, but I don't imagine there will be as wild a scramble for eggs and poults 
as last spring. I say that with reservations because many growers may take it for granted that it 
will be the "other fellow" who will curtail production and therefore go ahead himself with as many 
or even more than this year. It may take another year like this before religion begins to seep in. 
For yourself, my advice would be to sit tight. By that, I mean if you are a moderate sized flock 
owner, go ahead with your customary numbers. Watch your cost of production and do a good manage
ment job. In diplomatic circles, we'd call that a "middle of the road" policy. Not bad either. 

By the way, I hear old Uncle Sam has been doing a bit of sleuthing and finds some of these GROW or 
BUST feed advertisements not to his liking. You will probably notice that some of the extravagant 
claims will be drastically toned down in the future. After all, a good feed is only a good feed and 
should not be expected to make the lame walk, the blind see or give a shop-worn old tom his lost 
youth. One of these days some one wi II come out with some stuff to prevent B. 0. in billy goats. 

SATAN IS IN AGAIN ..... some of you who have birds ready for market and don't like the going price 
may be tempted to hold them in cold storage for a higher market. I would give this careful thought 
if I were you. If you can take a profit right now, I believe I'd grab it rather than to gamble on 
the future. Don't forget the old adage about a bird in the hand will gather no moss. 

Here in the wild and woolly Northwest where men are men and the women are glad of it, snow is be· 
ginning to fall. Should you have birds left over from Thanksgiving marketing it might be a smart 
bit of forethought to give them protection from wind and snow. Back the flock up against a patch of 
woods or perhaps set up a long row of corn shocks through the middle of your flock enclosure. Some 
growers yard their flocks in a field of standing corn stalks. This helps to tame the wind. Severe 
exposure often so lowers flock resistence as to lay the birds open to an attack of cholera, for ex· 
ample. Turkeys are tough, but don't tempt Providence too far. Squirting cholera vaccine will never 
take the place of solid, commonsense comfort. I'd spend a lot of time on this sort of prevention, 
but not a rusty dime on some questionable vaccine. 

DATE TO REMEMBER ..... the Northern States Turkey Show wi II be held at Alexandria, Minnesota on 
December 12th to 16th. Our old friend Mr. Chris Fiskness will be on hand to welcome you as usual. 
Believe it or not, last year after the banquet, a couple of fresh laid turkey eggs were found under 
Chris' chair. Wotta man. Anyway, this is always a good show in both the I ive and dressed divis
ions. Come on along. You'll have a good time and maybe learn something. 

Somehow or other I can't take seriously all this talk about the need for a "small" turkey. Why even 
the word TURKEY symbolizes a great BIG husky bird. If turkeys were as small as a capon we'd lose 
all the GLAMOUR and that makes-you-want-to-eat-turkey craving the very size of the bird creates. 
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As a nation we love to brag about our BIG cars, our BIG fish, our BIG liars and oh, everything we 
have anything to do with must be BIGGER than the other fellows. Then along comes somebody with 
this "small" turkey talk ..... I tell you, it doesn't make sense to me. Who ever saw their dinner 
guests unbutton their vests and let out their what-you-may-call-its in anticipation of pitching into 
a roastchicken laying pathetically on the .platter. Contrast this with the robust, almost rude, open 
faced can't-wait-to-get-going stance your guests assume when the cook wheels in a great BIG brown
ed to-the-queen's-taste turkey and planks it down in front of the host who stands there with his 
sleeves rolled up awaiting the signal from his house manager. Even in his last extremity, laying 
upside down on the table,· the big fellow st i 11 retains his dignity and commands respect. I think 
this propaganda for the development of a "little" turkey is just short of sacrilegeous, don't you? 

It is true there always will be a demand for a medium sized bird, that is, as compared to the big 
strapping tom. However, we should remember that fully half the annual crop of turkeys is hens and 
they are always much smaller than the toms. Even with a somewhat lower price for the toms, I . 
still want mine big. The household that thinks it must have a pint-size turkey might be better off 
with a duck or perhaps a brace of squirrels. This stuff about the small size of the present day 
kitchenette oven doesn't hold water because even these can handle·a good sized turkey when it is 
roasted in an uncovered pan. Funny though, at retail, the big number one tom costs exactly ·the 
same per pound as the number one hen, but you who raise the big ones frequently take a cut on. them. 
In this connection, hog men tell me that when there is a surplus of lard .type hogs, the market 
wants and will often pay more for the lean bacon type. Then, bye and bye, when the bacon type is 
a drug on the market, they want 'em fat .. People can-be so unreasonable. 

Snow and ice doesn't make a very good subs·t i tute for water. This .time of the year water will 
freeze in open troughs. Break up the ice frequently or bring out WET water at frequent intervals· 
..... warmed would be tops. You see, the air is cold, the feed dry and cold, therefore a fill-up 
of warm water will be relished by any turkey. There are tank heaters to be had, but if you feel 
unable to make the investment, contrive one of your own.·. Boy, how the birds love a steaming hot 
wet mash on a cold morning or better st i 11 in the late afternoon.. Then they go to roost with well 
filled and warm tummys or maybe l.should say.''eroppies;" Don't mix.up so much i~ wHl be left 
over and of course freeze. 

I hear meat scraps have taken a fall in price since the recent war scare .. Meat scraps· are pretty 
hard to beat as· a protein supplement; If vegetable proteins such ·as soy bean oi I' meal are subst i • 
tuted for meat scraps, one should add bone meal to replace that lost in the meat scraps. The· fact 
that many users of meat scraps turned· to the vegetable proteins may have had a bearing on ··the drop 
in price. Turkey folks are pretty smart ..... they don't have to be hit on the head with a mallet. 

If you. have been reading the turkey magazines lately you are no doubt ·aware there is a boom in the 
offing for the broad breasted Bronze turkey. As in all other booms there wi II be bitter with the 
sweet. The breeders of this new type of bird know this but are more:.or less helpless to prevent 
thoughtless or undue promotion. They have started something in developing a bird which has·caught 
the public fancy, therefore it will be difficult to put on the brakes. This seems to be one of the 
penalties for having a boom. I suppose there will be the fellow who buys one broad breasted tom 
and sells 5000 poults from thi·s one papa. It's a nice tdck if you can do it. l would advise a · 
bit of self control and try to make sure you are getting what·you pay for. 

The time has come for me to wish you and yours a real nice Thanksgiving. I think it's swell to 
have two of them this year. The post office people don't know which day to celebrate because. 
whatever they do will be wrong. Don't let this so-called "poor" price for turkeys get you down. 
This may be just the CROP CONTROL program we need. You have lots to be thankful for. Your 
kids don't have to go to school with gas masks on their arnis, do they? Besides, it's a lot more 
important that you realize it is NOW time to put on your heavy underwear. I must leave now or 

·. I shall be late for the Ladies Aid meeting. Keep the old ch_in up and save the neck for 

Yours truly, 

. .. W •.. A .... B i.l.l.ings. . 
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